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THE HAVERFORDIAN
" THE REPROOF VALIANT."

Editor*s Note.—When we publish The Reproof Valiant we feel that we are

justified in making an exception to our statement last month, that the discussion

of Graduate Interest in Undergraduate Life was closed. We are also glad to

publish a reply from C. Linn Seiler, the writer of the article in the Decem-

ber issue.

XT is pleasing to find that the words to provide an organ for

the discussion of questions relative to college life and

policy, which were inserted on the first page of The
Haverfordian three years ago, are now bearing fruit. The
surest proof that the alumni are interested in the college is

the readiness with which an article suggesting the contrary provokes

retort.

But unfortunately not the "retort courteous" which Touchstone

extolled ! The rebukes which two of the three contributors on this topic

administered to "Alumnus" in the January number savored rather of the

"reproof valiant," which Touchstone tells us is the fourth stage on the

way to the "lie direct." This is tactless. If her sons fall to quarreling

as to which loves her best, what will become of our Alma Mater?

Surely we may give "Alumnus" the credit for being very deeply inter-

ested in Haverford's welfare, or he would never have written his article.

I feel very kindly towards him, not only because he has read Bagehot's

Physics and Politics, but also because, as an ex-editor of this magazine,

I feel that the mere fact of a man's having written an article for it is to

be marked with gratitude—quite irrespective of what he says

!

But I do not agree with "Alumnus." The alumni are interested in

Haverford, and it seems more Haverford's fault than theirs that they

have come back to the college rather seldom in the past. There were two

reasons : First, the college did little to encourage them to do so, except

of course on special occasions. For instance, what would have been the

pleasantest thing to do—to come out to take a meal at the college—has

been made impossible for those who did not know any undergraduates

because no systematic provision was ever made for it—no table in the

Dining Hall was set apart for alumni, to which they could come without

feeling they were intruding, and at which they could pay a fixed sum
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for their meal. Secondly, the undergraduates, absorbed in their own
affairs, and partly from shyness, have always been backward in welcoming

any unknown alumnus who happens to be wandering about. It is

obvious that the latter cannot (as "Alumnus" suggests) "make an effort

to find out who they (the undergraduates) are and make himself known
to them." The students are in loco hospitis, they must make the first

move.

But now we have the Union, which should solve the difficulty. It

may never be as great an institution as the Oxford Union, with its

21,000 members, its library of over 40,000 volumes, its dining-room,

debating-hall, reading and writing-rooms, etc. But the Haverford Union

has begun much more auspiciously than the Oxford Union did in 1823,

and who can prophesy how it may develop? At any rate, it should be

a pan-Haverfordian club, to which every alumnus who desires to keep

in touch with the college should belong, and where he can feel thoroughly

at home when he revisits the familiar campus. It is only by fostering the

social spirit among the whole Haverford brotherhood that we can have

the social advantages which the fraternities give in larger colleges.

I have an excuse, as a very recent graduate should, for adding my
opinions to this discussion. By going far away and seeing a student-

life much more complex, much more intense, much cleverer, much more

picturesque than life at Haverford could possibly be, one does not lose

respect for one's first love. For what she has been, for what she may
be, we love her. I have met a number of Haverfordians in England,

under unique circumstances, and they all bear a feeling towards the

little college of the Scarlet and the Black that is, I think, stronger and

deeper than that of most alumni to their colleges. One man I know,

who came to Haverford for his Senior year, from a Western college,

now lives in London. He has only been at Haverford a few months

altogether ; he has never been back since he took his degree ; and yet no

more loyal or enthusiastic Haverfordian ever lived. He subscribes to

The Haverfordian, reads the Weekly, when I don't forget to send my
copy on to him, has a picture of Haverford in his office in the city, and

one of his old class hanging in the hall at his suburban home. He came

from London to Oxford for our Haverford dinner here last July. One

ex-professor came from Birmingham, one from Manchester, and one

alumnus came all the way from Paris especially, arriving half-dead with

weariness and speechless with hunger! Isn't that as good as the Yale

man who pawns his watch to get to a class reunion ?

Whether a "guarded education" be possible, or desirable (and the

question is worth debating), there is something in the Haverford atmos-
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phere which wins a loyal allegiance from all who have learned her as

she really is. Her greatest achievement, and her greatest resource, is the

spirit of brotherhood she breeds among her sons.

C. D. Morley, '10.

New College, Oxford, January 30, 1912.

GRADUATE INTEREST

Editor of The Haverfordian.

Dear Sir:—In raising the issue, as contained in my article "Graduate

Interest in Undergraduate Life," which you published in your December

issue, I was fully aware of the possibility of misunderstanding. Mis-

statement and exaggeration of fact seem to me to be largely a question

of actual experience and contact with Haverford life, and to some extent,

the question of viewpoint of the particular individual. To my mind, the

important phase of the situation is the fundamental attitude on the ques-

tion,—what is the most efficient standard of Haverford Life? And by

Haverford Life I do not mean the opportunities that are open to the

student at Haverford, either in the way of educational or recreational

training; nor do I mean that intangible and yet most potent factor in the

life of a college, the close and cordial contact between faculty and

students. These things are realized to their maximum efficiency at

Haverford. To me, Haverford stands as the highest achievement of the

small college type in America to-day. As a member of the faculty at the

University of Pennsylvania, I can more easily and clearly see the

extraordinary influence that Haverford College has had on its students.

Haverford typifies a working ideal in collegiate training. It embodies

not only superior facilities for a well-rounded education, but it has the

advantages of being able to give to each and every student a viewpoint of

life that is unusual. This viewpoint could never be attained except by

a real co-operative relationship of faculty and student body. In other

words, I would say that the unusual thing that the Haverford man gets is

his unconscious ability and eagerness to see the man in his neighbor, to

select the best,—to have nothing but the best.

In my article in the December issue I was unconsciously acting

under the influence of my Haverford viewpoint. My motive was to find,

if possible, the "best" for Haverford in the way of a standard for the

college. And on reading the criticisms of my article, I am firmly con-

vinced that those who took exception to my attitude fundamentally agree

with me after all—though they perhaps may not admit it. I think that

we disagree on particular points, on methods, on details—rather than on
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the issue involved. And it seems to me that this misunderstanding is

largely bred by an undue emphasis being placed on methods and details.

The larger view of the situation must be universally acknowledged.

Is it possible to make Haverford more powerful to its students and

graduates, or (to put the matter in another way) does the sum total of

Haverford activities to-day result in the greatest influence for good upon

not only the undergraduate of to-day but also the graduate?

May I ask one question of those who have criticised my views? Are

there any customs or activities at college to-day which are not being

realized to their maximum efficiency? An admission to at least one

illustration of this kind would range the person making the admission on

my side of the controversy. Are there not reforms and changes being

made every year to increase the efficiency of Haverford activities? It

seems to me that I could not be accused of either mis-statement or

exaggeration of fact in saying that there are. Now, assuming this to be

so, it is only fair to suppose that any change made towards increased

efficiency presupposes the theory not only for the need of such a change,

but also of the desire on the part of those making the change to create a

higher and better standard in Haverford life.

I think those who know me, personally, would hesitate to say that

I do not have the interest of Haverford at heart. To me Haverford

represents the most potent factor in the shaping of my own career,—as,

indeed, it does in the case of every man who calls Haverford his Alma
Mater. Wherever I go I find the Haverford man standing with me on

this same platform. And I also find that the Haverford man makes an

impression on his associates that no other college man can or ever will

make. To my mind, this impression is a conviction as to the moral

stability of the man himself.

There will still be some who will wonder why a man who has taken

so much pleasure in being actively engaged in graduate and under-

graduate activities since he left college could really criticise Haverford.

It seems to me that the issue comes back, in the last analysis, to the same

thing—a confusion of the fundamental concept of an increasingly efficient

and ennobling standard of Haverford life, on the one hand, with the

smaller viewpoint of carping criticism as to methods. Haverford is

efficient as she stands to-day. But she can be made more efficient. And
when I feel that there is a chance to do something for the better efficiency

of the institution, which has had more to do with the shaping of my own
career than any other, it is not in the nature of things to sit back and

let things go by default. Can we not assume, in general, that lack of

fundamental interest is clearly proved by absolute lack of apparent

interest in any way ?
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And so, let me cordially and without any hypocrisy whatsoever thank

those men who have been interested enough to reply to my article. It

seems to me that they are the most enthusiastic Haverfordians we have.

I say this in all sincerity, and from a conviction that they will in time

consider that I am sincere. This brings to my mind, a memorable Sunday

morning during my Freshman year at Haverford, when I sat in Friends'

meeting and listened to Dr. Rufus Jones speak to us,—as only he knows

how. He told us of the dynamic moral and religious life, of the need for

constant inventory, of the satisfaction in renewed and constantly increas-

ing achievement. And he closed with a portion of a stanza from one of

Tennyson's poems, which recurs to me day by day as failures and

achievements balance each other in the great equilibrium of life.

"To rise on stepping stones of our dead selves to higher things."

This typifies my whole viewpoint of life—of personal life—of

Haverford life.

Very sincerely,

C. Linn Seiler, '02.

TRIOLET

Venetian Moon, let me lead you where

You may envy the dream of our love, to-night

The wine of her lips, and her lustrous hair.

Venetian Moon, let me lead you where

You sigh for the smile of a Sylph so fair

That 'twould turn your soul to a chrysolite.

Venetian Moon, let me lead you where

You may envy the dream of our love, to-night.

D. W., '14.



THE SPIRIT OF THE NIGHT

From a lovely land am I,

From a land of gleaming sand,

Cedars tall and balsams high,

Reared against the moonlit sky,

Rippling waters bathed in light

By the most majestic host.

Shining on them clear and bright

From that lofty azure height.

There the moonbeams love to play,

Dancing o'er the moonlit shore

;

Brilliant, blinding, dazzling day

Comes not yet to mar their way.

There the loon's exultant song,

Wild and clear across the mere,

Loud, reverberating, strong,

Rings the lapping waves along.

Over all there reigns a calm,

A perfect peace, where sorrows cease;

Over all she lays her palm

Bringing rest and healing balm.

Come with me; nor wait till light,

Riding on the wings of dawn,

Mars the beauty of the sight:

Come while peace yet rules the night.

G. H. H., Jr., '15.



ON THE BORDER

ES, Chiquita, it is five hundred pesos, just what we need to

start our little rancho. Working this way it would take

two years at least."

"But, Miguel, the risk is so great," murmured the

girl as she clung to him.

The young Mexican laughed, and kissing her lightly on both cheeks,

vaulted to the saddle.

"I know the country south of the mesa, and"—tapping the stock of

his rifle
—

"I won't lose out with this in the deal. I shall not be long,"

he added, and with another kiss and an "Adios" he was gone.

The girl, a raven-locked, dark-eyed daughter of old Spain, watched

him till he seemed almost to blend with the distant cactus clumps,

watched what she thought was he, long after the welling tears had

rendered vision impossible. Then, turning reluctantly toward the 'dobe

hut, she entered and threw herself on her knees before a little plaster

figure of the Virgin. She half-spoke, half-sobbed such a prayer for the

safety of her lover as only a woman in the anguish of intuitive despair

could have uttered. In her heart she felt that in spite of Miguel's

assurance she should never see him again. When her old father returned

that evening he found her still kneeling there. A sort of stupor seemed

to have seized her, but she did not explain. "It was nothing," she said,

and he did not press her further.

By this time Miguel was well to the southward, crossing that track-

less strip of waste country that lies just below the junction of the Rio

Grande and the Trinchera (that district so famed for depredations and

gun-fights in the early days, where one could do almost anything, and by

dropping over the border into Mexico, escape the penalty). The cattle

thieves, taking advantage of the recent death of the local ranger, had

broken over the border again in one of those periodical raids so dreaded

by the early settlers. This time they had rounded up and driven off a

bunch of steers from old man Wilson's ranch, leaving the old man
dead on the cabin floor as a grim reminder of their visit. So it was

that the ranchers had made up a purse of five hundred dollars as a

reward for whoever got the thieves dead or alive. Their offer was not

jumped at by even the single men of the district, for hunting a desperado

with a price on his head is at best a rather perilous undertaking. In

fact Miguel Valdez had been the only one who seemed interested. Two
years had passed since he had met and fallen in love with Chiquita

—

two years in which he had been transformed from an ambitionless boy
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to a man. But the pay of a cowboy is small and his savings had seemed

so slight, that the two had not deemed it wise to marry as yet. Then,

too, her old father would soon be past an age when he could earn

anything, and would need their support. When the reward was posted,

Miguel felt that in it lay his chance, and with a courage amounting to

foolhardiness he started single-handed on the trail of the rustlers. Even

the pleading of Chiquita had proved unavailing, and during the past

two days thoughts of the realization of his desire had become incessant.

Night overtook him as he rode, and still he pressed on, until the

encroaching darkness made the familiar landmarks too uncertain to be

trustworthy. He dismounted and picketed his pony to a furze bush,

made his supper from a can of tomatoes, and, spreading his saddle

blankets on the ground, slept under the open stars. The first dim

twilight of the dawn saw him again in the saddle, for the cattle thieves

already had a long start and no time could be lost. At this point the mesa

fronts the river in an unbroken wall for almost forty miles, and extends

inland for a considerable distance before it drops to the plain. There are

two fords—one at the upper and the other at the lower end—the former

dangerous, the latter comparatively safe. Miguel reasoned that because

they were driving a herd they would work toward the one below. That

meant that they had to go around the mesa, a long and circuitous journey,

whereas a man on horseback, with no one but himself to look out for,

might take a chance on swimming the river above, and, dropping down
the Mexican side, arrive in time to surprise anyone taking the other

route. An examination of tracks that he had found in several arroyos

had led him to the belief that there were but two horsemen with some

half a hundred head of steers, so he felt sure of his game if he but

reached the ford before them. It was late that afternoon when he re-

crossed the river, and the absence of fresh footprints told him that he

had won his race.

He led his horse up an adjoining canyon, opened his second can of

tomatoes and then went back to conceal himself in a little clump of

mesquite on a knoll overlooking the trail. It was perhaps an hour before

a distant rumbling told him of their approach, and he felt a slight

quickening of his pulse as they swung around a bend in a cloud of dust.

Yes, they were old man Wilson's Arizonas—the ones that he'd brought in

last Spring—and the tracks had told the truth ; two men were driving

them. Quietly he aimed his Winchester; it was too soon to risk firing,

but with a sort of fascination he kept a bead on the foremost man. He
laughed ; Chiquita's fear had been groundless. He thought of her, of the

reward, of how happy they were going to be. A sort of self-induced
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trance came over him. But they were almost near enough now—fools,

they suspected nothing. He shifted his position to better his aim.

Suddenly he heard, almost in his ear, that sound most hideous to the

plainsman—the sickening "whrrr" of a rattler. The reaction on his

former tension was too great; instinctively he jumped. A shot rang out

—the rustler is quick—and Chiquita is still waiting for Miguel, who
never returns.

J. McF. C, Jr., '12.

FAUNUS NOCTURNALIS

Lonely, I roamed through the aisles of the shade-haunted woodland,

All was at rest, save the stream with its eddies and swirls;

Pale shone the moon, and the cob-webs and dew-drops around me
Wove a wierd tissue of delicate laces and pearls.

Hushed was the wood. In the tree-tops no longer the breezes,

Woke the soft leaves into tremulous ripples and swells.

Heavy the air, with the fragrance of fern-hidden flowers,

Sleeping, not dead, in the midst of enchantment and spells.

Then, without seeing, I felt the swift touch of a Presence,

Stirring the earth with a magical wand of release,

Wrapping my spirit in soft indescribable cadence.

Such as the pipes one time played on the hillsides of Greece.

I, who was lonely, at last shall be lonely no longer,

I have returned to the place where my spirit began.

Old gods have claimed me, and I have been hailed as a brother,

Blessed in the night with the mystical presence of Pan.

L. B. L., '14.



IT WAS LEAP YEAR

XT was a snug little place to sit all by one's self. The big

white sand-dune seemed so warm and friendly, filled as it

was by the full glow of the afternoon sun. Horatio had

been for some time deep in meditation. He lay flat on his

stomach with his head braced on his arms, fascinated by

the great waves as they piled up one upon another, finally to spill them-

selves in such graceful curves upon the wet beach. He was perfectly

satisfied to lie stretched out and dream. Least of all he wished to be

disturbed.

A dribble of sand slid off the side of the dune, trickling down to the

beach far below. He was conscious that someone was present and he

thought he knew who it was. With peculiar unconcern, however, he

maintained his spellbound attitude. Now there were four little arms

braced in the sand and two little wide-eyed faces watching the great ocean.

Silence is a bond of fellowship sometimes, and it now began to

work on the friendship of these two. It was quite a while before the

newcomer ventured:

"Horatio?"

"Yes."

"Are you sorry?"

"Yes, for you."

"For Peggy?"

"No!" he answered with much heat. Silence ensued. But the new-

comer was not satisfied. She ventured once more

:

"Why not for Peggy?"

"Oh ! Because—"
And his voice dwindled to nothing when he actually had to explain

his ire. At last, however, he discovered a sufficiently suitable answer.

"Peggy deserved to be banished," he added.

"Banished? Is that what you call it?"

"Sure, that's what papa calls bad men who are not allowed to go

home."

"But Peggy wasn't bad," she retorted, quick as a wink.

The waves splashed on in dumb unconsciousness of all human doings,

rolling, forever rolling, one upon the other, only to break and scatter on

the sand. The salt breeze was sweet. Delicately it played with the curls

of the two children. Horatio continued:

"If it's not bad to spoil my soup with sand, I'd like to know what

is bad?" Horatio was somewhat of an egotist.
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"But Peggy did not put sand in your soup," she suggested.

"Who did?"

"I don't know, do I?" she laughed, with a toss of her head in such

a pretty, innocent way that Horatio felt his old fondness usurp his tired

heart.

"Horatio?"

"Yes!"

"Aren't you sorry for Peggy now?"
"Well—perhaps,'' he suggested, "I might forgive her for your sake."

"For my sake?"

les.

Again both meditated. She was slightly puzzled why Horatio should

forgive Peggy for her sake. It was nice, however, that he had finally

consented to forgive the poor doll. Poor Peggy, how cold she must be,

way out on the ocean in that horrid old boat. She could not imagine

what had possessed Horatio to set her adrift. Then her eyes followed

his gazing far out to sea, where the little mermen and mermaids laugh

and play and romp together all day long. They must have a delightful

time, no cares, no troubles, a life of continual happiness. She pondered

on the word happiness, and somehow a strange thing bobbed up in her

mind.

"Horatio, when—when we grow up?" she hesitated, a trifle bothered.

"When we grow up— r"

"Well, when we grow up, what?" put in the impatient Horatio.

"Will you marry me?"

He answered her question by a burst of unlooked for feeling with

which he thoroughly disconcerted her. With a flurry of arms he admin-

istered the salute of kindred spirits in a most gallant fashion.

Then they both suddenly realized their nurse had been calling for the

past two minutes.

"Ch—ildren," she called; "where—are—you?"

"Here—we—are," they both answered, reluctantly.

H. W. E., '14.



REMINISCENCES OF A MAINE WINTER

aP in the hills to the west of Kennebec Valley there is a long,

narrow strip of farm land. It stretches from the heavily

timbered side of Mt. Pisgah down to the cedar grove that

lines the lake shore. And half way down the hill, where

the old stageroad cuts across the farm, are a long, ramb-

ling white house, and a huge weather-beaten red barn, the two connected

by a shingled shed, and partly hidden from the road by huge elms.

And here, on the old farm, there lives and works as fine an old

Quaker minister as you will find in a long day's ride. At seventy-six he

still holds a plow or swings an axe with the best of them, and never a

Sunday but sees him, kindly, sweet-faced, cultured gentleman that he is,

preaching to his reverent flock from the facing seat of the little, white

meeting-house. He is my grandfather. Then I picture my grandmother,

sweet-tempered, grey-haired old lady, sitting behind the tea cups, or in

the first row at meeting, in her sober dress, the best of wives as she is

the best of grandmothers.

There is my uncle, sinewy, tanned, with the eyes of a boy and the

heart of a boy, an ardent lover and interpreter of the common outdoor

things. His good wife and his two little children complete the household,

except for great-aunt Lettie, dear, painstaking Aunt Lettie, serving God
and her neighbors in all humility.

Here I come every summer, and here it was my boyhood's ideal to

spend a winter. And so it came about, that when, one winter, the school

which I attended closed on account of scarlet fever, I was sent post-

haste to the old Maine farm.

I remember the drive up from Hallowell in the cold November dusk,

and how grandmother hugged me and made me sit down beside the

roaring cook-stove in the kitchen, while she poured me some hot coffee

and got out the sugared doughnuts; and how warm and comfortable the

big bed was, with its home-made quilts and soft feather mattress! Six

o'clock found me dressing hurriedly in the cold north chamber and a

few minutes later I dashed downstairs to see the last of the milking and

hear the hum of the big separator in the milk-room.

All that day we were busy with the preparations for cold weather.

The house had to be banked all round with evergreen boughs, and the

score or more of sheep had to be gathered in from the different orchards.

This was a task requiring some delicacy, but it was finally accomplished,

with the help of old Jack, the collie. When the last flurried, bleating

sheep was safely inside the warm pen in the barn, we turned our attention
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to the big home-made ox-sleds, and before night had them all coupled

and ready for use. That night my uncle looked a long while at the sky

and remarked that we hadn't finished the fall work much too soon.

When I woke next morning it was to a changed world. A steadily

falling blanket of snow was whitening the ground. It fell all day in

great, slow flakes, and all the next night it came down without a break.

The next morning, however, the sun came up bright and clear, and

before we had finished breakfast we could hear the shouting of the

teamsters "breaking out" a half mile down the road. It was Sunday

morning, so I was restrained from going to meet them. Instead, I had

to learn a text to say in Sabbath-school. A half hour later they came

slowly by the house—twenty or thirty men with six yoke of oxen and a

huge wooden snowplow. The morning chores completed, we all got

into the two-horse pung and drove right merrily to the meeting house, in

the wake of the slow-moving road-breakers.

I remember sitting there in that warm, quiet place of worship, and

looking out at the low-weighted boughs of the fir trees, almost smothered

under their load of glistening white. I don't recall the sermon, but I

thought what a good man my grandfather was and how the meeting

must love him.

When the Sabbath-school was over and I, having safely unloaded

my text, was feeling greatly freshened in spirit, we all bundled into the

big, roomy sleigh, and dashed home with all the bells ringing and the tall

blacks stepping like quarter-horses.

When the paths had all been cleared and we had gotten into our

winter traces, so to speak, we began to turn our attention to the wood-

cutting, the most serious business of the cold season. So one day my
grandfather, my uncle, a hired Frenchman and myself took our axes and

our dinner pails and waded up through the hummocky reaches of the

stump pasture. Up over the shoulder of the mountain there is a fine young

growth of maple, birch and oak, and here it was that we began operations.

Taking it all in all, I never enjoyed a day more in my life. The cold,

bracing air, the sun shining down through the leafless tree stems, the

wide stretch of "the bog" out behind us, dotted with its sparse hack-

mitack clumps—it was all wonderful. And then the joy of driving an

axe into a hardwood sapling, seeing the wide, white chips drop from the

clean-cut "scarf," watching the strong young tree totter and sway and

fall with a crash, and feeling the vigorous pound of blood in the cold.

When I was tired of chopping, I wandered off into the hemlock growth

and watched a big, slow porcupine rambling along the lower limbs of a

giant evergreen. The stick I threw hit the branch on which he crouched,
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but he scarcely deigned to look at me, and, leaving him to the companion-

ship of the Canada-jays, I waded on and up toward the rocky summit

of Pisgah. The wild, snowy landscape, and the clear, distant ring of

axes, made yet clearer by the cold crispness of the atmosphere—I can

never forget it

!

At noon I came down hungrily to the campfire and ate my bacon

and potatoes and cold pie with a wonderful relish. All afternoon we
worked, and I piled the wood in cord-piles as fast as the men felled it

and cut it into lengths. At dusk we plodded down through the snowy

fields to the old farmhouse, where the oil lamps were twinkling cheer-

fully. So ended the first of a long line of happy days.

During the third week of my stay there came a night when, at bed-

lime, the old thermometer on the side-porch registered twelve below. We
went off merrily to rest, carrying our extra quilts, which grandmother

got out of the wardrobe, and none of us realized the extreme cold until

morning. I woke and stuck one foot out of bed. It came back rapidly.

The window was open and beside it, on the washstand, the pitcher was

broken, while in its place stood a solid block of ice. I made a dash for

the window, shut it, and dove headlong into my clothes. After breakfast

we all turned to and did the chores. My duty was to feed down hay to

the cattle, where they stood in a long line, restlessly knocking their horns

against the heavy home-made stanchions. The tie-up was warm and

comfortable in spite of the biting cold without, for each big, hairy body

was a stove to itself. The long wooden aqueduct which usually brought

water to the barnyard by gravity from the upper well, had frozen up,

and it was necessary to fix a trough from the lower well to the drinking

tubs and pump all the stock's water by hand. The cold had made the

cattle frisky, and after their antics they were thirsty. I did the pumping,

and I know. Last of all the young Jersey bull was turned out. He made

a magnificent picture as he galloped around the yard and then stood

snorting, his sturdy legs spread firmly, his massive neck and heavy head

stretched out, his short tail curving and his nostrils wrinkling.

When he had been led back into his pen, we yoked the great, black-

and-white oxen to a sled, and, dressed in our warmest clothing, started

up the mountain to haul down the cord-wood. Baptiste, the hired man,

taught me to drive the patient steers the first trip down, and after that I

constituted myself ox-teamster. "Star" and "Golden" they were called,

and it was utter bliss to admonish them in manly tones to "gee" or "haw,"

then to follow up the advice with a prod of the ash goad.

It was several days after this, for we had finished all the cutting and

hauling, when there came a rise in temperature, as sudden as the former
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drop had been. The sun blazed down, all one day, and then there came

a gentle warm rain, and on the third day the snow had become a thin

layer of slush on the roads, while in the fields it was only about six

inches deep and very soft.

The next night it froze. How it did freeze! In the morning the

roads were rough stretches of yellow ice and the crust back of the house

would have held a horse. I had great fun practicing a fifty-yard slide

without a sled or any implements but those nature gave me. My grand-

mother was quite convinced that it was a fifty-yard slide when she mended

my trousers that evening.

To cap the climax of weather, there came down out of the northeast

the old, white-haired great-grandfather of all the blizzards, a "regular

old he one," as my uncle expressed it. It raged and raged all night and

all day, increasing rather than abating in fury. The drifts whirled higher

than the middle sashes of the windows, and the wind writhed in the

chimneys like a live thing in pain. In those days we read Ivanhoe and

John Woolmaris Journal, and it is needless to say that I preferred the

former.

When the blizzard whirled away southward, we went out and beheld

fair-sized hills separating us from the tall, wooden pump, and as the

cistern was nearly empty we had to get through those hills to the well.

It was great fun. for, nearly half the way, we had to tunnel under drifts

eight feet deep. The road-breakers could not get through at all that

day, and not till next day, with twenty yoke of oxen and a hundred

shovellers, were they able to plow out to the village. That night my
grandfather and I drove down the long hills to the postoffice and got the

mail delayed by the storm. It was bright starlight and the air was very

still and cold. We drove in the cutter, through a deep, walled-in lane

of snow, with nothing visible over the high piled drifts except the great

blue-black, star-flecked canopy of the night sky. Neither of us said a

word all the way home, but I never felt closer to my grandfather than

that night.

In the mail we had brought, came a letter from my mother saying

that school had reopened and that I must break off my visit and come
home. I felt a pang at leaving the land of enchantment, but what boy

is there alive, who can be away from home for a month or more without

having a longing, way down inside, to see his own people ?

The morning of my departure was perfect, and I brought away a

bright picture of the old farm in my memory, not to mention the large

bag of apples in my suitcase. Grandmother and my tender-hearted Aunt
Lettie (she had slipped a big doughnut into my hand when I kissed her
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good-bye) stood in the doorway and watched us drive away. And then

we began the long descent into the Kennebec Valley. All the way down
we passed marketing sleighs and huge cord-wood sleds, with their tall

upright supports and horse-pails jangling from the rear cross-bars.

After the last steep descent we pulled up beside the station platform

and my vacation ended with a good, long, firm grip of my grandfather's

hand. Then he touched up the bay road-horse, smiled at me, and swept

away up the hill in a flurry of snow-dust. Down the valley came the long

whistle of the Boston train.

S. W. M., '13.

LOOSE LEAF

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT.

VACATION was over, and Dorothy walked to the door with John to say

goodbye. She was distractingly pretty in her shimmering dark-red

gown, trimmed with soft fur, which nestled lovingly into the rosy curve

of her neck. Her winsome face, her provoking smile, her soft voice—everything

urged John on to kiss her. He took her in his arms, but she struggled in hi?

embrace, and the kiss landed squarely on the end of her somewhat upturned nose.

Now John was accustomed to doing things well, and he could not forget his

bungling attempt. All the way back to college the wheels of the express ham-

mered out a refrain which to John's ear sounded much like, "Try it again, try

it again ; learn how to do it, and try it again." So he worked hard to perfect

himself in the osculatory art, and when his next vacation arrived he called upon

Dorothy with new confidence. She received him very pleasantly, and the evening

passed rapidly, without any allusion to the unfortunate ending of his last visit.

Finally, John prepared to take his leave, and, as usual, Dorothy accompanied

him to the door. There she stood as she had before, just as pretty and just as

tantalizing, but this time he did not hesitate. Gently, but firmly, he encircled her

waist with his right arm, at the same time clasping both her hands with his

left. Then bending his head almost at right angles to hers, he implanted his

kiss full upon her laughing lips. And as he turned away, filled with the triumph

of his achievement, he gave himself all the credit and never stopped to think

that she might have been practicing too. P. C. G., '13.



EDITORIAL

THE UNDERGRADUATE POINT OF VIEW

XT is with some degree of hesitation that we approach this

subject about which so great a battle of words has been

waged for the last three issues of The Haverfordian. A
large part of the controversy we must leave untouched

because it pertains exclusively to inter-alumni relations.

Yet we should like to take this opportunity of discussing the attitude of

the undergraduate toward the alumnus.

Between the alumni and undergraduates there exists very little

personal acquaintance. The average man in college sees with apprecia-

tion the efforts of the alumni to advance the interests of the college, he

sees the many ways in which their generous love for their Alma Mater

is expressed, yet personally he knows but three, or four, or a dozen

alumni whom he has met either socially outside of college, or officially,

w^hile engaged in college activities. If an undergraduate is indifferent to

the alumni, it is because he does not know them.

We believe that the writer in the December issue was mistaken in

his view that the undergraduate feels keenly the fact that he is not the

center of attraction on Alumni Day. We do not envy the alumni their

few hours of pleasure; we understand that this is their day for renewing

old friendships—we do not want to "butt in." We are willing to stay

outside the alumni circle until rightfully entitled to membership—and

then we shall want our friends to ourselves on Alumni Day.

In the last decade the alumni have been coming out in increasing

numbers to the college activities, especially to the football games. The
older men as well as the younger are getting up a spirit that is com-

paratively no less than that of Princeton or Yale. If there is any lack

of spirit, it is not evident to the undergraduate. But at football games

there is no opportunity for alumni and students to get personally

acquainted. We must accept as sufficient that our loyal supporters come

to cheer the team, and are one with us in Haverford spirit. The more

the alumni display that spirit, the greater will be the enthusiasm of the

men in college.

Now that hazing has been abolished and friendships are formed

among the classes, the younger alumni especially will come back fre-

quently to visit their friends. This good-feeling among the classes will

remove the "strained" relations hinted at by one of our correspondents

of last month—but we are getting outside our sphere. We need not
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trouble ourselves about our welcome of recent graduates. We know
them and they are our friends, but the older alumni who come out do

not know us, and we do not know them. We want to welcome them

;

what is the best way for us to do it?

It is evident that the only way for the alumnus and the under-

graduate to get on more intimate terms is for the individual alumnus to

visit the college informally at various times during the college year. As

a writer has noted in another part of this issue, the only way for the

alumni to want to come to Haverford is for us to make it pleasant for

them when they come. At present so few of the students know the

individual alumni that, unless an alumnus has friends in college, there is

no inducement for him to come—unless he wishes to revive dead

memories or to feel decidedly out of things.

We are glad that the writer of The Reproof Valiant speaks of the

Union. That is of all buildings at Haverford the one where the alumnus

should expect a welcome. We who are students must conquer our

natural disinclination to speak to strangers, because these are not

strangers, they are just old Haverfordians. We have the Union; we are

proud of it and we use it, and it is up to us as individual undergraduates

to give its name a real significance as a bond of good fellowship among

the alumni, the faculty, and the students.

In some colleges it is customary for the undergraduates to cheer in

the dining-room for the visiting alumnus. This is sometimes done here

—

in football season, but we believe that it would be a good thing to give

a cheer for every alumnus of ten years' standing who visits the college.

We would exclude, unless for special reasons, alumni under this limit

—

because we think they should return in such numbers as to make the

cheering monotonous.

It has been the custom at Haverford for some of the alumni to

speak at Y. M. C. A. meetings or at more formal lectures. This custom

furnishes splendid opportunities to meet Haverford men, and we should

not be too anxious to rush to the door when the meeting is over. We do

not wish to seem over-effusive, yet we know that some of the speakers

remark our apparent lack of responsiveness and appreciation. It has not

been intentional, but it has not been our custom to stay to speak to our

guests. Let us make a precedent

!

Then, also, there should be a permanent committee to welcome

un-attached alumni, introduce them to the fellows, if they want to meet

them, or to show them over the new buildings. Any fellow in college

will be glad to have an alumnus come back to his old room and will show

him every courtesy. In the absence of a regular committee, The Haver-
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fordian Board will be glad to be of any assistance to visiting alumni.

To sum up. The present attitude of the undergraduates toward the

alumni is one of passive acceptance of that existing body as a whole.

This attitude is due to the fact that the alumni do not come out fre-

quently, and when they come, they are either unrecognized or are so

protected by one or two men that the majority of the fellows do not

even know of their presence. We should as undergraduates make every

effort to give the alumni a cordial welcome, not perhaps because we want

to be their close friends—for we recognize that this is impossible in most

instances—but because they, too, are Haverfordians. We shall try to

do our part in remedying the difficulty because we believe that, successful

as Haverford has been, she can be made still more successful by closer

relations between graduate and undergraduate, that when the alumni

cease to be mere names to the majority of men in college, we shall have,

in every sense, a greater Haverford.

We regret to announce that Leonard B. Lippmann, '14, recently

elected to the Board, is unable to serve. In his place we have elected

Eugene Morris Pharo, '15.

EXCHANGES

THIS TITLE HAS NO PICTURE

For I am king

Of everything

That you would call worth while.

SOR the best picture to accompany the above title the Punch
Bowl will give a check for one hundred dollars on any de-

funct trust company in Philadelphia. This extract from the

Pennsylvania organ may have various and lively connota-

tions, yet it furnishes an excellent seat of honor for the

most worthy aspirant of the month's literary productions. Perhaps we
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would hand the laurel to the Harvard Illustrated Magazine and inscribe

within the frame Upon this Rock; an essay, which in its dealing with

correlative topics and in the honesty of its plea is vastly more human
than the scriptural heading would indicate. The article is introduced as

follows : "Those who regard socialism as a sublimation of the Family

Toothbrush feel that it must fail for the two causes that make a machine

run down—that it is material and that it is mechanical. They believe

it to be built up by cold philosophy on a bread and butter foundation.

Since it depends mechanically upon the accurate and efficient working of

its parts—fallible and dishonest human beings—it must break down."

The author deplores a social organization based upon a minor function

of life such as the provision for a universally full stomach. He observes

that each member of society recognizes some greatest fulfillment to which

these material and secondary functions must contribute. Then let us found

our socialism on a harmony of the finest notes to which we individually

aspire ! The folk-song is suggested as this blending of ideals. "The

song of the flower, not of the milliner." A song which is the product

of a rural people, which reverberates with their highest thoughts and is

mute before the advances of hypocrisy and ostentation. A ballad

redolent with the meads of spring and melodious with the evening rest of

the waters. "Yes, this can stand as the cornerstone of our philosophy

and all else shall stand or fall according as it promotes or destroys this

highest good." In following this thought one is impressed with the fact

that it is not new, yet the suggestion that perhaps there may not be one

definite scheme of things which they who seek may eventually hit upon,

is quite infrequently met with and deserves recognition. Were it not

that in everyman's interpretation of the ideal there lies some remuneration

for his work, the fatalists would cease and all pessimists would vanish

quite away. Does it not seem then that the sentiments which bring

pleasure to a Poe should be helpful to LAllegro, and that a sympathy

with another's viewpoint is desirable, however unsound it may seem, or,

what is the same thing, however radically his philosophy may differ from

one's own? Then let us not whine "fanatical'' at the emanation from

beliefs which appear absurd until they cease to smack of sincerity.

A few of the most lenient may perhaps be disposed to apply the

previously expounded precept of tolerance to the mode of its exposition

and consider other disciples of this school. The Amherst Monthly offers

Two Fables which are both exceptionally fine. The former describes the

labored progress of a priest, an atheist and a scientist up the bank of the

river of life. They arrive at its source and seek there to find the source

of human knowledge. They delve among the vines and crags of the
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cavern from which the river flows, each according to his several abilities.

Finally the search is rewarded and the hidden object is unearthed.

—

"The Book of Wisdom,"' they cried together, "now we shall know
everything." The priest and the atheist leaned over the shoulders of the

scientist as he opened the book. At first he turned the pages slowly,

then faster and faster until he was rushing through the book as if to

devour it all at once. Every page was blank. The second fable is

entitled Man Goeth Forth to His Labors, than which a better might be

The Value of the Dilettante, a little travesty in three acts upon the

Virtue of Toil. The opening scene introduces the revered King Nud of

Slaw and his son, unfavored with a name like his sire's, from the mere

fact of his not having won a name. King Xud informs the youth that

he has steeped himself in wisdom to a sufficient degree and that it there-

fore behooves him to disentangle the wheat from the tares. To such

great knowledge had he attained ! His labors are supervised by two

aged councillors who twice reprove him for observing that the river

laughs in the sun and that a bath in the same would be quite refreshing,

inasmuch as from the context we are to imply that such an event as the

latter was unprecedented in that realm and the youth had worked in

this tropic sun for some few years. Now the substance of the tale lies

in the fact that at each reproval the heart of the son of Nud, which organ

was well developed at the commencement of his labor, shrank quite

perceptibly in his breast. "Now the autumn came, with winds and

falling leaves, and the king's son took what he had earned of gain and of

grain and built him an house of stone. Into this house he moved his

possessions and there he lived, praised and honored among the sage

councillors, for his wisdom, though by this time his heart was as small

as a grain of wheat." So are the mighty fallen

!

There is a prolixity of good verse from which selection is difficult.

We greatly enjoyed The Bobolink and The Islands from the Vassar and

Dreams from the Princeton Lit. The Smith, as usual, contains real

thought in its poetry and is very free from amateurish generalization.

We print with great pleasure our favorites.
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O joy of the rippling meadows

!

O darling of blithesome June

!

Tossing tip-toe on a grass end,

Sunlight sung to a tune

!

In the meadows with daisies showered,

And sunny with buttercup,

Where the purple breath of the iris,

Is blown through the marsh : Down ! Up

!

DIVINA COMEDIA

While men of earth, with boisterous jest and laughter

Delude themselves to thinking they are gay,

Try to forget that sorrow will come after

The unconsidered revels of to-day

;

While to laugh at, not with, is their desire,

To use their wit to hurt and to abuse,

And while they wear the twisted smile of satire,

Or woo with ribaldry the comic muse;

Thou towards whom time and circumstance are moving,

Who in the end will bring it all to pass,

Who knowest that human life is but a proving

That joy will be the only thing to last,

Thou laughest with a deep transcendent pleasure,

Thy smile is of eternity the measure.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
'CCORDING to the recent Harvard Catalogue, Haverford has

eight students in the Harvard Graduate School of Arts and

Sciences—a representation equaled by only four colleges,

as follows: Harvard, 195; Yale, 15; Dartmouth, 11;

Bowdoin, 10. But this is not exceptional. Haverford had

eight representatives, also, in each of the two preceding years and six

in the year before that. The only colleges with better averages for the

same time have been Harvard, Dartmouth, Amherst and Bowdoin, with

averages respectively of 190, 10, 8, and 8. For the ten years from 1902
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to 1912 the average enrollment of Haverford men in the Graduate School

has been exactly six, an average equaled only by the four colleges

already mentioned and by Brown and Michigan. Considering Haver-

ford's size and location, this record seems extraordinary. Perhaps one

reason is that twelve of the Haverford faculty, including the president,

have received degrees in this school—a fact recently mentioned in the

Harvard Alumni Bulletin. The Haverford men now in the Harvard

Graduate School are: J. H. Redfield, Jr., '99; H. M. Trueblood, '03;

T. K. Brown, Jr., '06; C. R. Hoover, '07; R. A. Spaeth, '09; R. L. M.

Underhill, '09; L. A. Post, '11 ; C. Wadsworth, 3rd, '11.

The Governing Board of the Haverford Union recently asked seven-

teen of the alumni to vote on the twelve greatest Haverfordians, for the

purpose of starting a Hall of Fame in the Union. Five men were chosen

:

F. T. King, Ex-'37; A. M. Elliott, '66; A. K. Smiley, '49; F. B. Gummere,

'72; T. W. Richards, '85. At another meeting of the Board it was

decided that no living men should be included on the list. P. C. Garrett,

'51, and C. L. Smith, '60, were then chosen, besides F. T. King and

A. M. Elliott. Their names will be inscribed on the bookcases in the new

Union library. Other names will be added.

'60

At the Washington's Birthday exercises at the University of Penn-

sylvania, the portrait of Dr. James Tyson was presented to the University

as a token of the distinguished services he has rendered.

'65

A. C. Thomas has revised and largely rewritten his History of the

United States. It is published by the Jewish Publishing Company, of

New York, with a parallel Yiddish translation on each page—the idea

being that those Jews who come to this country too old to attend the

public schools, should have a book by which they can learn the history

and ideals of America from an American point of view. The book is

well printed and contains many handsome illustrations.

'66

The portrait of the late Dr. A. M. Elliott was presented, in his

memory, to the Johns Hopkins University on Washington's Birthday.

Dr. Elliott was connected with the Romance Language Department of

that University from 1876 until his death in 1910.

Ex-'7i

W. D. Hartshome is the agent of the Arlington Mills at Lawrence,

Massachusetts, where, at the present time, a large strike of the textile
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workers is going on. He has been taking a prominent part in the various

conferences that have been held toward a settlement of the strike.

'72

On February 19th a reception was given at the Penn Club in honor

of President Sharpless and Dr. F. B. Gummere.

•78

A son was born, in January of this year, to Dr. and Mrs. H. L.

Taylor, of St. Paul, Minnesota.

'82

Dr. G. A. Barton addressed the T Square Club, of Philadelphia, on

Recent Excavations in Palestine on February 7th.

'85

Dr. R. M. Jones published an article on Two Conceptions of God in

the Friends' Quarterly Examiner for January.

T. W. Richards, Professor of Chemistry at Harvard, received, during

191 1, the degrees of Doctor of Science from Cambridge University,

Oxford University, and the University of Manchester, and of Doctor of

Philosophy from the University of Christiania.

'87

Dr. H. H. Goddard, of the Vineland Institute for the Feeble-

minded, gave a very interesting lecture on February 17th in the Union

on Feeble-mindedness as a Social Menace. The lecture was well attended

and very much appreciated.

'89

Professor Warner Fite, who has been connected with the Univer-

sity of Chicago, is now at Harvard University, where he has been

appointed Professor of Philosophy during Josiah Royce's absence

caused by illness.

'94

The Life of John H. Dillingham, edited by J. H. Bartlett, has

recently been published by the Knickerbocker Publishing Company, of

New York.

A child was born to L. J. Palmer on February 20th.

'96

Dr. J. A. Babbitt is Secretary of the Committee on Soccer of the

National Collegiate Athletic Association. This committee has been

making plans to spread soccer interest among the schools and colleges of

the country by appointing skilled coaches to travel among them, to drill
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the teams, so that a high standard of play may be set and result in a

game that is reall) worth while, to be played from Thanksgiving till

April, and tilling the gap between football and baseball.

I >r. Babbitt was one of the speakers at the Yale Alumni Banquet at

the Bellevue-Stratford on February 71b. lie spoke on the new football

rules. Dr. Babbitt also spoke at the University of Pennsylvania Wash-

ington'.- Birthday dinner, at the Hotel Roosevelt.

Assistants to Dr. Babbitt as judges of the Interscholastic Meet at

Haverford, on February [6th, were: T. Wistar, Jr., '98; I. I.. Scull,

Ex-'os; R. M. Gummere, '02; A. < i. 11. Spier-. '02
;

11. J. Cadbury, '03;

A. 11. Hopkins, '05; W. 11. Haines, '07; and E. A. Edwards, '08. E. C.

Tatnall, '07, was one of the timers.

D. H. Adams has opened a sehool for young boys at Atlantic City

called the Winchester School. This is a sort of primary department of

( loyne House, at Newport. Rhode Island, of which he is principal.

J. 11. Scattergood has just taken a trip to Florida, Jamaica, and the

Panama Canal.

Ex-'97

A. M. Collins and E. M. Scull. '01, came out of the wilds into British

East Africa on January 15th; and on that date shipped from Mombasa
eighty-two specimens of forty-two rare varieties of the larger African

mammals to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, where

they will be mounted and put on exhibition. It will undoubtedly be one

of the most important additions that the academy has had for years.

Mr. Collins and Mr. Scull have travelled 2,500 miles, principally on foot,

through the Fast African jungle. They have been in Africa since last

summer.
•98

Dr. W. W. Cadbury has published an article on Medicine as Prac-

tised by the Chinese in the Annals of the American . Icademy of Political

and Social Science for January.

'00

W. W. Allen was admitted to the Philadelphia Bar on February 16th.

Ex-'oo

We regret to announce the death, on February 16th, of Daniel

.Miller, son of the late Henry Clay Miller, of Baltimore. Mr. Miller

entered Haverford in the fall of 1896 from the Haverford School. He
left at the end of Freshman year and went into business in Philadelphia.

He was unmarried and lived at the Rittenhouse Club.

'02

The engagement is announced of Miss Gertrude Slayback Elliott, of

Xew York City, to A. C. Wood, Jr.. of Riverton. Xew Jersey.
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A son, Thomas Shipley Brown, has been born to Mr. and Mrs.

Shipley Brown.

W. P. Philips has been made a member of the firm of Bryne &
Cutcheon, prominent lawyers of Xew York City. Mr. Fhilips took an

MA. at Harvard after leaving Haverford, taught school in Albanv, and

then went to the Harvard Law School, where he was on the staff of the

Harvard Law Review.
•05

T. S. Downing is in Pittsburgh at the Spang Chalfonte Iron Works.

H. \Y. Jones is assistant superintendent of a shoe factory at

Showhegan, Maine.

Ex-'os

F. F. Winslow has opened a drug store in Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

'07

\Y. S. Eldridge has left the Philadelphia Trade School, where he

has been teaching, to take a position in the West Philadelphia High

School.

E. F. Jones has been in the government forestry service in Wash-

ington State.

•08

I.. C. Petry is connected with the Department of Botany of the

Cniversitv of Chicago.

'09

J. W. Crowell was in the cast of the French play, .1/. Lambert.

Marchand de Tableaux, given in the ballroom of the Bellevue-Stratford

on February 8th.

R. 11. Mott is now in the West, traveling for the National Cash

Register Company.

'TO

Though some of the following news gathered from the '10 class

letters is not very recent, it has not been published before in The Haver-

FORDIAX.

The engagement is announced of Miss Florence Huddle, of Mount

Vernon, Ohio, to T. X. Clark.

E. P. Gheen will go into the stuck raising business near Malvern,

Pa., this spring.

1 1. Sholem was married thi-- fall to Mis-- Tabor, of Milwaukee. He
is the junior partner of Sholem & Son's department store, of Paris,

Illinois.

P. B. Strassburger was married on June 3, 191 1, to Miss Alice
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Birdsall, of Germantown. He is with George B. Atlee & Co., haul.

at [19 South Front Street, Philadelphia.

A son has been horn to C. B. Shoemaker, 2d.

I.. II. Barrett was married lasl summer in Indianapolis, where lie is

now living.

I. F. Wilson is married and is practicing law in Cleveland, 1 'hio.

Ex-'i 3

E. "1". Kirk is working with William H. Kunz. photographer, of

Boston. They are working out a new method of color photography

which they expect to have completed by spring. Mr. Kirk is also studying

chemistry and accounting.

A College Man
Doesn't want to wear the ordinary Stereo-

typed Clothing. There's a certain individu-

ality about a College Man, that requires

the same certain individuality about his

dress.

Let us convince you how well prepared

we are to serve you. Common Prices.

Whelan CS, Co.

MUFTI and COLLEGE TAILORS

1222 Walnut Street
Main Floor
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NOTES ON AN ENGLISH TOUR

HAW, the most accurate of bowlers, referring to Grace in

his prime, used to say that cricket was a game in which "I

puts the ball where I pleases, and he puts it where he

please." More famous is Lillywhite's immortal definition of

cricket, "Me bowling. Pilch batting, and Box keeping

wicket." As I recall the first English tour made by a Haverford team,

these ancient sayings spring to mind. I think of "Me bowling. Steinthal*

batting, and Mifflin in despairing pursuit of the ball down the misty ter-

races of Clifton." For it is not the white days that come first to the mind

when one recalls that pioneer tour. It is the stubborn struggle against

batsmen of resource, and bowlers of cunning and accuracy, such as we
had not met on our fields at home ; afternoons, now and then, when the

resources of our attack,—all too limited for a tour,—were strained to the

breaking-point ; sunny hours filled with dogged and sweaty defence, con-

stant glancings at the slow clock hands on the school tower,—and a quite

incidental twenty-five runs an hour.

The guardian genius of that first invasion, as of those that have

followed, was Henry Cope. One who knew him then need never look at

the score board to see how the game stood; it were better to watch his

brown-suited figure beyond the ropes. You would find him, if the match

was going aright, sedate and quiescent, the center of frequent spectators;

but if storms were gathering or breaking, you would look for a remote

pacing man, haloed with an angry wisp of smoke. As it was always his

criticism of the day's play, which was the sanest and most to be weighed,

so it was his cheery approval that was the sweetest.

I have always held that English batting, just before the close of the

last century, was better than it has ever been since. We have not seen

in recent years such a wealth of really great batsmen as the Philadelphians

met in 1897, when they first played the counties. More amateurs of the

* In 1896 Steinthal appeared to us to be the most powerful batsman in the

public schools. He never went to the University, but was reported a few years

ago by Bob Brooking as playing somewhere among the pampas. Steinthal made

more than 200 against us at Clifton.
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very first rank were then in the zenith of their powers. Besides Grace,

who was still almost as good as ever, there were the brothers Druce,

Palairet, Ranjitsinhji, Jackson, Maclaren, Fry and Ford. N. F. Druce

seemed, on that year's form, the best of batsmen; though an innings Ford

played against us at Lords on a hard wicket, was for certainty, grace and

terrific power, the best I ever saw. And these great players had their

miniatures in the schools, in such men as the Days, the Fosters and the

Champains. At that time, both in the counties and the schools, the bat

was beating the ball. It was the golden ante-googly time, when you could

draw just deductions from a flick of the wrist. Then J. T. Hearne was

still the best bowler in England, and the best in the schools was Dowson,

at his favorite end on the old sloping ground at Harrow. But both were

bowlers of the old school,—that is, bowlers of great accuracy, of great

natural gifts, and equipped with every artifice but that greatest of all,

—

the art of concealing the direction of a break. And the fact that that

art had not yet been learned, helps to account for the number of fast-

scoring brilliant batsmen of that time.

Well, our experiences in England were probably similar to those of

later Haverford teams. We drove in charabancs along cool lanes to

historic schools, were met by open-faced boys in strange straw hats, were

duly gazed at by schoolboy crowds, vexed our shepherd by missing

trains, bought our BBB pipes, ate delicious lunches in breezy tents, got

well whipped now and then, and sailed from the Mersey with our share

of the victories. But we always had the zest of the pioneer,—of the

first players to wear the red-striped coats on those famous playing fields.

We felt the keenness of those who carry their colors into foreign places,

long before we sailed ; and I think made more earnest preparation for the

task than some teams which have sailed since,—as indeed there was reason

to do. As early as February we were out on the lawn in front of Barclay,

trying out bowlers ; and I can recall the delight with which we saw a left-

hander of whom we expected much, nip back sharp and quick on the

damp turf, as it began to freeze in the cool of the early twilight. That

zest of exploration charmed and animated us to a man.

But reminiscences are delightful only to those who can share them.

I wish, therefore, to put down only such points of a mental survey of

our experiences in England as may be of use to future Haverford teams.

First, this English tour should be regarded not as a regularly recurring

athletic event, but as a reward for a team which at home has been well

developed and successful. If the game at Haverford cannot support

itself on its own merits, its days are numbered. It is often said that an

English tour is the making of cricketers. It would be nearer the truth
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to say that a tour in England never made a cricketer who had not

previously made himself. You can think of several players whose reputa-

tions a tour has exploded, but of none who, starting without a solid and

successful foundation returned improved players. The experience of

Haverford and of All-Philadelphia teams all point to the same conclusion.

A tour is not a preparation, but a test,—and a very trying one. How do

you account for the great success in England of such men as Morris and

Furness? Because they were keen and painstaking at home before they

ever thought of playing in England, and brought themselves to such a

standard of excellence on the old humpbacked ground behind the maples

as to make the experiences in England useful instead of disastrous.

You can see the necessity for this stock-in-trade in the experience

of both our bowlers and our batsmen. What is the first thing that the

Haverford-bred batsman learns in England? It is that he can no longer

play by the book, or wait for loose balls to score off. '"It it 'ard, Sir

!

Them's them to 'it
!" was the sound doctrine which daily echoed in the old

shed, when the long hop, or the off-break wide of the leg stump was in

the air. And there you are on a good English wicket, with Braund

bowling everything six inches wide of the leg stump ; or while the long

hop is coming up, and the old adage leaping into memory, short leg has

dropped back ; and as you retire to the pavilion you make the mental

note that after all "them's not them.'' In other words, a batsman must

be learning new scoring strokes all the time he is abroad ; and this he can

do only if he has mastered a thoroughly sound defence at home. And
yet no Haverford team has sailed with more than five sound defensive

players on it. What is the first thing a Haverford-bred bowler learns in

England? It is that he must count, as he need not count at home, on

every loose ball being scored off. No bowler who has not played in

England knows the price of inaccuracy, or of the value of those long

hours on the matting spent bowling at a mark. These qualities must be

learned at home, and can be learned there by any able-bodied man who
loves the game. With a nucleus of well-bottomed batsmen, and of

bowlers, who, to use Shaw's phrase, "puts the ball where he pleases." a

team may go to England certain to improve themselves there, and to

improve the game here when they return.

But the value of the game at Haverford can never be judged by the

number of championships won, or by the number of successful tours

abroad. The best memories of a summer's cricketing do not hang about

silk hats and centuries. As a player grows older he thinks less of the

great winners he has known, and more of the great losers. "The man
who can walk away from the wicket,"' said Lyttleton, when Headmaster
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of Haileybury, "having been badly run out by his partner, after getting

twenty runs without a mistake; or who can be wrongly given out by an

umpire in the morning of a one day's watch ; or who can see his slows

coarsely hit about by some brawny child of nature, and again and again

missed by a painstaking but elderly set of fieldsmen ; and under circum-

stances like these retain his cheerfulness and zest in the game, has learned

an amount of self-discipline which no other frequent experience during

his youth can possibly give him. He comes to see the enormous difficulty

of doing anything really well. He must school himself to bear disappoint-

ment and constant collapse of his best hopes, to administer comfort to a

younger player who is also in distress, and to refrain from worrying his

friends with accurate but useless explanations of his own failures." It

is harder to learn this than to play Schwartz or to hit a sixpence. But

one need not look across three thousand miles of salt water to find men
who have learned this priceless lesson from a game of bat and ball.

Jack Mason, the Clarks and the Newhalls we have in our own little

world of cricket ; and the production of such losers is the real blossom

of the game. John A. Lester, '96.

LILITH AND EVE

Soul's Beauty—Body's Beauty : which of you

Shall Adam choose who ne\er has been true

To either, nor can cease to love you both ?

Eden's first queen, and first devoted slave

To Adam Lilith was. Her will she gave

To him to rule supreme and was not loth

He should direct his own strong body's trade

And her soft neck and bosom, if at least

She might be Eden's most beloved beast:

And thus they lived and loved till Eve was made.

For God said, "I have given Adam a soul

;

And he must have a mate no less than he.

Lilith has had her joy; she shall have dole,

For queen of all the beasts she seeks to be.

Adam is sleeping, there, beneath a tree,

Tangled in Lilith's ivory arms and hair

:

I will create a woman—like to me
As Adam is—to shame proud Lilith there.

She shall be Eve—the woman with a soul.
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Then Adam waking from his slumbers sweet

Saw dimly, through the web of Lilith's hair,

Another woman, standing at his feet.

Languid he pushed aside the golden net;

His eyes met those that were so angel fair

—

Deep as the sea, blue as the violet.

Lilith's white arms, encircling, were forgot

For eyes nor Earth nor Heaven can forget

—Eve's soulful eyes: and Lilith, heeded not,

With burning tears must make the serpents wet

—

Hidden with them in Eden's lowliest grot.

In place of Adam's arms a clammy snake

Curled around Lilith's waist. For kisses seven

He whispered in her ear how she might take

His form and bring on Eve the wrath of Heaven

By tempting her to eat the fruit forbidden.

Soon Lilith glided forth, in snake-skin hidden.

Approaching Night's sweet breath, the evening breeze,

Bringing refreshment cool to sense and soul,

Kissed Eden's mirroring waters and soft trees

And Heaven's clouds, fleeing the deepening blue.

God, tir'd of blisses, would in Eden stroll

Each day, to feel how softly fell the dew

From Heaven. Adam ever at this hour

Watched where He walked, with fearless reverence
'

Haunting His presence, as the bee the flower.

Alone Eve wandered, nursing soft the sense

Of all sufficient soul's omnipotence.

Twas then snake-Lilith, from the purple shade

Of God's own Tree of Knowledge softly sung

Of higher life, which for Great God was made,

But by a daring theft might still be wrung

From jealous hands divine. And Eve obeyed

The temptress—ate—alas the price she paid !

For while her teeth broke through the mellow skin

She saw from frowning Heaven a cherubin

Sink toward the earth with bright avenging blade

!

She felt her coming exile. Swift she ran

To Adam; far more wily was her plan

Than simple Lilith or her snake could guess.
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He ate with her. Soon outraged Heaven's ban

Drove them together to the wilderness.

Oh, Lilith ! Hating Eden's lonely bowers

Of that fell fruit has she not eaten more

Than Eve and Adam—sucked the bitter core,

That she, too, might be exiled? There she cowers,

Weaving those nets of scorned golden hair

By which weak Adam she can still ensnare

For moments, but Eve's toils are stronger yet,

Whose woven charms doth Adam ever wear.

Still, as at first, he breaks the feeble net,

And naught has Lilith, but more deep despair.

She lies and weeps, 'mid fearful caves and rocks

With serpents crawling in her heaven-born locks.

If ever sleep has brought forgetfulness

To Lilith, and in June's ecstatic morn

She ventures forth, while all things seem to bless,

'Til rapturous she thinks herself reborn

In Eden, and the old love as before

Ready to answer to her softest call

Triumphant Eve's stern eyes upon her fall,

Burning like fire the heart's forgotten sore.

This is the fable simple men believe,

Not knowing God would never make for shame

A shape like Lilith's. Beauty is the same

—

Body's or Soul's: Lilith is one with Eve!

Adam, 'neath Lilith's eyelids did behold

Her spirit, God-conceived, when his dull eye

Had never seen her mystic pregnancy

;

And thought he took a new wife for the old

!

Oh thou, in Lilith's lap who restless lies.

And sighest for thy soul's affinity

;

And thou, who kneelest with averted eyes

Adoring Eve, not formed of clay like thee

—

See even now thou blowest with thy sighs

The golden hair that hides Eve's longed for eyes

—

Yotarist, the blush, that doth to Eve impart

Such saintly charm, wells up from Lilith's heart.

N. H. T., '13.



NOTES OF A JOURNEY FROM CHANGTU
TO CHUNGKING

Editor's Note.—These notes arc taken from a personal letter from R. L.

Simkin, '03, to friends in this country. We believe that our readers will be in-

terested in his adventures. In a later letter, dated Chungking, February 1st, Mr.

Simkin reports that the situation was so improved in the province that he in-

tended to return to Changtu on February 19th.

VJ^^^JIIE mutiny of the soldiers and the looting of pawnshops and

M £""\ wealthy families which immediately followed it, convinced

B 1 nearly all British and American residents that it was time

^^^^^^ to leave the city. December 9th was spent in removing

belongings to the boats, and that night I spent on the boat

of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Neumann, and Messrs. Foster

and Bye, who kindly offered to share the boat with me. The following

morning we learned that Mr. Ritchie and two companions had been

robbed of several hundred dollars by two bands, one of which numbered

more than a hundred men. The river between Changtu and Kiating was

said to be infested by similar bands who were only waiting to rob the

foreigners as they passed. I also learned that the occupants of another

boat had had a very bad night owing to a band of men who kept shooting

very close over their heads.

On receipt of this news I returned to my home, and, leaving most

of my money and goods, I prepared to make my way by land to Chungking

or Wanhsian. I expected to be robbed, but I knew that even if I lost all

my goods and money I could make my way to Chungking or some other

point on the river. On the other hand, I believed the position of those

who were proceeding by boat would be one of extreme danger, for the

robbers would know that they must proceed by a fixed path and would

be waiting for them. Even with a guard on the boats, the robbers would

have every advantage of position and concealment, while the thin sides of

the boats would form no protection from their fire. If I were alone I

should be free to choose any road which might at the moment seem least

dangerous. Moreover, by remaining with the party, I could be of no

assistance to the two ladies, whose husbands and the other two gentlemen

would render all assistance possible, whereas I hoped that by proceeding

to Taihochen on the other river I might form a junction with the members

of my own mission from Tungchwan, and thus I might be of great

assistance to the three single ladies there in making good their escape.

On the morning of December nth I left Changtu, being accompanied

by two servants and the carrier of my load. One of my evangelists named
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Yuan also went with me, and I was very glad of his help, as he was most

useful to me in every way during the experiences of the day. About

thirty li from Changtu we continually received warnings that the road

was infested by robbers, and as we learned that there was a large band

at Heintientsi we turned to the left and followed a small road eight li to a

place called Er Chiang T'o, where we boarded a small boat in company

with about thirty other Chinese and started for Chao Chia Tu, where we
hoped to lodge that night.

After passing one band of about twenty of the local militia, who came

aboard and searched the boat for firearms or stolen goods, we came to

another band of about twenty-five men who challenged us and fired a

shot across our bow. As the boatman pulled in toward the shore about

ten of the robbers stood on the bank with guns leveled at us, while the

remainder waded out to plunder the passengers. With vile oaths and

long knives uplifted, three of the robbers came straight across the boat at

me, rifling my pockets of purse, watch, fountain pen, and all the money

they could find. Meanwhile others carried my boxes to the shore and,

emptying the contents on the ground, searched for the money which I had

hidden in them. Others searched my two servants and Mr. Yuen, taking

some of their clothing and all their money except three hundred cash.

As the search through the goods did not disclose as much money as they

wanted, they came back to me again and again to ask for more, even

searching in my undergarments. They put a knife to the throat of my
cook and struck Mr. Yuen three heavy blows with the back of their

swords. Finally they tied my hands behind my back, put a rope around

my neck, and five men stood with knives uplifted and a pistol at my
breast, still demanding money. I wondered if they were really going to

kill me, but as I yielded to them in everything they asked me to do, they

finally became convinced that they had found all the money I had, and

left me, to rob another boat which had come down stream. Either they

did not recognize the value of my clothing, or else they did not wish to

be encumbered by it, for they allowed my carrier to put most of it into

the boxes and carry it back to the boat. I lost some clothing, however,

and other articles, including my razor. They also took my typewriter,

although one wonders what use it would be to them. The last I saw of

them, one of them had a pistol at the head of the passengers on the

next boat.

Soon after leaving the robber we left the boat and went to the

village of Heintientsi, where Mr. Yuen and I found lodging at an inn.

The country was full of robbers, and the occupants of the inn had been

robbed the preceding night. Knowing that my goods would be only a
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hindrance to me, as my bearer had run away and my two servants refused

to go any further with me, I determined to leave my remaining goods in

charge of Mr. Yuen, who would wait at the inn until the robbers had

dispersed and then take them back to Changtu; so the following morning,

with two or three important books in a bundle slung from my shoulder,

and only the clothes which I wore, I started from the inn to make my
way to Chungking. I had succeeded in saving a few dollars which I had

instructed my cook to bake in the center of some biscuits and place in

the bottom of the basket, but I did not dare to take them with me, as I

expected to be searched again, so I started with only three hundred and

four cash in my pocket. The landlord, supposing that this was all that

I had saved, was very kind, refusing to receive the customary lodging fee

and even offering to give me two hundred cash for traveling expenses.

This I declined with thanks, as I knew that I could borrow enough at the

chapels along the way to meet my scanty needs.

I slept the first night at the M. E. M. chapel at Chao Chia Tu and

the second at the C. M. S. home in Chung Chiang, and at each place tne

native evangelist was most kind, providing me with a bowl of rice or

vermicelli and a Chinese wadded quilt, which, with the clothes I wore,

kept me comfortably warm. As neither would accept any money for the

accommodation, I arrived in Tungchwan after a walk of two hundred

and seventy li, having used scarcely more than two-thirds of my scanty

funds. Had it been necessary I could have secured, even from those not

connected with the church, all the money I needed to pay for my food

and lodging all the way to Vanshion, I believe, for I found no indications

of anti-foreign feeling, and the Chinese were as much afraid of the

robbers as I was. The first day after leaving Heintientsi I had gone

scarcely three li from the village when I was warned that there were

robbers ahead and all that morning I frequently heard shooting in the

direction of the river, but I went on and was not molested. The mountains

were reported to be especially dangerous because of the robbers, but I

passed over them early the second morning in a rain and fog, and the

robbers had evidently not begun their operations. After passing the

mountains I found the roads comparatively safe, though I continued to

hear occasionally of robberies. Thinking that the Tungchwan people

might not have left, I took that road, but on reaching Chung Chiang I

learned that Tungchwan was surrounded by several hundred of the Hsuin

Fang soldiers against whom she had closed her gates and that it would

be impossible to get into the city. I determined to try at least to learn

whether the missionaries had left Tungchwan, and on my approach I

learned that the soldiers had all left. The gates were still closed and
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protected by a heavy portcullis, but the soldiers drew me up over the

wall and I found all safe and still carrying on their work much as usual.

During my stay of two weeks in Tungchwan another band of soldiers

arrived and tried to levy blackmail. The gates were shut against them

and the local defenders manned the walls to prevent a surprise attack, but

after several days of waiting in the suburbs the soldiers left after having

been bought off with a gift of two thousand taels.

The Tungchwan people were exceedingly friendly to us, beseeching

us not to go and promising us all the protection they could give, the Fu
official being especially cordial towards us, yet we saw that it was doubtful

if they could protect us from any robbers who might gain admittance to

the city, and so, after receiving the letter from the Consul-General urging

us all to leave, we felt that there was no other course but to comply.

Mr. and Mrs. Wigham and two children with Mr. Rodwell occupied

one boat, while I escorted the three single ladies on the other.

Above Suining we had no difficulty with robbers, but about half a

day below Suining we passed a band of between twenty and thirty sol-

diers, mostly armed with foreign guns, who were busily robbing a cargo

boat. Our captain told us to appear on deck that they might see we were

foreigners, and they allowed us to pass without challenge. They had four

or five small cannon trained on the river, so that they could command
boats going in either direction. A little further down we encountered

another robber band of considerably more than a hundred men, who on

the right bank were having a battle with two hundred of the local militia

who stood on the other bank. As we neared the spot the robbers swarmed

over the rocks with guns pointed at our boats, while the firing between the

combatants still continued to some extent, Mr. Wigham's boat being hit

once. In response to the robber's repeated calls Mr. Wigham's boat,

which was in advance of ours, pulled into the shore and his captain went

ashore and held a short parley with the robber chief. Many of the chief's

followers seemed to want to plunder us, but the chief knocked aside their

guns and told us we might go on. He said that if we had not obeyed

his call to land they would have made it hot for both boats, but as we had

obeyed he would allow us to pass. We even called to the others on the

opposite bank that we were foreigners and they must not shoot. Mean-

while, when we were in the thickest of the fighting, all except two or

three of our crew suddenly deserted their oars, bolted into the main part

of the boat, and crouched as low as possible in the hold to escape the

bullets, while the boat drifted down past the place where the captain was

on shore. As soon as our men learned that the robbers were allowing

the other boat to put off they returned to the oars and we were soon
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out of range of the guns. No sooner had we passed than the battle was

resumed and flash answered flash as the combatants discharged their

cannon at each other.

That night we moored at the village of Yu Chi Kow, where we had

a chapel, and we learned that the local militia, which had been engaging

the robbers in battle, were from that village. They returned, bringing

with them ten of the robbers whom they had captured. It is probable

that just as we passed, the robbers were too much occupied with their

battle to think of molesting us.

For some miles below Yu Chi Kow the river was said to be

infested with brigands, so our boatmen arose shortly before 2 A. M. and

made several tens of li by moonlight About daylight a thick fog obscured

the view and we were obliged to wait for a time near the bank, during

which time we heard firing in the vicinity and we learned from the man
on a ferryboat that there was a band of robbers just below us. The fog

probably saved us, however, for we pushed off and managed to pass the

dangerous part without being observed.

This seemed to be the most dangerous part of our journey, for after

we passed Ta Ho Pa, above Hochow, we saw nothing more of robbers

and at almost every village we saw bands of local militia drilling. They

are very strict in driving away the robbers from this section of the river.

At several places where we went ashore we received the most courteous

treatment from these militia and from villagers.

Robert L. Simkin,

Chungking, JVest China.

SPRING

Great Earth : thy morning mistress lovely Spring

Cries now the millionth time to hear thee sing

Thy glorious song of freshened life and youth

;

Broken the bonds of winter by thy truth

!

Sweet Spring: Opposing nature's living death,

Thy mellowed sweetness and thy languorous breath,

Thy calm pervading power, thy untold worth

Have waked with magic touch the sky and earth.

And better symbol of thyself than all

:

The running water, with its tuneful call,

Springs from the softened dying ice and snow

;

Swift bears the message to the lands below.

F. M. F., '13.



"THE PLAY'S THE THING"

RS LANSING and I have tickets for Sothern and

Marlowe,—the great actors, you know,—and we find

we're unable to use them. They're for the Lyric Theatre

to-night. You see, they do a different play every evening.

The one to-night is called Macbeth, one of Shakespeare's,

you know. So if you can use the tickets, you're welcome to them."

Lansing said all this without meeting William Bradshaw's eyes.

Perhaps if he had seen the dull eyes of his clerk lighten with understand-

ing, his tone would have been a shade less patronizing. Lansing stopped

speaking and waited for Bradshaw to reply. By this time the dead look

had returned and William answered, "Thank you, sir!" as unemotion-

ally as he said it every Saturday when paid his wages.

"That man Bradshaw's a queer duck all right," said Lansing to his

wife that evening. "Couldn't tell whether he was pleased with the

tickets or not. I'm rather glad you thought of giving them to him

though. He may really enjoy it, too, in a way; the lights and the crowds

and the costumes, you know. Of course," he answered his wife's look

of protest at virtue being neglected, "he's faithful as an old shoe, and

I couldn't get another man that would do his work a quarter so well for

the money. I don't suppose Bradshaw's over forty, but he's so dead he

fairly makes you shiver."

Lansing would not have doubted that his gift had made an impres-

sion of some kind if he had seen the look of tremulous excitement that

came over Bradshaw's face as he felt the tickets actually in his hands.

He read what was printed on them several times over, as if not trust-

ing his eyes. He knew that the date was correct, and yet he gave him-

self the pleasure of looking up at the big daily calendar to verify it.

Then resolutely he put the tickets in his pocket and went to work.

The two or three men that worked in Lansing's hardware store

looked and wondered. Was this nervous, excitable fellow the Bradshaw

they knew, as unemotional as a doorknob and as chilly as a North wind,

if you can imagine a North wind with all the breeziness taken out and

only the coldness left. Was there really something human underneath?

But Bradshaw did not think of his fellow-clerks. Outwardly he plodded

on, doing the routine work that he knew so well how to do. Inwardly

his heart was thumping furiously and, for the first time in years, he ran

down the steps as he left the store.

On the trolley-car he thought of the number of ways he would

break it to his mother; for might not the surprise be too great? He
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and his mother (there were only two of them at home) had been re-read-

ing all the plays in the Sothern and Marlowe repertoire. In fact, the

previous Sunday they had puzzled over the arrangement of plays, and

each had cast his vote as to which they would go to if they could

afford to go to one; as to which two, if a second visit were possible;

and then, carried away by the daring of their castle-building, they had

considered the possibility of even three. But to go to see all seven

plays in the repertoire—that, each felt, would be crowding the bliss too

much. Two years before, his mother had done a half-hour's more sewing

a day and he had walked one way to the store in order to save up enough

to go to one Sothern-Marlowe performance. But William's sister (she

was in a retreat for cancer patients) had needed a few extra comforts

and, with no outward protests, each had voted instantly against "sel-

fishness."

And so they had never gone. To be sure, their Shakespeare had full

notes, and frequently the difference in the interpretations of celebrated

actors was described. Each would pick out his favorite parts to read

aloud, and they felt as though they knew exactly how it all looked. Here

William was awakened from his revery by the consciousness of the ar-

rival of his street.

One hour later, the mother and son left their house. Supper had

been completely forgotten. He thought of it just as they were going

down the steps, but each laughed, like a pair of happy children, at the

idea of going back. The man with the opera hat, who sat opposite to

them in the trolley, thought, if he thought about them at all, "What a

funny, dried-up little pair!" Bradshaw's clothes had the shine that

comes with much brushing,—not to be desired in clothes so much as in

shoes. His overcoat pockets were bulging; inside them was an old-

fashioned pair of opera-glasses, a copy of Macbeth and, best of all, the

tickets. Frequently he felt the latter with his hand to make sure they

were still safe. Their smooth slipperiness gave him a sensation new

and delicious.

She wore a black silk dress, made twenty years before, and a lit-

tle bonnet of the same decade. Shabby black gloves concealed the fingers

worn rough with needlework. But around her neck was some real lace

pinned in front and held together by an old-fashioned gold brooch. To
crown it all, she had pinned at her breast a bright red geranium. Flowers

are scarce in winter and she had hated to take away the bright spot in

her window, but William agreed with her that the occasion was worthy

of it. "Never mind," he had said, "there'll be another one blooming in

a week or so, and it gives the last touch to make you perfect." Don't
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laugh, reader, for the compliment was sincere ; and, as she looked in

the glass to get her full effect, he saw that her eyes were radiant with

happiness. For the first time in years she felt dressed up, and her bent

form straightened a little in the belief that her costume became her.

They reached the theatre fully half an hour before the rise of the

curtain. They spent the time in reading over the long program and

repeating softly to each other the beginnings of each scene. "They say

you're so apt to miss the opening lines," she whispered. And finally the

curtain was drawn apart.

Long after other people were bustling with wraps at the end of

the performance, the little couple sat still. Each hated to break the

spell. Finally, she said in a low tone, "William, it was even more won-

derful than I have ever dreamed." "It was the most wonderful thing

in the world," he affirmed, fervently. Neither wanted to talk very much
as yet; detailed appreciation would come later.

The story must end here, for, honestly, I do not know how it did

turn out. For, you see, I am the man who sat next to them, and Ethel

and I made up between us this story of "William" and his mother. We
agree on the story up to this point. But now, like so many more valuable

manuscripts, there are rival versions. I'll give you hers first.

Ethel doesn't want it to end too rosily. She insists that William

should be seen cutting Miss Marlowe's picture out of the paper, and

one of the other clerks should get started talking to him about it. Thus

the first layer of his shell of reserve is to be pried off. Gradually he

wins this man's friendship and that of other men.

"Will he marry in time?" I ask.

"No, he won't," she answers. "At least not until after the death

of his mother. She couldn't stand it. Didn't you see how her eyes

caressed him?"

But the masculine brute in me wants to add material prosperity as

well, in genuine fairyland style. According to my version, the one

glorious evening is to so awaken his personality that he will not only

deserve a better salary, but command it. Then I want the invalid sister

to be put out of her suffering within the next year. I'm not sure whether

I'll have him marry or not. Ethel insists it would spoil it all to have

him get prosperous ; he and his mother are ever so much nearer to each

other when they have to pinch a little to get along. But maybe that's

just her nice way of making me feel comfortable; for, you see, I'm not

earning enough money as yet to give her everything she had before she

married me.

I. C. P., '12.



AN IMITATION OF LAMB'S STYLE

*^ M ^*HEN a man reaches middle life or that time when middle

^k life is waning upon old age, he is surprised to find with

W W what clarity the events of his boyhood stand in relief on

V^^^A hi" memory. All those weary years of toil, when he was

winning his way as a man among men, seem a dull mono-

tone beside the bright colors and sharp contrasts which were painted

into his youth. My friends to-day are solemn men, men whom I ad-

mire, men whose judgment, foresight and knowledge I reverence, but

none of whom I love. Against these I place the faces, some dead, all

gone, of those who clapped me upon the back and called me "Rummy"
in the days when a two-mile walk was a mere trifle.

First of all there was Geoffrey McGregor, big of bones and homely

of face. He taught me how to swim, told me of the ways to catch

muskrats, showed me where the best butternuts grew, and wandered with

me through the woods in search of owl nests. How miserable I was when
he went to the war, and how I cried when the news came he would never

come back.

I was sent to high school in those days as we all were, and I found

other friends. There was Billy Collum—Freckles, we called him—with

his curly hair and his chubby legs. We planned many things together and

dreamed many dreams. We had our secret "cubby-holes'' round the

school yard where we hid notes for each other at evening. We made
whistles together under the old willow near Danforth Run and caught

frogs which we deposited—shame on us—in the teacher's desk. The
teacher was an old man, at least thirty-five, and hated frogs. The last I

saw of Billy he was going west for the new country, where he married

and lived happily until the fever took him.

Then there was Hock Brownman. He was tall, dark haired, and

serious. He saved me from a drubbing by another boy once, and I was

his sworn ally ever after. We had many a long hour together—Hock
and I. He translated my Caesar and I did his algebra. In the long winter

nights, when the chill of the outer air drove us nearer the hearth, Hock
and I would get down some old volume from his Uncle Jabez's library

and flat on the floor we would travel in far lands and strange places. We
discovered many an interesting author there, and much that was worth

remembering. That was when I exclaimed, "I don't believe fish fly at

all," and Hock, dear old Hock, answered, "Yes, they do. Uncle has seen

them." We both decided once to be missionaries to the cannibals, but
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that was long, long ago, and now Hock is a cripple living in English

Lakes—Keswick, I think. He broke his back in Switzerland, twenty odd

years ago, and it has been four or five since I have heard from him.

It will not be long now before I shall be left alone to what little com-

fort my memory affords me. It will not be long before I take up my
existence entirely in the far-away past. It will not be very long before I

begin to drift into that state which men call second childhood in their

pity for it, and which I look forward to as an emancipation from a with-

ering old age in the hope that it may take me back somewhat across the

jears to a time that once was, and is no more.

A. L. B., Jr., '12.

SUNSET

Oceans of silver, sapphire and of pearl

Are blent into a sky,

Which mirrors back the purple sea beneath,

Where the purple shadows lie.

Melodies blown faintly from the west,

Wild vespers of the sea,

Chant lays we cannot hear, yet know they are,

They sail so silently.

A maze of preconceived imaginings

With sweet delusion teems
;

A symphony bears in its cadences

The Spirit of our dreams.

D. W., '14.



PRINCE OYAMA

ONCE upon a time there was a little boy of five playing on

the beach at Ushibuse; Ushibuse the picturesque, where

the sea breezes chant among the pine trees and the waters

lap against the crouching rocks and ripple with laughing of

little eddies over the smooth sands. And the child held

a string which was fastened to a miniature toy junk bobbing merrily

over the wavelets. He clapped his hands with joy, and shouted forth

ancient songs for little folks about big turtles with flowing tails and

Heike warriors who turned into little crabs—and many other things,

until a wave, bigger than the rest, chased him over the beach and startled

him so that he dropped the string and ran for safety. And when he came

skipping back over the cool, wet sands, the ship was sailing serenely

away—string and all—beyond his reach ; and the little boy ran up and

down crying very loudly—calling to his boat to return, but the boat

didn't seem to hear. Just then a genial-faced gentleman of about fifty-

five, who was strolling along the beach for his exercise, happened along

and spoke kindly to the child.

"Ah, Botchan (Little One)—too bad, too bad. What are you cry-

ing for?"

"Boo-oo-ooh—my boat's all gone—to sea."

"Oh, is that the trouble ; well then—"
And the dignified old gentleman resolutely tucked up his kimono,

discarded his sandals and waded out into the water, picked up the line,

and towed the toy craft back into the owner's hands. The little boy fell

to playing again. He didn't even stop to thank the elderly gentleman

who had aided him so kindly; he was much too happy now to think of

such trifling matters of courtesy.

"Do you like boats
?"

"Yep," answered the child.

"Is there anything you like better than boats, Botchan?"

The little boy paused and thought for a long time, then he said

:

"I like osushi ve—ry much." (Osushi is something very good to eat.)

"Then come with me, I will give you lots and lots of osushi! Come,

Botchan, with me !"

And he tucked the toy ship under one arm, while he grasped the

little boy's hand with the other, and thus the pair walked down the

beach. They entered a modest little besso or summer cottage, and the

old gentleman entertained his guest with a pair of binoculars, holding

them to his wondering eyes so that he might see Fujiyama, so big and

near to him. Then he took down from a rack on the wall a beautiful

sword and showed the little boy the gleaming blade as it shimmered

in the sunbeams. But just then the osushi was brought in, and this

of course put to flight all other interests, for the youngster ate and ate
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till he couldn't possibly hold any more; and all the time the old gentle-

man sat gently by, smiling and smiling as he puffed at his long-

stemmed pipe.

And when the little boy returned home he told everybody about

the nice ojisan (uncle) who fed him on osushi.

$ 4* +

Several years later the Emperor of Japan declared war against

Russia, and Tokyo was in the greatest excitement. When a Japanese

feels anything deeply, he does not show it in his face—he is silent.

Tokyo was in such a silence. There was no shouting, no boasting, no

carousing. Even the troop trains leaving for Shimonoseki drew out of

the city in the small hours of the morning, so that the boarding columns

of the soldiers might not block the traffic of the streets. Eye of citizen

met eye of citizen, then dropped, for their glances communicated that

which their lips failed to utter. On one of these days father and I went

to Shimbashi Railroad Station. Marshal Prince Oyama, Commander-in-

Chief of the five armies in Alanchuria, was leaving for the front ; and

at the station there was to be a brief farewell reception.

Father took me by the hand and led me to the Prince. His face

was calm and collected, his eyes narrowed to slits—as though he were

peering afar off, his lips compressed and his whole body, with its finely

formed head, poised in a tense military position. He looked at me for

a moment, then his eyes twinkled, his face relaxed and his lips smiled.

"Ah, Little One, do you still like osushi ve—ry much?''

Y. N., '15.

LOOSE LEAF—THE COMING

XT is that time of day when twilight lowers her soft drapery over the

horizon. Far, far down the river, all golden in the light of the sinking

sun, appears a little schooner. The light westerly breeze blowing against

her storm-stained sails is scarcely able to carry her up against the outflowing

tide. Slowly she makes her way, but seems contented with the pace, for her

deck and timbers show the marks of a hard struggle for life on the open seas.

Her crew, few in number, leaning against the rail, are impressed by the rich

beauty of the hills on both sides, for they are enveloped by the royal purple of

the Catskills. The breeze dies down ; her progress is stopped. An order is given

by the helmsman, and the harsh sound of an anchor chain rattling over the side

comes across the water. A loon, startled by the noise, dives quietly under the

surface. The lilies along the shore fold up their blossoms and slip down into

the bosom of the river. The glory of the dying day darkens into night, and one

by one the stars appear. Fireflies awake and flit about in the cool of the even-

ing. Lights appear on the schooner, and the sound of voices, together with the

odor of cooking, tells that supper is going on. An hour or two passes. The

lights, save one on the masthead, have been put out, and the ship lies at rest. A
silent meteor slides through the heavens, leaving its shining furrow. Quiet reigns.

J. W. G., 'i S .



EDITORIAL

POLITICAL INSULARIZATION
WRITER in the Outlook recently spoke of the danger of the

insularisation of the small college. We believe that this is

a real problem, but one which can be met and satisfactorily

solved. The college of few numbers is frequently out of

the beaten track of "big" movements ; it has the temptation

to watch the world through eyes scholastically narrow, or even to slide

through its existence, taking little account of the responsibilities one must

assume at the end of four years.

At Haverford every means is employed to minimize this danger. In

athletics, in its activities which have more than a local interest, in its

scholarship, this college is widely and favorably known. We need not

concern ourselves with these phases of the question, but would merely

consider the interest the college takes in the next Presidential election.

To be sure, there is enthusiasm for the most probable candidates, but is

it enthusiasm based upon judgment or upon prejudice?

During the past few months the Civics Club has done a great deal

to promote interest along this line. The speakers have in turn advocated

the cause of three candidates for the Presidency, laying emphasis on

their several abilities. Yet the fact that these men differ strongly in their

convictions should make us walk warily and not be too prone to adopt

without consideration the views of any man. "Facts are facts," says

the man on the street. But facts may be distorted to fit the preconceived

opinion of the partisan. If there is one thing that a college man is expected

to do it is to lead, or at least to know his own mind.

The present Presidential campaign promises to be one of the keenest

in a generation, one which will bring to the front fundamental problems

on which, whether or not he casts his ballot next November, the college

man should inform himself. Again, it is not sufficient to know the theory;

he must know the actual condition of the political field and the ways in

which the various issues will affect the well-being of his community

and of the nation at large. From now until November the newspapers

will rival one another in mud-slinging and in efforts to influence the

unthinking element in the public. It is not sufficient to absorb the ideas

of one editor. One should try to get at least a double view of the candi-

dates, then, balancing their merits and demerits, vote for him who will

govern according to the will of the people as expressed in the law, who
will not be subject to the whim of the mob or the self-seeking of the

politician.



EXCHANGES

OUTSIDE howled the March gale. The new Exchange Editor

lay in his big chair by the reading desk, sunk in fitful

slumber. Occasionally he mumbled incoherently and his

feet twitched with a peculiar, kicking motion. Six long

hours he had read and read with feverish zeal. Gradually

the formidable pile of college literature at his side (it had been a veritable

tower of Babel for him) had been reduced, until finally, utterly exhausted,

he had fallen asleep. It may have been the soporific effect of some essay

on the New South or the Elevation of Drama among the Kaffirs, or it may
merely have been the reaction from certain "turr'ble tales" in the

Amherst. Anyhow, he was asleep.

He had lain thus a long while, when suddenly, at an unusually loud

wail of the blast, he shuddered all over, and rose with a peculiar jerky

action. His unseeing eyes shone with a green light. He groped among
the papers on the table, seized a theme-pad and a pencil and wrote with

quick, spasmodic strokes.

When the cold dawn broke gray in the east, the Editor-in-Chief

burst in upon him with a frenzied cry for copy. The young Exchange

Editor hurled a bundle of manuscript at his head, and fell in a swoon.

The green fire had left his glassy eye, we trust never to return. Here,

for the first time, are published the disjointed chatterings of that mad-

dened mind.

The Amherst lay on top, so we read it first. "The Murder of

Vermes" was a strong attempt at portraying the Psychology of Mono-
mania, "as such," as our friend James would say. It dealt with the

deliberate planning of a murder, and its consequences to the mentally

unbalanced agent. The other story, "Darkness and Dawn," was well

told and expressed the German Zeit-geist in a forcible way. But why,

after introducing a marvel of feminine loveliness, and letting the hero

shelter her in his bosom half the night, amid the shriek of bullets, did

the author force the poor youth away from her door next morning, spite

of her dazzling dishevelment, spite of her smiling entreaties—never,

apparently, to see her again? Our usually fertile brain finds but one

way out. The hero was undeniably slow. And slowness is a character-

istic generally considered foreign to young American newspaper men.
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When we picked up the I 'assay Miscellany we felt that here was

something worth while. "Why," we thought "this is a really-truly maga-

zine." And having read it through and laid it down, we were still of

that opinion. The essays were remarkably good. The little play, "The

Moral of That," was clever and held the interest to the end, though its

beauty lay in character depiction rather than plot-handling. Perhaps it

isn't fair to criticise plots in college drama, anyway. "Wanted: A
Swindler" was a business story slightly resembling the Wallingford type.

As a representative of our grand old sex, we feel it our duty to defend

masculine common-sense against the aspersions cast upon it by the writer

of this story. "Suggestions for Whiling Away the Recitation Hour" was

an admirably compiled essay. It is difficult to imagine any form of class-

room occupation not ably treated in this excellent handbook (for such it is

sure to become). We take pleasure in recommending this article to the

perusal of all those who are so barren of invention as to waste their

golden hours in following the recitation or looking out the window.

In the Williams there is a clever little essay of the same type, which

describes the wiles of an "Expert Bill-Payer," as matched against the

cunning of the pursuing tradesman. As usual, the Lit is overflowing

with good things. (In this respect the cover decorations are certainly

appropriate.) "Two Rabbits in a Band-Box" is undeniably funny, from

invitation to cold stare, though if we were a prosperous man of thirty it

would be difficult to accept that stare from a mere Backfisch of nineteen,

even if our collar were wilted. One of the best told tales of the month

is the "Doctor's Ghost Story." We are ashamed to admit how we
shivered while reading it. Perhaps the quiet of the sma' hours, and the

darkness of the outer corridor, helped on our tremors a little, but at any

rate the story achieved its purpose. The doctor's explanation of his

ghost as a germ in the blood passing through the retina was ingenious, if

a bit far-fetched. The man who wrote "In the Socratic Fashion" is a

friend of ours. It is an excellent criticism of the present trend in

education.

In the Virginia we liked the "Hungry Girl Story." The writer uses

his short, balanced style effectively, though we fear he tries a little too

hard to get away from the usual. The musically-minded gentleman in

the same magazine seems to have a touching fondness for "full, open

chords in the bass." His stories are of the delicate, temperamental sort,

but he gets a good deal of pathos into them.

Verse, this month, is possessed of a profound pessimism. One man
is even worried "Lest Spring Come No More." The best short poem we
discovered was "The Harp-Player" in the Vassar.. The Virginia has had
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some good poetry lately. "My Lady O' Dreams" has a wonderful hazy

lilt that fairly carries the reader away to dance in the moon-flecked glades

of Fairyland. We fear it is too long to print here.

"The Harp-Player."

God of the stillness, the night-thrill, the thundertone,

Making, destroying thy world evermore

;

God of the sun-streaks that quivering, glimmering,

Whirl down the surges to flash by the shore

—

Fash'ning with sound I create thy world after thee.

Glinting of birches and pine-swaying strong,

Sweetness of thistle and coolness of gloaming time,

Live like an echo in throbs of my song.

Far in the forest I heed thy great silences

Thrilled with a dream of a world to be born

;

Sing a new saga for joy of thy wonderlight,

Sing a new God in a temple outworn.

We also quote from the Nassau Lit:

Happiness.

A poet singing 'neath a Summer sky,

Sought happiness complete, to signify

The blessed state of happy Paradise.

A beggar chanced the singer to espy.

"A boon!" the beggar cried. The poet told

Of joy. He strove the glories to unfold

Of heaven and Earth ; the bliss of greatest price,

But as he sang he felt his heart grow cold.

The beggar was transfigured. "Charity,"

He cried, "The greatest happiness must be

!

Desire to give, nor feel a sacrifice,

What others wish is purest ecstasy
!"

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
The annual banquet of the New next year: President, Colonel N. P.

England Haverford Alumni Asso- Hallowell, '57; Vice-President, C.

ciation was held on the 2d of March T. Cottrell, '90; Secretary-Treas-

at Young's Hotel, Boston. Colonel urer, M. H. March, '07; Executive

N. P. Hallowell, '57, presided. The Committee, W. D. Hartshorne, ex-

following officers were elected for '71; R. Colton, '76; F. M. Eshle-
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man, '00: W. R. Chamberlain, ex-

'00; R. Patton. 'oi; W. E. Swift,

ex-03 ; C. X. Sheldon, '04; W. S.

Febiger, '09; R. A. Spaeth, '09; E.

S. Cadbury, '10.

After the banquet, which was

frequently punctuated by the vigor-

ous rendering of the well-known

songs. Colonel Hallowell discussed

differences between history as it is

and as it is 'written, and cited some
pertinent instances. W. S. Hinch-

nian, '00, acting as toastmaster, pre-

sented President Sharpless, whose

account of Haverford's financial

and scholastic status was particu-

larly interesting. Dr. Peabody, of

Groton, spoke very acceptably,

touching, among other things, on

the failure of the committees to

select just the sort of men desired

for the Rhodes' scholarships. H.

V. Bullinger, '01, spoke for the

alumni. W. D. Hartshorne, ex-'/i,

gave a vivid inside account of the

Lawrence strike.

Others present were : F. G. Allin-

son, '76; Dr. W. Fite, '89; E. C.

Rossmaessler, '01 ; H. M. True-

blood, '03 ; W. E. Swift, ex-'03 ; P.

Jones, '05 ; T. K. Brown, Jr., '06 ; C.

R. Hoover, '07 ; R. L. M. Underhill,

'09; W. Palmer, '10; C. Wads-
worth, 3d, '11

; L. A. Post, '11; H.

Worthington, ex-'n.

On February 28th the Pittsburgh

alumni held an informal dinner at

the Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, in

honor of President Sharpless, who
was then in the city. The following

alumni were present : W. W.

Handy, '91
; D. L. Mekeel, '91

; G.

K. Wright, '93 ; H. J. Webster, '96;

H. M. Hallett, 00"; D. B. Miller,

ex-03; B. Lester, '04; E. Ritts, '05;

G. H. Wood, '07; D. L. Birdsall,

'11.

Due to the kindness and the en-

ergy of H. E. Smith, '86, a smoker

was held in the Union, on March

8th, for the purpose of arousing

enthusiasm for the soccer game

with the University of Pennsylva-

nia, the ne tt afternoon. Dr. Bab-

bitt, '96, was chairman, and after a

short talk introduced to the enthu-

siastic audience the following

speakers: R. M. Jones, '85; C. C.

Morris, '04 ; C. L. Seiler, '02 ; A. L.

Smith, '81 ; H. E. Smith, '86; L. M.

Smith, '12, captain of the soccer

team ; Dean Palmer, H. Pleasants,

Jr., '06; W. R. Rossmaessler, '07;

E. C. Tatnell, '07; Mr. Huish, the

soccer coach; E. IM. Edwards, '10;

C. T. Brown, '08. The meeting was

characterized by a lively discussion

on athletic ideals, as well as rem-

iniscences and remarks about the

team and the soccer outlook. Quite

a large number of alumni were

present. After the meeting pretzels

and root beer were served in the

basement. The smoker was a de-

cided success and showed how in-

terested in college affairs some of

the alumni are. Considerable num-

bers of the alumni have attended

the recent intercollegiate soccer

games at Haverford.

At the smoker the desirability

was discussed of new and larger
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soccer field facilities, with a "soc-

cer house" for winter practice,

modeled after the English style,

with open sides and a sand floor. It

is appropriate that Haverford,

under the present conditions, should

stand as a pioneer in the develop-

ment of collegiate soccer facilities

in America. It is hoped that the

alumni will be interested in this

movement.

•67

On Friday, March i«.h, the cor-

ner-stone of the new infirmary was

laid by the donor, J. T. Morris, '67.

Most of the undergraduates and a

few of the alumni were present, the

bad weather keeping most visitors

away. After a couple of songs by

the Glee Club, President Sharpless

spoke of the great interest with

which Mr. Morris has superin-

tended the planning and building of

the infirmary. Dr. Babbitt, '96,

presented Mr. Morris with a silver

trowel on behalf of the college.

After Mr. Morris had accepted this,

Dr. T. F. Branson, '89, made a

speech for the medical alumni ; J.

H. Scattergood, '96 thanked Mr.

Morris for the Board of Managers,

and L. C. Ritts, '12, did the same

for the undergraduates. Mr. Mor-

ris then laid the corner-stone. After

the meeting those present had the

honor of being presented to Mr.

Morris by President Sharpless.

'70

H. Comfort presided at the sev-

enty-fifth anniversary of Cheyney

Institute, celebrated at Twelfth

Street Meeting House, March 22d,

at which Dr. Booker T. Washing-

ton was the princinal speaker.

Among the speakers were also Pres-

ident Sharpless, S. R. Yarnall, '92,

and G. Vaux, Jr., '84. Mr. Yarnall

is secretary of the board of man-
agers of Cheyney Institute.

'72

Dr. E. W. Brown, formerly on

the faculty of Haverford College,

has been spending a few days with

Dr. F. B. Gummere, and attending

the one hundredth anniversary of

the Academy of Natural Sciences

in Philadelphia. Dr. Gummere and

Dr. Brown are councilors of the

American Philosophical Society,

which will meet during April.

'84

George Vaux, Jr., is chairman of

the committee of 100 appointed to

look after the municipal charities.

On this committee are : Dr. J. Ty-

son, '60; W. M. Coates, '63; W. P.

Shipley, ex-'8i ; F. R. Cope. Jr., '00,

and Asa S. Wing, a manager of

Haverford College.

'85

Dr. R. M. Jones spoke, on March

17th, at the Friends' Conference at

Fifteenth and Race Streets, on The

Contribution of the Mystic to Mod-
ern Religious Thought.

'87

Dr. H. H. Goddard published in

the Surrey of March 2d an article
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entitled The Basis for State Policy,

Social Investigation and Preven-

tion.

'88

W. D. Lewis, dean of the Law
Department of the University of

Pennsylvania, is a candidate for

delegate to the Republican National

Convention from the Sixth Na-

tional District. Dean Lewis sup

ports Roosevelt, and is running

against Provost Smith, of the Uni-

versity, who is a Taft man. 1 >n

.March J_'d Dean Lewis delivered

an address, which has aroused a

great deal of comment, before the

New York Young Men's Repub-

lican Club, in Xew York City, de-

fending Roosevelt's proposition for

the "Recall of Judicial Decisions on

State Constitutional Questions."

'92

Christian Brinton gave a lecture,

March [8th, at the Museum of Fine

Arts, of Boston, on the Societe

Nouvelle. Mr. Brinton is very well

known as an art critic and has de-

livered more than one address lately

on the same subject. His personal

acquaintance with many of the ar-

tists of the Societe Nouvelle makes

him an authority on their work.

Ex-'g2

IWo panels by Maxfield Parrish

have been on exhibition in the

Academy of Fine Arts in Philadel-

phia. They are from a series of

panels, some others of which are

already finished, which Mr. Parrish

is painting for the dining-room of

the Curtis Publishing Company.

'94

\\ . \V. Comfort published an ar-

ticle in The Smith Atlantic Quar-

terly for January, entitled. The . i/1 -

peal t(> Ancestry in Literature.

'95

I'. P. Max has accepted a position

iii John Wanamaker's Store in

Philadelphia.

•96

Dr. I. A. Babbitt was one of the

judges at the A. A. U. gym meet.

March 23d.

'98

Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Strawbridge

-ailed .in March [6th for a six

weeks' trip in Furope.

'01

The Rev. G. J. Walenta has been

elected President of the Interschol-

astic (ticket Committee of Phila-

delphia.

•02

There was a meeting, on April

2d, of the General Committee of

the Class of '02 for planning the

decennial next June.

Dean Palmer will spend next

year studying at Harvard. Dr. R.

M. Gummere will fill his position

for the year.

1 L. Seiler has written a one-

act opera, The Wife of Potiphar.

The words are written by Mr. H.

M. Watts.

A. C. Wood. Jr., is preparing an
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article on The History of Haver-

ford Cricket for the April Amer-

ican Cricketer. W. H. Roberts, Jr.,

"ij, captain of the cricket team, is

writing an article on the present

condition of cricket at Haverford

for the same magazine.

E. W. Evans has been appointed

tc teach "The practical aspect of

law" at the University of Pennsyl-

vania.

•04

C. C. Morris was captain of the

cricket team of the Associated

Cricket Clubs of Philadelphia,

which took a trip to Bermuda in

February. J. B. Clement, '08, was

also on the team.

A child was born recently to H.

H. Morris, in Canton, China.

'06

Dr. H. Pleasants, Jr.. is now

practicing medicine in \\ est Ches-

ter.

•07

Dr. W. H. Haines began, on Jan-

uary 1 st, his service as interne of

the German Hospital of Philadel-

phia.

S. J. Gummere ha- been working,

for the last two months, on the Al-

toona division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, but is now back on the

Erie division.

Dr. W. P. Croll is serving as

resident interne at the 1 Inward

Hospital of Philadelphia.

•08

Dr. G. K. Strode was one of the

flower shop
1412 Chestnut Street

philadelphia

Recently opened in connection with

KUGLER'S RESTAURANT

extends a cordial invitation to Haver-
fordian Readers to visit and inspect our

exclusive Cut Flowers and Plants,
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Bell and Keystone Telephones
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speakers al the dinner of the Alpha

Eta Pi Mh Medical Fraternity, on

February 20th.

'09

R. II. Mutt lias left the National

Cash Register Company and is now
connected with the management or

the Hotel St. Charles, at Atlantic

City.

Ex-'og

C. E. Marsh was married last

Decernber. He is editor of the

Akron Press, Akron, < )hio.

'11

J. H. Trice has accepted a posi-

tion at the Friends' Central School.

teaching English.

P. I!. Deane has started on the

road for H. K. Mulford & Co.,

wholesale druggists.

D. S. Hinshaw is studying law in

the office of < >. S. Samuel in Em-
poria, Kansas. He intends to go

to Harvard next year to study.

F. ( ). Tostenson will teach Ger-

man at Penn College. Iowa, next

winter.

J. S. Bradway was linesman at

the soccer game between Haver-

ford second and Hajoca on March

1 6th.

Ex-'i3

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Shen-

berger, of Lancaster, announced the

marriage of their daughter Sara to

G. K. Taylor, on Saturday. March

23d. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor will live

at 20 West Orange Street. Lan-

caster.

A
College Man

Doesn't want to wear

the ordinary Stereotyp-

ed Clothing. There's

a certain individuality

about a College Man,

that requires the same

certain individuality

about his dress.

Let us convince you

how well prepared we

are to serve you.

Common Prices.

WHELAN & CO.

MUFTI and COLLEGE
TAILORS

1222 Walnut Street
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Main Floor
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EDWARD BETTLE, JR., HOWARD COMFORT

fi
ARELY, if ever, has the college sustained within one week

such a loss as that incurred by the death of two of its

most prominent alumni and managers, Edward Bettle, Jr.,

'61, died April 8th, and Howard Comfort, '70, died April

12, 1912.

Edward Bettle, Jr., born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, December 17,

1 84 1, was the son of Samuel and Mary Ann (Jones) Bettle. His father

was one of the most prominent and highly valued Friends of Philadel-

phia. Edward Bettle, Jr., entered Haverford College in 1857, and was

graduated with his class, 1861. He was distinguished in his college

course for excellence in the Latin and Greek classics and his love for

literature, a taste which he retained throughout his life. He entered

mercantile life on leaving college, and continued in it for many years.

He was married to Miss Elizabeth Tatnall, of Wilmington, Delaware, in

1872, who survives him.

He was elected a manager of Haverford, 1872, and continued to be

one till his death, a period of forty years. During this long time no

one took a warmer interest in the literary and other activities of the

college than he. He was earnest in the advocacy of wise athletics and

in the support and advancement of cricket he was enthusiastic. He was,

whenever it was practicable, an intelligent and sympathetic spectator not

only of the great matches, but of the practice games as well. He was for

a long time Chairman of the Alumni Committee on Athletics, and did

much to influence the association in its policy towards that department

of college interests.

He was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Association and its Vice-

President. He was Secretary of the Corporation of Haverford College,

1875-1883 ; Secretary of the Board of Managers, 1877-1883, and for many
years one of the most active members of the Executive Committee of

the Board of Managers.

While of the public institutions with which he was connected Hav-
erford held the first place, he was deeply interested in others. He was
one of the Trustees of Bryn Mawr College, and Secretary of the Board.

He was a member of the Board of the William Penn Charter School,
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Manager of the Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, of

Friends' Asylum for the Insane at Frankford, and of other institutions

also. These various philanthropic organizations with which he was ac-

tively connected show how wide were his sympathies and how extensive

was his cheerful service for the benefit of others.

Howard Comfort was born in Philadelphia, April 21, 1850. He was

the son of Edward and Susan (Edge) Comfort. He entered Haverford,

1866, and was graduated with his class, 1870. He always occupied a

prominent position among the students, was President of his class, Presi-

dent of the Athenaeum Society, and Librarian of the Loganian Society.

He was a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Association and its Presi-

dent, 1902-1903.

He entered into mercantile and manufacturing business on leaving

college and remained in it until his death. He was married to Miss

Susan Foulke YVistar, 1872, who survives him.

He was chosen a Manager of Haverford College, 1880, and re-

mained on the Board for the rest of his life, a period of thirty-two years.

He was Secretary of the Board of Managers, 1884-1908, and a member

of the Executive Committee for many years. He was a firm believer in

the college and, like Edward Bettle, Jr., gave his time and services with-

out stint. His calm temperament, clear head, fair-mindedness and ex-

cellent judgment made him invaluable. He was active in the Alumni

Association and a regular attender at its meetings. He was Treasurer,

Vice-President, President and on the Executive Committee for many
years.

He was a Trustee of Bryn Mawr College and the President of the

Board. He was an active Manager of the Germantown Friends' Library,

President of one of Germantown's large financial institutions, and con-

nected with many other organizations.

The debt of the college to these two men cannot be measured.

Allen C. Thomas. '65.
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XT was large enough to be called a river, for it had a valley,

and, too, in the springtime, it was always to be reckoned

with as a changer of topography. In summer you could

ford it most anywhere, but just the same it was "the river,"

and all the inhabitants of the valley lived either up or down
the river from the "Forks." The '"Forks" was a post-office and store and

the melting pot of two distinct divisions, for people from up the river

felt "established" and would not mingle with those below. The latter

thought the former backward. At any rate, "down the river" was sullied

with urbanity.

John Lane was a plain young man and the most eligible person "up

the river." He was the only child of old John Lane, who had started

life with a mortgage, but now owned a good farm. John now had charge

of the farm, and, like father, so son, he would make it pay whether the

spring floods came or no. This circumstance, together with another, his

age (twenty-two years), made him eligible.

But to be eligible means nothing by itself. One must be eligible for

something. And John was; in a twofold capacity. Be it known, then,

that the Lane Farm had at least four sides. Up the river it was bounded

by the Bucklands, down the river by the Williamses, one side ran along

the river, and opposite the river were the mountains. John Williams'

family consisted of five children, the third being Olivia, more familiarly

Ollie. John Buckland had a single child, Lucy. John Lane, Jr., was

eligible to Lucy and Ollie, and this had been the accepted situation for

twelve months, three or four.

John was plain, as before averred, yet was he gifted with a sense of

the eternal fitness of things. He divided his attentions most admirably.

The difference of even a jot or yet a tittle could not be discovered. Every

summer there were two festivals in the valley, one up at the peach

orchards and one down at the "Forks." This year it had been Lucy's

turn to go in John's runabout to the orchards ; and Ollie was already

asked to the "Forks." John had been supremely happy at the first named
affair, and, following his usual method of procedure, had won the tourna-

ment, and Lucy was crowned the Queen. But that wasn't all that made
the day happy. Early summer was in the air and that means the delight

of spring matured. They felt this, John and Lucy. John was the life

of the picnic, setting an enthusiastic pace for all the sports and producing

gusts of laughter by his hearty well intentioned banter. Ollie was there,

too, and came in for her fair share of this last; but always John would
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turn to Lucy, and there he would find an approving glance and a smile

demurely tinged with pride. And as they drove home, under the glistering

moon, scarcely a word passed the lips of either. It was artless and

simple, their joy, but it was beautiful.

Late in August came the "hey day" at the "Forks," and, if anything,

John's anticipation was keener than for the previous celebration. Ollie

was going with him, and in a new dress. Furthermore, she was the pride

of the valley, the most clever, the best educated and the prettiest. John

knew he would be the envy of all other aspiring swains, even from below

the "Forks" ; and as a result he fairly thrilled with elation at the security

of his position. The gossips of the valley had already been wagging their

tongues. They favored the second combination and were on the alert for

the expected culmination of things.

But the sun rose lurid and sultry on the fateful morning. It was a

lazy day. and hot. The leaves were no longer fresh and green. The birds

sang their matins rather perfunctorily, and the locusts droned out the

hours of the day. John loved living things and was to some extent a

creature of nature. To-day. without knowing it, he thought of the tragedy

of nature and reflected it in his mood. The hot drive along a dusty road

and through a dusty woodland was full of suggestion to him. It was

unfortunate, perhaps; for when Ollie came to the gate, smiling and

chattering, to meet him, he was struck as if dumb. Ollie saw this at once,

but so intoxicated was she with youth and her own personality that she

was confident she could soon infect him with it. As they drove along she

pouted with her pretty little nose at the dust; but on and on she chat-

tered, and gaily. Her sallies, however, could elicit naught but half-hearted

replies from her sombre companion.

\\ nen they reached the "Forks" John sembled cheerfulness, but it

was feigned, and he was distinctly out of sorts. Why, he could not tell.

Ollie now began to banter him. and, lest comment should be aroused, John

did his best to answer in kind. Outwardly the day followed its usual

course, but John's mood was still gloomy ; he could not shake himself clear.

His companion's talk at first began to pall and then to cut him.

After a dinner from Mrs. Williams' generous basket, came the usual

interim for digestion and the preparation for the tournament. Ollie lost

patience. She began to encourage the attentions of a bashful group of

admirers and deliberately tried to make John seem ludicrous and a

buffoon. John thought at first that this was what he wanted and smiled

indulgently, for it obviated the necessity of his entering into the conversa-

tion. But her shafts were not dulled arrows, they were wicked and

vindictive. And they cut.
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Soon the tournament was begun and John moved away without a

word. Among the contestants he was greeted with the respect due a

probable hero. Some of his contemporaries even ventured a little fooling

with regard to his prospective Queen. The serious demeanor of his

response they attributed to his earnestness.

The sky had been clear all morning, but after dinner the first

suspicious clouds began to make themselves evident, just under the after-

noon sun. In the excitement of the tournament, the sun had quite

disappeared and the heavens had assumed a distinctly threatening atti-

tude. Already some of the older folks had begun to gather up their

belongings and to put them in places of safety.

As was to be expected, John's first two charges resulted in an almost

perfect score. Before the final attempt he turned and glanced toward

his lady, as if for encouragement. Relenting, she smiled her sweetest.

It disconcerted her, however, for she felt that he was eyeing something

beyond her. She was right, his glance had not reached her. For when

he turned he had caught sight of Lucy, sitting in her father's carriage,

just behind Ollie's and his. She saw him and glanced down, but her face

had betrayed her. John stared another long moment; she looked up and

he turned away.

"Sir John, knight of 'up the river,' " bawled out the announcer a few

minutes later, "is the best Knight in Westmoreland County. Let him

crown his own true love, for her whom he shall choose will be Queen of

the Revels." The herald went on with his announcements, but the eyes of

the crowd were on John. It was a pretty romance they thought, and love

"in the making" is always worth watching. But this was all to no purpose,

for during the herald's speech the first few drops from the threatening

clouds had fallen. Everyone hoped against hope that it would pass over,

but psychological attitudes have little effect on summer showers. The

crowd was in turmoil before John had taken ten steps toward his lady.

They never knew that even if it hadn't rained, Ollie might not have been

"Queen of the Revels." Thoughtful housewives had already fished out

tarpaulins and various bits of covering from their hiding places in the

farm wagons ; and buggy-tops were being put up with all the ludicrously

clumsy haste that the ardent young husbandmen could muster.

John and Ollie were soon snugly ensconced behind the storm curtains

and driving homeward. The wreath had been carefully and deliberately

laid in the rear of the carriage. But it was a very different sort of a

trip than the one these two had made in the morning. For, instead of
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casting a further damper over John's spirits, the rain seemed to have

revived his old self. Ollie did not know that influences less extraneous

than the weather had been brought to bear on her companion. In the

happy illusion of thinking that she had roused him from his sulk of the

morning, she forgot all about the crown. It was lots of fun, and in spite

of the fact that it had ceased to rain, John stayed to supper and regaled

the whole family with his hilarity.

Ollie walked to the gate with John and as the two stood by the gate

chattering over the events of the day, the crescent of the harvest moon
began to glisten above them. Twilight was gone. Just as John gathered

up the reins and turned to say good-bye, Ollie asked him a question.

"John," she said, "why were you so gloomy this morning?"

The question was never answered, for John, after a tantalizingly

hearty laugh, chirped to his horse, called out a "good-night" and drove

away. Ollie stood for a moment puzzled, then turned toward the house,

mad—at herself.

John took the "up-river" road and chuckled to himself till he came

to the gate of his father's farm. He drove by, but as he did so he ceased

to laugh. Ollie would have said that he was gloomy again, but he was not

;

at that moment he was simply the most serious man in all the world. His

horse stopped instinctively at Bucklands' gate and John jumped out,

opened it and led him over to the barn. His horse hitched, John walked

toward the house. Halfway there he met Lucy coming out of the spring-

house, where she had just finished her belated dairying. Together they

walked over to the back porch and sat down. Here they talked of the

picnic and the coming harvest till the tip of the new moon was cut off

by the branch of a pine on the mountain top.

The two were silent for a moment and then John jumped up, saying:

"That bay mare's a bit restless. I guess I'll go look after her."

Walking over to the barn, out of sight, he never looked at the peaceful

animal, but went right to the rear of the buggy and picked up the wreath.

Returning to the porch he stood in front of Lucy for a moment, holding

the flowers behind him. Then, without a word, he laid the crown gently

on Lucy's head, and, bending over her, as she sat there, he kissed her.********
As John drove away, the crescent disappeared behind the mountain

;

and when this same moon was full there was a wedding "up the river."

H. F., Jr., '12.
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CAMPS AND CAMP LIFE

OYS* camps offer to the college man one solution of the sum-

mer problem. They are scattered all over the country, but

are especially frequent in the New England States, where

lakes and woods form an environment well suited for camp-

ing, with its attendant joys of swimming, boating, fishing

and, not least, of exploring the wilds.

Out in the open we come to know each other intimately, as we
mingle in the activities of camp life. It does not take long to find out

who is camp "cow" or "hog"; who tries to slide his work, or who is

the best all-round fellow. In camp, as nowhere else, the character of

a boy is put to the test and proved true or untrue the quickest. Mostly

the boys and common sentiment care for all ill-humored members, and

very seldom do the masters have to interfere. An onlooker sees a mar-

velous change in a boy's nature as the days go on. It is the effect of

his surroundings. The boy finds a life larger and filled with more zest

for the very joy of living than he has known before. Every hilltop

beckons him up to see what is beyond, and when he gets to the top,

scores of others present just as pressing an invitation. Every flower,

bird, tree brings a new message to him ; and, as a result, almost all

camps have found it necessary to establish a course in biology and to

have a "bug-man" who, in spite of the slanderous name, is held in great

respect. I have seen a group of active, wriggling youngsters stand for

an hour watching a sunset, and have heard, half a mile off, the shout

of joy when a snake, a long-sought-for bug or flower has been found.

All the common things of life take on new meanings and possibilities.

But, since we are considering camps in general, we must pause

for a few moments to call attention to another sort from that which

has been pictured. Along with the fullness of life, and the energy with

which it is lived in the woods, any camp may be developed from the

line of companionships to a "rough house." Camps like these, how-
ever, are not great in number, and are generally due to the character

of men in charge. Usually they are the men who mistake rowdyism
and noise for wholesome manly sport, and who imagine themselves to

be "tough." We all know such fellows. They are afraid that the camp
may be turned into a "girls' seminary" and forget that amusement and
clean sport, which is more alluring than general misconduct, when de-

veloped leads to a manly character and strong type of man.

The other kinds are just as easily discovered also. So successful

have these been in the two brief months in forming the character of
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fellows, that we need only to turn to California to see that the system

employed by several of the best ones is being used in "camp schools"

there the year round. A boy thrown on his own initiative feels prompt-

ings that often surprise him, but generally he works out his own salva-

tion correctly. This is the full value of camp life.

On the camp council one finds only the college man or a fellow

who has once before been a boy in the camp. Being a "master" is one

of the great opportunities for a college fellow's summer work, and let

me add, one of the most pleasant. Every year the headmaster of vari-

ous camps looks over the different college lists for men to suit his pur-

poses. Some desire scholarship men, some want letter men, but all de-

mand gentlemen with sympathy for boys' sports. They must be "chil-

dren of an older growth." They are not wanted to command the boys,

but to be companions and friends and an older head in time of stress

and excitement. For this reason many headmasters of camps desire

men in athletics rather than scholarship men. They claim such fellows

are more capable of keeping their heads. Then again, it is wonderful

how the boys respect the man who belongs to a college team. He is a

sort of idol to the youngsters. His every movement is studied and imi-

tated.

The duties of a counselor are such as appeal to a college man. He
serves as the leader on tramps, the cook on camping parties, the guide

and general information bureau through the woods, and the instructor

of games and sports. His life is spent in canoeing, swimming, playing

baseball, tramping and fishing. He has charge of a group of fifteen

boys, more or less, in a tent or bungalow and sees that their things are

kept in orderly shape. The boys stand inspection every morning. The

camp hours are from half past six in the morning until half past eight

in the evening. The bugle is the signal used, and the martial strain lends

spirit to the occasion.

All camps of the best type require some form of religious exercise.

Prayers are said at morning and night, and on Sunday a "tree-talk" is

given by the counselors in turn. Of course, the reading and telling of

stories around the camp-fire at night is one of the main elements. The

fire is the camp's hearth-stone.

The "soak" is one of the great features of daily life. Everybody

must go in and all counselors must be present. Water baseball, polo

and racing are indulged in. A boy to have the privilege of a canoe

or boat must have swum a quarter mile under the guidance of a coun-

selor. Prizes are offered for the best time in the various distances,
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and one special day is set apart for the trials. This is the gala day of

the summer and generally precedes the "long walk.''

The boys have some special duty to perform every day about the

camp, so that they feel the responsibility of the life and the general

condition of their surroundings. The "duty lists" vary from day to

day, so that one fellow builds the camp-fire, then cleans the lamps, car-

ries the mails, et cetera. Different counselors have charge of the work

to see that it is done correctly. No privileges are granted to a boy until

his work has been passed upon.

The compensation of a counselor varies from $50 to $100 the first

year, with an increase of $25 every year he returns. This is the material

side, but one feels that the benefits received from sleeping under the open

sky, living the active life of the woods, which demands regular sleep and

hence good health, cannot be measured in such vulgar things as coins.

From a summer in the woods, and on a lake, one returns brown as an

Arab, healthy as only nature can make a man. and full of energy and

strength to meet the winter's tasks.

Such are the benefits, pleasures, duties of the life of a summer

camp. No one will once drink of this magic spring without a desire, a

thirst to return. It is a real, true, vital, wholesome life.

J. P. G. (
'14.

SONG OF THE ROAD
Over the hills the sunset glowed,

And over the hills the dawn,

And over the hills is the beaten road

Where the Romany tribe has gone.

Canopied o'er by the windy skies,

Ruled by their fancy's sway,

Freemen are they, who know no ties,

Lords of the Broad Highway.

Deep in the wood the song birds hide.

And deep in the wood they sing;

And deep in the wood the pixies glide

Who dance in the fairy ring.

Silver the stream, and cool and clear,

Far from the haunts of man

;

Still through the dusk, if ye but hear,

Echo the pipes of Pan.

L. B. L., '14.



THE VOICE IN THE NIGHT

ONE evening last summer a group of people were gathered

around a dying fire on the shore of Lake Isobelle. The
hills opposite cut a long graceful curve against the sky, and

the moon in the water divided and reunited itself in a never-

ending restlessness.

It is strange how silent the nights can be. The very breeze died

down and rested while we looked over the embers at one another. We
had talked and we had sung, and had at last given ourselves over to the

silence of the great night, happy with sheer happiness. Everyone felt

it, and everyone understood.

Into the silence came from down the lake the faint note of a bell,

lightly struck, sweet as silver. Again it sounded, nearer, as if it were

swung in a mournful wind by a cord. It approached swiftly. Yet, though

we strained our eyes through the dark, the surface of the lake remained

unbroken and we saw nothing. The sound passed, and in a moment the

silence reigned again unbroken.

About fifteen years ago there came to live in a little bungalow on

the shore of Lake Isobelle a girl, tall, beautiful, graceful, whose name
was Harriet Blake. No one along the lake knew who she was or whence

she came, and no one cared. An old man, a gardener, kept the place for

her and watched the house ; she spent her days in walking and canoeing

—

that was all one could say. It was supposed, I imagine, by the country

folk that she was a sorceress ; anyway, no one ever bothered her.

The house she lived in had been roughly and simply built, its one

mark of distinction being a roomy porch overlooking the lake and the

little shelter in which Harriet kept her canoe. Opposite the cottage

across the narrows of the lake rose Eagle Palisade, named from a pair of

golden eagles that had built there for many years.

The nest, a large ungainly structure of sticks, was on a ledge a sheer

hundred feet from the lake surface, and was easily seen from the

bungalow porch from which Harriet would watch the old eagles circling

in the sky or feeding their young. "Her eagles," Harriet used to call

them.

If the country folk avoided this girl, none knew better than the

gardener the injustice of it. He had been, as a boy, in her grandfather's

employ and had seen all the tragedy which had broken up the home and

sent Harriet Blake under an assumed name away from the world of her

friends in search of seclusion. To be brief, by dishonesty, her father,
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Herbert Blake, had ruined one of his old friends. The shock of the

thing was too much for Richard Randall; he developed melancholia and

shot himself. Blake was arrested, tried, convicted of forgery, and

sentenced to the penitentiary. Blake's wife died, so the doctor said, of a

broken heart. Harriet, now twenty-three years old, disappeared from

society. She had a little money of her own, and the old gardener,

faithful to his deserted mistress, had stayed by her saying he would

look after her "till she found a man."

"But, Alfred, men don't fall in love with convicts' daughters," she

said.

"If I were young, and a gentleman's son * * * Well, we'll see,

we'll see."

It was chance alone that led Robin Randall to Lake Isobelle. It

was a chance that one day his canoe and Harriet's met, and it was chance,

according to some people, that knit their two souls so closely that they

were never to be torn apart. They were both interested in the same

things ; they were both in love with the open air, and as frank and

fearless as the breezes themselves.

Robin had not been long on Lake Isobelle before he discovered the

eagles' nest, and being a lover of nature for love's sake, he often paddled

down toward the bluff and watched the great birds in their hunting and

their home life. He would pull his canoe under the birches that over-

hung the border of the lake and dream there, intensely conscious that

even if things were hard, life was eminently worth while. One day he

was awakened from his reveries by the sound of a human voice singing.

He sat up quickly, to see within a few yards of him Harriet in her canoe.

"Excuse me," he ventured, "am I trespassing?"

Surprised at the presence of a strange canoe, she made no reply.

"I didn't mean to intrude on private property."

"The lake is not private," she answered.

"I came to watch the eagles," he said. "I don't understand them,

but they interest me."

His frank tones elicited a franker reply, "Why do they interest

you?"

"Because they live in a sphere beyond mine. Because, I suppose, I

would like to leave the earth for a little while and fly the way they do.

Why do you like them?"

"I didn't say I liked them."

"But you do, don't you?"

"Yes, I do. I have been here long enough to get to know them for

one thing. I don't see much of outside people, so I like to watch them.

They are my society, you see, and they are well worth knowing."
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And so they talked, and when they met again they talked of the

eagles and each came to feel an added interest in the birds. One day

Robin called them "our eagles," and Harriet unconsciously adopted the

term. In time Robin confided his story to Harriet, but she did not meet

him half way, and so he never guessed that this glorious woman was the

daughter of the only man he hated.

"There is only one man on God's earth I hate. He has on his hands

the blood of my father. He did not murder him, but he drove him to his

death. That is one thing which I can never forgive. He had a daughter,

poor girl ; she's gone away now. I guess she took it hard. But the

cowardice of it. To ruin the man that trusted him, to lie to him, and to

forge his name! I could forgive almost anything but treachery. You
don't know what it is like. It cuts and cuts to have such a thing come

so near you. His name should have been Benedict and not Herbert."

"It must be hard," she said.

"It is hard. I thank God my mother was not alive. She had too

tender a nature for that. She was a Swiss, mother was. I remember

just how she died. She called me and I went in and knelt by her bed.

'Richard,' she said, 'I called you to say good-night to you. I'm going

to leave you, Laddie, and before I go I want to give you a mother's

blessing. You may not understand all this now, but remember it, for

the time will come when you will understand, and thank God you had

a mother who loved you. I have always wanted a daughter to love,

Laddie, and since it has pleased God that I should not have one of my
own, I have been waiting and hoping for the time when you should

bring home a woman as your wife whom I might love as a daughter.

And now I am to go and I shall never see her, but I would have loved

her, Laddie, and I am going to leave something with you as my bridal

gift to her.' She gave me a key to an old chest and directed me to a

certain box in it. I found an old silver cowbell in it. It was beautifully

designed and on the side was the old family name of my mother. 'Take

it, Laddie, and keep it,' she said, 'till you find the one woman whom you

will love better than your mother.' We bid good-bye to each other, and

that night she died."

He told all of what had followed. He told her he had come just to

get away. He wrote, he said, and was getting enough at it to live on.

He had brought a supply of paper and ink and expected to be on the

lake all summer. He had come, in short, to be alone.

But solitude is never what it is thought to be. The longing for

human faces soon creeps in, and it is small wonder that when these two

met, their friendship ripened more quickly than either realized, and that
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one night on the porch of the bungalow Robin opened his heart and

declared his love.

Harriet flatly and promptly refused him.

Robin stood his ground.

"You are 'the one woman.' We were made for each other. Don't

you know it? Can't you feel it all through you?" and she answered,

"Don't ! You can't know. I can't come to you. It isn't whether or

not you love or I love, I can't ! That is all."

"Can't I make you feel what it means, what it is to live without you,

what it is never to have any place you can call home? I love, you love;

what else can matter?"

"There is something else and it matters. I haven't said I love you, to

begin with."

"No, but you have told me. What do I see written on your face

but love? What is there in your eyes but the note of your heart?"

"You must not believe my eyes. They might lie. You have not

known them long. You don't even know who I am."

"What do I care? You are my sweetheart; you! Your eyes lie?

Look!" he cried, and drew from his pocket the silver cowbell. "See!

This is the bell my mother gave me. I have brought it to you to-night."

He pressed the bell tightly to his lips, and kneeling, held it out to her.

"Take it. My heart lies in it. Listen! That is the voice of my
soul. Can you stand there and say 'No'? Can you feel the sob in your

bosom, and feel your whole nature yearning for the love I give you?

Can you, and yet say : 'No, there is something which matters' ?"

"Yes," she cried, "I can! I can feel my heart gnawing in my
breast with hunger for you and say, 'No.' See! This bell which your

mother gave you, for me, can never be mine,—nor another's. I love it.

I love you. I would give my life to own it." She pressed the bell to her

lips and then hurled it out toward the lake.

When she turned, he was white. His hands were clenched, and

blood was running from his lower lip where he had bitten it.

"There is a reason. This is why. The blood of your father is on

the hands of my father. In God's name, why did I not send you away

long ago. Oh ! Go now ! Go now ! And leave me alone with my grief."

Robin could bear no more. He caught her in his arms and held

her pressed against his breast while they both sobbed, he for joy, she

for pain. At last he spoke.

"My bride * * *! My wife * * *!"

The strength of the woman returned. She tore herself out of his

embrace and cried:
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"No! not your bride! Not your wife! Nor ever will be. The
touch of your lips on mine shall burn there till death shall seal them.

The beat of your heart shall sound in my ears forever. Before God
I am your wife and you are my husband, but not before men. Go and

leave me. I have courage to live, have not you? Cannot you see I am
thrusting a knife into my heart? Go and God keep you, for I love you."

He folded his arms. "Don't doubt my courage, my bride, but I

shall make you my wife before men. God has bound us, can man keep

us apart?"

"You mistake me. Before God I swear I will never be your wife.

Do you hear? You have made me a woman and I am drinking the

bitterest cup life can offer. Now, go!"

"I go," he said. "To-morrow at sunrise look at the eagles' nest.

You will see me on the upper ledge. I shall wave my handkerchief and

then take two steps forward. Wave your own if you have changed your

mind. If not, take two more steps and wave again. The ledge is not

so long. One soon comes to the end. If you wave I shall know you

have decided our love is worth keeping alive. Good-night, and God
keep you through this night."

He kissed her and was gone. A moment later she heard his paddle

in the water.

All night long she lay on the porch and at sunrise she was gazing

upward across the lake. Whether Robin was taking an unfair advan-

tage over her she neither knew nor cared. Ten times she turned,

thinking to avoid what she dreaded by going in, and yet remained

waiting, watching. She felt for her handkerchief. As the mist rose

she could make out Robin standing on the ledge, and at last saw him

slowly and deliberately take his handkerchief and wave it. She clutched

hers and waited. He took two long strides along the ledge, balancing

himself with his outstretched arms. He paused and waved again. Maybe

she was wrong after all. The words he had said once before came back

to her. "He did not murder him, but he drove him to his death." Would

his blood be on her hands? Robin took two more steps. She calculated

the distance yet to go. She looked at the height of the cliff and shut

her eyes with a shudder. In terror she opened them again lest Robin

should have fallen. He waved again and took two more steps. By an

impulse Harriet threw her handkerchief over the railing. As it left her

hand she repented. She sprang to the table and snatching the cloth

waved it frantically, calling and sobbing with joy and relief. From

far up the cliff came the faint "Halloo" of a happy man as Robin began

retracing his steps.
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In moments of strong emotion men think little of personal risk, and

Robin, knowing of a shorter but more dangerous way back, dropped

down to it and made his way round by the eagles' nest. Harriet saw

him stride over it. She saw the old eagles above him. She saw one

fold its wings and drop, striking Robin between the shoulders. She

saw him grapple with the bird as he fell and saw them strike the rocks

below. The scream of the bird and the cry of the man reached her

ears, the sky whirled and she fell unconscious.

When she came to, she and the gardener paddled across the lake

and brought him back to the bungalow. Harriet was courageous. She

sent Alfred off to telegraph from the head of the lake and stayed behind

with Robin's body. She washed his wounds and bruises, she smoothed

his hair, she closed his eyes and kissed them. She got him into her own
room, laid him on her own bed and knelt there beside him till evening,

when Alfred came home with a doctor.

For two days and nights she kept her vigil and then his friends

came and took him away. Her duties at an end, she collapsed and slept,

exhausted, hour after hour. The sun set. The air grew dense, a storm

rose and blew across the lake, bending the trees over with its force. It

whistled around the house and roared down the chimney, but still she

slept, unmindful of the storm. She was awakened by the scream of a

falling eagle, only seemingly near at hand. She started up and called

the gardener. He had heard it, too, and armed with a lantern he went

out into the wind and the rain. About twenty yards from the house he

found one of the young eagles, blown from its nest, and beside it on the

ground lay a silver cowbell. He brought both to the house. Harriet

took the bell and went back to her room.

The next day she undertook the rearing of the eaglet. It gave her

diversion and kept her interested. The bird seemed to recognize that

he had a friend in Harriet. She trained him to answer to her whistle,

and later when he took to longer flights he always returned to the

bungalow at night. And so as the days went by a strange friendship

grew up between these two.

A year passed thus and then Harriet was taken ill. The doctor

said it was pneumonia and that her chances for recovery were slight.

The eagle somehow seemed to know something was wrong and flew

around the bungalow, calling. Harriet, who realized fully that she was

dying, had the window left open and called her eagle. He flew down to

the porch and hopped awkwardly over the sill. Harriet took the bell

and with a thong of leather tied it around the bird's neck. She was

wandering a little, but she spoke clearly:
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"My eagle, my husband, I am coming home. I have waited God's

will patiently, and now I have been called. Take this bell he gave me
and keep it, for in it lies the heart of all I loved, of him for whom I would

have gladly died. Take this bell from me, that no mortal man may touch

it ever. Let it ring over this old lake and over this old woods that I

have loved. Keep it safe and remember that I gave it to you. There

lie two hearts in it and when it rings, beloved, it shall be the voice of

two souls who are united at last. Keep it well and I will bless you.

Be faithful to your trust. O ! My husband, my husband, I come." And
so she died.

A. L. B., Jr., '12.

TWILIGHT

The last bright glow of crimson

Is fading in the west,

And mirrored in the water

Its passing outlines rest.

The shadows of the hemlocks

Creep further from the shore,

And twilight, softly falling,

Extends the waters o'er.

The pine trees whisper softly,

And with the balmy air

That sighs among their branches,

Their fragrance freely share.

Lo, blending with the silence,

And whisp'ring of the trees,

The hermit thrush's vesper

Comes floating on the breeze.

Now softly falls the darkness

;

The stars appear on high

And brighten with their twinkling

The cloudless summer sky.

Then through the hemlock branches

The rising moon serene

The shadowed landscape brightens

In its pale and silver sheen.

G. H. H., Jr., '15.



LOOSE LEAVES

MONA LISA

aE GODS! what a subject!" says the Jaded Theme-Reader. "Why don't

these undergraduate fledglings take some subject that the big critics haven't

attempted? The big men have said, as well as can be, all there is to

be said about the Dk'itie Comedy, the Sistine Madonna, and Hamlet." The same

with Mono Lisa! Who has not spoken of this woman? Who has not made
comment on that "wonderful smile of hers" ? All sorts of guesses at her per-

sonality have been made. I know one earnest young thing who says quite fre-

quently, "1 know I'd hate that woman. You can see she's horrid from her smile!"

Now comes the usual undergraduate iconoclast ! To me she has the most

stupid face ever put on canvas. Cowlike is the only word to describe the placid

contentment in her smile. The position of her hands connotes the kind of woman
we refer to as "a good, old soul." In her face is all the peace that comes from

lack of ambition and self-satisfaction. Why anyone should wish to paint such

an unattractive person, I don't see. And so I repeat in the words of the afore-

said Jaded Theme-Reader, "Ye Gods! what a subject!" 1912.

SCROGGINS

OLD SCROGGINS certainly was a peculiar individual, but it did not seem

to bother him at all. His head was very smooth and round and highly-

polished. "My skullcap fits so much the better," said Scroggins. His

protruding forehead ended in two long, bushy brows. What could be better to

protect his eyes from the glare of the sun in summer and the chill winds in winter?

His nose was extremely large and had a knob on the end ; it accepted a beauti-

ful polish, so this large, red appendage was the pride of Scroggins' face. His

mouth was wide, and when opened, exposed a huge cavern of red. "How much
easier to take big mouthfuls," he used to say, when rapidly concealing a piece

of pie or cake. The rest of Scroggins' person seemed to be bones and joints,

enshrouded in drapery consisting of a rusty, black Prince Albert, with trousers

to match. He was rarely seen on the street, but generally kept in his room at

Thompson's.

Possibly you wonder why Scroggins has any claim to publicity? Well, the

cause of his mention here is his funeral. Of course, if Scroggins had run his

own funeral, things would have been different; but Tim Rooney, who made what

money he had by the sale of various liquors, heard that Scroggins, apparently

with no relatives, had been found dead in his third-floor back-room and decided,

since he did not have funerals very often in his family, to hold Scroggin's from

his home.

The appointed time came and all of the neighborhood turned out in force, the

gentlemen with a motley collection of black ties and the women also with a little

black interspersed in their make-ups. The people gathered in Rooney's front room.

The shutters had been opened and the covers taken off the gilt furniture for the

occasion—and Mrs. Rooney received them, all shimmering in rustling bombazine.

The remains could be viewed in the next room and one by one the sorrowful—but

curious—neighbors filed in. Some of the women wept and little Mr. Pecksori; also

in tears, was seen tucking something into his back pocket which might at first
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glance impress some people as an onion. The procession had very nearly all passed
when a little thing slightly disconcerting took place. It is hardly worth while men-
tioning it, but old Scroggins raised his head from the coffin and opened his eyes.

Mrs. Rooney fainted and Mr. Peckson thought he was going to faint. After

thoroughly surveying the assembled throng and then his own unusual position,

Scroggins suddenly seemed to realize what was expected of him. For, heaving a

deep sigh, he grumbled that, seeing that they had everything fixed up all right he

supposed he should not disturb it, he closed his eyes and drew his head back into

the coffin. Of course a doctor was called in but this time Scroggins was pro-

nounced truly dead so the funeral was carried out as arranged. To hear the

whole tale of Scroggins' funeral in detail just visit Tim Rooney's saloon any Satur-

day night and hear little Peckson give his original thrilling account.

J. K. G., '14.

EDITORIAL

THE THREE-MONTHS' LOAF
THREE-MONTHS' LOAF certainly gives one a fine chance

to work. Not that it is a man's duty to work all the time—
minime! But the summer gives opportunity for a change

of work—and change of work seems often suspiciously

like play.

First of all, the ideal summer for the college man is spent in travel.

There is nothing else which so broadens his life and makes it rich in

memories and in universal sympathy. The Oxford scholarships very

wisely provide that the student shall travel in his vacations. We hope

in the future we may have some Haverford scholarships which provide

that the recipient shall use a part of the money for travel

!

But unfortunately there are a great many men in college who not

only do not have the means to travel in the summer, but have to use

their time in earning enough to cover their college expenses. For these,

there is so large a field that the individual must usually pick out his own
line. In general we prefer the out-of-doors life. If a man studies hard

all winter and takes moderate exercise he ought surely to give his brain

a comparative rest in the summer. Several of the men this year are

going to cut down chestnut trees, to check the blight, and, incidently, to

come back with strong muscles and clear minds. Others will run auto-

mobiles ; others work on farms. Some will be on surveying gangs in the

West and others will try a hand at business. There are sometimes fine

openings in boys' camps for athletic directors and tutors. We publish

in another part of the magazine an article on Boys' Camps by one of our

men who has had experience along this line. Then there is also tutoring,

which may not occupy more than a couple of hours a day. The rest of
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the day the tutor can use for getting a proper amount of exercise and

recreation. The work is hard and requires efficiency, but it combines

opportunity for work and play better than any other of the pursuits of

our loafing time. The work in a city-store teaches lessons in business, but

it does not build one up physically for the autumn work. No athlete

should engage in it unless for a very short time. If one has a definite

occupation in view one should try to become acquainted with its details,

but if it is confining, one should not—according to our opinion—engage

in it for the entire hot season.

If it is your misfortune to have to live in a hotel at Atlantic City for

three months, you will be attacked on all sides by the summer book and

the summer girl, but when you are weary of both, tuck your copy of Lamb
or Thackeray under your arm and run away to the sand-dunes that lie

far down the beach. There you will store up energy for the winter, and

your loafing time will not be altogether wasted as you look back at it from

the ruddy hearth.

EXCHANGES

XT must have been the song-sparrow that did it. The breeze,

usually described in vernal sonnets as the Balmy Breath of

Spring, had failed to waken any sentiment in our cynical

breast. Even the sight of two yellow crocuses and a snow-

drop, on the way to meeting last Thursday, was unable to

remove the gloom from our brow. So we returned to our spacious

habitat, and, curling up our feet, we read four spring poems in rapid

succession. Gentle Reader, you will not be surprised to learn that our

next act was to give a snort of disgust. Each of the four mentioned

either purling brooks or lush grasses or both. Besides, we had a cold.

And then, way over by the gym somewhere, there came three clear,

sweet chirps and a trill. We got up with energy in every movement, and

throwing wide the case—window, we mean, we took in deep satisfying

draughts of air. Yes, it was spring. Take it from us. If you haven't

realized it yet, go out and sit down by the railroad-track and wait till you

have heard a song-sparrow.

After we made this discovery it was some moments before we could

get back to the contemplation of sordid things like college literature. But

we happened to seize on the Nassau Lit. It opened to "De Febri Verna"

and we began to read.

Have you ever paddled your canoe softly down the shore at dawn,

just as the first sunbeam strikes the blue ripples, and the kingfisher darts

by, bent on his breakfast-getting? Have you ever driven her bow into
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the whitening waves of the oncoming squall, when the wind howls straight

up the lake and the home beach is still a hundred yards away? Or, to

change the scene a bit, have you swung her down through tortuous clear

brown eddies, and felt the rush and thrill of white water?

Well, the author of "De Febri Verna" has.

We read feverishly and leaped for joy and struck our thigh at times.

And once we think we chortled in our glee, for our better-half entered

from his sanctum and seemed peeved about something.

That afternoon we were discovered feeling of an ancient, and, be it

said, purely ornamental paddle, as it hung in a friend's cosy-corner, and

every time we see a glass of water we can hear the dip of a maple blade in

some cold forest stream. Decidedly the germ is in our system.

But to leave this hilarity of springtime and turn to the serious side of

life: A very great deal has been written on the question of married love.

We have seen plays, some of them good plays, depicting the strain that

"mid-channel" sometimes brings to bear on marital felicity. We have

read many stories that tried to deal with the subject and most of them

only half succeeded or else failed utterly. But in "Dawn," a one-act play

in the Nassau, we find a clean, sane handling of the problem, combined

with spontaneity of action and force in character-drawing. Frankly, we
consider it "good stuff."

The Smith missed its train last month, and we meet it in April for

the first time. We like the idea in the "Sketches." In a "sketch" one

can be very free and say quite what one pleases. It is a perfect library-

around-the-fire, compared with the best-parlor atmosphere of restraint

that hampers one's efforts out in the forefront of the magazine. We
found a sweet little bed-time kid-tale, in this section of the Monthly,

called "A Make Believe Ghost Story," that made us feel like patting

somebody's curly-haired, pajama-clad youngsters on the head and saying,

"Bless their little hearts!"

In the Virginian we admired the poems, and liked the tone of "The

Germans in Virginia," but the stories were mediocre. "The Locket"

differed very little, in its imaginary local color, from the run of Western

stories. Its only originality developed along the line of a futile endeavor

to shake our belief in mankind. In late April, human nature has a rosy

hue that no pessimist can darken.

The poem, "The Ending of the Quest," has the real Arthurian ring.

It is certainly above the average of the longer verse in college publica-

tions. We also wish to congratulate the author of the "Dalmatian Lover"

group of verses.

The somber-hued Amherst comes to us with a strong article on the
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present-day crisis in Higher Education. After a careful consideration

of the lacks and faults in the modern college, especially in the direction

of original thinking, and executive ability, the writer suggests as a remedy,

a return to the Arts Course on a higher standard than ever before. The

keynote of his criticism is contained in the following extract:

"The college man must be distinguished by conquest of mind. And
we have found it necessary to admit that he is not in all instances a master

thinker, or in any sense distinguished other than by his specialized knowl-

edge and his inbred Philistinism."

In the Vassar we return to the happy, rambling type of essay. The
author of "Your Boy and Our School" has been a close observer of the

prep, school nature. We trust it was her brother she had in mind as the

hero of the piece, for she has known some boy very well indeed. The
story, "De Jegement uv de Lawd," was well told, especially in its con-

cluding touches. We should like to say in passing, however, that, in the

gentle art of cursing, lurid detail is not always so effective as a hint of

deep, suppressed emotion.

The two little poems, "The Wish" and "The Hills," appealed to our

notorious failing for juvenile literature. There probably are people who
do not even know that Robert Louis Stevenson ever wrote a "Child's

Garden of Verses." Poor starved creatures, how did they ever get

through their babyhood ! "The birdie with the yellow bill" was just as

real to us as any sparrow that ever hopped, and it is into the same

atmosphere that we step when we read "The Hills."

It would never do to pass from this season of gay awaking into mid-

summer without quoting a spring poem. Perhaps the best attempt we
have seen was "Friihlingsrufe" in the Virginian. With it we will close.

FRUHLINGSRUFE.

The red-bird's song that trills along

When the first few sunbeams dart

Where the yellow rays through a violet haze

Stir the sap in the maple's heart

Brings message clear:

Awake, awake, for Spring is here

!

The night-blown breeze that through the trees

Sifts pipings clear and shrill

From where young frogs in grass-grown bogs

Sing to a star-lit hill

Brings message clear:

Dream, dream, for Spring is here

!



ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
The Alumni Athletic Reunion,

held at college on April 5th, was a

great success. A soccer game was

played in the afternoon on Walton

Field between the college team and

a picked team of the alumni—won
by the college, three to one. The
alumni who played were: A. C.

Dickson, '06; R. M. Gummere, '02;

E. P. Allinson, '10; C. C. Morris,

'04; H. Pleasants, '06; A. G. H.

Spiers, '02; D. D. Reynolds, '11;

S. W, Mifflin, '00; H. J. Cadbury,

'03; C. W. Stork, '02. Others of

the alumni coached the track and

cricket teams. A game of baseball

was played near the infirmary by

alumni and undergraduates. In all

there were from fifty to one hun-

dred alumni who visited college in

the afternoon and stayed for sup-

per and the smoker afterward,

which went off very- successfully.

The judges of the various interclass

athletic events that took place in

the gym. that evening, were: H. N.

Thorne. '04;
J. H. Scattergood,

'96; and S. W. Mifflin, '00. The
reunion was the occasion for so

much good-will and mutual interest

between the alumni and undergrad-

uates that the establishment of such

a day as a yearly event is a cer-

tainty. In the dining-room the

alumni sat at the various tables

with the students, and there was a

good deal of getting - acquainted

done in the gym. Dr. Babbitt, '96,

to whose efforts, largely, is due the

success of the reunion, said that he

thought the recent articles on

Graduate Interest in The Haver-

roKDiAX had a good deal to do with

the enthusiasm with which the

alumni entered into it.

Many of the alumni have been

coaching the soccer and cricket

teams during the last few months.

In particular C. C. Morris, '04. and

F. C. Sharpless, '00, coached the

soccer team on March 28th; while

J. S. Bradway, *n, has often been

coaching the second team, and H.

A. Furness has been bowling sev-

eral times in the cricket shed.

The Haverford Society of Mary-

land held its eighth annual dinner

at the Baltimore Club on April 27th

at 7 o'clock. Dr. R. M. Jones, '85.

the principal speaker, spoke on

Early Quakers and Their Interest

in Education. Dr. R. Winslow, '71,

and M. White, Jr., '75, also gave

addresses.

The Alumni Cricket Reunion, at

college on April 27th. was spoiled,

in so far as cricket was concerned,

by the bad weather, though there

was some practice in the shed. The

supper and reunion in the cricket

pavilion in the evening, however,

were very successful, in spite of the

rather small number of visitors.

A. C. Wood, Jr., '02, was chairman,

and introduced, first. W. H. Rob-

erts Jr., captain of the cricket team,

who talked of the cricket prospects.

The other speakers were : Henry
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Cope, '69; W. C. Lowry, '79! G.

Ashbridge, '67; J. W. Sharp, Jr.,

'88; F. H. Strawbridge, '87; J. H.

Scattcrgood, '96; C. C. Morris, '04,

who told about the recent Bermuda

cricket trip ; J. B. Clement, '08, who
spoke about The American Crick-

eter, of which he is an editor, and

K. M. Gummere. '02. The meeting

was very generally enjoyed. Others

present were : R. T. Cadbury, '72
;

W. M. Longstreth. '72 ; E. M. Wis-

tar, '-2: R. P. Lowry, '04; A. G.

Scattergood, '98; T. F. Branson,

'89 ; E. E. Trout, '02
; A. G. H.

Speirs, '02 ; D. A. Roberts, '02 ; T.

Wistar, '98; R. N. Brey, '09; J. P.

Magill, '07; A. E. Brown, '07; H.

A. Furness, '10; H. G. Taylor, Jr.;

J. S. Downing, '11; C. Window,
'11

; W. F. Price, '81
; J. C. Thomas,

'08; T. K. Sharpless, '09; F. C.

Sharpless. '00.

The New York Alumni Associa-

tion held its annual banquet at the

Columbia University Club, New
York City, on April 26th. On the

committee that arranged the ban-

quet were: Z. H. Wood, '96; A. S.

Cookman. '02, and V. F. Schoep-

perle, '11. James Wood, '58, was

toastmaster. In opening he gave,

in a brief memorial address, a

touching tribute to the lives of the

late Edward Bettle, Jr., '61, and

Howard Comfort, '70. He then

introduced R. B. Howland, '43, one

of the oldest of the alumni, who
spoke a few words. President

Drinker, of Lehigh University, the

guest of honor, spoke on his rela-

tions with Haverford College

through his sons, on his recent trav-

els in the Far East, and on the in-

tellectual progress of the world,

and ended with a plea for the tenets

of universal peace. Dr. J. A. Bab-

bitt, '96, spoke of the relations of

the New York Alumni to Haver-

ford life. He then reviewed the

material changes at Haverford,

lately, and the plans for future im-

provement. Afterward he touched

on Haverford's place in the devel-

opment of the new spirit in inter-

collegiate athletics, particularly

football and soccer; on the effort

to correct the conditions indicated in

The Haverfordian articles last

winter; and ended by an appeal for

the spirit of Haverford as fostered

by President Sharpless. Professor

E. W. Brown, of Yale, who for so

long was professor of mathematics

at Haverford, was next introduced.

He spoke on the benefits of a large

interest in college work on the part

of the alumni. The alumni, he said,

should be organized to express the

needs and opinions of the world at

large, and to convey them in proper

effect to the college faculty. A. S.

Williams, on the part of the alumni,

spoke for the greater interest in col-

lege affairs. He quoted at length

from a letter from R. M. Gummere,
'02, on the general conditions of the

year at Haverford. He suggested

several plans under way among the

alumni, such as alumni committees
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for visiting the college, publication

of an alumni magazine, etc., and a

committee to anticipate the requests

and needs of the president and

faculty. He gave a hearty approval

of the spirit of Haverford develop-

ment. After this speech G. K.

Wright. '93. was introduced infor-

mally as a representative of the

Pittsburgh Association, of which he

was for a long time the head. He
spoke of the work of Bernard Les-

ter, '04, in the last few years and

the revival of interest in the Pitts-

burgh alumni. He spoke also of the

civic work done by himself and

others in the regeneration of Pitts-

burgh politics. At the end of the

evening L. H. Wood, '96, read let-

ters from Colonel N. P. Hallowell,

'57, president of the Boston Alumni

Association, from A. M. Carey, '81,

president of the Baltimore Alumni

Association, and from President

Sharpless.

Ex-'63

J. Thorne has moved his office

from No. 43 Cedar Street to No. 19

Cedar Street, New York City.

'72

Dr. F. B. Gummere's "Democ-

racy and Poetry" has recently been

favorably reviewed in The Nation,

The New York Evening Post, Har-

per's Magazine, The Outlook and

The Chicago Dial.

Dr. Gummere spoke at the ban-

quet of the American Philosophical

Society of Philadelphia on April

20th.

'76

Professor F. G. Allinson gave an

illustrated lecture in Founder's

Hall on Life in the Country Denies

of Attica before the Pennsylvania

Society of the Archaeological Insti-

tute of America, on the evening of

April 3d.

'81

D. H. Forsythe was lately made
clerk of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing. W. L. Moore, '84, has been

made assistant clerk.

'87

Miss Julia H. MacLaren was

married to R. J. White on May
13th at the home of the bride in

New York City.

On April 3d, Dr. H. H. Goddard

addressed the conference on the

Conserz'ation of School Children,

then being held at Lehigh Univer-

sity. He discussed the subject of

"How Far Shall the Public School

System Care for the Feeble-

minded?" His address was the

center of interest in the day's con-

ference.

'88

W. D. Lewis has been elected as

a delegate to the Chicago Repub-

lican Convention, where he will

support Roosevelt.

'89

C. H. Burr has lately won the

$2,000 prize offered by the Amer-

ican Philosophical Society for the

best essay on "Treaty-making Pow-

er of the United States and the
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Methods of Enforcement as Af-

fecting the Police Powers of the

States." Mr. Burr's essaj gives an

historical justification for federal

sovereignty in police power as well

as other branches of the govern-

ment, lie examines the details of

the administration of past treaties.

1 le offers a solution by which treat-

ies may become effective by being

drawn up so as to operate as acts

of Congress.

•90

J. R. \ alentine is presidenl of

the Board of Commissioners of

1 [averford Township.

Ex-'gi

E. A. W. Valentine has recently

published a novel, 'The Labyrinth

df Life." with E. 1'. Dutton cK: Co..

New York. The book is a study of

the characters met in the colony of

literary and artistic A nericans in

Paris.

'94

The engagement is announced of

Miss Lelia T. \Y lruff, of Scran-

tun, tn F. |. Stokes.

•96

We beg t>i correct an error in the

March Haverfordian. D. H.

Adams' School at Atlantic City

—

the Winchester School— is not con-

nected with Cloyne House, which

Mr. Adams has left.

'97

Dr. F. B. Jacobs is on the staff of

the Philadelphia Hospital fur Dis-

ease- of the Stomach.

•98

F. A. Swan is treasurer of the

Xew York Alumni Association.

'99

Dr. E. R. Richie is practicing in

Long Island.

11. C. Petty holds a high position

in the Crocker Wheeler Electric

Company, in Ampere, New Jersey.

Ex-'oi

11. F. Babbitt is the Xew Jersey

State representative of the S. F.

Bowser t Ml Tank Company.

'02

E. W. Evans has been elected to

the board of managers of West-

town School.

C. W. Stork delivered a lecture

on Ballads at Gettysburg College,

April [8th.

C. L. Seiler has been re-elected

secretary of the central hoard for

appointing football officials.

J. B. Haviland is practicing law

at 32 Nassau Street. Xew York

City.

'03

J. P>. Drinker is a manager of a

branch office of the Mercer Rubber

Company of Pennsylvania. He is

located in the Arcade Building in

Philadelphia.

D. B. Miller is Pure Food Editor

and Assistant Advertising Manager

of the Pittsburgh Leader.

\Y. E. Swift has invented and

patented a new machine for distri-

buting paper drinking-cups which is
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coming to be very much used on

trains in New England.

Dr. |. K. Worthington is prac-

ticing at Roslyn, Long Plana.

W. P. Phillips is practicing law

at 24 Broad Street. New York City.

'05

A. ( i. I'rie-tman and Miss Dor-

othy Williams, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Sidney Williams, of New
York City, were married in the

Holland House. New York, on the

evening of March 30th. The ushers

were: A. H. Hopkins. '05, and G.

11. Deacon, 'oij. Mr. and Mrs.

Priestman are now living in Ger-

mantown.
'06

Miss Dorothy Kerbaugh Good-

win was married. April 16th. to

II. B. Hopper in the Church of the

Evangel, in Narberth. |. I). Phil-

lip-- was best man. The wedding

was followed by a reception at the

home of the bride's mother. Mr.

and Mrs. Hopper will live at

Merii »n.

We regret to announce the death

of David J. Reid, on April 7th.

A. T. Lowry is manager of the

branch office and yard which J. S.

Lowry & Sons, coal dealers, have

opened near Ardmore Junction.

•09

J. W. Crowell and P. B. Fay will

spend the coming summer in

France, in Grenoble and Paris, re-

spectively, where the) will continue

their study of French.

Flower Shop
1412 Chestnut Street

philadelphia

Recently opened in connection with

KUGLER'S RESTAURANT

extends a cordial invitation to Haver-
fordian Readers to visit and inspect our

exclusive Cut Flowers and Plants.

The perplexing question of deciding

on an appropriate gift finds its answer
in Fancy Flower Baskets, Palms, Ferns,

Artistic Designs, Decorations and other

Floral Novelties.

DELIVERIES AT ALL HOURS.

Bell and Keystone Telephones

2tutmrrmau*fi
An improved English model, receding toe,

broad shank, low heel effect, in

Russia cr Wax Calf

3£^. OR 3£5

The authentic fashion in "classy" shoes. Acknowl-
edged unequalled in fit and style by men—who know-

1 to 5
Mint Arcade Shops

1232 Market St.

916
Chestnut St.
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T. K. Sharpless has been ap-

pointed chairman of a class com-

mittee to consider plans for a

George Hani memorial. Plans for

erecting a grandstand to seal a

thi msand arc under way.

The wedding <>f T. K. Sharpless

and Miss Grace Warner will take

place on Tuesday, June 4th. at Ger-

mantown Meeting, at u o'clock.

At the 'Varsity sports between

1 ixford and Cambridge, lasl March,

P. J. Baker won the half-mile for

Cambridge for the third year. His

time was 1 minute 56 3-5 seconds.

I le w< mi by five yards.

W. D. Hartshorne, Jr.. will teach

history at Friends' Select School

next winter.

II. Ferris, Jr., has accepted a po-

sition with the United Gas Im-

provement Company, of Philadel-

phia.

Ex-'n

W. I I. Wilbur i- captain of the

West Point fencing team that re-

cently de'feated the Navy.

Ex-'i2

C. Wetzel visited college on

\pril 4th and sp ike to the Aero-

plane club about last war'- inter-

collegiate aeroplane race in which

he took part, lie encouraged the

club to enter the race, and at-

tempted to revive the enthusiasm in

aeronautics, which has lapsed here

since he left college.

College Man

Doesn't want to wear

the ordinary Stereotyp-

ed Clothing. There's

a certain individuality

about a College Man,

that requires the same

certain individuality

about his dress.

Let us convince you

how well prepared we
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THE HAVERFORDIAN
CLIMBING THE MATTERHORN

XT was two o'clock in the morning, and the Matterhorn loomed

up before us a vast, towering monster—a ghostly form,

dark and silent against the stars. Forty-five years before,

Whymper's party, the first ever to stand on the summit,

had stood on the same snow field above the Hornli and

looked upon the same dark rocks, then so veiled in mystery. Their hearts

that day were light, for they were set on the conquest. But they knew

not of the morrow. Since that tragedy many other men have stood on

the same snow field to be loped together, but none about to start up

those rocks have looked at them without wondering what their sinister

blackness holds in store. In the intervening years the way has been

made safer, and the guides know their mountain better; but, neverthe-

less, of those who have ascended, not all have returned the same way

—

for the Matterhorn has shown its fangs all too often. That is the rea-

son the Loadstone Rock on the summit has drawn so many upward. The
challenge is always open, and with a mountain's history grows its fas-

cination.

A great silence, such as is peculiar to night-time in the Alps, was

spread about us as we made the final preparations. Two dim lights

were visible on the rocks above. One lantern, very high up, was the

light of an Italian climber, forced to spend the night on the mountain

after failing to reach the summit. The other was quite near, and it

was due to this one that John Fuhrer, our guide, who had been with

us all through Switzerland, now broke the silence.

"Uffpassa ! Steini. Ma sein gerad unner Euch I" he shouted.

There was no answer.

"What does he mean ?" someone asked.

"He's telling them not to start any rocks," answered Doctor Goddard.

A moment passed.

"Are you ready, Mister Doctor?"

"All right, John."

So with this our caravan singled out in a line—every man roped

to his guide. Thus we started. It is rather weird work this climbing

through the darkness, for you have no idea what sort of places you pass

over, or how close to the edge of a high precipice you often are. There
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was no very hard climbing, though, for the first two hours, with the

exception of a few "chimneys." It was in one of these that some fall-

ing stones made a little excitement and caused considerable suffering to

one of our party all day. A little after daybreak we came on the party

of the Italian whose light we had seen from below. The Italian him-

self looked utterly exhausted, but he smiled warmly as we passed, and

we knew him to be a good sportsman at least. All felt heartily sorry

for him, as it was his fifth attempt.

The climbing for the next four hours was more difficult and, con-

sequently, only one person moved at a time, the rocks being covered with

ice and snow. The guides insisted on our getting good hand holds, for

the axes are not to be trusted under these conditions. Most of our work

was along the northeast Cerete, the ridge that runs down toward Zermatt.

The rocks go down abruptly on either side, and it was most thrilling to

look down. On proceeding from the shoulder, the route turns to the

north face. It was this part we had feared the most, for we had seen

through the telescope the plucky Italians here the day before fighting des-

perately in the gale. To accompany this, a well-meaning climber who
had once been up in bad weather himself, filled our already doubting

minds with a vivid account of what they were going through. "Now
they are in the toils," he had said. But we remembered all this only in

an indefinite way now that we were there ourselves. It isn't bad now-

adays if the weather is good, but it is needless to say that our young

hearts rejoiced at seeing that the fixed ropes were not covered up with

ice and snow, as had been predicted. By nine o'clock we had reached

the end of the fixed ropes, and in ten more minutes stood looking off

from the snow-covered summit—the highest sanctuary of the Matter-

horn. It was a thrilling moment. What lay before us seemed more of

heaven than of earth.

The day was marvelously calm and clear, for mountains a hundred

miles away were free from haze. In front of us, and on both sides, the

great giants stood out in all their glory. To the south, in Italy, a huge

ncbelmeer lay over the country for miles and miles. Ten thousand feet

below us were the green fields of Zermatt, dotted here and there with

brown chalets. Our old friends amongst the Oberland Ranges looked

more magnificent than ever. Over in the west, glowing in the warm sun-

light, rose the monarch of all, Mount Blanc, standing out in sharp relief

against the blue Italian sky.

Soon the guides started to sing and yodle. They made the old peak

fairly ring with "Mein Vaterland." The time passed all too quickly, and
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after taking a few photographs and gathering some summit stones, we

bade a reluctant farewell to the solitary mountain top. Beyond a doubt

it was the most glorious half hour of our lives. At half past nine the

descent was begun, and a long, hard, tedious one it was. Dr. Goddard

said that he would rather climb the mountain twice than descend once,

and we found later what he meant. While on the ropes I could but

picture the scene of that first terrible accident. We were then very near

the place where it occurred, and the tragic cry of old Peter Tangwalder

came to me again and again : Chamonix! Oh, what ztrill Chamonix say?

But all that was very long ago, and we were soon off the most dan-

gerous part and stopped at the shoulder again to rest. During this wait

one of the big ruck-sacks somehow got loose and went roaring down
the mountain—just missing a climber and his guide who were below us.

The Furgenglechter was its first stop. We later found that someone

else had seen it through a telescope and thought two men went with it.

He 'phoned to Zermatt from Schwarzsee, and soon the whole village had

the news and had started seven guides and a physician to the rescue.

Hour after hour we toiled down over the rocks. The blazing sun

burned our faces fearfully, while the thin, dry air parched our throats,

for all the food and drink was in the fated ruck-sack. We tried eating

snow, but anyone who has done that for hours at a time, knows that it

soon becomes unbearable. We were all beginning to feel the effects of

the work. After a certain time, we became oblivious to the danger, and

then would wonder why the guides nearly cut us in two, by pulling on

the ropes so hard when we clambered down over some snow-covered ice.

We had very little trouble with falling stones, but I shall never forget

seeing one boulder as it dashed down the mountain. Nothing could

stop it

!

Far over in front of us the Matterhorn cast its gigantic shadow,

and we knew it was getting late. Already the grey mists were whirling

about the lonesome peak.

It was six-thirty when we reached Schwarzsee again, where we were

greatly refreshed by a good meal. We then soon gathered up our ruck-

sacks and ice-axes for the last time and set out down the path that was

to end our wanderings in this wonderland of beauty. As we walked past a

little group of tourists in front of the hotel, the Italian's wife called out a

cheery "good-night." Her husband w-as very fast asleep. Darkness had

already fallen, and the moon again covered the mountains with its pale

light. Old Dent Blanche was steaming away as though she were a huge

volcano,—the Matterhorn, too, was clothed with the night mists. Soon
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we came into the shadows of the pines, and then passed through the

sleeping hamlets of Zumsee and Platten. Before long we had crossed the

Matterhorn bridge, and soon after swung into the main street of Zermatt.

Our axes lazily dangled from our wrists, bouncing over the cobbles ; our

hob-nailed shoes shuffled along heavily, for we were very, very tired.

!|P $

The following afternoon we went down to Vispe. A feeling of deep

regret came over us all as we now said good-bye to John, for we realized

that we had climbed our last mountain together. That evening, as we
sped north toward London, the disappearing foothills seemed a silent

echo of all the mountain glory we were leaving, and we began to know
then that it should be ours forever. And even now, at times, when some

lovely sunset floods the heavens, that strange music returns, unbidden,

and softly strikes a chord in our hearts which carries us back, once again,

a little nearer to the stars.

F. C. S., '14.

LUCTANIA—TO A MOOD
I love to watch the leaves fall in the rain

When opaque phantoms interwrap the trees.

Impenetrable mist which guards, now frees

Brief glimpses of the mazy wood again,

Be not dissolved. Thy shadowy control

Of sight and sound and senses that are God's

Names Thee a greater than that One who nods

His sceptre to a "credo." While thou hold

The shaping of appearances their mold

May be foregone. Distort then if you may
The truth of things ; he has no less of pain

Who thinks him aged than he who is old.

And as sometimes 'tis twilight, so I say

I love to watch the leaves fall in the rain.

D. W.. '14.



ONE MAN AND TWO WOMEN
VJ^^^J HE hard part about writing a short story is to present the

m £""\ characters. It is like a house-party; once the crowd knows

H J each other, things are apt to run along smoothly, but in this

^^^^^r stage we, on whom falls the responsibility for entertaining,

long for clever chitter-chatter to amuse the guests while

introductions are being made.

To begin with, as we have hinted in the title, this is a tale of one

man and two women. As our story commences, one of the women is

standing at the door of the village hall on the night of the Easter dance.

Alice Hunt, for that is her name, hardly warrants the name of "woman."

"Not a day over twenty!" was certainly the verdict Bill Worthington

pronounced upon her to himself as they stood together in the doorway.

A society woman would have agreed with Oscar Wilde and might have

quoted, "Her dress is sadly simple, and her hair looks almost as if it

might be as nature left it." She had all the characteristics of a country

girl, as the quotation implies. What she lacked in style, however, she

made up in quiet prettiness and efficiency. That very morning she had

gotten up at five o'clock to get the farm work started. And now, at

six-thirty P. M., she and Worthington, who were active members of the

"decoration committee" for the little local dance, were taking a final

inspecting look at the results of their work.

"You must be tired, Alice," he said, with a sympathy that made a

delightful foil to his Western roughness. "Four or five hours' sleep is

all a big hulk of a chump like me needs, but it's different with girls. Now,

it's a funny thing that a man when he's tired or sick, shows it, but a girl

can go on a long time on her nerve. Now, Evelyn Dunlap, the girl I

met in my cousin's house in New York City, that I was telling you about,

can go on night after night without showing how tired she is. Before

I came East a year ago I always thought I'd hate a society girl, but this

Miss Dunlap—I wish she'd let me drop that handle on the front of her

name ! I hate to call anyone Mr. or Miss !—well, she sure is a peach and

there's no mistake about that. I saw quite a lot of her that week in New
York, despite the effort to monopolize her time made by two or three

men of the kind she's been used to. Well, I guess I was kind of a novelty

to her. At any rate, she cut several dances for me, and to-night she's

breaking another engagement to run down to this dance."

Worthington said all this as they walked to her home together. She

waved good-night to him as she stepped inside her door. "See you to-

night !" he called familiarly, and she answered "Yes, indeed !" as brightly
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as possible. For try as she would to efface it from her mind, the knowl-

edge that Evelyn Dunlap would be at the dance had spoiled the evening

for her. Her pride was great enough to make her try to shake off her

feeling of jealousy; but not sufficient to crush what was so eminently

human. For though Alice would hardly have admitted it to herself, it was
true that the big Westerner, in the short year that she had known him,

had appealed to her more than any man she had ever known before and,

she realized now, more than any man ever could. And then she flung

herself on her bed, sobbing; she would give herself the relief of being

outwardly wretched for a few minutes before she should force a happy

exterior for the dance. She was resolved that neither Miss Dunlap or

Bill Worthington should see her suffering. But the struggle was so

unequal. The other girl had the advantage of social experience and

perfect clothes; Alice felt bitterly that she would win him from her

through her own lack of the proper tools.

An hour later, at the middle of the first dance, Evelyn Dunlap was

standing at the door of the dancing-room, with that to-be-claimed look

of a girl whose escort has been delayed. A moment later Worthington

came up and, as they entered the room together, there was an almost

perceptible murmur of admiration. Her entrance was perfectly timed;

and the little flush, half of pleasure and half of annoyance, betrayed ever

so slightly that she was aware of the stir she was making. For, although

Evelyn had carefully picked out the simplest of her evening gowns for

the occasion, she was by far the most striking figure in the room. She

had the ability to hold the center of the stage very gracefully, and her

condescension in coming to this little local dance was very charmingly

disguised. Just enough of it was evident to fill the favored few who were

introduced to her with awe and gratitude for her slightest favor.

During the first few dances, under cover of very lively small talk, she

asked herself for the fifth time since she had left New York just why

she had wanted to come. The obvious answer was Worthington, but

Miss Dunlap was well aware of what she had to offer—with beauty,

money, brains, family as assets, what, indeed, could she not command in

exchange?—and was not going to let herself fall in love with anyone

manifestly so ineligible. Though Worthington sprang from a good family,

long separation from the society of his equals socially had made him feel

and look as much at home in a dress suit as an elephant in a baby

carriage. The whole atmosphere of so-called "society" stifled him. She

realized that it was the frank naturalness of her manner that nullified

the repulsion that the artificiality of her life would have on him. The man
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did attract her, however. The aggressive virility and lack of formality

that went with a certain boyish charm appealed to her immensely and

went far in atoning for the lack of polish. It would be amusing to have

him fall in love with her, she thought. But that must be the end of it, for,

as a husband, he was clearly impossible.

All this was thought out in snatched reveries during dances. Worth-

ington had told her of this thoroughly nice little country girl, Alice Hunt,

and he was now, at the beginning of the intermission, walking with Alice

across the floor in her direction. The couple joined the party, some

necessary introductions were made, and more or less general conversation

commenced.

But something in Alice's face and manner aroused Evelyn's interest.

The nervousness that the former's lack of experience allowed to be

evident to Miss Dunlap's sophistication,—what did it mean? And then

Evelyn caught the look Alice gave Worthington when the little country

girl felt herself unobserved in the flow of small talk. Suddenly the

society girl understood Alice's secret. * * *

For the next ten minutes Evelyn thought hard. She tried to put all

emotions aside, as a society girl must, and weigh the evidence. Yes, they

were perfectly suited to each other and she herself would never take him.

A new humbleness came over her. Who was she, she asked herself, to

interfere in the happiness of these people just to satisfy her own craving

for admiration? Alice Hunt and Worthington would come together but

for her own more dazzling attractions. What right had she, Evelyn, to

make him fall in love with herself?

"And Mr. Worthington," Evelyn said during an intermission later,

gaily, but very deliberately, as if picking her words. "I'm having the most

wonderful time to-night. I wish there were nothing in the world except

dances and lunches and theatre parties. Do you know, I can't imagine

anything worse than not seeing people all the time and lots of them. I've

been out three seasons, but I've never gotten over my fondness for lights

and a crowd. I could never be happy far away from them."

She broke off her monologue as she saw the disgusted look that this

big man of the outdoors knew so little how to conceal. It hurt her to see

it, but it was worth doing. For a new kind of happiness was lighting up

her eyes; she was sending the Westerner back to the right girl.

I. C. P., '12.



VANA TRISTITIA

A river from the mountains like a maiden of the hills

Flowed smiling through the flowers and the trees,

And her footsteps in the Valley turned the green grain into gold

And her laughter left its music on the breeze.

A river from the mountains intertwined a golden plain

And blessed it with all joys one could devise.

Yet a man built there a castle with a battlement called pain,

A tear served him a window, while his frown kept out the rain,

And he drew his soul within it and applied himself to gain

And to accumulate his wealth of sighs.

Now the toilers of the vineyard held him Lord of high degree,

In his castle by the windings of the stream.

For his battlement of pain, said they, must bitter anguish be

And his tear-emblazoned window is a drop of agony

And his frown an awful sorrow, for they really did not see,

That his dole was due far less to fact than dream.

When this potentate of sadness felt his dignity increase,

His self-esteem soared wonderfully high.

And as he strolled one evening, by the river at his ease,

He was overheard remarking, "man's immortal through his griefs,

And again, "for me the gift to parody, life shall never cease,

For never shall I weep nor shall I die."

A river of the mountains and a maiden of the hills,

Steal slowly through the twilight on their tryst.

The maiden's song is gentler than the lay the river trills,

And her dimples are more tender, while her smile is one that fills

With sunlight, all the castle of the monarch of all ills,

Who fears perchance there're some things that he's missed.

For now he felt his castle shattered at the first attack

Of a petty human feeling he despised

;

So he called the maiden to him and he told her all his woe,

And when she laughed, he wept—and then he died.

D. W., '14.



THE MISTS OF EVENING

A Scene from a Play.

Characters.

The Old Spirit of the Matterhorn.

Gretel, o peasant's daughter.

A Chorus of Distant Voices.

(The action takes place on the slopes above Zermatt, the evening

before the first ascent of the Matterhorn.)

The rising curtain discloses nothing but total darkness oiving to a

heavy mist, which has arisen since the setting of the sun. All is deathly

silent sai'e for a far-off inarticulate chant which is accompanied by low

music. After a little time, Gretel. a girl of some nineteen years, is seen

walking up the alp with a lantern on one arm, and leading the Old Spirit

of the Matterhorn 631 the other. His long, grey beard portrays his age.

His mountain is the only one of the great Valaisian group which has not

been ascended by man. He is, therefore, the only mountain Spirit zvho has

not been called into the Silence of the East.

Matterhorn—It is growing thicker. . . .

Gretel—Yes, but we have found each other now. I have been watch-

ing since the dawn. I knew that you must come if you had heard.

Matterhorn—They told me this morning. {A slight pause.)

Gretel—But many days must pass. . .

.

Matterhorn—No. It is to-morrow,—perhaps. I know not where

they are. The mists are heavy on the slopes to-night.

Gretel—Then this may be the last?. . . .It would be hard to part with

all so dark and cold.

Matterhorn—There are many partings in this world. They cannot

all be beautiful. . . .But let us not be grave and solemn, you have found

many kind hearts among your people.

Gretel—Yes, but none so kind as you. I never knew what kindness

was before I came to love the mountains. And you, Sir, have the

greatest heart of all If you had but withstood the powers of Heaven,

everything save the unconquerable sea is crushed—brought down before a

force that nothing can withstand. You were so lonesome there—no one

could give protection .... But all the mountains know that you were Mon-
arch once.

Matterhorn—That was long ago; in the Slumber of the Ages....

But no one thought of standing on my summit-snows till now; now when
my heart is broken.

Gretel—You must not blame these mountaineers, Sir, for having a de-
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sire to climb. It is not a mere fancy of their little hearts. It is a passion

which becomes deep-rooted in their souls. . . .They do not understand

your mountain Silence to which they fondly listen. They only feel the

Distance calling, and in answering they are bound to ascend, for from

your heights the world stands up to meet their gaze. . . .It is not a vague

desire to conquer all the earth, but merely to make their lives more beau-

tiful, and to bring a certain satisfaction to their hearts. . . .Manfred told

you that long years ago.

Matterhorn—There was a time when I did blame them, sorely. . .

.

I do not any more; you have made me understand. . . .It has been said

that the soul grows wiser towards evening.

Gretel—If only you could understand. It is sometimes hard to say

just what we wish to those we love the most. . . .But these are little words;

words which are merely holding off the silence.

Matterhorn—You are right, Gretel. We are evading something. We
must not lose courage.

(Just then the low, monotonous chanting is again heard, coming

from very far azvay. It is the singing of the mountain Spirits in the

Silence of the East. The refrain can be understood.)

Distant Voices—
The gray old Monarch will start to-night,

For the Mountain Kingdom's highest height,

On the other side ' the world.

Matterhorn— (aside)—The other side ' the world. Oh!... (to

Gretel) Do you hear them?

Gretel—Very indfstinctly. They are so far away, and the mist so

very dense. (A pause.)

Matterhorn—They have been waiting a long time ; and now they are

calling.

Gretel—Ah, and the children are there too. My dearest love to

them all when you see them ! Rosa, in particular ; and would you be so

very kind as to give these little flowers to her if you happen to remember

—Love in a Mist they call them, they may remind her of something. . .

.

And the little twins too,—you must kiss them both for me.

Matterhorn—Only too happily, Gretel. . . .Do you recall the pleasant

days when they played so long together with the passing clouds,—Hide

and Seek, the valley children call it. . . .Even the stars were kind to them,

and came at times to sing an evening hymn as they were sleeping. . .

.

Gretel—Sir, you are full of gratitude for the old memories. (A

slight pause.) But we still evade the thoughts which are burning in

our hearts. . .

.
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Matterhorn—It may be the dim glow of your lantern, Gretel, but

your face seems very pale to-night, and tears lie in your eyes.

Gretel—It is nothing, sir.... The night is dark and cold.

Matterhorn—Your words are closely guarded, little girl. . . .You must

be thinking of the mountaineers. (In a low voice.) If only they knew

!

Gretel—Then they are to meet defeat again?

Matterhorn—No. Their hearts are strong and Michel Croz is with

them.

Gretel—But the Italians who are going from Breuil, will they have

victory also?

Matterhorn—No, their task is greater. The Val Tournanche will be

filled with disappointment. But what will their little disappointment be

!

Gretel—I do not understand.

Matterhorn—Already too much has been said. It is merely a tradi-

tion that has been connected with an old-time Monarch—away back in

the past.

Gretel—I have never heard.

Matterhorn—You may know very soon. The breeze is growing

stronger now.

(The wind continues to arise and slowly the mists clear. All the

Valaisian Alps are visible in the half-light of the moon. In the distance,

the Matterhorn rises dark and foreboding against the stars.. Several hun-

dred feet up from the base is discovered the light of the English mountain-

eers who are encamped among the rocks.)

Gretel—Already it begins to break away

!

Matterhorn—Yes. (After a moment.) There ! I see it now. They
are high up on the rocks! No one can reach them. But I could have

trusted you anyway. (Gretel's lantern is extinguished.)

Gretel—In anything, I hope, Sir.

Matterhorn—This must not sadden you, Gretel. You must be strong

and very brave.

Distant Voices—
A winding-sheet of snow,

A winding-sheet of snow

!

Gretel—(With a great cry.) Oh!. . . .My dream was true!

Matterhorn—What dream ?

Gretel—Only last night.

Matterhorn—Did you hear the sobbing among the peasants, and

did they speak of the sorrow in far off England?

Gretel—Yes, yes! It will all be true. . . .If I had only gone to the

village with the others!. . .

.
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Matterhorn—Gretel ?

Gretel—I cannot lose you both. Pierre, Pierre I mean! They are

going to take him after all. He saw my mother this morning. I feared

I should be called a coward, else I would have told my dream. . . .Ave

Maria, guard him wrell

!

Matterhorn—He was very near to you?

Gretel—I never knew it until now.

Matterhorn— {After a pause.) Gretel, Pierre shall return, safe. I

did not know that he was to go with the others. They must have changed

their plans very suddenly. . . .But he shall not be harmed; even though the

rest be swept away.

Gretel—And you can save him, then? You are certain?

Matterhorn—Yes. I give you my word. (A pause.)

Gretel—I never understood before.

(The bells from the Zcrmatt Church now ring. It is eleven o'clock.)

Matterhorn—Those chimes shall toll a requiem to-morrow eve—but

not for you. You shall hear them and be sad, but you shall know that he

is safe. . . .(Slozvly.) That hour shall see me far away from here—far

off in the Silence of the East.

Gretel—(Affectionately.) And you must go so very far away?

Matterhorn—Yes, very far away—whither no man knoweth. To a

land that e'en the Sons of Martha never dreamed of. A land where

dwell the golden clouds of bygone afternoons, and all the silver mists

of twilight.

Gretel— (Raising her head which she had held on one side in order

to have a more perfect picture of the night.) And will the moonlight

sleep as sweetly there, as now it sleeps upon these mountains ?

Matterhorn—No. There are no lovers there. They make the moon-

light beautiful. . . .On such a night as this, the old lost loves awaken from

their slumbers, and vainly strive to make the Silence speak. They will go

back into the Long Forgotten, and search for what is lost. But the gray

mists are ever growing thicker in that land, and only shadows and dark

phantoms can be seen and distant voices heard.

Gretel—But where are the loves of yester-year?

Matterhorn—Many are still where the dead dreams go, but some

there are who have emerged from out the mists of evening, and are gazing

fondly on the moon. (A pause.) We must part now, ere it is too late.

...A little cloud which may at times float lightly off from o'er the

summit of my mountain, will be the gentle token of my sorrow for all

this. . . .The rising of another moon will find you all alone, but this keep

in your heart—Pierre shall soon return. He will come to you, first of
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all the others, for his very faith in Heaven will be shattered. He will

need you sorely. He will have a long story, and if he tells you all, as

I know he will, you may tell him yours also. . . .To all the rest keep silent;

the children of men must never know of me.

Gretel—(Looking into the old man's eyes.) You have been so kind,

Sir. It is very hard to have you go away. . .

.

Matterhorn—The mountains still are here. They are always the same

—the everlasting symbol of God's constancy.

Gretel—But they will never speak again.

Matterhorn—Yes, that is true. . . .The heart grows sad and thought-

ful when it hears the words, "The last time of all".... But come

—

Good-bye.

Gretel—Oh ! (They embrace. Gentle sobs.)

Matterhorn—This shall be the seal of silence for the years.

(They separate and zvalk off in opposite directions. When the Old

Spirit stops and turns around, Gretel is standing still also. They gaze

for a moment into each other's eyes. They say nothing. Finally, she

turns and zvalks down the alp. The Old Spirit watches her till she is

out of sight. He turns to go, but stops again, and for the last time of all,

gazes over the mountains.)

Matterhorn—How beautiful it is when the slowly rising moon hal-

lows a path on which the dreams of kindred hearts may w-ander.

The curtain slowly falls.

F. C. S. '14.

DANTE
When God in His great universe,

Strong evil put for man to fight

He took one soul aside to verse

In secrets deep of wrong and right.

He placed within that poet's soul

A light of Truth for all mankind,

Which bright and clear, points out the goal,

To stumbling ones who erst were blind.

On Dante's brow He pressed His seal

And sent him forth, inspired, to teach

That man's divine, and life is real

And Heaven's his if he will reach.

E. M. P., '15.



THE JUDGE'S STORY
'LOWLY and almost imperceptibly night was falling on the

jungle and from far up in the Himalaya foothills the breeze

blew, cool and life-giving, after a burning Indian day. The
great ferns swung slowly to and fro, then, blending in the

twilight with palm and teak and thorny undergrowth, were

one with the great wall that shut us in from the world outside. Countless

monkeys jabbered incessantly in the treetops; a lonely jackal howled on

the edge of the compound where white-robed natives moved noiselessly,

silhouetted against the shrubbery. It was the mysterious noisy tranquillity

of the tropics half-asleep.

We sat on the veranda, Bob Struthers and I, he a judge on the bench

at nearby Almora, I a simple soldier of fortune, scholar, what-not, drifting

wherever the call to wander drew. We had not seen each other since our

college days—they seemed but yesterday as we talked.

"What's become of Jack Butler?" I asked. "He is out here, isn't he?"

"Yes, indeed; he is just a few miles across country, at Dharkot. He's

a doctor, you know; gave up a gentleman's life to carry those beggars

through the plague."

"Is he married?"

"No, lives there with a couple of native assistants. I go down to see

him every once in a while and talk over his cases. A fellow appreciates

that out here. I stayed with him a couple of weeks not long ago, and, by

George, I had the weirdest experience that I ever hope to have. You
don't believe in transmigration of souls, I suppose?"

"Transmigration of fiddlesticks ! I am a Quaker. Seems to me that

you used to be."

"I am yet, at least all that this climate has left of me. But no fooling,

Sam, I'll tell you the story—then think it over for yourself."

"Go ahead," said I, and he began.

"I got down to Jack's about four in the afternoon—took a regular

holiday—and as luck would have it, he was just about to leave to see a

patient a mile or so in the jungle. He told me that this case had baffled

all his skill. The patient was a twelve-year-old boy of the lowest caste.

He had been a pupil at the English school in the village for over a year

and had acquired a limited English vocabulary. He knew nothing of

history or the higher branches; his parents—superstitious, you know

—

refused even to learn the language. Two weeks before our visit he had

become ill with what seemed to be a malignant fever, but the disease

neither responded to the doctor's efforts nor did it, however, prove fatal.

At five o'clock every day the lad would pass into a sort of trance, and

then becoming greatly excited would babble in some tongue which, what-

ever it was, was not his native dialect.
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"After about a half hour we reached the hut, a one-roomed thatch

under a giant palm. The mother sat impassively at the door, grinding

corn with the millstones. She led us in to where the boy lay huddled up

in one corner on a pallet of straw. His eyes were very bright, too bright.

Jack looked at his watch, 'The trance will come on him soon. See!'

"Even as Jack spoke, the boy's whole frame grew rigid, and his eyes

closed. He sat up with a cry; his voice became deep and his tone

authoritative. He waved his right arm. Jack leaned over him. Suddenly

he started. 'American, by Jove. Listen !' I strained my ear to catch the

words. 'To horse, to horse! Arms!'

"With strange accent, to be sure, he was speaking, not 'American,'

but English as pronounced in Elizabeth's day or before ! Yet this boy was

a poor ignorant native who had never heard of Elizabeth or her predeces-

sors. We tried to question this second self as it were, but to no avail.

Gradually the body relaxed and the boy lapsed into his normal state, but

completely exhausted.

"The next day we returned, and every day for five days. We tried

repeatedly to arouse this spirit, but until the fifth day we could gather

nothing except that this second self had once inhabited the body of a

Lancastrian captain who served in the Wars of the Roses. On the fifth

day, as soon as the trance came on, Jack began to question the 'Captain' in

military phraseology. This seemed to excite his attention, and he gave

orders for a detachment to go at once to Barnet—you remember the

battle, about 1450. Then we asked him definitely why he was torturing

the boy.

" 'See here,' Jack said, 'Captain, you're killing this boy. What has

he done to harm you?'
" 'Nothing; but the orders must be given.'

" 'But if you kill him, then you will have no home.'

" 'The orders must be given.'

"This seemed final, but at last the spirit consented to give up his

individuality, on one condition. On the following day—Friday—at night-

fall, we should lower into a dry well, some hundred yards from the hut,

a dinner composed of certain ancient English delicacies. If this was done,

the Captain would keep quiet, and the boy would forget this strange co-

partner of his life.

"When we returned home we found on consulting our English major

domo, together with a volume of English antiquities, that most of the

articles on the Captain's menu had been great favorites in the fifteenth

century. However, with our assistance, the cook succeeded very creditably

in preparing the meal. At eight o'clock the next night Jack and I carefully
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lowered the well-filled tray into the well. There was no sound except the

slight shock when it touched the bottom. We waited, but saw nothing.

"At five o'clock on Saturday afternoon we arrived again at the hut.

Outside, the mother sat grinding as before, but when she led us in, the

boy lay on the straw pallet in peaceful slumber. The fever was broken,

and he was himself again."

Bob paused. For a moment neither of us spoke.

"Well?" I queried. "Is that all?"

He hesitated, then thoughtfully replied, "About the boy, yes, but for

the rest—who knows?"

I9I3-

LOOSE LEAVES
THE OLD WRECK

HE lay on her side on the shelving beach of sand which formed the banks

of the little river for several miles from its mouth. The spot was a

tiny sparkling bay shut in by two tree-covered promontories around which

the river flowed in an almost perfect horseshoe. So close were the tall pines to

the water's edge that the slender foremast seemed almost to enter their midst

and the young firs seemed to try to grow out to the old spar, perhaps scenting

a travel-worn comrade come home to rest.

At high tide she was almost surrounded by water, and then what sport we
used to have on the weather-beaten deck ! She could be boarded from the shore

;

a boost from a companion and you could easily pull yourself up over the bow;
but the romantic, the dare-devil way to get on board was to climb out an over-

hanging pine, seize the mast and climb down like any sailor. And the games and

revels that were carried on must truly have disturbed the spirit of the old boat,

if she had thought that once gone ashore life would be one long, quiet dream.

The favorite choice, of course, was to be a pirate, and the sloping deck

afforded an admirable example of the daring seamanship necessary in steering

into the heart of a wild typhoon. The stuffy focsle, with its two broken berths

and rusty stove, that was where the prisoners were kept, and once the gallant

crew of three mutinied and tied their struggling captain firmly with rope ends

and placed him in the "lazerette," as it was called. But the captain cried for

help so lustily and had such a big, "big brother" that we soon let him loose, and

after that our captain was a permanency.

But the cabin aft was our real citadel, and here it was that we brought the

gleanings of the pantry to grace a pirate board. Unfortunately here there was

a big hole in the side, made by a twelve-pound shot from an English frigate

which we sunk off Cape Clear, and when the tide came up the bold sea-rovers

would, perforce, be driven to the deck. Many were the handkerchiefs and stock-

ings sadly injured in attempts to stop the leak, and once the youngest pirate,

determining to go the historic Dutch-boy one better, sat with a certain portion

of his anatomy over the hole while we consumed our viands without interruption.

When the tide was out it would have strained the strongest imagination to

sail in search of booty in a landlocked vessel, so then the "Deadly Devastator,"
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or in common parlance, the D.D., was run ashore on a sunbaked Caribbean key

while her crew went through the arduous task of careening.

Not until the sun was low above the meadows on the other shore, and the

fir-trees began to cast their long shadows over the beach, did thoughts begin to

turn upon home and supper, and then when the last laughing echo had died away
in the woods, the old boat could rest in quiet under the golden moonlight beside

the quiet lapping of the little river. F. M. M., '15.

EVENING
y^-^'HE sun had set; an atmosphere of calm and quiet settled down upon the

I J lake, and all nature was preparing herself for a period of slumber and
^* repose. The camp-fire, which but a few minutes before had been burning

brightly, seemed affected by this overpowering stillness, and gradually died down,

until only a heap of glowing embers remained. The first star appeared high up in

the eastern sky. Faintly it shone at first; but, as the night came on, it seemed to

take more courage and began to twinkle more and more. The birds some-

time before had sung their last song of praise and thanksgiving to their ever-

watchful and protecting king, and were now resting from their hunt for food.

The lake lay at our feet; not a ripple was stirring on its surface. The stars,

which had softly come out, were reflected in its depths and appeared as sparkling

jewels, lying far down in its deep, cool waters. The weird hoot of a screech-

owl came across the lake from the woods on the opposite shore, and sent a

strange shiver down our backs. Again and again it came, now answered from

a tree quite near us, and now from one some distance off. Somewhere out in

the lake we heard the splash of a giant pickerel, and then all was silent again.

In the midst of this silence the moon rose and shed its pale silvery light over

the lake and woods, making them seem more quiet and death-like than ever.

Its rays made a broad path of shimmering light across the waters. The mos-

quitoes and gnats began to find us at length, and so, after throwing a log or two

on the fire, we sought our beds of hemlock boughs, leaving the moon to reign in

her glory, the queen of the night. J. W. G., '15.

EDITORIAL

BASEBALL

XN the April issue we published an article on Cricket, by Dr.

Lester. One of the sentences which particularly caught our

attention was this : "As early as February we were out on

the lawn in front of Barclay, trying out bowlers."

Nowadays, we play baseball. No, not all the time, to

be sure, only in odd moments; only on days which have no cricket

matches; only between halls or between a pick-up team from Haverford

and Westtown first. But it is the odd moments that count. At Haver-

ford we have that peculiar condition where an American College fosters

an English game. The majority of preparatory schools are not enthusi-

astic supporters of cricket. Their best ball players turn to baseball ; most

of these go to college where they can play on a first-class team. Hence,
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for our second and third teams, we have largely to depend upon cricketers

developed in college. Some of these men make the First IX by Junior

or Senior year. This method does not produce cricketers like the Eng-

lishmen who are trained to the bat and ball from infancy; it does, how-

ever, develop some good men, if they practice. And practice they must,

"on the lawn in front of Barclay," and not rush off to pitch in a game
between the Merion Field Club and the Haverford School Fifth. When
cricket practice becomes a perfunctory recitation, as it were, from three

o'clock to four, and men play baseball instead of cricket, Haverford loses

her first love in the older game.

Of course, with the increase in numbers, the college will inevitably

change to a certain extent. More and more men will enter who are not

interested in cricket. The question is whether we are to let these mold

Haverford, or let Haverford mold them. The games between the halls

afford opportunities for exercise, certainly, but why not have inter-hall

cricket games? Why should we not concentrate our energies upon the

sport in which we excel instead of scattering them over two sports, one

of which is weak to begin with, the other bound to lose as the former

advances ?

Then Haverford will maintain the reputation which is due to no

small extent to her excellence in cricket. Whatever baseball teams go

out from Haverford, either officially or under the auspices of a college

club, can do no good to her name and can only lower her reputation

among the schools. It makes no difference whether scores are, or are not

kept. Poor playing reflects on the College.

EXCHANGES
*"»—^^ UNE !—What a warm, drowsy sound it has, you say. Per-

haps you are thinking of those days, too hot to play tennis

L* B^ or walk or anything, when you lie on the lawn under the

^L^^r great chestnut and watch the slowly-shifting kaleidoscope of

scarlet and black and white that illumines the green reaches

of the cricket field. Perhaps you remember the joys of strawberries and

iced tea, so inseparably connected with the balmy months. These thoughts

are but fleeting, however. Soon there is sure to come stealing in the

remembrance of soft, cozy darkness, flecked through with moonlight, the

gentle creak of the hammock rope, the faint, pervading perfume of honey-

suckle close by, and last of all, the feel of her warm little hand in yours.

Aha ! So that is June ! O Undergraduate, you have betrayed your-

self. Now we know why the Y. M. C. A. meeting missed your melting

tenor on Sunday night, last.
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The spirit of June is in us all. It has reached even to the college

magazine. The buckling litterateur has migrated from his fair-haired,

light-footed ideal of the Vernal Sonnet. Spring, the goddess so lately

sung by the Williams, the Amherst, the Virginia; Spring the composite

photograph of all the aspirations and blind desires that April can instill

in the young masculine heart, has gone from these classic pages. In her

place we find enthroned The One Girl.

A comparison reveals many things. Spring was noted for her "smil-

ing, carmine lips." The One Girl is distinguished from all other girls

by having a "soft, warm little mouth." Even Dr. Watson might be able

to draw conclusions.

And so, considering the general barometer and our own state of mind,

we are going to make this an Amorous Number. We are going to be

thoroughly scientific in our methods, but we are also going to deal with

nothing but love. Essays will get short shrift at our hands, and any story

which does not throb with sentiment ought to be drawn and quartered.

Of course there are different kinds of love-tales. We had little diffi-

culty in capturing a couple of specimens of the fluttery kind which

Spring Proms inspire in College literary men. "The Girl in the Violet

Dress," in the Amherst, is an excellent example of this common or garden

insect. Its habitat is a region of decorated gymnasiums, where the music

varies all the way from "Beautiful Doll" to "Mysterious Rag." A
sentence clipped at random will illustrate : "As Frank felt the silken folds

of the violet dress next him, a thrill went through his body." The species

grows scarcer as summer advances and usually gives place to the football

story in the fall. In the Vassar is another tale, likewise of the Genus Prom,

but belonging to the order Amor Catulorum. It is commonly known as

puppy-love. Unlike the Amherst variety, this species has a really clever

little plot. It is called "That Other Dear Charmer."

In the Nassau we find a garden fairly swarming with bright-winged

fliers. There is a story called "His Goddess of the Underworld." At a

distance there is a peculiar lurid radiance to the wings of this species.

We seized our net and bottles, and hastened after it. A long chase

brought us at last to the place where it had lighted, atilt on a grass stem.

We swung the net over it, and eagerly examined our prize. O vanity of

human wishes! After all our expectation there was nothing naughty

to be found except the title. We discovered that it was the latter which

had drawn us on with its flash of red. To our utter disappointment, we
found that the "Goddess" was an intellectual young person of Tarrytown

descent, and the "Underworld" nothing but an uptown confectioner's

store. A ray of hope appeared once, when the author mentioned Luna
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Park, but this was soon banished by the loft}' tone which the conversation

took on. Our only consolation was found in watching the eagerness with

which our fellow-collectors pursued the same enticing-looking specimen.

While we were still searching the Nassau, something of attractive appear-

ance buzzed by. Its name was "She Wanted a Hero." We netted it

joyfully, but as we were just about to slip it into the bottle we felt a pain

in our hand and let it go. 'Twas nothing but a bumble-bee that we
had caught.

As we were passing the entrance of the Nassau garden, we noticed

a great orange and black swallow-tail hovering near. As it fluttered in

our net, we felt a warmth about our heart. It was one of those stories,

rare in college "Lits," which by their gentle, tender humor, are able to

make us smile a wondering smile and say thoughtfully: "Well, life is

worth the living, after all." If you can get the Nassau Lit for May,

read "The Alan Who Lied."

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
We here publish in full the speech of Mr. Miles White, Jr., delivered at the

annual dinner of the Haverford Society of Maryland.

SOME INTELLECTUAL VAGARIES
V^~v AVIXG, as Mrs. Malaprop would say, partaken freely of the indelicacies

I of the season, so liberally provided for our creaturely comfort, and hav-
"^ "" ing been so refreshed by the deep draughts from the Pierian spring

which our friend has drawn for our intellectual pleasure and inspiration, I assume

that we are all now in that satisfied state of body and mind which needs no stim-

ulus and can stand almost any shock.

Under these circumstances I arise, fully aware that our aeroplane which has

been traveling so evenly and smoothly at the heights to which our friend has

so skillfully guided "s. has now reached one of those most dreaded aerial con-

ditions, an air-pocket, and is liable to tumble precipitously to a much lower level.

I hope you may all be able to stand the ordeal, retain your equipoise and

not lose consciousness. I extend to you my sympathy and crave your indulgence.

Our distinguished friend and guest, whom it is always a privilege to asso-

ciate with and listen to. has to-night given us the great pleasure of hearing him

speak concerning the interest Colonial Quakers had in education.

I do not believe the poet William Knox had in his mind any thought of the

Quakers when, over a century ago, he wrote

:

We are the same things our fathers have been,

We see the same sights that our fathers haze seen,

We drink the same stream and we feel the same sun,

And run the same course that our fathers have run.

And yet in the minds of many persons these lines fairly well describe the con-

servative Friends of the East at least. While we ourselves do not admit that

such a description fairly portrays us, we certainly do take pride in maintaining

the traditions of the fathers and in advancing the causes they held so dear.
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We have had the benefit of their experience and of the experiences of others

which they had not Nature has also revealed many of her laws which were

unknown to them, and which should have given us a much broader vision than

they had. Tf we have not progressed, we have retrograded, for in life there is

no standing still.

Service, we believe, is the chief object of life, and though it is true that "He
also serves who only stands and waits," let us not forget that it is the waiting

and not the standing that counts.

A man being asked what the people did at a certain summer resort, said

:

"Some sit and think, and others only sit." Thinking may be the best service we
can render, but we should never be content only to sit.

In the sixteenth century Robert Southwell said

:

My wishes are but few,

All easy to fulfill,

I make the limits of my poiver,

The bounds unto my will.

But in the twentieth century we try to extend the limits of our power and to

undertake tasks that are not so easy to fulfill.

Education in a broad sense comprehends all that disciplines and enlightens

the understanding, corrects the temper, cultivates the taste, and forms the man-

ners and habits. It may be physical, intellectual, ethical, moral or technical.

Of late years, perhaps, more development has been given to the technical than

any one other branch : it is probably a pity that these lines were not taken up

earlier in our denominational colleges.

I remember hearing that some years ago a student on his graduation day

was found by a classmate to be in tears, and in reply to inquiries said, "This is

the saddest day of my life. I have been here four years and have had a good

time, but now I return to my mountain home where I must spend the rest of my
life, and my training here has unfitted me for that life, for it cannot offer me
the things I have become accustomed to, and I am indeed most miserable." He
was oblivious to the words of Pope

:

That virtue only makes our bliss below.

And all our knowledge is ourselves to know.

Technical or manual training, rather than merely intellectual cultivation,

would have been much more serviceable to him and have made him know his

powers better than he did. Such has been the experience of Hampton Institute

and other schools.

When I was at Haverford, Boll, the Carpenter, whom many of you remem-
ber doubtless, was the sole representative of manual training, and many evenings

were spent in his workshop by those of mechanical tastes.

The student of to-day is properly instructed in many technical courses, and

his graduation day should be one of joy, he should rejoice that he goes forth

fitted to meet and help solve the problems of the day, and as a strong man to

run a race.

Times change and we change with them, and as we change our viewpoint,

relative values change much. Things which at one time seemed essential, at

another have lost their importance. I remember when an English Friend, Mr.

Tuke, an expert on insanity was here years ago, he said environment had much
to do with definitions. For instance, said he, if a Friend in England was seen

sitting in the gallery wearing a plain bonnet and fanning herself with a large
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palm leaf fan, as I saw to-day in your meeting, all would say that she was crazy,

and they would be right.

I wonder what he would have said if he had been at our monthly meeting

this month and seen the clerk clad in a bright red waist and wearing a hat

trimmed with feathers.

But what matter the palm leaf fan, the garb or headgear, so long as the Spirit

is in accord with the Divine Will and the intellect is searching for means and

methods of true service.

Non doctior sed meliore doctrina imbutus is the legend under which we were

trained, and the better way is the one we should seek to travel and show to others.

If the histrionic art is an aid to this, why should it be denied a place in the

curriculum.

To one who remembers how much objection was formerly raised to our

friend James Carey's homemade fiddles, it was a revelation to see the enthusiasm

shown to an interpretation of Moliere recently by the Cap and Bells Club. But

then the fiddle was a thing of many years ago, and our friend and guest of the

evening has recently told us that, "We must learn to remember that whether in

education or in religion, progress is not made by leaps, but by slow stages, and

if we expect to lead, we must begin where people are and let them move up at

their own pace of speed."

When I was at Haverford it was not thought necessary to send the Cricket

Club to England in summer, nor a Glee and Mandolin Club upon a winter tour

of the principal cities, but that was an antediluvian age and modern advantages

were sadly lacking.

We can only trust that advanced modern methods produce much better

scholastic results.

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy, but all play and no work will

never produce a real man. We must seek the golden mean, and endeavor to have

intellectual, moral, physical and technical training all properly looked after, re-

membering that education should bring, not scholasticism, but life, and that more

abundantly.

Aristotle was asked how much educated men were superior to those unedu-

cated. "As much," said he, "as the living are to the dead."

The modern craze for original research leaves no field unsought, and educa-

tional problems are nothing new, if some methods are. One who has been con-

sidering the troubles of our first parents has raised the question : "If Eve wrote

a column of figures, was Cain Abel to Adam?"
I have recently read that it had just been discovered that about fifteen hun-

dred years ago in India there were professors who taught the art of love-making

and had many students, too—of both sexes—though, I believe, not as Co-eds. It

is a pity that Colonial America did not have such a course to which Miles Standish

could have gone.

Coming down to modern lines of work and research, we find some are quite

novel.

Mr. Burbank has done much to increase the beauty of our homes, and if

report is correct, will shortly increase their sweetness. He is said to be con-

sidering transferring his studies from the flower to the bee, and hopes by breed-

ing the firefly and the bee to produce a bee that can work at night as well as by

day. I do not vouch for this, but I understand there is no doubt he intends to cross

a mountain with a bicycle ! I hope the result will not be The Fall of Man.
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Medical research has done much of late years, and the future is full of prom-

ise in this direction, but in the presence of our illustrious members of that pro-

fession, it would ill become me to say more on this subject.

There are always some persons who do not appreciate what science or art

or education has done for them, and, like Dorothea in "The Man in Lonely Land,"

say, "1 wish I'd been born before all this science had been found out. If we sneeze

we have to be sprayed, and if we cough we're sterilized or something, and the only

word in the English language Antoinette pronounces right is Germ! You'd think

they were ghosts the way she lifts up her eyes and raises her hands when she says

it—and she doesn't know what they are either."

Like Antoinette I probably do not know what are the things I have been

speaking of; but germs are real things, and it is important that some of them

be not overlooked. Some of the things I have mentioned are also realities, and I

hope will not be entirely overlooked.

It has been said that vision plus decision equals power. In this day of big

things, power is what we all need, and proper education will fit the mind for both

vision and decision.

It was probably a realization of this that caused Mr. Pearsons, whose death

at over ninety years of age occurred to-day, to distribute the large earnings of a

long life among so many of the colleges of this country.

Let us hope that others will emulate his example, and that our Alma Mater

may not be forgotten.

I thank you for your kind attention.

The Haverfordian Board wishes

to extend its cordial thanks to those

of the alumni and the faculty whose

hearty co-operation has made the

Alumni Department possible during

the past year.

A second reunion of Haverford-

ians Oz'erscas will take place in

Oxford on June 25th. The dinner

last year was a distinct success and

the prospects this year are quite as

favorable. The following are cer-

tain to be present: F. H. Taylor,

'76 ; L. P. Smith, Ex-'85 ; A. Bryne,

'09; C. D. Morley, '10; W. L. G.

Williams, '10; \V. C. Greene, Ex-
'10; P. J. Baker, Ex-'io; Dr. J.

Rendel Harris ; Dr. Legh W. Reid,

W. H. Jackson, and J. Allen Baker,

M.P. Any Haverfordians who ex-

pect to be in England at that time,

are asked to communicate with C.

D. Morley, New College, Oxford.

The Alumni Banquet in Mew
York, on April 26th, is said to have

been the largest and most successful

ever held by the New York Alumni.

Almost 60 men were present. Their

names were printed in the College

Weekly for April 29th.

We are indebted to Dr. W. R.

Dunton, Jr., for the following ac-

count of the Maryland Alumni din-

ner

:

The Haverford Society of Mary-

land, held its eighth annual dinner

at the Baltimore Club, on Saturday,

April 27, 1912.

Professor Rufus M. Jones was
the guest of honor and spoke upon

Haverford Past and Present. His

address was most interesting and

was interspersed with a number of

humorous ancedotes.
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Mr. Miles White, Jr. spoke upon

Some Intellectual Vagaries, and his

remarks appear above.

He was followed by Mr. Hans

Froelicher, Jr. who made some re-

marks upon Haverford from an

Undergraduate Viewpoint.

Dr. Randolph Winslow gave a

rather entertaining account of early

days at Haverford and especially in

early days of cricket.

Following this Mr. Dunton made

a few remarks regarding the elec-

tion of officers, stating that he be-

lieved the interest of the Society

will be best served by continuing a

president in office for as long as it

is thought desirable, rather than

continuing the custom of electing a

new president each year. After

some discussion, which was against

this, Dr. Dunton moved that a com-

mittee of three be appointed, com-

posed of younger graduates who
should have a special charge of

bringing Haverford to the attention

of prospective students. This was

seconded by Mr. F. A. White;

amended by Mr. Mitchell Froe-

licher that the president and secre-

tary should also be members of this

committee, which was accepted.

Dr. Winslow nominated Mr. John

C. Thomas as president, who de-

clined. Mr. J. L. Winslow, there-

fore nominated Mr. R. H. Holme.

Nominations were then closed and

the secretary directed to cast a bal-

lot.

Mr. Mitchell Froelicher next

nominated Mr. R. L. Cary as vice-

president, but the latter declined the

nomination on the grounds that he

will be abroad and unable to serve.

Mr. Froelicher then nominated Mr.

John H. Janney, which was sec-

onded by Mr. J. L. Winslow.

The Executive Committee was
continued as before and a special

committee was composed of Messrs.

Mitchell Froelicher, C. B. Thomp-
son and W. H. Morriss.

Dr. Henry M. Thomas, president

of the society, presided very happily

and the dinner was an extremely

enjoyable one.

Those present were: Mr. John

C. Thomas, '61 ; Mr. Donald B.

Carey, '10; Dr. W. R. Dunton, Jr.,

'89; Dr. Randolph Winslow, '71;

Mr. J. Leiper Winslow, '01 ; Mr.

Charles B. Thompson, '09; Mr. Per-

cival B. Fay, '09; Mr. Francis A.

White, '84; Mr. Miles White, Jr.,

*75; Mr. Joseph S. Hopkins, '60;

Dr. H. M. Thomas, '82 ; Mr. Hans

Froelicher, Jr., '12; Prof. Rufus M.

Jones, '85 ; Mr. W. H. Morriss, '08;

Mr. Mitchell Froelicher, '10; Mr.

A. M. Carey, '81 ; Mr. James Carey,

3d, '16; Prof. Mustard, of Johns

Hopkins University; Mr. J. H. Jan-

ney, '87; Mr. R. L. Cary, '06; Mr.

James Carey, Jr., '72; Mr. R. H.

Holme, '76.

'72

The Class of '72 will celebrate

its fortieth anniversary by a dinner

in Founders' Hall, on June 13th.

The following men are expected to

attend, two others hope to attend,

and four of the class are unable to

be present: R. T. Cadbury, T. S.

Downing, W. Erben, W. H. Gib-
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bons, F. 1!. Gummere, C. W.
I [aines, A. F. I [uston, W. P. I [us

ton, \\ . M. Longstreth, E. M.

\\ istar. With such a large propor-

tion of the class present, the anni-

versary will undoubtedly be a great

success.

•78

C. S. Crosman will soon reach

San Francisco on the way home

from his trip around the world. He

mel W. S. Hilles, '85, in the Philip-

pines.

'85

Dr. R. M. Jones addressed the

students of Lehigh University in

the Lehigh Chapel, on Sunday even-

ing, May [2th.

Ex-'8 5

L. P. Smith has just published a

-hurt History of the English Lan-

guage in the Home University Li-

brary Scries.

'86

Dr. I. P. Tunis has been making

some exhaustive studies of frozen

portions of the brains at the \\ istar

Institute of Anatomy this winter.

Vs a result of his writings on the

subject, he has been elected a mem-
ber of the American Laryngo-

logical, Rhinological and Otological

Society. Dr. Tunis read a paper on

Sphenoidal Sinuses in Relation to

<
>
flic Neuritis before the conven-

tion of this society in Philadelphia

on May 14th.

'91

We regret to announce the death

of Harry Alger. He died suddenly

of heart disease, at his home in

Newport on May 4th. After grad-

uating from Haverford he was con-

nected for some time with West

town School, and of recent year-

has been a teacher in the public

schools of Newport.

•96

J. A. I.ester has a letter on The

Honor System in The Nation t New
York ) for May _>d.

'97

F. X. Maxfield has accepted a

position in the Psycholog} Depart-

ment of the University of Pennsyl-

vania.

'00

A -on was horn to Mr. and Mrs.

W. S. Hinchman on May 1st, at

their home at Groton School.

Captain J. A. Logan, I'. S. A.,

is in charge of the army rescue

work in the districts Hooded by the

Mississippi River. His headquar-

ter- are in Xew 1 (rleans.

'01

A -on was horn to Mr. and Mrs.

J. W. Cadbury, Jr., on May 9th.

It will he named for its father.

Dr. A. L. Dew ees has heen made
a member of the Board of Health

of Haverford township. President

Sharpie-- i- also on this board.

'02

( >n May [8th, at Dr. Spiers' in-

vitation, C. W. Stork addressed the

English XIII Class at College on

William Morris. This class is

taught b) R. M. Gummere and A.

G. 11. Spiers.

E. W. Evans ha- heen app linted
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one of the solicitors for the Bell

Telephone Company.

Alumni Day. May 15th. will be

especially celebrated by the Class

of '02 as their decennial. As usual,

they will have a ball game with

'07. A supper will be served in

Dr. Spiers' room, 33 Centre Bar-

clay Hall, at seven o'clock, on

Thursday. June 13th. Fifteen out

of sixteen in the class who have

yet answered the invitations (May
19th) have accepted; so that most

of the class are expected to attend.

From six o'clock to seven a recep-

tion will be given in Dr. Spiers'

room to such members of the fac-

ulty as were at college in '02.

E. E. Trout is captain of the

Merion Cricket Club Team B.

'03

H. A. Domincovitch is teaching

classics in the Germantown Friends

School.

R. L. Simkin has returned to

Chengtu, and on April c^tli was the

only American there, fie is lectur-

ing and teaching and taking charge

of the church work in that city.

•04

W. 5. Bradley has changed his

residence to 2212 Locust Street,

Philadelphia.

W. M. Wills is now vice-presi-

dent and treasurer of the Diamond

Specialty and Supply Company,

918 919 I [arrison Building, Phila-

delphia.

A. \\ . Krai/ was married last

year, and is living in Lansdale,

I 'enns) Ivania.

I '. f. Burgess expects to spend

Flower Shop
1412 Chestnut Street

philadelphia

Recently opened in connection with

KUGLER'S RESTAURANT

extends a cordial invitation to Haver-
fordian Readers to visit and inspect our

exclusive Cut Flowers and Plants.

The perplexing question of deciding

on an appropriate gift finds its answer
in Fancy Flower Baskets, Palms, Ferns,

Artistic Designs, Decorations and other

Floral Novelties.

DELIVERIES AT ALL HOURS.

Bell and Keystone Telephones

2tmmrrmmt*0
An improved English model, receding toe,

broad shank, low heel effect, in

Russia or Wax Calf

*fe£\.
OF? $£S

The authentic fashion in "classy" shoes. Acknowl-
edged unequalled in fit and style by men—who know

1 to 5
Mint Arcade Shops

1232 Market St.

916
Chestnut St.
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two months studying in Germany

next summer, probably at Marburg

University, after a month's trip in

Great Britain with a small part)

of Haverfordians.

'05

F. B. Seely is teaching mathe-

matics at Northeast Manual Train-

ing School.

•07

C. R. 1 loover was reappointed to

a Thayer Fellowship of $450 in the

Harvard Graduate School of Arts

and Sciences. R. A. Spaeth. '09, in

the same school received the Fran-

cis Parkman Fellowship foi the

same amount.

'11

C. Wadsworth, 3d, will spend the

summer in Europe after finishing

his year of chemistry at Harvard.

He sails with hi-* family on the S

S. Pretoria from New York on

June 15th.

I. A. Clark. Jr., is now connected

with Glendinning and Company,

bankers and brokers. 400 Chestnut

Street.

Ex.-'i3

W. Richard- is studying Phil-

osophy and English at Gottingen,

( iermany. He recently took a walk-

ing trip through Italy.

Ex.-' 1

4

R. J. Schoepperle has spent the

year in the Chemistry Department

of the University of Illinois, where

he has won full standing as a Soph-

omore. He expects to sail for

Europe at the close of the term.

and will spend the summer studying

and traveling with his sister.

A
College Man

Doesn't want to wear

the ordinary Stereotyp-

ed Clothing. There's

a certain individuality

about a College Man,

that requires the same

certain individuality

about his dress.

Let us convince you

how well prepared we

are to serve you.

Common Prices.

WHELAN & CO.

MUFTI and COLLEGE
TAILORS

1222 Walnut Street

Philadelphia

Main Floor
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THE BURNING LEAVES

XWAS gloating over the gay and gallant little statue of Peter

Pan in Kensington Gardens, when suddenly over the fringe

of lilac bushes that borders the Serpentine came a great

waft of fragrant blue haze—the scent of burning leaves.

The scent of burning leaves! That sweet tingling

pungent odor always brings back autumn days at Haverford—the warm
still afternoon in late September when the n or the 41 sets you down
on the well-known platform. Through the damp, cold passage, past Mr.

Harbaugh's, and then (scorning the Conklin Gate and the cement path)

over the green fence and across the campus, along the spoor of diligent

feet from Merion. There stands Barclay crowning the slope, and as

you come by Roberts, your suit-case growing heavy—there is a great

pile of dead leaves on the roadway, and the blue reek slowly drifting

under the trees.

All through those golden days of Indian Summer faint trails of smoke

are woven about the grounds, as fragrant as a woman's hair. As you sit

in Chase Hall you hear the rustle of the rakes outside, and through the

open window comes the wistful sweetness of the dying summer. The

leaves beneath which you ate ice-cream and strawberries on Class Day—
perhaps you did not heed them then, but now their soul is set free, their

magic is abroad in the air. What is left after the burning? Only a

spadeful of feathery ashes, but all the richness of summer, all the tingling

golden atoms of August, are in that wandering smoke. As you pass

under the old greenhouse arch, Old Caleb, reverend sire, comes footing

slow, and if you have the privilege of his acquaintance he will tell you

how he loves those sweet strands of blue. Yes, the summer is gone. The

cricket-shed is shut and locked, and from Walton Field comes the thud

of the booted ball.

Autumn afternoons at Haverford are the sweetest of all. There are

many ways of enjoying them. You may sit, as two of us did, in a corn-

shock beyond the grandstand (not far from that rutty lane that Dr.

Gummere used to tell us had been laid out by the College on purpose

to show his Chaucer students what a fourteenth century English road

was like)—you may sit there among the warm stalks with your pipe of
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Tuxedo and read The Alchemist aloud with approving chuckles. If you

are hardy after a summer of camping in the northern woods you may
have a belated bath in the silver waters of Darby, which are Abana

and Pharpar to all Haverfordians. You may, in an excess of youthful-

ness, spend two hours digging for buried treasure (as did a red-headed

zealot and I) in a ruined cottage not far from the creek, under the con-

viction that a Shakespeare-Bacon cryptogram is there concealed. And
after all it is just as likely to be there as at Chepstow, where an American

pundit has been delving. But best of all you may find your way to the

old cider mill, where the West Chester Pike crosses the stream. There

is the true Helicon known only to the elect, there Pegasus may be heard

neighing in his stall. Not even the booming trolleys can remove the

glamour of that spot, for there the golden apples of the Hesperides are

minted into the sweetest slipperiest most potent cider that ever shortened

the homeward path. To lie on the logs by the screaming sawmill, to

toast every car that goes by, perhaps to read aloud Songs from Vaga-

bondia—some of us will remember that long after the equation of the

ellipse has whistled down the wind.

And then there is the Sabine Farm near Coopertown

And if (as is more than likely) you are a trifle late for supper, they

may be singing Boys Again We Are Here as you come into the hall.

After supper, as you stroll towards Barclay, there is a tiny heap of ashes,

the only tangible remains of three summer months. Perhaps the words

of Andrew McGill, that much unappreciated poet, will occur to you

—

"In scarlet sash and yellow sleeves

October new enchantment weaves

—

She wears a drifting scarf of blue.

The magic of the burning leaves."

And after all, what is that in your pipe? Only burning leaves.

C. D. M.

London, 6th September, 1912.



THE SOUL OF THE DRAGON-FLY

This is the story of a child and of a child's prayer which ended in

death. Yet, he did not die, for on Kudan Hill, in the Spirit-Invoking-

Shrine—in the midst of a hundred thousand memorial tablets which

appear in vague vibration through a haze of dusk indescribable—there

is a tablet of pure white pine on which is inscribed in characters of

ancient script the name Kumamoto Motokichi. And he whose name is

thus inscribed never dies but forever lives in the memory of those of

whom he once was.

I.

**4^^^S HERE is a gorge in Izumo, in the Province of the Gods,

M £"~\ which opens fan-like to the sea. Where the rivet of this

» 1 fan might be, there is a grove of trees, hoary in their age,

^^^^^r colossal in their size. And every evening when the sky is

radiant blue, the shadows of these trees steal stealthily

down the gorge, softening the green of the young rice in spring and mel-

lowing the dead-gold of the harvest in autumn. And as the harvest of

this valley is rich and plentiful the gentle farmer folk offer thanks to

the gods and call the shade of the grove The-Shadow-of-Fruitful-Rest.

For other reasons also is this grove a sacred one—in its quiet depths

repose tiled roofs and columns curiously carved, the Monastery of Myo-
honji. The handiwork of ancient artisans, time and the elements have

changed: they have softened the vermilion into hues of dull rose, they

have ameliorated the ornateness of the pillars until one might imagine

the carvings to be the work of some tree insect and the balconies the

airy haunts of the nightingale.

Beyond a courtyard of cool flagging which lies before the main

temple is the sammon—the two-storied gate. On either side of this

are the guardian Nio, the two Deva Kings—Indra and Brahma who
with terrific visage scare away the demons. But in Izumo there are no

demons ; there are only thieves, and even these are rare. But against them

the Nio do not condescend to use their powers. And so, hard by Sammon
the wise monks have built a lodge for the keeper of the gate. And here

begins our tale.

One day, as the gate keeper nodded over his charcoal brazier, his

little child sat on the floor and gravely proceeded to tie a thread around

a large blue dragon-fly which had unhappily flown through the open

window.
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"Kichi, little one, hurt it not. It is cruel and moreover the Prior

says it is a sin to harm any creature. Perhaps that tompopo is a human
soul on way to Nirvana."

"Otottsama," for that means honorable father in Japanese, "when
you and I pass on shall we be tompopo too? Oh how happy I should

then be, for I could go anywhere—yes, even out to the great waters

beyond !"

And here the little boy clapped his hands and looked out at the

shimmering glint of the sea between the mossy tree trunks outside

the window.

"Kichi, little one, some day it may be that you will be reborn a

dragon-fly, but as for me—no. See how the tompopo so valiantly darts

here, and then there, never flittingly it flies—but in a straight line,

swerving neither to right nor to left. So must the soul of the warrior

be even in reincarnation."

"Then, Otottsama, who is this warrior whom I behold? Is it Kato

Kyomasa who speared the mighty tiger of Chosen?"

"Oh no, little one, Kato Kyomasa became a kami when he died.

He was so very, very brave that he did not have to pass through the

wheel of reincarnation. No; I do not think this dragon-fly is Kato

Kyomasa."

"Otottsama, I would like to be a tompopo, for then I should have

been a soldier who died for his country!"

"Be dutiful to your father, Kichi, and daily say the Namu-Amida-
Butsu. The time may then come when you can render sacrifice to his

August Sovereign."

And here the gate keeper sucked in his breath to show how even

the mention of the Son of Heaven dazzled him, and stiffly bowed his

head. And little Kichi bowed too, but he bowed to the tompopo, saying:

"Sir Warrior Dragon-Fly, forgive me; to have honorably hurt thee

great sin on my part was. Like thee to become is my desire—pray help

me Sir Warrior Dragon-Fly!"
* * * And Kumamoto Motokichi grew up and became a man.

II.

The hours were the hours of night, the night was utter darkness.

A storm had come and passed, leaving in its wake wrecks of things that

were. From somewhere in the distant blackness a streak as of lightning

flashed its way skyward. Silently it burst into sixty brilliant white

stars, which fell slowly in a silvery shower lighting up a vast area of
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land. Only ten seconds did it last, but for those ten seconds there was
visible a low mountain, desolate in its gloom. In the valley which sank

away from its base were parallel streaks ; on its slope were scars of

unnatural depth ; and about a hundred yards from its summit there ran

a deep trench as if crowning the mountain. From the parallels in the

valley below to the trench and even past the trench to the summit,

the ground was strewn with heaps of flesh and rags which seemed from

the distance, like a myriad ants crawling over the surface of their tomb-

like hill. Only these heaps did not crawl; they were deathly still.

The rocket has died away, but the storm clouds have broken up into

little rifts. The chilly illumination of the stars spreads over the scene.

Torrents of rain have filled the ditch skirting the summit of the

hill, so that there is no dry place to sit or stand; the bottom of the

trench is covered with bodies of the dead. Shelves have been clawed

out along the sides of the ditch and on these shelves are shattered

fragments of men—strong men whimpering for water though their

teeth and jaws are mashed to a pulp, strong men chewing earth to relieve

the torment of bowels scattered on the shelf beside them. Knee-high in

the dank ooze are motionless groups of the living whose hopeless silence

is far more ghastly than the delirious shrieks of the dying. They speak

nothing, they are doing nothing, but their thoughts are thoughts of hell.

Some, stooping, fill their caps with foul water and drink; others turn

over the dead and feel in their pockets for a crust of break, and eat. But

the bread is no longer dry ; it is wet with blood.

Captain Matsuyama of the Sappers using his naked blade as a staff

waded along the ditch. And his staff oft times sank with a sickening

give into something else besides mud. He came to a man seated on a

pile of stones, his back bowed and his splattered face between his hands.

Captain Matsuyama saluted, whereupon the other man peered into the

gloom with blood-shot gaze, then rising returned the salute.

"My watch has stopped, what hour is it, Captain Kato?'*

Then Captain Kato of the Infantry looked at his wrist.

"It is 4.17 A. M.—the twenty-second of August."

"The twenty-second of August—it is then over thirty hours that we
have been in this ditch. A rifleman of the fifty-second regiment said

that Ichinohoe sent them with Sendai reinforcements to help us get the

fort. That must have been all that firing we heard last night before

the storm. Eleven hundred started on the charge and he alone reached

us. He said that the third assault on Port Arthur had failed : Two Hun-

dred and Three Metre Hill is still Russian: the Eleventh Division repulsed
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at North Keekwan fort. So I have the honor of telling you, that you,

Captain Kato, of the Fourteenth Regiment of the Ninth Division, are

nearer Port Arthur than any other soldier of his Majesty's troops."

Both officers laughed a little at the joke, but their mirth sounded

strange amidst the moans and stifled shrieks about them. Captain

Kato then spoke:

"Matsuyama, when I was a boy and lived in Tokyo I saw a funeral

for the first time. Some bearers were carrying a box on their shoulders.

I asked my mother what it was. She didn't answer me at first, but her

eyes filled with tears.

" 'Little boy—that is what we must all get into when we die.'

"Then she wept a little more until the sleeve of her kimono was

damp with tears: I did not then know that it was my father's funeral.

But I determined then and there that I would never be put into such

a little box as that, because mother did not like it and cried when she

saw one. So here I am in my coffin, one hundred and thirty metres long

and ten feet wide!"

For a long time the two captains faced eath other in silence. Above

was the occasional siren of a bullet—the boom of the "Osaka Babes"

sounded miles away. Captain Matsuyama asked

:

"How many men have you? I have seventeen sappers."

"I have eighty-four rifles," Captain Kato answered.

After moments of silence up spoke Captain Matsuyama:

"It is hopeless to wait longer for relief and it is impossible to

escape. As soon as we showed two inches of our heads we would be

shot like so many rats. I have hand-grenades which could be thrown

into the loopholes of the fort above us. Under the confusion of the

explosions, you could charge with your men. Anyway, we could thus

die fighting; there isn't much chance but let us try it. What do you

think, Captain Kato?"

For answer, the infantry officer whisked out his flask and pouring

forth the last few drops of precious water raised it to his forehead.

Then the men drank the common cup, the pledge of brotherhood even

unto death—the oath of their Samurai forefathers for generations back.

"Kumamoto Motokichi ! Come this way !"

A young soldier stood forward from a group of men and saluted.

"Kumamoto Motokichi, you have been always brave and faithful.

Listen carefully to what we say."

Then the two captains explained how he was to crawl the hundred

and eighty yards up to the very guns of the Russians and destroy the

bomb-proofs.
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"God bless our little Father, if there ain't another Japonski who
has jumped out of that trench !" said Ivan to Peter as they lay on their

bellies, their rifles sighted up the ridge of the trench in the early light

of dawn.

"Stop firing! You long-eared asses!" said Lieut. Vladimir Grievis-

kovitch.

"Don't you see the Japonskis are being stunk out and are throwing

out their corpses? Save your ammunition for live Japonskis or at least

wounded ones."

As soon as the Japanese found that a corpse did not call for a

shot from the Russians, they took Kumamoto by the shoulders and the

heels and flung him over the edge of the trench. He landed on a body,

rolled off and remained perfectly still on his stomach, the hand-grenade

securely fastened to his belt. Peter and Ivan both saw, but they blinked

their little blue eyes and said: "another dead Japonski."

With infinite care Kumamoto Motokichi slowly began to crawl,

almost imperceptibly—a muscle at a time—a finger at a time up those

hundred and eighty yards. Time and again he felt impelled to jump to

his feet and shouting, rush to his death ; for his suppressed move-

ment of muscle, this tenseness of nerves was torture—and death at

any moment from those innumerable shiny rifle barrels and those deep

blue slavic eyes peering along the sights.

"That Japonski is alive!" said Ivan to Peter, and carefully sighted

his gun on Motokichi's head.

"If he moves again, I shoot."

The little heap not more than eighty yards away slowly but surely

brought up his right leg to his stomach.

"Little Father, be with us!" said Ivan, as he knocked off the Japanese

soldier's cap and smashed his shoulder. Motokichi bit his teeth into the

ground, but did not move. After minutes of torturous waiting he

started again—nearer and nearer to the bomb-proofs.

In the trench below were sixteen sappers, each man armed with a

grenade. There were besides, eighty-four men, bayonets in rifles. The

two captains were listening for every sound, knowing that if they lifted

their heads to see where he was, they would not live long enough to

tell their comrades.

Kumamoto Motokichi, his right arm shattered and useless, leaned

against the bomb-proof, gripped the grenade between his teeth and

lit a match. The grenade began to splutter. With his left hand he

seized it, and standing on tip-toe, hurled it into a loophole over the

heads of Peter and Ivan, right into a machine gun crew.
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There is a deafening roar and the roof of the bomb-proof is

hurled skyward.

Kumamoto Motokichi, faint from loss of blood, sees sixteen sappers

leap silently from the trench, and under cover of the confusion, sprint

towards him. There is the dum-dum of the gatling gun, the spluttering,

crashing spit-spit of a hundred rifles. Man after man falls in his tracks.

Will none be able to reach the fort? Will his own labors be in vain?

Suddenly to his right, there is a splintering crash, another to the left and

again another. Three sappers have reached the bomb-proof. And the

series of explosions along the front of the fort are like the upheaval of a

volcano, filling the air so full of shattered concrete and earth that it is

only as through a mist that Kumamoto Motokichi sees eighty men
spring from the whole ridge of the trench—Captain Kato at their head.

Above him he flashes his three-foot blade, the sword of his ancestors.

Man after man stumbles and totters down, but unchecked the

charge of the forlorn hope rushes on. Only the gleam of their eyes,

the steely whiteness of their bayonets and the red spit-spit of their rifles

can he see. As Captain Kato dashes past him, he shouts

:

"Well done, Kumamoto! Quick, signal reinforcements."

Though the sapper can scarcely crawl for loss of blood, he climbs

to the top of a wrecked escarpment and tearing off his dark stained shirt,

sticks it on a bayonet and with his single arm waves the signal for help.

Immediately from the parallels in the valley below, Ichinohoe's men
swarm forth and begin their rushing charge to the aid of their country-

men. Thousands upon thousands, they come like a tidal wave ; hun-

dreds upon hundreds are swept down like leaves in autumn. But the

Russian forts flanking the hill are taken unawares : they pour their fire

now upon the deserted trench, now upon Ichinohoe's men. And in the

confusion the charging lines steadily draw nearer and nearer the fort.

Captain Kato with his handful of men, is managing to hold the rifle

gallery against the stinging fire of pom-poms, machine guns and hand

grenades; when Kumamoto Motokichi hears the shouting of a thousand

voices
—"Nippon Banzai" as the reinforcements charge past him into

the breach to victory.

Motokichi's eyes are closed, and his ears scarce hear the roar and

shout of battle. Far above their hideous crash he hears the rustling of

tremendous trees, and as he utters that mighty invocation

—

"Namu-Amida-

Butsu"— there settles over him The-Shadow-of-Fruitful-Rest.
* * * In Izumo, in the Province of the Gods, an old gate

keeper knelt before his ancestral shrine to offer up his morning prayer.
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And as lie knelt there came to him the chant of a hundred priests reciting

the grand Nehan-gyo, the Sutra of Nirvana, the song of the passage

triumphant over the Sea of Death and Birth. And these sonorous words

came to him like the surge of a sea:

"Transient are all. They, being born, must die. And being bom,

are dead. And being dead, are glad to be at rest."

As the last words of the hymn died away, the gate keeper beheld by

the warm rays of the early sun, a great blue dragon-fly which darting

gently, lighted upon his ancestrial shrine.

And a smile of great joy and contentment settled over the old

man's face

:

"Kichi, little one, welcome home." Y. N., '15.

HOMESICK

Little flower of the cliff.

Freshly blue, and sadly sweet,

I have called thee "News from Home"
Looking toward the sea I roam

As thy soft blue eye I meet,

Little flower of the cliff.

Little flower of the cliff,

Far across the heaving sea,

In a sweeter place than this,

Waits for me a sweeter kiss

And a softer bed for thee,

Little flower of the cliff.

Little flower of the cliff,

Meek in this unfriendly air.

Thou wouldst love my native ground

I am starving for the sound

Of the voices over there.

Little flower of the cliff.

N. H. T., '13.



"IN A SQUARE"

ONE evening, some time ago, in the course of a walk, we
happened into Independence Square. You may have noticed

that at this hour the place is well nigh deserted ; excepting

of course, on those occasions when calendared days with

their festivities and speeches lead the populace on tip-toe

into the revered halls where they consider soberly the bodily structure

of this signer and that signer by worn chair-cushions, and in general lend

their minds to the hot-blooded patriotism of the day.

Certainly we should not smile at these performances, for sentiments

must be got into people's heads at any cost, even if they be done up

in newspaper or inoculated into lemonade or ushered into their ears

with noise for escort.

But leaving these glorious occasions till they will have descended

upon us once again, we remember that only three were with us on the

benches at the time mentioned. Of the three only one was awake and

the not subtile sounds arising from the lowered heads of the other two

made us attend to them. For men, sleeping with obscured faces, if

they be successful grocers or unsuccessful hoboes, have a common incen-

tive to interest. They submit to the most searching stare without

exhibiting the slightest token of indignation or self-consciousness. You
may build from their sleeping substance anything which wildest fancy

prompts. All those natural phenomena, the eyes, voice, and smiles,

which bind with such instant force the particular man into his particular

box, are for the time departed. A most interesting condition this coma-

tose equality ! The universal plane from which dreams take their glori-

ous and horrible flights. In this extremely useful creative pastime, we
are, however, often limited to certain species of the human creation.

For example, the sleeping subject across the way happens to be

rather close upon a gas light and this dimly but positively reveals a slight

portion of his physiognomy. Now noses when isolated, are not gen-

erally of such a form as would define their owners' class or station.

Yet certainly here was a nose that at once confined the attached subject

within insurmountable fences. With dispatch it settled his ancestry,

his faith ; I even became aware of a more guttural note in his snoring

We had never attached to noses such far-reaching suggestion, upon con-

sideration we must now make our creation a peddler, or fishmonger, or to

become lofty, a prophet, who, before us, dreams of leading his people

away to some kindlier zone where fish may be caught in backyards and

smells may be smelled unmolested, and where "South Streets" and "Sec-

ond Streets" cross one another in an infinite maze with temples at every
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second corner. Our sympathy with such a migration is most sincere.

We lament that dreams are not spun from tougher yarn.

Of a sudden, however, our "subject" passed through that tremendous

space lying between sleep and wakefulness. We suspected that the

prophet calmly leading his tribes, and marching on foot, as all the greater

leaders persist in doing, had entered some Red, or other sea before the

water had properly receded. Evidently the shock of cold water was too

much even for prophetic feet.

After considerable thought we have come to the conclusion, that

the patriotic appeal of this venerable square would be warmed and

heightened by a closer proximity to those places which dispense patriotic

and other sentiments over the counter.

Certainly you would agree with this conclusion, were you to visit

Franklin Square, which place, instead of reclining proudly in the shadows

of that fine old hall, must content itself with the more noisome shades

of theatrical boarding houses and the shabby presence of many old

clothes' emporia.

In spite of these rather serious handicaps to any expression of

patriotism, not a few little babies carry flags and it were not unusual

to see an old gentleman stand upon a bench and wave a banner most

emphatically, which act is always touchingly cheered by large audiences.

With these reflections we resumed our walk, noting however, that the

third man now slumbered. We leave it to your invention to make the

most of him, nor should we neglect to state that he wore a number eleven

shoe, certainly not a point to be trifled with. R. C. S., '14.

TO AN IDEAL

How like the springtime are the lays we hear,

Sung by fair singers who themselves have loved

!

And yet how like a summer's days, rose-fair

But lustreless, our own loves oft have proved

!

Far rather let my ecstasy embrace

The Image which these greater ones have left,

What though their passion glow more splendidly

In story than in truth, of art bereft.

Mine be the bliss to dream by Sappho's lyre

And watch her ivory fingers intertwine

The strings, as on the cloud her voice conspires,

I skim the blue Aegean where the vine

Doth stir with nightingales; nor ever rue

A mere Illusion soon to prove untrue.

D. W., '14.



THE SONG OF THE HEADLAND
East wind howling by my face,

Filled with stinging smother

Heavy clouds that landward race

Jostling one another

!

Hoary patriarchal seas,

Mountain high and breaking

March against my granite knees

—

Think to set me shaking!

From beyond the rocking bells

Gathering their power,

Come the long Atlantic swells

—

Batter at my tower.

Proudly then I shatter them

Hurl them back to wallow

At my streaming, kelp-clad feet,

Warning those that follow.

When the mighty winter tides

Dash their spray about me,

Let them pound my icy sides

They can never rout me.

Still by me the boatmen steer,

Still I stand defiant;

And my gray old front I rear

To the winds—a giant.

S. W. M., '13.



LOOSE LEAVES

THE SONG OF THE GEISHA

ONCE as I wandered in Shimbashi ward right by the mart of Ginza, I heard

the sonorous strum of the samisen and the sharp falsetto of a girl's voice

rise in plaintive song:

Kokoro ni mo
Arade yuki yo ni

And I stopped to listen, for the voice was sweet and the street was the Street

of Singers.

It was September, at the Hour of the Ox : the stars twinkled brightly above,

for the air was clear and cold. On a house-top, silhouetted against the luminous

sky of night, was the figure of a girl. And she it was who sang so sweetly.

Then to Chombei, my old retainer who knows much of the ways of life, I

asked

:

"Why, O Chombei, does that woman sing to the sky when the night is so sharp

and chill ?"

And Chombei quickly made answer

:

Young master: that girl is to be a Geisha, for lo we are in the Street of

Singers. And accordingly her voice must be soft and strong to sing—else she

may not please the hearts of men. So every night, even when the sky is dark and

the earth is white with snow, must she strengthen her voice with song and her

fingers with the samisen—out upon the house-tops. Some there are that die, but

again there are those who live. Arra, young master, there is the tale of Okiku

of Shimbashi—very famous is she, entertaining even in the presence of Our Lord

Matshudaira-no-O-Kami. And she it was who, during the One-Thousand-Days-of-

Learning could not even speak for the hoarseness of her throat with song: and

when the cold would chill her bleeding fingers so that the playing of her samisen

grew fainter and fainter, then only would her master unbar the door and let her

descend into the house. But now she is a famous Geisha."

Again the girl's voice rises and trills in the cadence of a light song of love.

But to my ears there comes not the sweetness or the joys of love : I hear only a

wail of sorrow—and the gentle accompaniment of the samisen sounds like the

falling of tears. Y. N., 'IS.

THE MONARCH OF THE NIGHT
* •'OE, my Sioux guide, and I sat on opposite sides of our brightly burning

Q \, camp-fire, which was sending its sparks high up among the tall pines.

^"^ Our journey that day had been a long one and now how good it felt to

loll back on the soft pine needles and to look up into the night. Our dear friends,

the stars, were there, peeping down on us as they had done for endless ages. How
calm and clear and bright they seemed up there in the cool ether ! Venus, the

evening star, was slowly setting in the west. Directly above us shone those

immortal twins, Castor and Pollux, always inseparable, and I thought of my study

of Homer, when I read of "Castor, fleet in the car and Polledences, brave with

the cestus." Jupiter, Mars, Mercury and Orion seemed to see me down in the

still, dark forest and to wink their eyes at me in token of recognition.
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Thoughts came to me of my home, my dear friends and neighbors, and a

feeling of loneliness crept into my heart and oppressed me. I fell into a deep

revery which was only broken by the sound of Joe's stepping on a twig as he got

up to stretch before turning in.

"Let's take a look at the lake, Joe," said I in a quiet tone of voice, for I was

affected by the great stillness of the forest. He grunted his assent, and led the

way down past an old knotted oak, across a little stream and finally out upon the

shores of our mountain lake.

The moon had risen and had caused the tall trees to cast a dark shadow over

the water for a little distance out from the bank. This darkness was a marked

contrast to the brightness of the middle of the lake, on which the pale silvery

moonlight was shining. Perhaps we had stood there spellbound for five minutes

or so, when we both saw a huge, dark mass come forth from the woods of the

opposite shore. This mass (for we could not yet see what it was) stopped for

an instant and then advanced to the edge of the water. It must have been

drinking, for, after a few moments' halt, it waded out into the lake and, in so

doing, passed out beyond the shadow line and disclosed to us a magnificent bull

moose. How wild and free he seemed, as he stood there up to his knees in water

and calmly surveyed his forest domain. While we watched, he bent forward his

head and hurled forth his fierce challenge to all the beasts of the forest. The
mountains around us echoed back his mighty call, but, except for this, no answering

challenge came back to him. He drank again, turned, and stalked back majestically.

Joe and I looked at each other. He shrugged his shoulders, grunted, and led

the way back across the stream, past the knotted oak, and up to our little camp.

Our fire had burnt itself out, but neither of us cared to rebuild it. As we got into

our sleeping bags, we heard again that mournful challenge repeated from some
dark spot, way off on a mountain side, and again in our mind's eye we pictured

the monarch of the night. J. W. G., '15.

THE DEATH OF SAINT

His life's ascetic pilgrimage is o'er

And miracles worked by his holiness;

He dies where he has traveled to confess,

Before the well-known monastery door.

The brothers crowd around him ; but his eyes

See naught but Mona's spirit, all her harms

Forgotten, with her baby in her arms,

The first to welcome him to Paradise.

Breathless, the youngest monk feels o'er him rise

Desire to join the lists for God, and win

—

Watching a-tip-toe. As the halo dies

That crowned those brows, scarred in the fight with sin,

A second halo lights the shadowed eyes

And parted lips beneath the capuchin.

N. H. T., '13.
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EDITORIALS

A SENIOR CLASS

OR some of us this October marks the beginning of a last

year at Haverford as undergraduates. The first three years

are irrevocably past. What the Senior Class has made of

them matters much ; what it will make of this year matters

more. Power is in its hands. What will it do with that

Certain members of the Senior Class, by constant effort and single-

ness of purpose, have risen to positions of authority, and others have

reached the goal of their various ambitions. The college looks to them

for advice and leadership. The duty of every Senior Class is to lead, to

guide, and its power of leadership depends not in "running" a College

Meeting, but upon the faith which the College places in its judgment,

in the understanding of the purposes of the class. And that faith is

determined by their estimate of the individuals of the Senior Class—on

the field, in the class-room, in their every-day life with their fellows, and

finally upon their class spirit.

We have heard in the various classes a great deal of talk about

class spirit, one-third vague tommy-rot, the other two-thirds of such fine

gold that it would be a misfortune to lose one grain of it. The one-third,

and sometimes we fear that it encroaches upon the other parts, consists

of petty prejudice, in condemnation of a man because he is not fortunate

enough to belong to 191X. It springs from ignorance, from misunder-

standing, from a false conceit, and a desire to cover lack of class spirit

by using enforced ceremony.

But the other two-thirds of class spirit, those parts which alone

justify class unity, compose a spirit that holds men together in putting

in their "best licks" for Haverford. rejoicing if their class with high ideals

surpasses all others in carrying them out, but refraining from boasting

and destructive criticism. All class spirit that does not have as its final

aim, the good of Haverford, is artificial and undemocratic.

If a Senior Class holds coveted records in Athletics, if it has won
them honorably and has maintained the standards of Haverford sports-

manship—has even raised them—then it may rightfully be proud, because

every point gained is placing Haverford on a higher level. Yet these

records should not engender contempt for those classes whose members

have not yet won their laurels.

If a Senior Class stands high in scholastic attainment, then it may
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feel glad that it has done its duty in that for which the college was
founded. Yet if another class contains one whose genius surpasses that

of any of their own honor men they should not sneer at him as inferior,

but rather be happy that he will give honor to Haverford.

Even though a class excels in sport and in scholarship it may go

down to posterity with a shrug of the shoulders of its college mates.

We say that we love Haverford; and what is Haverford? Is it the

buildings, the campus, our friends? Yes, and more. It is the indefinable

halo of atmosphere, of happiness, of friendship that surmounts the

golden pillar of Haverford ideals. The members of any Senior Class

who have lowered in any way these ideals or who have encouraged others

to do so, have failed in their college career and their class must bear the

stigma of their disgrace.

Last June a class graduated from Haverford with all the honors

of four years well-spent. It is fitting that their successors should express

the universal estimate by the college of this class—that it was a body

that left its mark for good upon its fellow classes, that as a class it stood

four square. There was not an activity in which it did not lead, if not

officially, at least in numbers and in serious purpose. Its men were on

every team, they excelled in scholarship. They were active in the aboli-

tion of hazing—the most important reform in a decade. They led in

the social and religious work of the college, work that demands service

but gives no title and gets no cheers. It was largely through their influ-

ence that 1915 was second to 1912 in number of men in active religious

work last year.

The 1912 gateway is a beautiful memorial of the class. Yet to

those of us who were their comrades, their chief gift to the College

was not confined to stone and mortar. It was the spirit which uncon-

sciously they spread among us, which through their leaders, characterized

them and their Year-Book, that mirror of a class—a spirit that was

"wholesome, manly, and unkind to none."

We have spoken thus at length about our predecessors because we

believe that they have set a standard, not by any means perfect, yet

possessing many elements of good upon which we and succeeding classes

may do well to build. Each generation receives the standards of the

one preceding, to Taise, to improve, but not to lower. If 1912 was

energetic, progressive, fair, 1913 should be more energetic, more pro-

gressive, more fair. Even at Haverford there is room everywhere for

improvement—that no one class can complete but which each can

advance. We have the song: Here's to 1913, she's the best we've ever
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seen. This year we're going to prove it. It's a lot to live up to; it's

what every class should be, not only in its own judgment, but in that

of the College. And because we love Haverford, we hope that as the

years go on there will be more and more co-operation throughout the

College, so that every Senior Class may enter upon its last year with a

clear understanding of its duties and of the work of its predecessor. In

that way and in that alone, can we hope for progress, for a greater

Haverford.

THE DEATH THROES

We are somewhat handicapped in our choice of editorials by the fact

that we must go to press some ten days before publication. Yet if

our sister paper contains remarks upon this subject, we trust that no

one will accuse us of plagiarism.

This year was characterized by a feeble attempt to renew the time-

rotted institution of hazing. It was modified by the prompt action of

the Committee on Freshmen, yet even this did not prevent a silly exhibi-

tion much enjoyed by the onlookers from Ardmore. The only excuse

for the Freshman Entertainment is that it introduces the new men to the

College under circumstances which tend to show them as they really are.

The entertainment is not for the Alumni—except for a few who come

back to see their friends, the Alumni consider this performance childish

and uninteresting, and hence do not come out. And certainly no one

blames them.

The Entertainment of this year was a marked improvement in that

in spite of the vociferations of one or two of the younger Alumni there

was a conspicuous absence of the "spicy" tales which usually characterize

these meetings. It is also to be noted that because of the demands made

by some members of the upper classes, only the best known Freshmen

were called out ; the Sophs could not carry out their program, and the

less known men still remain unknown.

However this may be, there is no justification of the tomato bom-

bardment of the Freshmen by the whole college. It was a mean thing

to dump the '"Rhinies" taking exams : we fail to see the gentlemanly

conduct of disfiguring men's faces with vegetables. Two men have been

killed in hazing this year—no, not at Haverford, but accidents may
happen. One of the Seniors had his glasses broken—a little harder

blow, such as hit many a Freshman might have put his eyes out of

business for good. Then, aside from the discomfort, the whole per-

formance is pointless and disgusting, it disfigures the walls and breaks
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the windows. We have said that the onlookers from Ardmore enjoyed

the show. We gave them a good example, only Ardmore will not buy

tomatoes.

We wish to take this opportunity of welcoming 1916 to Haverford,

and of urging them both by their sense of responsibility this year and

by their self-restraint next year to bring about the final burial of the

old regime. Even since we entered upon our duties, we have preached

the final abolition of hazing and the beginning of a new era of co-opera-

tion. We trust that we shall not have worked in vain, and that next

year the new era will begin in a larger and truer sense.

EXCHANGES

^y / ITH our mind swept clean by lake breezes we came romping

ff H ^k back to our labors. After the general rough-house of return

had rumbled and rattled down to a subdued murmur of

V M w smoothly-turning wheels it was gently but firmly borne in

upon us by our chief that a large pile of June and July

magazines was awaiting our perusal.

Now when we had lumbered through some fifty pages of early sum-

mer inspiration we began to understand that the west wind had swept

our mind so very clean that ideas missed their old rooting-place among

the disorderly clutter and not one would seem to sprout.

Nevertheless, the duty was ours and we determined to grind out

something to appease the powers that be.

There is an unusual epidemic in these Commencement issues. We do

not know whether to define it as a style or the lack of one. Usually it

appears in a story of college life, which makes it trebly ridiculous,

although the attempts of collegians to depict morbid, harrowing and soul-

terrifying experiences are almost always laughable enough, in whatever

scenes they are laid. We shall not quote directly but those who have read

the June Lits may see resemblances:

Dark in the porch—not so dark but that in the caverns and crevasses

of her riotous hair—rich maroon hair—played ever the lights and shades

of Orcus. "Estelle," he muttered—low—distinct—toying, always toying

with his class watch-fob.

"Yes William !" crimsoned the lady.

About the watch-fob closed his fingers—white. His eye-balls seemed

dry and seared. "God!" he gasped, "I have—there is
—

" Courage

broke and fled. He turned and a dry sob wet the hammock.

On the steps she faced him once more, the barrier of reserve seem-

ingly higher than ever. "Adieu, Mr. Simpson," she iced. It was too
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much. He caught her hand and held it. "Estelle," he moaned, "I will

tell you all ! It was in Freshman Latin—you know the story—I even

bought it—a 'handy lit.' All one term we used it—but
—

" and his voice

rose to a pitch of triumph, "it is over. I have conquered myself." His

head sank. "You know, now," he sobbed, "Farewell." The glad light

shone in those orbs of deepest lavender. He saw with wonder that she

knew and yet forgave. In her face was the miracle. He fainted * * *

No doubt there are those whose souls are raised and benefitted by

hearing of struggles such as this; but for the mass of us?

We do not know why heart-throbbing undergraduates continue to

seek their themes in unknown and devious paths? To us in our staid

senility a good essay or a truly humorous college story has a far

greater appeal. But, to misquote an ancient saying: "It takes all kinds

to make a Lit."

It was a pleasure to ramble with the son of Williams through his

essay "On Walking."

"Once more the road unrolls before you,—dipping, twisting, turn-

ing—past raw brown fallow land where the toiling plough creeps up and

down—through budding grove and thicket—along by rushing stream and

flooded pool, but ever on and on to that misty, far Beyond."

In the Nassau Lit was an extremely clever bit of pen-impersonation

called, "A Seltzer Anthology." The writer allowed each of three famous

men-of-letters to tell the same story in his own way. The three were

Mr. DeMorgan, Mr. W. J. Locke, and Mr. R. W. Chambers—a truly

astounding combination. "On a Summer's Afternoon," also in the

Nassau is an entertaining dialogue of the deep, subtle vacation variety,

heard almost anywhere alongshore.

It is always amusing and often instructive to hear what the ladies

think about us. To the ardent lower-classman, who thinks himself the

idol of some dozen or more feminine hearts, we recommend a thorough

reading of "Men" in the Smith.

We have been most interested in some exchanges from over seas

which reached us in June. The Charterhouse Carthusian, has a page or

two of assorted verse that puts our Yankee preparatory school efforts to

shame. The prose in these magazines is chiefly devoted to school matters

and essays but is written in a good clear style. The few attempts at

short stories were very clever, we thought.

The month's verse was on the whole, rather scant, springtime's

impetus having petered out. We liked "The Cloud Sheep," in the Smith,

for its pretty child-like manner. In closing, we shall quote a poem from

the Harvard Monthly.
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What joy, against the dim, grey window-pane,

Beyond which lies the dim, grey dying west,

To see again my mother sit at rest,

Pale with a pallor no warm sun could stain,

Fighting the anguish that for years had lain

Grim and unconquered in her woman-breast;

To hear her brave voice by no pain distressed

;

To know her all material flesh again:

For thus she sat at eve when light was frail

Without, no light or sound within the room

;

Slim, fragile, tender, by her pain made pale,

Ah could I reach her, groping through the gloom,

Kneel at her feet and lay my worn head there

And feel her comforting fingers on my hair.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT

^L, m ^^- would call the attention of the Alumni to the following

^^ schedule for the 1912 football season. There are four moreill games to be played at home and especially at the F. and M.

V^,^' game every Alumnus within twenty miles ought to be on

the field and ready to cheer for the team. Last year we

went up to Lancaster and won. This year we hope to have a higher

score if the team has the whole college and the Alumni back of it. We
would urge all the Alumni to procure seats in the cheering section—there

will be copies of the cheers and songs on hand. There will be a special

train to Lehigh on the nineteenth, and any Alumnus who goes with the

team will be sure of seeing a good game and of being entertained all

the way home by miniature football games and cane-rushes by the mem-

bers of 1916, not to mention songs and speeches.

There will be a rousing football meeting on the night before every

big game. Come out and get in touch with the college and help the team

to win.
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Score

OPPONENTS PLACE

Delaware Haverford

Stevens Haverford

Lehigh S. Bethlehem

Franklin and Marshall ...Haverford

St. John's Haverford

Trinity Hartford

Rutgers Haverford

November 23. Carnegie Tech Pittsburg

DATE

October 5-

October 12.

October 19.

October 26.

November 2.

November 9-

November 16.

1911

H. O.

1912

H. O.

17 4

15 6

12

3

6 24 . .

6 10

P. S. Williams, "94. has been

elected president of the Alumni As-

sociation. J. H. Haines, '98, has

been elected secretary. The vice-

presidents are M. White, Jr., '75,

and L. H. Wood, '96.

F. C. Sharpless, oo, S. W. Mif-

flin, '00, and C. C. Morris, '04, of

the Merion Cricket Club and H. A.

Furness, '10, of the Moorestown

Field Club, played in the cricket

match between the United States

and Canada at Philadelphia, Sep-

tember 6th and 7th. They also

played for Philadelphia against the

Australians on September 27th,

28th and 30th.

The proposed dinner at Oxford

for Haverfordians in England did

not come off this year as there were

not enough who could attend.

H. J. Cadbury, '03, C. J. Brown,

'08, and A. Lowry, 2nd, '09, were

members of a party visiting friends

in England, this summer.
•67

The new Infirmary was formally

presented to the College on class-

day by the donor, J. T. Morris.

After a few remarks in presenta-

tion, Mr. Morris delivered the key

to President Sharpless. Other ad-

dresses were given by Dr. J. Tyson,

'60, Dr. A. Stengle, and Dr. T. F.

Branson, '89.

'85

W. F. Wickersham has given up

his position as principal of West-

town for a year, because of his

health. Thomas K. Brown will

take his place.

'89

W. Fite had an article in The

Nation, of July 18th, on The Phil-

osophy of Euckcn.

'92

C. Brinton has contributed an

article to the Century for July, en-

titled A Master of Make Believe.

It is an appreciation of the works

of M. Parrish, ex-'92, and alludes

to his stay at Haverford and the

souvenirs of his stay he has left

here.

Mr. Brinton has been spending

the summer in Norway, arranging

for a Scandinavian Art Exhibit to

be held in New York during the

fall and winter.
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93

Dr. J. G. Taylor has moved to

Canby, Oregon, where he is prac-

ticing medicine in connection with

a large fruit growing establish-

ment.

'94

F. J. Stokes was married on June

28th, to Miss Lelia T. Woodruff,

of Scranton.

'95

J. B. Leeds, Professor of House-

hold Economics at Temple Univer-

sity, opened a Bureau of Household

Research in the vicinity of Broad

and Berks Streets, Philadelphia, on

September ist. Various courses in

all lines of house work will be

given. The object of the Bureau is

to secure recognition for house

work as a distinct and worthy pro-

fession. The Bureau will also carry

on scientific research in the direc-

tion of standardization of house-

hold work.

W. C. Webster is with the Re-

publican National Committee, Times

Building, New York, acting in an

advisory capacity.

'96

Dr. T. H. Haines was married

on August 15th, to Miss Helen M.

Hague, at Columbus, Ohio.

The engagement is announced of

Miss Edith Francisco, of Rich-

mond, Indiana, to H. J. Webster.

Mr. Webster is Dean of Mt. Union

College, Alliance, Ohio.

Dr. J. A. Babbitt has been ap-

pointed one of the two medical

members of the Board of the As-

sembly Hospital in New York.

L. H. Wood has been at Chautau-

qua this summer as a guest of the

Hicksite Friends' Conference.

Ex-'g6

W. C. Sharpless is in the draft-

ing department of the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works.

'97

Dr. R. C. McCrea has been made
the Dean of the Wharton School

of the University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. McCrea has been teaching at

the University only five months.

He was formerly at the New York

School of Philanthropy. His ap-

pointment is the most important

feature of the drastic changes that

have lately been made in the fac-

ulty and organization of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

F. N. Maxfield took his Doctor-

ate of Philosophy at the University

of Pennsylvania and will be profes-

sor in the department of psychol-

ogy in the graduate department

there.

E. Field holds a scholarship in

the department of comparative re-

ligions at the University of Penn-

sylvania, and expects to complete

his studies for the Doctorate of

Philosophy there this winter.

'99

The Rev. J. P. Morris has cap-

tained the Merion Cricket Club

team C this season.

'00

C. Febiger was married on July
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24th to Miss Madeleine S. Houte,

at Wheeling, West Virginia. Mr.

and Mrs. Fcbiger are now living at

Merion, Pennsylvania.

Ex-'oo

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.

(.'.. M-P. Murphy, on August 9th,

at their home at Cedarhurst. Long
Island. Mr. Murphy is now the

head of the new firm of G. M-P.

Murphy and Co.. 43 Exchange

Place, New York City, which does

a general supply business in connec-

tion with a banking business.

Ex-'oi

H. F. Babbitt had a camp, this

summer, at Redbank, New Jersey.

'02

We regret to announce the death

of David A. Roberts, of Moores-

town, New Jersey. He died on

August 16th, of typhoid fever. A
more detailed appreciation of our

loss will appear in the next pub-

lication.

C. L. Seiler has been reappointed

secretary of the Central Board of

Football Officials.

A son was born to Dr. and Mrs.

R. M. Gummere on September 23d.

On June 6th, Dr. Gummere deliv-

ered the commencement address at

the Brown Preparatory School, of

which A. Brown, '75, is principal.

His subject was Life as a Long-

Distance Run. Dr. Gummere also

had charge of the Yale examina-

tions at Saint Luke's School, last

June.

W. W. Chambers was married to

Miss Minnie M. Harrison of

Shickshinny, Pennsylvania, on July

19th. Mr. and Mrs. Chambers will

live at 216 Cricket Avenue, Ard-

more.

C. W. Stork has a sonnet in the

Century fur July, called Joy of Ef-

fort. One of his stories has been

accepted by the Lippincott's Maga-

zine.

E. H. Boles has bought a house

in Brooklyn, New York.

A. C. Wood. Jr., was married in

Moorestown, on September 25th.

to Miss Gertrude S. Elliott, of New
York. The wedding was a very

quiet one, because of the death of

the bride's mother. W. C. Long-

streth was best man.

A daughter, Ann, was born to

Dr. A. G. H. Spiers on July 21st.

On June 13th the Class of '02

had supper in Dr. Spiers' rooms

at College. There were twenty-

seven present. The decennial of

the class was celebrated the next

day. Dr. Spiers ran the examina-

tions at Central High School, in

June.

E. W. Evans delivered the com-

mencement address at Friends'

School, Germantown, on June nth.

A son, Cecil, was born in Sep-

tember to Mr. and Mrs. E. E.

Trout. Mr. Trout has been cap-

tain of the Merion Cricket Club,

team B, during the past season.

C. R. Cary was married to Miss

Margaret M. Reeve, of German-

town, on September 7th.

'03

When last heard from in the
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spring, R. L. Simkin had returned

to his mission in Chengtu, after the

looting of that city during the win-

ter. With the few other mission-

aries, who had returned, he was

planning to carry on as much as

possible of the extensive mission-

ary and educational work there. He
had started a course of lectures on

American Government at the Y. M.
C. A., was teaching at the High

School and the Bible Training

School, and was taking charge of

the church work in Chengtu. The
country was still in a very unset-

tled condition and it was feared

that the government would forbid

any more foreigners to go there

until things should be quieter.

A daughter was born in Septem-

ber, to Dr. and Mrs. J. K. Worth-

ington.

'04

H. N. Thorne and F. M. Ram-
say, '09, attended the conference on

football rules and interpretation at

the Hotel Manhattan, September

2 1 st.

'OS

The engagement is announced of

Miss Mary V. Fox, of Torresdale,

to T. S. Downing, Jr.

Ex-'os

J. L. Scull has been appointed

graduate treasurer of the Haver-

ford Athletic Association, in the

place of Dr. R. M. Gummere.
E. F. Winslow has returned to

college in the Senior Class. He is

living at Bryn Mawr.
'06

T. K. Brown, Jr., has returned

from Harvard to resume his work
as instructor in German at Haver-

ford.

R. L. Cary has given up his posi-

tion as instructor in mathematics

at Princeton and is engaged in ir-

rigation work in Wyoming. D. B.

Cary, '10, is with him, having left

his position in a bank in Baltimore.

G. H. Graves is assistant profes-

sor in mathematics at the Colorado

Agricultural College.

F. B. Morris has recently re-

turned from his trip around the

world.

Dr. H. Pleasants, Jr., is practic-

ing medicine in West Chester, Pa.

'08

A son, John Sharpless, was born

on July 24th to Mr. and Mrs. E.

A. Edwards at their home in Bryn

Mawr.

C. L. Miller was married, June

10th, to Miss Josephine Ross, of

Haverford.

G. W. Emlen was married to

Miss Eleanor Clark, of Conshc-

hocken, on June 12th.

'09

T. K. Sharpless was married to

Miss Grace Warner, of German-

town, on June 4th.

The engagement has been an-

nounced of Miss Grace Bacon, of

Haddonfield, New Jersey, to A.

Lowry, 2nd.

The engagement has been an-

nounced of Miss Margaret K. Cul-

bertson, of Philadelphia, to F. My-
ers, Jr.

Ex-'og

A son, William A., has been born
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to Mr. and Mrs. A. DeG. Warnock,

of Haverford.

'io

The engagement is announced

of Miss Mary M. P. Shipley, of

Wot Chester, to E. P. Allinson.

E. S. Cadburv i~ selling in Phila-

delphia for the Commonwealth

Shoe and Leather Co., of Boston.

Ex-'io

The Newdigate Prize at < beford

University has been won by \\ . C.

Green, Rhoads scholar from Mas-

sachusetts, for his poem King Rich-

ard the First Before Jerusalem.

This is one of the most coveted ol

Oxford's prizes and has been won

in past times by such men as Mat-

thew Arnold. Robert Stephen Haw-

ker and John Addington Symonds.

tireen was odist of the Cla<s of 'it

last June, and second marshal of

the Phi Beta Kappa Society. The

Newdigate prize is of twenty-one

guineas in value. It was founded

in 1806 liv Sir Roger Newdigate.

'11

The engagement is announced of

Miss May Roberts, of Moorestown,

to H. G. Taylor, Jr.

D. S. Hinshaw is second man in

charge of the Progressive Tarty in

Kansas.

'12

A. L. Baily. Jr., is working with

J. L. Baily & Co., Philadelphia.

J. L. Baily. Jr.. is a teaching fel-

low at Haverford.

M. Balderson has received the

Cope Fellowship and is studying

at Harvard.

S. EC. Beebe istakinga six weeks'

tour in the South. He is selling a

high grade 1 if w all paper.

A. L. Bowerman is working with

1\ ( 1. Smiley at Lake Mohonk,

\. Y.

I'. C. Brewer, Jr., is working

for the Pennsylvania Railroad.

J. McF. Carpenter. Jr., is assist

ing Dr. Spiers in the French De-

partment at Haverford.

C. D. Champlin has reentered

Haverford in the junior class. He
is rooming in No. 3 Lloyd Hall,

with J. L. Baily, Jr.

J. A. Cope is studying at the Yale

Forestry School.

J. A. Brownlee is teaching French

and Science and coaching the foot-

ball team in a school in Kansas.

The engagement is announced of

Miss Helen Crosman, of Saco, Me.,

to C. < i. I )urgin.

C. < i. Durgin and D. P. Falconer

are working for the Philadelphia

S. P. C. C.

J. B. Elfreth, Jr., is working for

the Standard Supply Company, of

Philadelphia

The engagement is announced of

Miss Marjorie Hoyt, of Mont Clair,

New Jersey, to D. P. Falconer.

L. \V. Ferris is assisting Dr.

Hall in the chemistry laboratory

at Haverford.

H. Froelicher, Jr., is teaching

English at the Oilman School. Bal-

timore.

H. Howson is working with

II. K. Mulford and Co., Philadel-
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phia, and is living at the Central

Y. M. C. A.

F. Farquhar is in the furnace

business with his father in Wil-

mington, Ohio.

L. B. Lathem is a teaching fellow

at Haverford. He is assistant to

Dr. Babbitt.

W. E. Lewis is studying at Le-

high University

A. L. Marshburn is teaching In

Central College, Nebraska.

W. W. Longstreth is agent for

the Ford Automobile Company.

H. M. Lowry is with Alfred

Lowry and Bro., wholesale grocers,

Philadelphia.

E. I. Miller is selling automobile

tires. He is living at the Y. M. C.

A. in Philadelphia.

R. E. Miller has returned from a

trip to Alaska and the West Coast,

and is now working in the Hamil-

ton Watch Company, Lancaster.

C. T. Moon is studying at Har-

vard.

S. S. Morris is working in the

Pencoyd Steel Works.

D. C. Murray was married on

June 1 2th to Miss Eloise Beebe.

Mr. and Mrs. Murray are living at

5~2~ Hazel Avenue, Philadelphia.

.Murray is employed by the Provi-

dent Life and Trust Company.

E. Nichols is studying medicine

at the University of Pennsylvania.

J. H. Parker is working for the

Baltimore Gas Company.

I. C. Foley is teaching French

and English at the Cedarcroft

School, Kennetl Square, Pennsyl-

\ ania.

flower Shop
1412 chestnut street

philadelphia

Recently opened in connection with

KUGLER'S RESTAURANT

extends a cordial invitation to Haver-

fordian Readers to visit and inspect our

exclusive Cut Flowers and Plants.

The perplexing question of deciding

on an appropriate gift finds its answer

in Fancy Flower Baskets, Palms, Ferns,

Artistic Designs, Decorations and other

Floral Novelties.

DELIVERIES AT ALL HOURS.

Bell and Keystone Telephones

HmtmronauB
An improved English model, receding toe,

broad shank, low heel effect, in

Russia or Wax Calf

3£ZJ. OF? 3fc5

The authentic fashion in "classy" shoes. Acknowl
edged unequalled in fit and style by men—who know

1 to 5
Mint Arcade Shops

1232 Market St.

916
Chestnut St.
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I. D. Renninger is teaching 1 li

man in the Ambler High Scl

Pennsylvania.

K. A. Rhoad has returned from

an automobile trip in Europe. He

intends to go into farming so

where near the Main Line.

L. C. Ritts is working in the Na-

tional hank in Lindora, Pennsylva-

nia, lie was in charge of the

Chautauqua Boys' Club launch this

summer.

W. 11. Roberts, Jr., is with S.

L. Allen and Company farm imple-

ment dealers, Philadelphia.

T. E. Shipley is studying law at

the University of Pennsylvania.

F. G. Smiley is working at Lake

Mohonk, New York.

L. M. Smith is a Y. M. C. A.

Mi-sionary in Japan. His address

is—care of Mr. Galen M. Fisher,

3 Sanchrome, Mitochirocho, Kando,

Tokyo. Japan.

W. H. Steere is with Samuel

Rhoads and Company, dealer-, in

leather belting, Philadelphia.

H. M. Thomas, Jr., is studying

medicine at John Hopkins Univer-

sity.

E. Wallerstein, Jr.. i> with the

Burbank Printing Company, Phila-

delphia.

J. L. Baily, Jr.. A. L. Bower.nan.

1. A. Cope. H. Froelicher, and I.

C. Polev were elected to the Phi

Beta Kappa Society. J. II. Parker

and M. Balderston were elected in

their junior year.

Ex-'i4

F. C. Stokes is studying the seed

business in Bozeman. .Montana.

A
College Man

Doesn't want to wear

the ordinary Stereotyp-

ed Clothing. There's

a eeiiaiti individuality

about a College Man,

that requires the same

certain individuality

about his dress.

Let us convince you

how well prepared we

are to serve you.

Common Prices.

WHELAN & CO.

MUFTI and COLLEGE
TAILORS

1222 Walnut Street

Philadelphia

Main Floor
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Sh arpless & Shar pless
MEN'S FURNISHERS

IS SO. BROAD ST. 19 SO . 15TH ST".

F»H ILADELPHIA
100 yards south of Broad Street Station

Plate Glass Window Glass
Skylight and Floor Glass. Rolled Cathedral, beautiful tints. Embossed,
Enameled and Colored Glass. A full stock of Plain Window Glass. Every
variety for Architects' and Builders' Use. A full line of Glaziers' Diamonds.

Benjamin H. Shoemaker
205-207-209-211 N. Fourth St. PHILADELPHIA

The

Stein-Bloch Smart Clothes
and The Famous

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothing
For Men and Young Men

The Equal of Custom-Made Clothing

The Two Strongest Lines of

Men's Clothing in America

Sold in Philadelphia exclusively by

Strawbridge & Clothier
When patronizing advertisers kindly mention Tin: IIaverfokdian.
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HOWEVER YOU GO
On foot, horseback, by wagon or auto

GOOD ROADS ARE NECESSARY
The way to get Good Roads is to use

CHAMPION ROAD BUILDING MACHINERY
Road Crushers, Road Rollers, Road Machines, Road Drags, Road Plows, Wheel Scrapers, Dump
Wagons, Hauling Engines, Street Sprinklers, Street Sweepers, Culvert Pipe, Guide Boards.
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THE HAVERFORDIAN
A MASTER OF MAKE-BELIEVE

By CHRISTIAN BRINTON

Copyright, 1912, by The Century Company

Editor's Note: We reprint the following article by the courtesy of

The Century Company and the author, Christian Brinton, '92. Our
purpose is not merely to print an article which undoubtedly many of our

readers have seen, but to keep it permanently; in the files of this magazine

for future reference as the "work of a Haverfordian about a Haverfordian.

XF you think the builder of these dream castles clustering upon

dizzy hilltop, or the creator of the knights in gleaming

armor, these clowns and Pierrots, ogres, pirates, woodland

sprites, and wistful, fancy-smitten children, is just an ordi-

nary, average sort of person, you are vastly mistaken. He
is unlike anyone you have ever met. His story is different from any you

have ever known, and perhaps, when you hear it, you, too, may believe

with him in Make-Believe.

Of course he always existed somewhere in that quaint, mystical

kingdom, that world which is so real and vivid to more flexible folk, yet

which in later years becomes dim and indeterminate. He had certainly

been there for centuries, until one day he suddenly decided to take a more

active interest in the general scheme of things. He had enjoyed sub-

consciousness long enough, and so, with that sense of contrast which was

later to reveal itself in myriad incongruities, he elected to make his

terrestrial appearance by way of Philadelphia. Yet even before that

particular event, which biologist and biographer agree in calling birth, he

realized what manner of place he was coming to,—how full of dull fact-

worshippers it was—and he thus determined to provide himself with a

liberal allowance of Make-Believe. He had misgivings about finding

sufficient in his new quarters, and took the precaution of arriving well

supplied for any contingency.

In common with most recruits from that same delectable land, the

arena of his earliest efforts and the scene of his initial triumphs was the
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nursery floor. The customary toys, however, were not to his taste. They
seemed stiff, soulless, and inarticulate; so, armed with scissors and paste-

pot, he proceeded to cut out and piece together a world of his own making,

a universe of ferocious giants and fabulous monsters of the forest, of

fairy princesses more beautiful than any sung by troubadour, of turret-

crowned city and restless sweep of ocean. In this realm he was supreme

and absolute master. He ruled beneficently or crushed and ruined at will.

He fought battles and stormed breaches from which the swarthy Moor
himself would have recoiled in dismay, and sent so many piteous sup-

pliants to the block that he was sometimes forced to jump upon a nearby

stool in order to escape the gory flood that surged about on every side.

It is not that the world in which he lived in those early, embryonic

days was particularly different from that wherein dwell most children of

his age ; the main point is that it was a cosmos entirely of his own
concoction. Every figure was carefully designed. Plumed helmets and

shining suits of mail could be donned and doffed with graceful dexterity.

Fiery charges pranced across veritable drawbridges and under frowning

portcullis, and curly, high-pooped ships rode proudly at anchor, full-rigged

and ready to fare forth on any sea and in any sort of weather. It was,

in short, a real world, a world of reality in the midst of much that seemed

unreal, and not the reverse, as phlegmatic folk would doubtless have us

believe.

It may be well to leave in undisturbed oblivion that purgatorial period

during which all boys are much of a piece and pass through identical

processes of development. Naturally enough, it was not long before he

felt impelled further to materialize, as it were, his vision, and with this

end in mind exchanged scissors and paste-pot for saw, hammer and nails.

The success of the new venture was equally emphatic. He could do

anything with a set of tools and a few strips of pine board. Conscious

of his power and ready sense of accomplishment, it was inevitable that

he should begin to interrogate the future, and it is significant to recall

that at this particular juncture only one career appealed to him—that of

carpenter. Artist and artisan were from the outset inseparable, and have

remained so to this day.

The serious business of play had, alas, to be interrupted now and

again by the inconsequential claims of school ; but here, too, a certain

whole-hearted facing of practical issues tided him along without undue

stress of brain or soul. There was furthermore an atmosphere of mind

as well as art about the genteelly sequestered Philadelphia home. The

father was a constant and unfailing source of inspiration, both intel-
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lectual and esthetic, and there used to drop in at intervals a certain

famous Roman archaeologist and antiquary, a poet and professor of

English, and an architect friend, who would discreetly hint that one who
was so good a carpenter might do equally well as draftsman and designer.

Yet there was no immediate necessity for confronting one's life

career. That innocuous interlude known as college had first to be

experienced, and Haverford, the stronghold of cricket and Quakerism,

was chosen as the scene of a frankly unequal compromise between day-

dreaming and study-hour concentration. To college he brought the

ripening legacy of play-room and workshop, and at once proceeded to

create about himself an atmosphere of decorative fantasy. The suite in

Barclay Hall quickly became the wonder of upper as well as lower

classmen. He was willing to take incredible pains in order to achieve a

desired effect. If the wall surfaces, for instances, were found lacking in

tone or design, he would borrow a step ladder from the mistrustful

janitor and pass joyous afternoons dashing in with crayon or colored

chalk the most diverting wreaths and garlands. Everything was in

keeping. Antique stores were ransacked for appropriate bits of furni-

ture, brass, or pewter, and a dire financial crisis was precipitated by the

purchase of a certain memorable rug. So awe-struck were the Philistines

by this array of taste that they would pause transfixed upon the threshold,

not presuming to enter without a condescending nod from one or other

of the occupants. And when it came to the wild nocturnal carnival of

hazing and room-wrecking, it was a recognized tradition that this par-

ticular suite must remain inviolate, a consideration which, it should be

confessed, in nowise precluded its proprietors from indulging in the fierce

joys of indiscriminate ravage.

Nor did it take this ready fund of invention long to escape the con-

fines of Barclay and seek wider scope. It soon became a definite factor

in the college world. Programs of athletic meets and kindred academic

functions were enlivened by comic figures revealing instinctive surety of

line and imaginative force. The climax of all was, however, a certain

chemistry note-book, with gnomes and pixies brandishing test-tubes and

performing various grotesque experiments. It was done in color, and

remains the cherished possession of one of those rare pedagogues whose

sense of humor has not been dulled by a lifetime devotion to pure science.

There were also other members of the faculty who were not oblivious of

his gift for graphic expression, notably the eloquent and magnetic pro-

fessor of German and English.

Yet on his side the curriculum presented few points of appeal. It
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was not somnolent lecture-hall, but rather those exhilarating strolls about

the grounds, the crimson flare of maple in the autumn, and the changing

magic of sunset sky, that captured his maturing fancy. He played

cricket, as does every stanch Haverfordian, yet the cloud shadows chasing

one another across the green not infrequently seemed more important

than the score, and he would blithely cut batting practice or recitation to

be off for a ramble in the open country back of the campus, where one

was free from restraint of any sort—free of spirit and of footfall.

Living in an atmosphere at once more remote and more explicit than

his fellow-students, he seemed more purposeful than they, and toward

the end of his course grew anxious to accomplish something on his own
account, a feat seldom achieved within the confines of college. Yet the

interval passed at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts was wholly

superfluous, for he was already a draftsman and colorist of individuality

and power. He had the technic of his craft at his finger-tips and, given

an appropriate theme, could do things which would have baffled the most

versatile instructor. In point of fact, within a couple of years he was

himself teaching at a nearby institution, and beginning to send forth into

the world those advertisements and magazine covers which have refreshed

the eyes and stimulated the imagination of—well, it is close upon a

generation now. He did not have to go through the customary arduous

and sterilizing apprenticeship. What he wished to do had been clear from

the beginning, and the way to do it followed as a matter of course.

Having invented his own pictorial language and learned to employ

it with precision, it remained for him merely to select a spot where he

might go on fostering those creatures of whim and fancy which looked

mischievously out from page and poster. While it is possible, both

historically and geographically, that Cornish may have existed before his

advent, there are grounds for doubting this, and every reason for affirming

that, esthetically, it was still to be divined. In short, he remade Cornish,

just as years before he remade his rooms at college. After his coming

folks began remarking that the hills seemed to shape and group them-

selves more effectively, that certain trees stood forth more picturesquely

against the horizon, and that those swift-scudding cloud-forms marshalled

themselves almost as majestically across the sky as they did in the back-

grounds of his canvases. Novel as were such results, they nevertheless

involved no change of method. He was just as he had always been, only

his field of activity became more diverse and his power of expression

more fully developed. He appeared to have a secret understanding with,

as well as of Nature. And every one about him, from racy, angular
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native to easeful, plutocratic summer resident, responded to the spell of

his personality.

Not only did he awaken imagination and sharpen vision, but, true to

his knack for artisanship, he quite as handily transposed fancy into facts,

as, indeed, had ever been his wont. On the side of one of those sparse,

stony pastures stretching away toward the sky and looking down upon

mortals of less venturesome temper, he designed himself a house the like

of which you have surely never beheld. Watched over by sturdy, sentinel

oaks, this rambling, hillside home, scornful of architectural rule, yet

perfectly adapted to the particular purpose in mind, is by all odds his

most typical creation. Every detail from roadway gate to polished brass

door-latch, from carved hall settee to panelled mantel-shelf, is of his own
devising. Building proved so engrossing that he moved in long before

the roof was on, and for weeks deftly attacked the most cyclopean

problems of construction, his only help being a local carpenter whose

devotion to his career was complicated by incessant garrulity, and an

imperative craving for ice cream.

Everything at "The Oaks" is in consonance. The size of the house

exactly coordinates with the dimensions of the shaggy pony tethered in

the foreground. The garden, which originally consisted of lank, yellow-

topped mullein stationed at random about the place, is even now none too

prim or pattern-like, for here no one presumes to chastise nature into

smug subservience.

The interior is as characteristic as the outside. The living quarters

are plain but comfortable. The dining-room is small, for one prefers,

whenever possible, to eat on the porch which faces south, overlooking

distant hill and intervening valley. There is also a spacious music-room,

built where the friendly cricket used to chirp, and in summer there some-

times comes from the city a famous quartet ; but neither is music or any

of life's amenities in the least degree formalized. This particular room

seems at its best when empty, or nearly so, and he strolls in, seats himself

at the piano and improvises for hours at a time, the firelight meanwhile

dying away, and the silhouette of the mountain seen from the big end

window slowly dissolving into purple nothingness.

One of the features of "The Oaks" is the workshop, completely

equipped, even to the latlie upon which he turns out any desired piece of

household furniture, or. when needed, vases and columns for his more

elaborately decorative compositions. He is an accomplished machinist

and doubtless with the approbation of the valetudinarian pony, drives a

motor with the same ready assurance that he runs the stationary engine

or supervises the family furnace. A few paces beyond the bewildering
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agglomeration of fly-wheels, belts, benches, and tool-racks, is the studio,

a vast, bare room, neutral-toned and devoid of any of the conventional

esthetic trappings or customary artistic appeal. It also is a workshop, the

only embellishments consisting of a chair or two, a small table, a massive

easel, and a plain, resolute-looking stove; for during many months the

snow is packed tight and high outside, and the only sound is the wind

cutting around corners or the call of a stray bluejay.

Such is "The Oaks" and such is the atmosphere in which he lives

and labors. He has traveled much, both at home and abroad. He has

seen the great saffron spaces of the West, has felt the garden magic of

Italy, and knows the chateau towns of France
;
yet all this, and more, was

familiar to him without so much as stepping from studio or piazza.

He has never been compelled to cast about either for subject or setting.

He has remained unchanged, save that his interests are wider and his

sympathies more concrete and more domestic. And his world is still the

same world, he having merely brought to it year by year a surer sense

of balance, and a richer more resonant chromatic beauty. There is no

place in the universe which suits him so well as Cornish. He resides

there the entire twelvemonth, and knows and loves its every change of

mood and season. He likes it at all times, but preferably in the autumn,

when there is a deepening hint of mystery to wood and sky, or in the

heart of winter, when the stalwart members of the "Chickadee Club"

meet for dinner or gather about hickory logs.

There never was a time in which the serene and cloudless country in

which he dwells did not exist. It is as old as humanity, yet reveals itself

afresh in every youthful buoyant breast. It is, in brief, the land of Make-

Believe, and in this land he early proved his mastery. The initial attempts

to seize the particular accent and aspect of his chosen sphere were broadly

humorous and grotesque. Though they displayed a robust jollity that

suggested the jovial Teuton, they were neither Germanic, Latin, nor

Anglo-Saxon. Try as you may you cannot locate any of these quaintly

capricious beings, or the backgrounds, natural or architectural, against

which they are massed. All you know is that they belong to a place

where everyone is young, and they spontaneously awaken in you memories

of having once been there yourself.

For close upon a decade he responded to that which was deliberately

fantastic, nor did he encounter the slightest difficulty in making the public

accept his point of view. Folk were indeed glad to exchange the sterile

commonplaces of current illustration for these roguish wights and enig-

matic youths and maidens. His first actual commission was executed
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while lie was still in college, and thence onward there has been an unap-

peased demand for that naive opposition of modern and medieval motive

which is the essence of all the earlier work. His artistic coinage circu-

lated freely because it was stamped with an assured measure of clearness

and force. Whatever the theme or medium, there was never any mis-

taking the individuality of style. There was nothing vague or indecisive

here. The outlines were sure and deft, and the tones smooth and brilliant.

Apart from spirit and subject, it never, even in the beginning, suggested

the work of a 'prentice hand.

Mischief and merriment were the keynotes of this particular stage

of his development, it not being until later that he found the pathway

leading to that realm of romantic evocation which is to-day his acknowl-

edged province. His inventive fertility was amazing. The portfolio of

World's Fair sketches was prepared long before the gates of the White

City swung open, and was not considered in the least lacking in comic

verity. He never permitted himself to be restricted by mere fact, and in

the illustrations for his first books, such as Mother Goose in Prose and

Knickerbocker's "History of New York," he used the text as the slenderest

excuse for scampering off into topsyturvydom. The important point is

that all this time he was enjoying himself after his own unhampered

fashion. He was simply doing with a trifle more system what he had

been accustomed to for years. And during intervals between drawings

he would refresh himself by designing book-plates, painting furniture,

making picture frames or devising elaborately finished letter-heads. The

most typical production of this period may still be seen in the Mask and

Wig Club, Philadelphia, where above the capacious fireplace in the grill-

room hangs his original version of Old King Cole, and around the walls

is an array of ornamental mug-racks, likewise done in color and carried

out in the same vein of decorative grotesquery. There is a wholesome

gusto, a lusty sense of good living, to such subjects which find an echo

in everything dating from these days. Wine sacks are never empty, and

huge, pyramidal puddings are escorted in steaming hot by obsequious

servitors. One eats and drinks, as, mercifully, one does only in the

magnifying mind of a child. The world is a joyous place; it is like a

juvenile dream come true. Still, despite its gastronomic attractions, this

phase was not to last beyond its alloted time. Simultaneously with the

appearance on the scene of Kenneth Grahame's delectable band of Arca-

dians, the spirit of his work underwent a subtle yet decisive change.

There was something in the sensitively wrought imagery of The Golden

Age and Dream Days which instantly arrested his fancy, and for once

artist and author were in complete accord. The touch henceforth showed
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increasing delicacy, the tones become more eloquent, and the treatment

of character revealed a fuller measure of intuitive penetration.

Just as before, everything needful was somehow already stored

within and needed only to be beckoned forth at will. It was unnecessary

for him patiently to ponder the jewel-like surfaces of Carpaccio, or to

saunter about rugged Tuscan town absorbing local color in order to

picture for us Its Walls Were as of Jasper. And in The Roman Road
he nonchalantly sketched the dome of St. Peter's, just as later in Mrs.

Wharton's The Duchess at Prayer he disclosed an enchanting garden

vista with fountains, cypresses, and close-clipped walks before ever

setting foot in Italy.

It is superfluous to repeat the titles of the numerous books he has

embellished with an increasingly ripening imagination, or to recall the

countless magazine illustrations which have borne the impress of his

unflagging creative faculty. It is sufficient to bear in mind that there is

in all this work a flexibility of spirit which bespeaks the typically free,

unfettered temperament. He possesses in an exceptional degree the

power of esthetic transmutation. He leads you adroitly from the heroic

half-light of Attic myth and legend into the shimmering noonday or

scented silence of Oriental fantasy. Yet one is treated on these journeys

with the frankest lack of ceremony, and before starting out it is prudent

to cast aside academic prejudice. This art is a law unto itself and caters

to no accepted conventions. You must be prepared for anything and

everything. Classic scene may appear more Gothic than Greek, and there

is not infrequently to these caliphs and their mosques and palaces less of

the East than of European romanticism. He finds himself, and he has

the gift of making you feel, equally at home anywhere—that is, anywhere

in the land of Make-Believe ; for the restless, stressful existence about

him offers little interest or stimulus. Above all, he preserves in each

transition the precious spontaneity of youth. This art is a manifestly

adolescent expression. The element of amusing or alluring distortion is

seldom absent. The dragons are more avowedly voracious, the genii more

malevolent, and the questing little adventurers more valiant than any met

elsewhere. In color as well as in character the same strain obtains. The

dawn is more radiant than Aurora dare tint her, and the sunsets have a

prismatic splendor visibly only to painter and to poet.

This art at no point touches life as we, alas, are forced to accept it.

It seeks no compromise with fact, for it exists quite independently of

what we are pleased to call truth to nature. Technically as well as in

subject-matter it stands apart from current production. In so far as it

is not strictly individual, its method is based upon the practice of certain
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masters who lived long since and who have perpetuated the tradition of

fresh, bright color and clean, well-defined contour. You seldom see in

these canvases broken surfaces or any attempt to create the so-called

illusion of reality. There is little movement, even. The figures are

static, and each separate scheme is planned with a regard for proportion

and balance which admits of nothing impromptu. You do not meet here

those vibrant atmospheric effects so dear to the latter-day palette, nor

that suggestion of motion which is the cherished achievement of most

contemporary painters. The calm of the dream world has spread itself

over those carefully wrought compositions. And in studying them you

are unwilling to decide whether he cannot, or merely does not care to

confront broader issues and face more complicated problems.

It is in no small degree its persistent juvenility that is responsible for

the continued popularity of this work. It represents a protest,—an

unconscious one, if you will—against the precocity of the coming genera-

tion. With clarity of vision and vigor of presentation it keeps alive

sentiments which are in danger of suffering extinction. In fine, the chief

charm of this many-hued and constantly shifting panorama lies in the

fact that it is a prolongation, as it were, of the imaginative period.

Everything you have known and loved in childhood passes at one turn

or another before the eye, disclosing a wealth of reawakened sympathies.

Latterly he has appeared with less frequency in the magazines, for he is

at present devoting himself to the more permanent field of mural painting.

Yet here, too, the themes are much the same as usual. "Old King Cole"

has simply been glorified and aggrandized for a New York hotel, and it

is Sing a Song of Sixpence and The Pied Piper, which in Chicago and

San Francisco serve similar purpose and are conceived in a corresponding

spirit.

The latest completed work is an important series of decorative panels

for the dining-hall of a certain opulently progressive Philadelphia pub-

lishing house. The scheme represents with characteristic flexibility as to

details and treatment a Venetian fete, and in this serenely gay proces-

sional, which runs around three sides of the room, are grouped most of

his favorite scenes and personages. It is in a sense an epitome in line and

tone of his entire artistic career. There are cavaliers and grand ladies

galore ; there are serenades and surprises ; there are lovelorn misses,

pages and laughing coquettes ; there are broad terraces and slender,

soaring columns, great flowered vases, and dark cedar boughs sweeping

full across skies suffused with the amber and gold of sunset. The effect

is cumulative. He has here had the space to unite all those frankly

happy creatures with whom he has lived so long, and never have they
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seemed so radiant and care-free. Never have they appeared so imbued

with beauty or touched with poetic sentiments.

Our narrative would not display the requisite completeness or finish

were it not possible to add that he has obligingly gone a step further and

chosen a spot where every offshoot of his fancy, new or old, trivial or

formal, might find congenial setting. As a scant concession of curiosity,

let us call it the House of Purves, and concede that it may be situated

somewhere near Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia. In a great room, with

generous fireplaces at each end and windows fronting the garden and

wood beyond, there has been gathered together more of this work than can

be found anywhere else. Errant Pan, patient Griselda, and Jason look

out upon lilac-bush and swaying tree-top, while scattered about are

innumerable drawings and sketches. It is a veritable pictorial Walhalla,

filled with the heroes and heroines, the gods and goddesses, of his dream-

kingdom. There are so many that they overflow into the passage and

straggle up the stairway, where they are sure of a welcome in nursery

and play-room. The House of Purves is in fact the only place where you

can get on intimate terms with him. It is here that his art is able to tell

its story unmindful of the world without. And it is here that you best

appreciate its blithesome denial of what is, its endearing belief in what

is not.

THE CHILD'S GARDEN

He has grown old, and passed to other things,

Crumbled the wall to which the ivy clings,

Dank is the grass, and soft the stones with mould

;

He has grown old.

He has grown old ; who cares now for the rose

That once he cherished? Is it one of those

That blooms half stifled in the jasmin's fold?

He has grown old.

He has grown old, but still the dainty fret

Of daisy and of pinks and mignonette

Shall hide the spade his hands no longer hold.

He has grown old.

L. B. L., '14.



A MENSUR

VJ^^^^J 11R(JL'( ill the efforts of our teacher, who, like most of

M £^\ the Germans, took a keen and touchingly hospitable delight

K 1 in revealing German customs to foreigners, my two friends

^^^^^r and I were fortunate enough to secure a card of introduction

to the president of one of the Gottingen "fighting" Vereins,

with the idea of using it as a sort of admission ticket to a mensur.

For the elucidation of the uninitiated it might be well to explain

that a mensur is a series of duels held weekly between members of

allied Vereins, much as a tennis tournament or a series of baseball games

might be held between American university fraternities. It is not to

be confused with an affair of honor, though with the German student

this last is only too common. The mensur constitutes the only form

of exercise for a large body of the German students. Though at first

sight it seems scarcely compatible with the sacred limits within which

we confine our conception of true sport, it certainly is to a great extent

true that the giving and taking of slashes is accompanied by a feeling

of perfect friendliness. And though one can often discern a certain

false pride in many of the students, which, whether it be to disguise

either disbelief in the mensur or absolute fear of it, approves it outwardly

with a matter-of-fact confidence, one feels that there are a great many
students who inwardly shrink from the mensur. However, one should

be slow in raising the eternal cry of "German coarseness; a century behind

the times." Granted that it is unfortunate to disfigure the features

with livid scars, yet it is clear that this drawback has its compensations.

Condensed in the comparatively short time that a duel requires, there is

a training for nerves and "nerve," which, if achieved at all in the many
hours we spend on the athletic field, is certainly rarely surpassed. The

spirit of the mensur, of standing bravely up to the mark, seems to pervade

the entire student body of a German university, holding each man to a

high standard of quiet reserve and military manliness.

But to come to our story : Black, Morey and I arose betimes, and

walked leisurely down the Rhainhauser Chaussee in the cool fresh air

of a sparkling summer morning. Every now and then we were passed

by students, some on bicycles, some in dilapidated "droschkes," all of

them dignified and very much in earnest. Think what an experience

it must be, think of the impression made upon the mind of the student

who rides down the Rhainhauser Chaussee in the early morning, with the

clear light and grateful warmth of the newly-risen sun in his face, and
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the cool morning wind fanning his throbbing temples, knowing that in

an hour, in half an hour, perhaps, he will be, as it were, leagues from

all this glory of nature, standing with his heels held firmly together, and

his schlager thrust bravely on high, with his head on fire and bursting,

and the hot blood trickling over his be-ribboned cheeks, facing with

never-faltering gaze an apparition as awful as he.

At last we came to the end of the tree-arched chaussce, and to the

tiny inn and outbuilding where the mensurs are held. Students were

hurrying back and forth from one to the other with pads, gauntlets,

swords, trays of raw ham, and kettles of steaming coffee—the last

apparently intended to bring cheer to the stomachs, if not to the hearts,

of the prospective combatants. Through a window of the outbuilding we
could see a student peeling off his shirt and donning with nervous fingers

the various pieces of protective padding. Others stood around and

watched proceedings with uninterested expressions, intensifying the

atmosphere of cold, impartial criticism that pervaded the place. Few
words were spoken. The Germans take keen pleasure in fostering the

idea that duelling is forbidden and carried on strictly in secret. Presently

two mounted officers, trotting along the chaussce, drew up at the window,

and viewed proceedings for a time with unfeigned interest, and trotted

off again. A mensur is very seldom interfered with.

Meanwhile, by dint of a deal of breakfast ordered, we induced a

"Madchen" to take our card over to the president. She returned with

the gratifying information that the president would be delighted to see

us, and indeed, such was the grace with which we were received at the

door by a sort of visitors' committee, that we, expectant and uncertain

as we were, felt at once at perfect ease.

The room was quite full of students, most of them lounging on chair

tops and drinking beer. Elevated platforms for spectators ran along

two sides. At one end was the eternal beer tap, and at the other, two

small rooms where surgical exigencies were coped with. Three or four

of the students who had evidently been especially entrusted with our

entertainment, directed us to points of vantage and explained the rules

of duelling.

Two students were already at it. At first our senses were in a way
stunned with the reality of the thing, and we could scarcely summon up

the courage to look. Gradually, however, we realized that the combatants

were not altogether butchered, and our natural curiosity began to reassert

itself. The men had fought about twenty of the sixty rounds, and, with

the exception of three or four cuts apiece, were in fair shape. There they
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stood, one perhaps a half head taller than the other, both protected with

a heavily padded vest effect with one sleeve meeting a heavy leather

gauntlet, a neck bandage, and a pair of iron-rimmed goggles that fitted

close around the eyes to exclude blood. One arm was held behind the

back, the hand often inserted under the suspender to forestall any instinct

it might have to mix in. The other held the flat, razor-edged "schlager"

straight above the head. At a word from the referee they each proceeded

to lay on four blows, always holding the hand well up, and using chiefly

the wrist, beating down from above upon the head of the opponent.

They fought in a sort of clashing rhythm, the one striking down
while the other, parrying and drawing back his "schlager" in one motion,

struck back in turn. When each had delivered four blows the referee's

sword flashed up from beneath and struck apart the schlagers. A round

was up. Without as much as moving the feet, bending the knees, or

twisting the head, each man lowered his sword to a position straight

out from the side, when a second would support his wrist, and a very

dignified "fuchs" (practically our freshman) would solicitously wipe

real or imaginary blood from the blade with a bit of cloth. After perhaps

a half minute intermission they raised their schlagers and were at it

again. Picture all this, the quiet, critical groups of onlookers, the two

figures glaring with never a second's interruption into each other's eyes,

the monotonous, clashing rise and fall of the schlagers, and the trickling

blood. Sometimes between rounds someone would laugh softly or whistle

very slowly,—soothing to the nerves of a Verein brother.

To us the most nerve-racking part of it all was the suspense. We
would sit with eyes not for the duel in its entirety, but glued, fascinated,

upon one close-shaven, tight-skinned, pink-flushed head waiting, waiting.

Exactly on what spot was the next long red gash to appear? Would it

be from the forehead to the back of the head, or would it be on the cheek,

or would it nip a little off the other ear? They seemed never traceable

to a particular blow, but almost to appear by magic. The severer cuts

on the head were covered with a sort of rubber patch, which, if it were

not slashed off the next round, puffed out into a little red balloon and

clotted in a lump. One man's chin had sunk down on his chest, and the

blood dripped incessantly from the tip of his nose and over his lips. The

other stood up better, but streamed from his chin. The floor suggested

a shambles. Presently they both began to waver between rounds. Chair

backs, on which they might lean ever so little, were pushed up behind

them. They fought on and on.

Suddenly, at a word, the sixty rounds were up. The two men
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turned their heads for the first time in the best part of an hour, dazed,

as if waking from a swoon. They stepped out feebly, and were assisted

each into his separate room.

At this point Black ventured the remark that fresh air was exceed-

ingly desirable, so we went out, not, however, without confessing to a

few pleased students that we were "etwas schwindlig." Never, I dare

say, had any of us so blessed the sunshine and calm peace of a summer
morning. While Black reclined at full length and Morey nursed him,

I, thirsting for gore, went around the building to the window of one

of the small rooms, and watched a highly amused doctor nonchalantly

stitching up one of the victims. Through the pink sheet of blood and

water that streamed from his head I could see his eyes rolling dismally,

but at the same time there was a look in his face of unmistakable happi-

ness and complete satisfaction. No doubt he dreamed already of "bum-

meling" on the Wenderstrasse that very afternoon, steeped in the odor

of antiseptic bandages, with a ringing head, an uncertain step, and a

positively pathetic cheerfulness, but with his head held high, and honest

pride shining in his eyes. And who can think that he is not the better for

it all, and that the mensur is not at least partially justified?

K. P. A. T., '15.

THE SCULPTOR

With a smile on her lips and a rose in her hair

And the curves of her body to view,

She stood, while the lover with chisel and block

From the marble her portrait drew.

And in it he carved all her graces he loved,

And he fancied his image true.

When the statue stood ready at eventide,

The maid turned, and beholding it there

She scorned him his love for naught deeper than grace,

And a smile, and a rose in the hair.

Then the night crowned the maiden with wisdom, while he

Found his fiction less debonair.

D. W., '14.



A FABLE

XT was night in the class-room. Two pieces of chalk lay

comfortably on the chalk ledge of the blackboard. One
piece of chalk was big; the other was little.

"Good friend, what makes you look so pale this even-

ing?" asked Big Chalk. "You look tired and weary."

"Yes," said Little Chalk slowly, "I am tired, very tired, this evening."

"And why is it that you are tired? Have you allowed some idle

boys to throw you about the room and knock your head against the

walls?"

"No, friend, you are mistaken. My work has been of a very serious

nature this day," replied Little Chalk.

"And what might you have been doing, then?"

"I have been engaged in proving a very difficult theorem ; the most

difficult theorem ever known—The Great Theorem of Life." Little Chalk

seemed inclined to close the conversation for he was fatigued, but Big

Chalk wished to hear further about the great theorem, so he asked, "What
is this theorem and how was it that you were engaged in solving it?"

Thus began Little Chalk: "It was in the form of a geometrical

theorem. It all came about after this fashion: a youth was sent to the

blackboard by his teacher to prove a theorem. The theorem read : 'Given

Life; to find God.' By chance the youth picked me up and I was happy

because it was a great theorem and I thought I could help the youth,

as he chalked it out. From the beginning the youth failed to grasp the

inner import of this theorem. The form in which it was stated perplexed

him and after writing the theorem clearly on the blackboard he began

his proof. His reasoning was complex and lengthy for he had a great

knowledge of books. He went at his task with a light heart, confident

that he could prove the theorem and win the favor of his teacher. But

after he had completely covered the blackboard with his knowledge,

after he had drawn conclusion after conclusion, he found he could not

put Q. E. D. at the end of his work. He seemed bewildered. He
looked wearily at the great theorem and then with manly determination

began to go carefully through the
—

"

"But my good friend," interrupted Big Chalk, "did you not try to

show the youth that his reasoning was wrong?"

"Yes, I tried," said Little Chalk. "When he began his reasoning

I cried out and told him that he had missed the deeper purpose of the

theorem. But he was self-assured and would not listen to me. As
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he continued I still cried out and warned him now at the top of my voice,

but he became provoked and once threw me roughly down. Ah, me,

how each false conclusion he drew pained me to the heart." Little Chalk

stopped speaking and stretched himself for he was very sleepy.

"Tell me how it ended," asked Big Chalk anxious to hear all the

story.

Little Chalk continued good-naturedly, "There is little more to tell.

The youth after going over his work again and again, became very angry.

He was deeply dubious about everything; even about the blackboard

upon which he worked ; about his work, and about me to be sure. And
finally, when the teacher reluctantly called him away from the black-

board, he cried in a loud voice, 'There is no possible proof for this

theorem.' The teacher then dismissed the class through the pearly

portal—the brightest of all the doors—for they had proved the great

theorem. The youth, he drew to his side and softly talked with him.

But I heard nothing of what he said for they stood too far away. And
when the teacher made an end of talking he pointed silently to a dull

door at the far end of the room. The youth went thoughtfully out."

"Tis a sad, sad story," said Big Chalk slowly.

There was a pause. The clock on the stairs struck eleven.

"My, I did not think it could be so late," said Big Chalk yawning.

"Good night."

"Good night," said Little Chalk, as he rolled over.

D. B. V. H., '15.

NOTICE

The Editor would call the attention of all interested in the work of

The Haverfordian that there will be at least three vacancies on the

Board, February first. These will be filled as soon as possible after that

time. All candidates should submit their manuscript to the Editor at

their earliest convenience, since the election will depend solely upon

meritorious work approved by the Board. All contributions for the

December issue should reach the Editor before November twentieth.



EPHEMERA
Hither,

thither,

darting whither

Hot cicada's strident zither

Mingles with the vocal breezes,

Where the gold-rod tempts and teases,

Where his fickle fancy pleases,

Wings Ephemeron, a-quiver.

Over,

under,

here and yonder,

WT

here the purple asters squander

Beauty's tints with rash profusion,

'Mid the gold and green confusion,

With a deep and sad allusion,

Dips and dives the stencil'd wonder.

Living,

dying,

loving, trying,

Ever for new baubles sighing,

Such and so is man, the creature,

Lesson'd by the stern-eyed teacher,

Never learning—thus the Preacher:

For the wind the dwarf is crying!

B. G. R, 'i6.

EDITORIAL

THE GOVERNMENT CLASSIFICATION GF COLLEGES

XN a recent number of The Boston Evening Transcript ap-

peared an article by Henry T. Claus entitled "Judgment

Day for Our Colleges: A Startling Government Classifica-

tion." The duty of classifying the colleges of this country

was given to Dr. Kendric C. Babcock, the government

specialist in higher education. He began his work by studying the

catalogues, admission requirements and various reports of colleges. His

more important investigations were, however, in personal inspection of

the large graduate schools of the country. He sought to find out exactly

what the men who come from Haverford, from Lehigh, from every
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college, can do when they are transplanted from the home ground to

soil that requires greater individuality, and ability for original research.

In other words, how does our Bachelor's Degree rank with that of other

colleges ?

Dr. Babcock defines the first class of colleges as "Institutions whose
graduates would ordinarily be able to take masters' degrees at any of

the larger graduate schools in one year after receiving their bachelors'

degrees, without doing more than the amount of work regularly prescribed

for such higher degree." He has admitted fifty-nine of our universities

and colleges to this class.

Amherst.
Barnard.

Belott.

Bowdoln.
Brown.
Bryn Mawr.
University of California.

Catholic University of America.

University of Chicago.

Colgate.

University of Colorado.

Columbia.

Cornell.

Dartmouth.
Goucher.

Grinnell.

Hamilton.

Harvard.
Haverford.

University of Illinois.

Indiana University.

State University of Iowa.

Johns Hopkins.

University of Kansas.

Knox.
Lafayette.

Leland Stanford.

Lake Forest.

Lehigh.

M. I. T.

University of Michigan.
University of Minnesota.
University of Missouri.

Mt. Holyoke.

University of Nebraska.
Northwestern.

Oberlin.

Ohio State.

University of Pennsylvania.
Princeton.

Purdue.

Radcliffe.

RensBelaer.

Smith.

Stevens Institute.

University of Texas.

Tufts.

University of Vermont.
Vanderbilt.

Vassar.

University of Virginia.

University of Washington.
Washington University.

Wellesley.

Wesleyan.

Western Reserve.

Williams.

University of Wisconsin.

Yale, except Sheffield School.

Dr. Babcock has defined the second class as "Institutions whose

graduates would probably require for master's degrees in one of the

strong graduate schools somewhat more than one year's regular graduate

work. Perhaps one or two courses would supply the deficiency. From
the colleges which have a star before them, brilliant students with brilliant

undergraduate records could probably be admitted probationally and

might do the work required for the master's degree within the prescribed

time." Dr. Babcock placed in this class one hundred sixty-one universi-
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ties and colleges. We append a list of the Eastern colleges of the second

class, many of which do excellent work but which do not satisfy the

requirements. Between some of these and those of the first class there

is so little difference that undoubtedly they can raise their standards

sufficiently to rise to a leading position. The members of the second

class in the East are as follows

:

Adelphl.

University of Alabama.
Allegheny.

•Armour Institute of Technology.
•Bates.

•Boston College.

•Boston University.

•BuehteL '

•University of Cincinnati.

Clark College.

Colby.

•De I'auw University.

Franklin and Marshall.

Georgetown.
•Hobart.

Holy Cross.

Kcnyon College.

•University of Maine.

•M. A. C, Science.

•Middlebury.

New Hampshire State.

•College of the City of New York.

•New York University.

Pennsylvania State (science and engineer-

ing).

University of Pittsburgh, recent degrees.

•University of Rochester.

•Rutgers.

Sheffield Scientific.

•Swarthmore.
•Syracuse.

Trinity College.

•Union.

Wells College.

•Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

•Brilliant students with brilliant records may be admitted to graduate schools

probationary.

Of the two remaining classes, the eighty-four in the third, and the

forty in the fourth, it is sufficient to say that their standards are so

uncertain that they can improve their status only by great effort. So

much for the classification of American universities and colleges.

Haverford, since its inception, has been peculiarly fortunate in both

its professors and students. Its faculty has been composed and is com-

posed of men imbued with the true ideals of scholarship, aflame with

an enthusiasm that Phcenix-like kindles anew their spirit in those who
come after them. No college can produce scholars unless its professors

can arouse this enthusiasm for learning, not for itself, but for learning

in its relation to life as it is and ought to be. This enthusiasm Haverford

has inspired in its undergraduates : this is one reason why we stand as a

first class college.

Yet after all, the real responsibility lies with the students. This

report is interesting—we have the government rating of colleges, not on

the number of football victories, not on social successes, but simply upon

the work of those few men who year after year have decided that while

they would engage in every possible college activity, scholarship must

come first. We believe that the government report is somewhat inade-
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quate—we should like to know more about these fellows who are holding

up the reputations of the college—and at least if we take those from

Haverford we find they have made the great decision, they have enjoyed

some form of sport, have loved the great outdoors, yet have kept a time

for work and a time for play, and have not let one encroach on the other.

Work, play, friendship, and work for others—for all this, in our opinion,

a man must find time.

The question in the graduate school or in business is, "Can you do

this?" If you are going to coach track it is, "Can you turn out a winning

team?" If you are going into business, the question may not come at

first, yet if you must answer "I cannot" the firm does not want you. If

you go to one of these graduate schools from which the government has

secured its statistics, the question will be again, "What do you know?"
Because Haverford men have kept the balance of work and play,

because they have not made play the chief end in life, but have kept it

in its proper sphere, is the reason that Haverford has maintained its

reputation for scholarship and for clean sports for sport's sake. It is

because of this that our men can play hard and in victory or defeat be

gentlemen. Yet in our pride of learning and of sport, let us remember

not to live on our reputation but to strive ever for an ideal of well pro-

portioned living in which the mind is not trained to the exclusion of

health or the body made a mere machine with no mind to run it. If at

any time we lose this balance we cannot hope to remain among those

colleges which are in the van of the intellectual life of the nation.

w
EXCHANGES

E rose, dressed, and went up to breakfast in an utterly har-

monious frame of mind. The sky was blue, the leaves were

yellow, the air was just sharp enough to make the lungs

tingle at every deep breath. Under foot was a rustling

carpet of brown, and in our ears sounded the far-away

scoldings of blue-jays.

As we finished our coffee we reflected on the insipid nature of

Philosophy V, and let our benign pity rest on those improvident ones

who had suffered a string of cuts to accumulate after their names in

the Sibylline book. Strolling across the campus a few minutes later we

were wondering how best to spend the morning. Past the end of Found-

ers' Hall we caught a glimpse of the hazy autumn hills to the southwest,

and our question was answered. "Ah" ! we sighed, happily, and thought
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of the ancient half-log farm-house over there on the Darby. Do you re-

member how you walked into that yard last fall and set down your empty

jug with a grunt of relief; how you followed the old man with the

candle down into the magic depths of the cellar and watched him as he

drew the wooden plug from the bung-hole ; how the golden liquid gurgled

into the gallon dipper; and, last of all, how that same liquid went trick-

ling down—cold, sweet, delicious—to the very floor of your dusty stom-

ach ? Oh, yes, you remember all this. Well, then imagine our sensation

when, just as we were mentally draining our fifth glass, a Puritanical

Editor-in-Chief approached us, with the information that "this magazine

goes to the printers at 4 P. M. to-day."

We attempted an evasion. "Aha," we cried jovially, "most inter-

esting! Have you ever seen nature so glorious"? It was of no avail.

A steely glare drove us, quelled, toward the abode of the muse.******** * * *

Of all the October magazines we read, one stands out as being good

from cover to cover. It is the Smith College Monthly. Stories like "The

Last Day of Winter" are rare indeed. It is not often that an under-

graduate attempts a character study, and when such an attempt is made,

it seldom succeeds. We consider this particular sketch a success. It

takes a firm grip on the reader's sympathy and holds it to the end of

the incident. The pathos is very real ; the handling, deft and sure

—

instinctively so, it would seem. The conclusion, for instance, would, in

nine cases out of ten, have been overdone. As it is, we feel that it is

perfect. It is impossible to give a resume of such a story, for its real

beauty lies in the detail. We should like to reprint it as a whole. In-

stead, we heartily recommend it to our readers. Farther on, in "Sketches,"

is something called "From a Diary" that rivals the story just mentioned

in its pathetic intensity. "Miss Moon" is an extremely clever bit of

verse in the negro dialect, and other poems and tales furnish a pleasant

variety of the comic element.

We wish that all the magazines we read were as satisfactory as

this. The Trinity Archive, usually a paper of some discrimination, let

two stories get by that effectually damped the burning genius displayed

in its essays. One is a tearful tale of true love on the stage in which

Romeo actually dies and Juliet stabs herself, as the bard has sung, "right

through the corset." The other is a coy conceit of a lover's quarrel

(cause unknown), which terminates in the strange meeting of the parties

interested at a popular resort, famous for its echo. Swain emits deep

bass "Hello," answered by frail feminine voice. (Strange but true.)
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Mad rush through underbrush follows. Comes on Fair, seated beneath

parasol in meadow. Usual finale, except that friend of Swain gets off

something about "echo reincarnated," thus giving the story a title and

rounding it off well. We think the description of the young lady is worth

a reprint:

"It called to his mind the memory of a sweet, little, innocent face,

of pink cheeks, of a smooth, white forehead, of delicately arched brows,

of red lips and pearly teeth, of dark, glossy hair, and of deep, sweet,

brown eyes. He shook himself."

The Mills College Magazine reached us on time, and was gladly

seized. Its opening play is well done, but not startling. The child-story

called "Whose Funeral"? is, we should say, its best effort.

Of those papers which arrived on time, we have left the Nassau Lit.

Its pages are now nearly half filled with "Drama," the latter including

an interview with George Arliss worthy of the Cosmopolitan, and

reviews of a couple of new plays. The story, "The Gray Moth," we
do not think needs mentioning. It is not up to Nassau standard. "The

Cub" is a good tale, and the writer was aided by having plenty of local

color at his command.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT

The following are the graduate degrees given to the Haverford

alumni last spring, as far as we could learn:

'97, F. N. Maxfield, Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania.

'03, C. W. Davis, LL.B., University of Virginia.

'08, J. B. Clement, LL.B., University of Pennsylvania.

C. L. Miller, LL.B., University of Pennsylvania.

G. K. Strode, M.D., University of Pennsylvania.

'09, P. B. Fay, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins.

P. V. R. Miller, LL.B., University of Pennsylvania.

E. Shoemaker, D.D.S., University of Pennsylvania.

'11, L. R. Shero, A.M., University of Wisconsin.

L. A. Post, A.M., Harvard.

C. Winslow, A.M., Haverford.

J. S. Downing, A.M., Haverford.

W. D. Hartshorne, Jr., A.M., Haverford.
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A committee of the Alumni As-

sociation has been meeting to con-

sider the advisability of establish-

ing an organ which shall represent

the alumni more directly than tliey

are now represented. This commit-

tee consists of P. S. Williams, '94,

President of the Alumni Associa-

tion ; J. H. Haines, '98, Secretary

of the Alumni Association; and J.

H. Scattergood, '96. They have

met in conjunction with President

Sharpless and Dean R. M. Gum-
mere, '02.

The judges at the Freshman

Cake Walk, on October 25th, were

J. H. Haines, '98, J. S. Stokes, '89,

and R. H. Morris, '10. The foot-

ball meeting that preceded it was

led by R. E. Miller, '12. Many of

the alumni were present.

An interesting game of cricket

was played last month between the

veterans of the Germantown
Cricket Club and the Huntington

Valley Country Club. The follow-

ing Haverfordians took part:

For Huntington Valley—J. C.

Comfort, '73; E. T. Comfort, '78;

W. P. Shipley, Ex-'8i ; H. W.
Stokes, '87; T. Evans, '89. For

Germantown—H. H. Firth, '89.

'82

A new edition of Dr. G. A. Bar-

ton's well-known book, The Heart

of the Christian Message, has been

published by the Macmillan Co.

There are many changes and im-

provements throughout the volume.

A chapter on "The Christian Mes-

sage According to the Reformers"

is added.

•85

Dr. R. M. Jones was chairman

of the Executive Committee of the

recent Five Years' Meeting of the

Society of Friends in Indianapolis.

A. C. Thomas, '65, was a delegate

from Baltimore. President Sharp-

less, J. H. Scattergood, '96, and J.

P. Elkinton, '08, attended the meet-

ing.

Dr. A. T. Murray, of Leland

Stanford University, wrote a paper

on Aratus and Theocritus in the

/. E. Matzke Memorial Volume.

'87

Dr. H. H. Goddard has recently

published a book, The Kallikak

Family. It is a study in heredity,

being the history of an actual fam-

ily of degenerates. It is the re-

sult of his scientific studies into the

cause of feeble-mindedness at Vine-

land, N. J.

'88

Dean W. D. Lewis, of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania Law
School, spoke at college, on Oc-

tober 22d, in favor of the Progres-

sive Party. Dean Lewis was a

member of the convention that

nominated Mr. Roosevelt last June,

and was able to give his audience

much interesting information about

the rise and growth of the progres-

sive movement before it became a

party issue. He made a very able

plea for the progressive cause.
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93

The engagement is announced of

Miss Lillie Frishmuth, of Villa

Nova, to C. J. Rhoads.

'94

P. S. Williams, '94, has been ap-

pointed to serve on the Board of

Transit Commissioners of Phila-

delphia with J. G. Johnson and

others.

•98

S. H. Hodgin has been appointed

President of the Wilmington Col-

lege, Wilmington, Ohio.

'00

H. S. Drinker, Jr., is Secretary

of the People's Choral Union for

the coming year.

A son, Robert D., 2d, was born

to Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Jenks last

May at their home at St. Davids.

A son, Paul, was born to Mr.

and Mrs. W. W. White on August

30, 1912, at their home in Missoula,

Montana. Mr. White is in the

Government Forestry Service.

A son, Charles Henry, was born

on August 25th to Mr. and Mrs.

J. P. Carter at their home at Wawa,
Penna.

A daughter, Ruth Elizabeth, was

born to Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Car-

ter on August 20th at their home in

Syracuse, N. Y.

Ex-'oo

J. A. Logan. Jr., is now a Major

in the United States Army. He is

a staff officer in the Commissary

General's Department.

M. Hoopes is with the Ameri-

can Perfectile Company, at 1526

Sansom Street, Philadelphia.

'02

W. P. Philips has been made
partner of the firm J. & W. Selig-

man & Co., of No. 1 William

Street, New York.

C. L. Seiler spoke at the Mayor's

office in Philadelphia on October

12th on Municipal Assessment and

Fiscal Efficiency.

Caspar Wistar is continuing his

work this year as a medical mission-

ary in Mixco, Guatemala.

Tetsutaro Inumaru is managing

director of the Tokio Rice and

Produce Exchange, Limited.

'03

C. W. Davis is instructor in Law
at the University of Virginia.

G. Pierce has been appointed to

teach physiological chemistry at the

University of Wisconsin.

'06

J. T. Fales is no longer connected

with the Law Department of the

Illinois Steel Co., but has opened

an office for the general practice of

law at 1234 First National Bank
Building, Chicago.

J. W. Mott has been made man-

ager of the Hotel Traymore, Atlan-

tic City. He will take charge on

November 15th.

•07

J. W. Nicholson, Jr., was mar-

ried on October 15th to Miss Isa-

belle P. Haines. Mr. and Mrs.

Nicholson will live in Germantown.
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Ex-'o7

A daughter \\a^ born to Mr. and

Mrs. C. I. Claassen at their home
in ( Imaha, Neb., on August 22d.

At a meeting of the Board of Di-

rectors of the Peter's ["rust Com-
pany, on September 30th, Mr.

Claassen was elected Secretary of

the company and also a Director.

'09

II. A. Doak i- again Instructor

in English Literature at Dartmouth

i lollege.

P. B. Fay has published his dis-

sertation on the "Elliptical Parti-

tiv in Affirmativ Clauses," for

which he secured, last June, a Ph.D.

in the Romance Language Depart-

ment of the Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity. He is this year Associate

Professor of the Romance Lan-

guages at the University of Mich-

igan.

P. V. R. Miller has opened an

office for the general practice of

law at 1022-26 Land Title Build-

ing. Philadelphia.

A daughter. Elizabeth, was born

to Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Phillips, of

Kennett Square, on the -'9th of

September.

R. A. Spaeth has received the

Austin Fellowship in the Zoology

Department at Harvard.

E. Shoemaker is now practicing

dentistry at .201 1 Chestnut Street.

Philadelphia.

R. L. M. Underbill is studying

this year in the Philosophical De-

partment of the Graduate School of

I larvard University.

J. \\ . Crowell is teaching French

at the Protestant Episcopal Acad-

emy in Philadelphia. He has spent

the summer studying abroad.

J. \V. Pennypacker is studying at

the University of Pennsylvania

Law School.

P. C. Kitchen was awarded a

Harrison Fellowship in English at

the University of Pennsylvania.

Ex-'io

P. J. Baker is the author of an

article entitled Olympiads and

Liars in the "Outlook" of October

njth. Baker contested for England

last summer in the Olympic games

at Stockholm, and was the only

other Englishman to run in the

final with Jackson, of < (xford, the

winner of the fifteen-hundred-meter

race. The article in the "Outlook"

is a very able attempt at a more
thorough understanding and a bet-

ter feeling, as regards the Olympic

games, between England and the

United States.

R, Eshleman is now with the

Riverton branch of the Dreer Seed

Company. He is living at Riverton.

E. H. Spencer has left Peek

Bros. & Winch and has gone into

the bond business with X. W. Hal-

sey & Company, 49 Wall Street.

with which V. F. Schoepperle is

also connected.
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The engagement is announced of

.Miss Edith Dayne, of Jersey City,

to V. F. Schoepperle.

Ex-' 1

1

The engagement is announced of

Miss Elizabeth R. Stokes, of

Moorestown, N. J., to E. A. Rus-

sell.

'12

The class of '12 held a reunion

dinner at College on October 25th.

the evening of the Freshman Cake

Walk. About thirty-five of the

class were present.

W. W. Longstreth has now

charge of the Main Line Agency

for the Ford automobile.

Ex-'i 3

E. T. Kirk is now head pho-

tographer for the Pennsylvania

Chestnut Blight Commission.

L. F. Fallon was working last

summer with Dr. Grenfell in Lab-

rador.

Ex-'i4

R. Schoepperle is studying in Il-

linois Lmiversity.
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THE HAVERFORDIAN
THE COLLEGE MAN'S RELIGION

Vv4^^fc^ HERE is a pretty general agreement among those who know
M C~\ ^e situation, that there has been a marked increase both in

m J religious interest and in religious activities among college

^^^^^r students throughout the country during the last twenty-five

years. It is not merely that the Y. M. C. A. has everywhere

enlarged its scope and influence, or that there has been a growing sense

of responsibility in college circles for the relief of those both at home
and abroad who are living submerged lives. Beyond these facts there is

the farther fact that college men have been showing decided increase of

interest in all problems of religion and a real advance in personal religious

life itself during the period indicated. The reason for this increase of

interest is to be found, I think, in the fact that religion has become

steadily more and more an affair of life and that a man can identify

himself with it and throw himself into it and still be absolutely sincere,

genuine, normal and manly.

It may always be taken for granted that college students will fight

shy of anything which seems to them hollow or insincere, anything

which appears to them artificial or shoddy. They have a kind of a "sixth

sense" for detecting the ring of anything that is not genuine. But they

are always "at home" to anything which convinces them of its genuine

reality and which makes its appeal to them in terms of life. Religion

must meet those conditions or it cannot have a large place in college

circles, and where it has met those conditions it has generally become a

powerful factor.

The college man of to-day has, however, some very real difficulties

to meet and I must say a few honest words about these difficulties. The

four years in college are for most persons years of readjustment. Nearly

every course of study compels a man to face facts that he had not taken

into account before; it opens up a new set of problems; it reveals a

vaster complexity than he had thought of previously, and even where

few new facts come to light, he nevertheless finds everything restated

and reinterpreted on a new basis. The simple religious ideas which he

had held implicitly and without reflection, and which are admirably suited

to an early stage of experience, now come into collision at many points
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with his new conceptions of the universe and of life. His growing

scientific mind asks a thousand questions which never bothered him in

the unreflective period when he absorbed the religious ideas of his family-

group as naturally as he wore the clothes with which that same group

provided him. In this mature stage, if he is to be religious at all, he must

get a religion of his own. He must think things through for himself. He
must succeed in finding some type of religion that squares well with the

kind of world which he has found and that rings true with what he knows

about life.

This situation sometimes, perhaps often, occasions in a college man's

career a period of floundering. He feels that he has lost the old and has

not found the new. It is always a time of crisis. We have no infirmary

to which a fellow can go and stay in peace until he is healed of his

perplexity. We have no doctor who can prescribe a pill that will exactly

reach the case. The real danger, however, and the only real danger, in

this situation is the danger that the man in his haste shall fly to a crude

kind of dogmatism and conclude that there is nothing in religion, that it

has no standing in the world of intellect and in the field of science and

that the way out of the difficulty is to throw religion to one side.

The true way out is to read the deeper meaning of these very facts

which have caused his perplexity, to think them seriously and honestly

through and to discover what sort of deeper realities these facts pre-

suppose and involve. And still more important is it for the college man
who is growing and expanding in mind and heart to realize that religion

is not a static thing, indissolubly bound and tied up to a certain fixed

stock of ideas, or to one single interpretation of the universe. Religion

does not stand or fall with the Ptolemaic system or with the Darwinian

theory. It flourishes as well under the modern biology as under the

Aristotelian, and equally well under present-day psychology as under

that of St. Augustine. It may rise to as great a height and power under

the modern attitude toward miracles as under the medieval attitude. The

certainty of a Divine Reality and the appreciation of the personal char-

acter of that Reality are not in the least invalidated by any scientific or

historical discoveries that have been made, and it is the duty of a college

man to see this.

Religion, however, much more now than formerly, requires and

demands moral earnestness and personal creative faith. We have out-

grown the stage of tradition. We cannot take over our religion as an

easy inheritance. We cannot blindly and imitatively go through with

forms and practices merely on the ground that they have once been sacred.
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If we are to have a religion it must positively grip our lives with reality

and it must be vital and dynamic through the power of personal insight.

That means, of course, that we must cultivate our power to see and

appreciate spiritual realities, as surely as we must cultivate a taste for

art or literature before we can appreciate the best things. No one can

enjoy any beautiful creation until he brings a seeing mind to it and more

or less rises in insight to the point of view of the creator of it. Somewhat

so, any true and virile religion presupposes earnestness of purpose,

readiness to take pains, eagerness to find the clue that leads through the

maze of things and a willingness to follow all the gleams of light that

come. Many more of our students at Haverford than at present would

be solidly religious if they cultivated this department of their nature with

anything like the same seriousness and perseverance which they show in

developing their physical capacities. But in this quest nobody sees who
is not bent upon seeing, and no one arrives at the goal who does not train

for the race.

Fortunately there are many things in college life which bring a man
more or less unconsciously toward religion and which offer him the

chance to become more deeply initiated into its life and power. All serious

students are engaged in a quest for truth and this is one of the highways

of religion. Almost all college men are naturally and inherently idealists.

Vision and faith come easy to them. They never confine the boundaries

of their world to the little region of space which they have seen and

explored. On the contrary, that which is unfound and unwon is always

pulling them on. Then finally the problems of human betterment make a

powerful appeal upon a large proportion of college men. They are loyal

to a better country than the one that exists. They are progressives in

spirit and are always feeling for purer politics, better men in office and

higher ideals of citizenship. They are keen everywhere to help the man
who is down and they are quickly responsive to any call to service which

will make men freer and enlarge their scope of life, whether in the foreign

field or in social service activities at home. This spirit lies very close to

the spirit of religion and the way of fellowship and brotherhood and

kindly service is a way which leads easily to that Divine Person whose

Life was a double revelation—a revelation of our infinite Father and a

revelation of the full meaning of human life. I wish more of our

Haverford men might find this "way." R. M. J.,
'85.



"OVER THE FENCE IS OUT"

^^^'HE steward of the Croyden Country Club approached young

m C^\ ^n William Barchester Haines and respectfully tendered

B 1 him a note. Mr. William Barchester Haines nodded an

^^^^^r affable dismissal, and smiled a smile of satisfied expecta-

tion as he opened it. He read, and a look of pained sur-

prise crossed his singularly attractive features as he became aware of

the fact (tactfully expressed by the House Secretary) that in default

of payment of his already twelve months overdue account (an account

that, including dues, clubs and cocktails, totaled the sum of $209.37)

his resignation would be in order.

Mr. Haines sighed and, with its envelope, placed the communica-

tion in an inside pocket that already contained solicitations from his

laundress (her little bill was a mere $25.00), a threat from his landlord,

and a mandate from his tailor. These latter were of but little conse-

quence, for to one whose expenditures, based on a maternal legacy of

$3,000.00 per annum, are upwards of $5,500.00 such little contretemps,

while unpleasant, are still in the realm of the expected. But to be dunned

by one's club! even to stand in danger of being posted is, however, quite

a different thing, and it was realization of this self-evident truism that

caused a frown to ruffle the usually placid expanse of Mr. William

Barchester Haines' brow.

Some sage has very wisely observed that no benefit can accrue from

crying over spilled milk, and with this idea in mind, Mr. Haines rose from

his comfortable seat on the porch and made his way into the club lounge

in the hope (that did more honor to his trustfulness than to his good

sense) of raising a more or less temporary pony or so.

Over by the fireplace old Major Colchicum dawdled over a high-

ball, and a "Tribune." Major Colchicum had been a friend of his father's

and had, on more than one occasion, come nobly to the mark. William

Barchester decided to give the dear old gentleman the first chance to

unburden himself of his superfluous lucre. He half crossed the room

towards the Major, but stopped as he saw that worthy extract a well-

filled wallet from an inside coat pocket and significantly button it in

his hip.

William Barchester saw young Howard Montgomery Hazelton.

Howard Montgomery had, however, seen him first and forestalled him.

He crossed the room cordially.

"My dear man," cried the wily Howard, "you're just the chap I
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wanted to see. Lost all my spare change to Burlaw at bridge and haven't

my check book. Could you let me have a ten?"

Mr. Haines couldn't, and said as much. They parted with a regret

which, truth compels me to admit, was not mutual. William Barchester

sighed gloomily and crossed the room to the shelter of a cleverly con-

trived ingle-nook. He sank despondently upon the leather cushions of a

bench. He heard a snore and cussed; he looked more closely into the

shadows and rejoiced. Before him lay, in elegant tweeds, the lanky form

of his former classmate and friend, Harley Quinn.

From happy childhood up to the present day a warm comradeship

and affection had endured between these two—a state of affairs fully

appreciated and nurtured by William Barchester, as he began to realize

in all acuteness the dignity that was lent one by association with the

sole heir to five millions of really truly dollars.

Their lives had been lives of mutual favors. When Harley Quinn

was arrested in the costume of a tramp, and the condition of a sponge,

after the Beverly Billerton's fancy dress ball that was given during their

freshman year at Cambridge, it was William Barchester who identi-

fied and freed him. When William was arrested for furious driving

(in Harley's car), it was Harley who paid the fine. Finally, they passed

the night together in the same cell on the evening prior to the morn-

ing when the Dean intimated that perhaps it would be just as well were

they to return to their respective homes. This, in itself, forms a bond

of sympathy.

And so it was that William Barchester leaned across the heap of

pillows and shook his friend and, when he was fully awake, poured into

his solicitous ear the tale of his need.

Harley's first thought was to draw a check at once; his second was

recollection of a paternal mandate to cut his own bank balance to nil

and carefully edit his expenses. This he explained.

If you can imagine the chagrin of Napoleon when the expected

reinforcements failed to be amongst those present; if you can picture

the despair of Edmonde Dantes as he heard the gloomy gates of the

Chateau D'lf close behind him; if you can conceive the horror that

would pervade Mr. John Drew were his tailors to go on strike, you may,

perhaps, glean some faint realization of the frame of mind of William

Barchester Haines.

There was silence for some minutes, during which William cursed

his fate (inwardly) and Harley exerted his mental powers. There are

evilly disposed persons who claim that these do not exist, but I hope that

I shall prove this to be a base calumny ; anyway, he has a good heart.
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"Come, come, Chesty," said he, "buck up."

"Ruined," groaned Chesty, who was now beginning almost to enjoy

the depths of his grief.

"Nonsense," reproved Mr. Quinn; and then, in a burst of enthu-

siastic confidence, "My dear fellah, you must marry!"

"Marry!" came a despondent voice from the depths of the pillows,

and then, with infinite pathos, "Do you suppose that I've not tried it?

Is there a woman under fifty in our set, or out of it, whose income is

over ten thousand a year, to whom I have not offered my hand and

heart ? And, yet, I am still single !"

"Yes, yes, I know," sympathized the idol of scheming mammas;
"but there is one left whom you haven't tried—and why? Because she

has not been here!"

"Name her," cried William Barchester, a faint ray of hope invad-

ing those features, which have already been characterized as being ex-

tremely attractive.

"Well, you know," came the answer, "the old Ogilvie place over by

the eighth hole? Well, it's been taken by a girl, old Silas Vooter's daugh-

ter, and she lives there alone with the servants and a sort of cousin, or

companion. Old Silas left her his whole pile, so that end is all right;

but let me warn you, she is no beauty. She's yours for asking!"

"You silly ass," observed William, "haven't you just said that she

lives alone and knows no one? How the deuce am I to meet her?"

"Easiest thing, you know. You see my cousin was at school with

her and told me all about her. Although she is as plain as mud, she lives

in constant fear that some Johnny will breeze up and marry her for her

money, so she and her companion play some bally game about letting on

to be one another. She's as soft as putty though, and full of all sorts of

romantic moonshines, so all you need do is to get into the grounds, meet

Helen Vooter, pretend to take her for the companion, woo her and let

me be best man."

The two men rose and shook hands. A look of manly determina-

tion shone forth from William's eyes.

Three o'clock the next day found William Barchester Haines some

thirty yards from the eighth hole and forty from the high red brick wall

that surrounded the Ogilvie estate. He was dressed in spotless flannels

and a silk shirt, which harmonized beautifully with the brown and black

blazer that he wore so gracefully.

Arriving at the designated spot, he placed a perfectly new ball upon

the fair green and then selected a lofter from a bewildering array of

clubs, although there was no sign either of bunker or of sand pit.
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Raising his stick with a calmly deliberate movement, he was in the

act of swinging, when a warning howl from Andrew McTavish, the

green keeper, caused him to take his eye from the ball and to rip up a

large section of turf from the course. With a smothered curse William

Barchester Haines once more addressed his ball. With eyes starting

from their sockets, Andrew McTavish sprinted towards the clubhouse.

William swung and struck fair. The ball rose beautifully, flew

straight as a dart and disappeared beyond the wall. The look of satis-

faction that overspread William's features so much belied his stentorian

"damn" that one might almost have been led to believe the latter to have

been uttered solely with an eye to an unseen gallery.

To reach the wall was the work of a minute; to scale it, with the

aid of the ivy, took but little more. Arriving at the top, William was

disappointed to rind no one in sight. He prepared to jump, and it was

here that William made the tragic mistake of not disentangling the tail

of his blazer from one of the prongs on one of the ornamental didoes

that decorated the wall top.

William jumped, felt a jerk at his coat, and found himself pendant

twixt heaven and earth.

This was not, however, for long. No cloth is equal to such a strain,

let alone the flannel, which is the basic material of a pretty brown and

black blazer, so that William had but just time to notice the bed of cactus

that was below him before he became a component part of it.

William was not stunned; he was frantic. In a low, but intensely

expressive voice, he gave vent to his feelings in a torrent of justifiable

profanity—full-blooded, picturesque curses such as can be acquired only

by a long and assiduous practice at a fashionable prep school and college.

Suddenly he heard a low cry and the swish of skirts. William closed

his eyes and, with all the fortitude of a Spartan youth, resigned him-

sel to the cactus. Strong hands seized him, lifted him and placed

him upon his back upon the mossy turf. He felt, rather than saw, the

struggle with the glass stopper, and then a quiver ran through him as

the nerves of his nose were assaulted by a particularly virulent smell-

ing salt.

Now, a long course of light literature and lighter drama had not

been wasted upon William Barchester Haines. Feeling that the psycho-

logical moment had arrived, he let his eyelids flicker and then inquired

with all the feeling at his command:
"Where am I? Is this heaven?"

"Hush," said a voice; "you had a fall. You came over after a golf

ball and fell. Oh, tell me, are you hurt?"
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"No, no," he answered bravely, opening his eyes and gazing at her.

Then he shut them again.

It was too true. Harley Quinn had not deceived him. She was
not so much the picture of a woman as a hasty post-impressionistic sketch

of one. Her eyes were nondescript; her hair indefinite; her form nega-

tive, and, indeed, the only positive feature about her was her jaw. It

was massive, colossal, Gothic. Her age might have been anything from

thirty up.

For awhile he lay still. Then raising himself upon one arm, he

broke the silence.

"I must beg your pardon for this unceremonious entrance and blame

myself for the trespass; but, most of all, I blame myself that I have

caused you anxiety." The stress that he put upon the pronoun got in

its deadly work.

Her breast heaved. "I was worried," she murmured, "for I thought

that you were injured." Her eyelashes dropped. He shivered and stood

upon his feet, offering her a hand.

"I must go," he said, with as much dignity as he could summon, con-

sidering the condition of his clothing and features. "But, ere I leave,

may I not know your name?"

She hesitated for a moment, then said, "I am Miss Vooter's com-

panion, Clara Hunter—and you?"

"I am William Barchester Haines, but you"—and he insinuated a

tone of delightful daring in his voice
—

"you must call me Barty."

She giggled. Yes, he noted with delight that she actually simpered.

"Good-bye," he said; and then, "I may come again?"

Again she seemed to hesitate ; then nodded assent.

A short struggle to the top of the wall, a wave of the hand and he

was over. She watched him happily.

He came again the next day, and the next, and the next. She kept

her character, and he feigned to be deceived. His suit prospered rapidly.

By the end of the week she was promised to him.

"And would you marry a poor companion?" she asked. "You

—

clever, young and sought after"; and he had answered, "Darling."

He paid short, hurried calls on his tailor, his landlord, etc., and told

them "strictly on the quiet, you know," that he was engaged to the rich

Miss Vooter. They gave him time. He stood off the House Secretary

with the assurance of a speedy remittance. He purchased a diamond

ring on credit, and settled some small debts in the face of his prospects.

She kept up her masquerade until the last minute, and, had he not

known better, the license would have been made out permitting the
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nuptials of William Barchester Haines and Clara Hunter, not Helen

Yooter.

Quinn waited on the other side of the wall as "Barty" scaled it to

claim his blushing bride. She was waiting and seized eagerly upon the

parchment that was to seal her happiness. She read, and a look of

amazement spread over her face.

"Why this is not my name !" she cried.

"Not your name," screamed William; "take care, woman, if you

have been deceiving me ! Who are you ?"

"Who am I? Why I am Clara Hunter !"

Mr. William Barchester Haines is no longer a member of the Croy-

den Country Club, nor has he left an address to which mail can be for-

warded to him. His former friend and classmate, Mr. Harley Quinn,

always refers to him as "poor Chesty," but Mr. Henry R. Foster, of the

firm of Foster & Sheatz, Tailors, Fifth Avenue, describes him quite

differently. L. B. L., '14.

ANDROMACHE

Hers was the blush of sunrise as she wandered through the dawn
And sung her secrets on the early breeze

;

The swallows wheeled above and bade all shades of gloom begone,

For her smiling was the solace of the seas.

Her soul was not more deep than is the chalice of the moon,

The linnet learned to laugh as light as she;

The silent things of daylight sang their silence into tune,

For her fancies taught the sunshine phantasies.

Years led her to a knowledge of the cares but few can know,

The flowers stole the freshness from her cheeks;

She sought the ocean starlight, while the music of her woe,

Made eloquent her hatred of the Greeks.

The sea no more gave promise of his twilight benison,

The mother-love had waned into despair;

Yet even now the blue Aegean hears the cadence of her passion,

And the cypresses weave dirges in the air.

D. W., '14.



ON A SOUTHERN SEA

XAM not a born gambler. I only gamble when it serves as

a means of admittance to a much more interesting game
—the game of life. The loss of a thousand dollars or the

winning of a fortune on a turn of cards pales to insignifi-

cance before the chances of fate which drive men to life

or death. And once, three years ago. I witnessed the showdown of high

hands, whereupon hangs this tale. But as to the explanation of it, or

what followed, I cannot tell you—no more than I could of a royal straight

flush in a game of cards.

We were four nights out from Honolulu, 2052 sea miles from Yoko-

hama. Around and about us the Pacific rose and fell in warm, sensuous

billows—the swell of a tropical sea. And as if far, far away from her

haven, the Steamship Siberia doggedly churned the hushed silence of

the waters, her quavering wake reaching to the gold-rimmed horizon.

It was dinner hour in the dining saloon. My alligator pear salad

was finished to its very rind. On my left I smelt the whisky breath

of an English journalist from Kent, to my right the Oriental sachet and

Paris cologne of a fair young Americaness, whose lovely pink shoulders

rose from a filmy extravagance of chiffon. About me was the silvery

tinkling of artificial ice in glass, the chatter of table talk and, at times,

the senseless laugh of some "common-sense" son of America. My fair

neighbor was carrying on a French jargon with an Italian Marquis who
spoke no English, while her overdressed mother—a nouveau riche—was

endeavoring to look intelligent. In the balcony above us a string quar-

tet was scraping and pulling through the melodious intermezzo from

Rusticana.

The Marquis stopped for a moment to adjust his pinz-nez and sign

a wine card ; the young girl turned to me.

"I've been dreadfully curious all evening to know what you have

been eating. Now isn't that an awfully improper question for me to

ask a young man? You must pardon me, but you see I am so inter-

ested and it is such a crazy looking thing!"

"Why the pleasure is all mine," I blurted out, fairly intoxicated to

think she was interested in my salad. "This is an alligator pear. You
split it sideways, take out the seed and eat it just like a salad with oil

and vinegar ; some people prefer Worcestershire sauce—no, I mean cat-

sup. They shipped them, I suppose, at Honolulu, where they grow on

a plant."
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"Oh, really—on a plant? I thought they dug them out of the

ground like potatoes!" She laughed—just one little silvery laugh which

was all mine. Then, leaning slightly over the table to the Italian, she

said:

"Avez-vous essaye un—un," she then actually seized my plate and,

holding it aloft, cried: "Un pomme-de terre d' Honolulu?

"Pas encore, Mademoiselle mais a votre santee !" and he raised a glass

of sparkling champagne. The old dowager, who had not yet mastered

French nor the whims of continental aristocracy, raised a fleshly diamond-

laden finger and intercepted him :

"Non, non—naughty Marquis—thank you, but she has had

enough."

The young girl gave her mother just one glance, flashed her petulant

gaze the length of the table to see whether anyone had noticed, and

then started to laugh and jabber French at the Marquis. How I hated

that Marquis.

My left hand neighbor who had been steadily scrutinizing my much-

discussed choice of salad, wiped the marmalade off his whiskers and

suddenly ejaculated

:

"How frightfully ridiculous to call that creature a salad! Why it's

not even a pear ; it's a beastly tropical vegetation."

"But it's very good, I assure you. Wouldn't you like to try one?"

"What a ghastly idea; why I have never heard of the bally thing

before."

The girl at my right let out a shriek of laughter, which her mother

immediately repressed. The journalist from Kent, wholly unconcerned,

calmly smeared some jam on a biscuit and ate it most deliberately, staring

the while at a post which rose to the ceiling from the table.

"The trip becomes rather tiresome after the first few days, don't

you think so?" I volunteered to the Englishman, thinking that this might

be a mutual ground of sympathy.

The journalist from Kent deliberately drank a gulp of straight

whisky, adjusted his glasses, wheeled his chair around towards me, and

spoke

:

"My dear young fellow—rather wearisome? Not in the slightest;

in fact, what a ridiculous statement. Life is very amusing, indeed."

"And what, may I ask, amuses you so?" I asked, rather peeved at

his contrariness.

"H'm—well, when folk are on the ocean they imagine they are on

another planet. They do whatever they dare please; they don't seem
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to think that they are between the devil and the deep blue sea. Now,
as for that gentleman from the southern clime over there, he amuses me
greatly—and a Marquis, too."

The journalist from Kent twiddled his fingers against the finger

bowl and seemed to gaze abstractedly at the ceiling; but his eyes, I

noticed, were glued on the Italian, who was just in the act of raising

a glass to his lips. The Marquis noticed it also, for he quickly lowered

his wine, untouched ; a pallor spread over his dark features.

"Oh, Marquis; what has happened? Are you ill?"

It was the young girl at my right who spoke, and her voice had a

touching ring of sincerity. I then realized that she was in love with him.

The Italian merely smiled, perhaps wistfully, and rose to leave. The
journalist did not seem to be cognizant of what had happened.

"Have a Three-Castle cigarette ?"

And the Englishman held out a silver case to me. I took one, and

we walked out together towards the promenade deck. The sun had

long since gone down, the stars covered the canopy of night, the water

foaming along the great iron plates of the hull fairly danced with

phosphorescent lights. It was a glorious evening. My cigarette was

burning low, for the ocean breezes had fanned it fiercely. I threw it

overboard to the waves beneath me and watched it alight away back

towards the stern.

Just then there was a harsh whiz and a sudden metallic crash. My
companion reeled backwards with a cry of horror. I leaped towards him.

"What's up? Were you hit?"

"No—nothing, old fellow, but look," and he pointed towards a steel

column which supported the deck above. My companion had been lean-

ing against it, and about six feet from the deck the white paint was

cracked off in an ugly scar, showing the brownish red paint beneath.

On the deck were scabs of white paint, and at some distance down a

similar scar on the side of the cabins.

"What was it?"

"A bullet—and see where it glanced."

"A bullet? But I didn't hear a report. What shall we do?"

"Nothing—have a cigarette, old fellow? Maxim silencers also

amuse me greatly." And the journalist took my arm and calmly saun-

tered down the deck. The deck was deserted, for this was the windy

side. All was quiet, except for the throb of the engines and the hum
of the steerage far away as we turned the corner. We passed the Chinese

deck steward putting away the shuffleboards. I looked at him sus-

piciously.
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"Great boys—these Chinese," said the Englishman. "Work all day

—work for a year—lose it all in a minute ! That, too, amuses me
greatly."

"What are you talking about?" I remarked rather impatiently, for

his calmness was getting on my nerves.

"Oh, haven't you seen the fan-tan table?"

"You mean the poker in the smoking-room?"

"No—not play. I mean gambling."

"No, I've never seen it."

"Then come."

The journalist from Kent lead me down two flights of iron stairs.

We came out on the steerage deck.

Several Hindoos, swaddled in dingy, unwashed cloth sat on their

heels like scavangers and kneaded meal in a tin bucket. This, on the

morrow, they would pour on the dirty deck to bake in the tropical sun.

They were coolies turned back by United States immigration authori-

ties because they lived like dogs, because the color of their skin was

dark. And all around these outcasts who rolled their yellow eyes in

silent submission were Chinese steerage and Chinese seamen—most of

them originally from Amoy and Canton. Pig tails, either coiled into a

little knot or tucked in their belts, slant-eyed, lightfooted, they chattered

loud in sing-song, as they deftly manipulated their long black chopsticks

—eating their supper of rice and stew on deck. Others, already fin-

ished, played games with dominoes or gathered about chucalow tables

to gamble away a few pieces of cash. And it was through this con-

fusion of swarming humanity that the Englishman and I picked our way.

Right by the galley house were several openings. Into the darkest

of these we plunged—down a flight of iron stairs into the steerage hold.

The hand-rail was sticky from the contact of unwashed hands, but I had

to seize it, for the stairs were slippery with filth. Before me in dim

outline rose tiers of bunks, three high as far as the eye could reach

through the gloom. And on these shelves dozed or tossed the feeble,

the sick and the lazy, who preferred the dinginess of the hold to the

brilliance of the evening sky or the foul air to the ocean breezes. To
the right was a shack-like compartment lined with more bunks; on these

lay opium smokers, their little pills of dope glowing with an uncanny

brightness in the murk of the peanut-like pungence of poppy juice.

On the left was a group of figures hovering around a high table.

Above them was a lone lantern which, swaying to and fro, lit up their

mask-like features hideously yellow. And the shadow of many heads

dancing with the motion of the lantern loomed large on the iron plates
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of the creaking ship. On high stools behind the table sat two Chinamen,

professional gamblers. And like graven images of unchanging counte-

nance, the one manipulated the chances while the other with mechanical

deftness raked in the money lost and paid out the money won.

We drew nigh and stood tiptoe at the edge of the crowd. And the

Englishman spoke to me in way of explanation

:

"This is fan tan. The odds are even, so even that on winnings more
than five dollars the bank claim a ten per cent, royalty. Otherwise they

gain nothing in the long run."

The gamblers about us suddenly talked loud and excitedly, for one

deal had ended and the table was open again. The only calm men were

the two bankers and the Englishman. Suddenly I started and nudged

him violently.

"Who's that?"

Leaning slightly forward, his claw-like fingers suspended over the

table—arrested in the act of placing a pile of gold, was the Italian,—his

features were strangely contorted, but perhaps that was due to the

swinging lantern. Yet his eyes were fastened on the journalist and his

lips were curled with a snarl. The Englishman did not seem to have

noticed him at all, though when he spoke I thought I detected an under cry

of gloating pleasure. Perhaps it was my imagination.

"Now I really couldn't tell you, my dear sir, as I am familiar with

no one in this beastly gathering. Watch ; the deal is on."

I watched, but I watched the Italian, for I could not tear my eyes

away from him. He no longer seemed to notice my companion ; in fact,

he seemed to notice nothing. He was staking a hundred dollars at a time

and so recklessly that even the manipulator of chances narrowed his

almond eyes just one fraction of a measure more. And with me soon

watched the whole steerage and many others, for the news had quickly

spread that big money was up.

"He playee like he no playee agin—likee ye last time. Sabez?" It

was the deck steward who was chattering to me.

"Come, my dear fellow, you are getting too much interested in

gambling and the air is rotten. Come!"

And I followed the Englishman, for my head was already aching.

We made our way to the stern and sat down on an immense coil of rope

in the shadow of boxes covered with tarpaulin and tied to the deck.

"Do you know what these cases we are leaning against are?"

"No. Tell me."

Far, far to the east reached the wake in a ribbon of ghostly white

against the gloom of the ocean and the sky.
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"These cases are coffins—coffins of dead celestials being borne home

for burial."

'Tgh," I said, half shudderingly, "we are then in the shadow of

death?"

The journalist laughed a little uncannily and answered:

"Perhaps."

From the whirl and the eddyings of the ocean beneath us, suddenly

from the gloom of it there formed the pallid oval of a face—perhaps it

was a keg thrown out from the pantry. And then I thought I saw a

hand clawing and clutching the air before vanishing from sight. Above

the roar of the screws and the moaning of the sea it seemed to me that

I heard a cry as of gulls, but no gulls were in sight. A flash of a fin,

then all was gone except for the sound of the water and the shadow of

the coffins.

"My God—did you see it!" I cried, nearly beside myself with fright.

The journalist from Kent rose totteringly, stretched his worn hands

above him and in a hoarse voice whispered into my ear:

"Yes—thank God. It's over."

Again there quavered a call of anguish, but no longer was it the

crying of gulls. It was the distant voice of the young American girl—the

primeval cry of a woman for her mate. Y. N., '15.

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

A beautiful house, all radiant white,

I received from my mother fair.

This house was set 'mid flowers bright,

And watched with cautious care.

Within and without, with wondrous will,

I worked from day to day.

My house was pure and free from ill,

And work became as play.

My house is old and stands alone,

Delightful Death knocks at my door;

And I lower my shades and inward gaze

And there a Light burns evermore.

D. B. V. H., '15.



LOOSE LEAVES

PUT AND I VIEW THE SUNSET

SOR over an hour I had been sitting on the back porch, drinking in the

spirit of rest, calm faith, and gentle peacefulness that brooded over the

woods, the fields beyond, and the softened sky. Put-Mut was nestled on

my shoulder, snuggling closer and closer, and every now and then satisfying him-

self of my presence by licking my ear with a small, pink tongue. Sunset and

dropping dusk have few charms for him.

Never was a scene more complete in scope or richer in color. The stately

green lawn that swept away to the mounds on mounds of billowing foliage, which,

a glory of brown, and bronze, and sulphur yellow, rolled away, and down, and up

again far on the other side of the Wissahickon ; the river mist that hung motion-

less in a long, wispy, rifted cloud (the guardian spirit of the creeping stream below)

deepening and softening the forest tints in its hazy, pearlish blue—these Put and

I saw. We saw the brown loam fields sweeping clear, we saw a giant chimney,

reared defiant and belching, we saw the twinkling street lights and the steady

home lights of Roxborough, and finally we raised our eyes to the blazing sky. It

was pink, and red, and streaked with golden shafts. The sun, a ball of richest

crimson, battled gallantly with a cold, purplish mist that rose imperceptibly from

the shadow of the sky line and drew a dusky veil over the dying glory.

Suddenly, darkness was upon us. Where we had just seen tree or field per-

haps, the next moment there was nothing, only a mystic, swimming film with

something indefinable behind. The evening star, bright gem-set in infinite soft-

ness, shone resplendent.

The river chills crept slowly up the hill and gripped us. Put stared straight

down into the dusk, his ears strained forward, his eyes opened wide, dreaming,

no doubt, of stealthy ancestors that crouched expectant in lair, sniffing with

tentative, questioning nostril the alluring, elusive breath of the approaching night.

K. P. A. T., '15.

WINTER MORNING—BEFORE SUNRISE

OVER night a soft clinging snow had fallen and in the early morning every-

thing was touched with a quiet repose. Only the gauntness and half-

grotesqueness of the bare trees seemed sharpened by the little ridge of

snow that clung to the trunk, traced out each little twig, and crouched in every

crotch or hollow. The edge of the woods on the hilltop had lost its emptiness

in the uncertain light of dawn; it seemed as if white foliage had grown there.

Everything was as white as it had been green in summer. The clumps of hem-

lock and other evergreens, with their straight, steeple-like shapes and fluffy snow

clinging to every tuft of needles looked like a unique kind of temple structure,

like a delicate piece of architecture in white marble. The brook alone was uncov-

ered, but even there little puffs of whiteness topped each stone and miniature island

or peninsula. 1915.



EDITORIAL

MERION VS. BARCLAY

XT is perhaps early to discuss the allotment of rooms, yet we
believe the present division of the college by halls is not

satisfactory, and that an early consideration of the subject

will conduce to better results.

This year the rooms in Merion usually reserved for

Freshmen were thrown open and, because of their lower cost, were im-

mediately chosen by Upperclassmen. The Senior class seems, as a whole,

to have preferred Merion. Of that class, as existing last year, all but

eight occupy Merion and the Annex. These eight are evenly divided be-

tween Lloyd and Centre Barclay. In North Barclay there are not only no

Seniors, but there is only one Junior. In South Barclay there are four

Juniors. Furthermore, the four Senior members of the Student Council

live in Merion and the Annex. The troubles with which the Council has

to deal are usually those arising in or between the two lower classes and,

most frequently, in Barclay. In the present situation, if anything goes

wrong in Barclay, it is studiously kept quiet and rumors reach the Coun-

cil a couple of weeks after its occurrence. We admit the presence of

upperclassmen in North Barclay has frequently been anything but

salutary, yet we believe that student government cannot be efficient with

so marked a segregation of the Sophomores and Freshmen from the

Seniors and Juniors.

This segregation has a detrimental effect upon college elections.

Conditions have somewhat improved in the last few years, due to bet-

ter inter-class feeling; yet it is still possible for a man to be elected by

a small majority who have no definite knowledge about his capability for

the office. Though a great part of the responsibility falls on the nomi-

nating committee, the college vote in the end decides whether a capable

man or a "bonehead" is to get the office. Every man at Haverford

ought to know and to size up the candidates, and not to vote simply the

way he is advised, or according to the toss of a coin. The result of

making North and South Barclay practically lower class halls is that at

least 20 per cent, of the college vote on a toss-up. This applies to mem-
bers of every class and to every office.

A great advance has been made this year in calling for candidates

for assistants to Assistant Football Managers. This is much better than

for the nominating committee to choose the eight most popular men in

the Freshman Class at the end of the first quarter. It makes at least
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the beginning of the cycle of managerial offices depend on effort rather

than on athletic ability and popularity; if we are to keep up this idea,

we must have every office depend on "push" instead of "pull," and this

we can do only if every man keeps his eyes open to the merits of the

competitors.

We have frequently spoken against artificial divisions in the college.

These are fostered by the isolation of any class or classes in one hall.

Hence, for the good of the college and of student government we would

urge next year's upper classmen not to monopolize Merion and the Annex,

but rather to have at least some of their Council members in North and

South Barclay.

COLLEGE PUBLICITY

OUR attention has been called recently to the College Section

in the New York Times. This newspaper has taken up the

work of bringing the colleges before the public and before

one another by means of letters written by students. Two
pages in every Sunday issue are devoted exclusively to

College Notes. In the issue of November 24th there appeared a long

"write-up" of Haverford. It touched upon various aspects of our life

here, with special reference to the emphasis laid on good citizenship.

The most significant aspect of this article is that it was written by a

present student and gives the student point of view. Generally, the news

about colleges is furnished by the press bureau of the institution, and

consists of what the faculty or managers wish said in order to induce

parents to send their sons to this or that college. According to the

arrangement in the Times, students of one college can get information

about their fellow-collegians all over the country, and an Alumnus can

keep in touch with the student life of his Alma Mater.

Students are becoming an increasingly vital factor in American

life, both intellectually and in athletics, and the different colleges are

beginning to realize that it is only by co-operation that they can gain

the best results. Week after week letters will be sent from undergrad-

uates in many colleges to the college department of the Times, and we
believe that through its work a better understanding of the purpose of

the colleges will result.



EXCHANGES

^v ^ v tramped in out of the early dark and, laying aside cap and

^k overcoat—our "things," as the clear women would say

we fell to work and built an open fire. Broad chips there

V^^^ md a drj old fore log, and at the back a great stout

oak stick, round which the flames curled lovingly. It was

no flaring, roaring fire, but a steady blaze, a gentle blaze, a truly scholarly

blaze that was reflected in a warm glow on the walls of our mind and

sent grotesque flickerings into the tapestried corridors of our imagina-

tion. Faint glimpses of Yuletides long gone past, the bright apparel and

ruddy faces of young retainers bringing in the great log through white

road and green fir forest, the shadowy interior of the hall, with its flar-

ing rush-lights and its merry household supping at the deal table, and

outside, the huddled dark huts of the village, sleeping under the Decem-

ber sky—all these we saw and more, stretched before our open fire.

In the gentle rambles of our revery we came down to our own
childhood and thought of Christmases at home. Children are peculiar

little duffers (as has often been remarked in more classic phrase). The

grown-ups who write so knowingly about them, how often they go astray!

Scientific observations as to habits, pursued untiringly for centuries,

would never give us the child. It is reserved for the few who see with

the eye of love and feel with the companion heart to paint for us true

childhood. Our friends of the Smith apparently include many such, for

nearly every issue has something of the kind. The November number

is blest with at least two child studies—one a story bold in the mag-

azine proper, the other making its appearance in "Sketches.

"Marjorie and Growing Up" is about a girl who remembered, when

she grew up, and knew enough not to address little girls with such

inanities as "Where did you get such pretty curls?"

"The Passing of the Candy Shop" tells very simply about the little

old dusty stores three steps down from the street where we all went with

our pennies a dozen years ago. They are almost gone, with their grimy

showcases full of bright-hued candies, their jangling doorbells and their

gray-haired old ladies standing patiently behind the counter. We are

glad that one grown-up little girl missed them and paid to them this

sincere tribute.

There is a rather clever imitation of the immortal Alice in the same

magazine, but it would scarcely do to catalogue it as a child-story. It is
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an impressive collection of puns rather than a real piece of juvenile de-

scription.

Before we pass from the Smith we should like to mention a poem
called "Temperamental Reactions." There is a wonderful tender humor

about it that would make us want to print it if its length did not deny us

the pleasure.

The Vassar has a rather wild-eyed tale called "Sand Country." The

writer deserves credit, for there is more force to the idea and more

taste in the handling than usually appear in a college story of this type.

The only other thing that impressed us in the Vassar prose was a pretty

essay on "Doors." It is of the same general type as "The Candy Shop"

of the Smith—a ramble in memory.

No other November magazine came in time for this early edition,

and we shall have to make an end here, much as we should enjoy con-

tinuing. We reprint the following verse from the Vassar:

THE POET DECLARES HIS FAITH IN LAGIA.

(Sonnet in imitation of the Italian Sonneteers.)

My eyes are open to the joys in you,

Your tallness and your slimness and your fair

Pearl-pallid skin, and the glories of your hair,

Deep auburn glories ; they are open too

To that unfathomable ocean-blue

Of your own eyes that cannot but declare

A burning soul you'd strive to hide somewhere,

Which, flamewise, flickers up in spite of you.

Such graces and such glories of your soul

!

My eyes are closed to any other things.

The dulled shafts of these jealous slanderings

Are glanced aside ; and I—well I could bend

And kneel in the shadow of your aureole,

And call you perfect, perfect to the end.



ALUMNI DEPARTMENT

VISITORS to New York City will be interested to hear that

the Haverford luncheons are still held by the New York

Alumni Association, on the first Tuesday of every month.

They take place at the Machinery Club, 50 Church Street.

A table is reserved in the main dining-room, at which all

Haverfordians, whether members of the club or not, are welcome. The

men order their own luncheons from the club menu and pay for them at

the desk on going out, so that there is no embarrassment about being the

guest of anyone. The enterprise works out very well—providing an

opportunity for the New York alumni to meet and discuss the latest

college matters of interest. All Haverfordians are welcome.

The Executive Committee is

making preparations for the annual

dinner to be held at the Bellevue-

Stratford on January 25th.

Ex-'56

We regret to announce the death

of T. S. Hunn on November 7th.

'65

A. C. Thomas was clerk of the

Baltimore Yearly Meeting.
"'73

A. Sampson has four water-

colors on exhibition at the Century

Club in New York. They were

painted at Lake Louise, British Co-

lumbia, last summer, and represent

mountain scenery.

'78

C. S. Crosman has taken charge

of the department of travel lectures

with the Raymond Whitcomb Com-
pany for their tours de luxe. On
the first of the year he will direct

a tour through the Mediterranean,

Egypt and the Holy Land. The
following year he will be in charge

of a tour around the world. Mr.

Crosman has only recently returned

from a trip in the Far East.

'84

A son, Henry James Vaux, was

born to Mr. and Mrs. George Vaux,

Jr., at their home in Bryn Mawr
on November 6th. He was named

for his great-grandfather, Henry

Tames.

'85

Dr. R. M. Jones attended a con-

ference of the New England Yearly

Meeting, at Lynn, Massachusett, on

November 15th.

'87

On November nth Dr. H. H.

Goddard lectured at Witherspoon

Hall, for the University Extension

Society, on The Danger to Society

of the Feeble-minded.

F. H. Strawbridge was the prin-

cipal speaker at a dinner of the

employees of the firm of Straw-

bridge & Clothier on October 31st.

'89

In the recent election D. J. Rein-

hardt was elected State Senator in

Delaware on the Republican ticket.

T. F. Branson has been elected a

member of the Union League.
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'92

A son was born, in November, to

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Nicholson, of

Millville, New Jersey.

'93

C. J. Rhoads was married on

November 9th to Miss Lillie Frish-

mouth at St. Martin's Church,

Radnor, Pa. The wedding was a

quiet one.

'94

Mr. F. A. Dakin spoke at the

twenty-sixth annual convention of

the Association of Colleges and

Preparatory Schools of the Middle

States and Maryland. The conven-

tion was held at the University of

Pennsylvania on November 30th.

President Sharpless spoke in the

division of Ancient Languages.

Dr. R. M. Gummere, '02, attended.

S. R. Yarnall, '92, is treasurer of

the organization.

The firm of Ristine & Conklin,

bankers and brokers (F. P. Ristine,

'94, and F. H. Conklin, '95), has

been dissolved by mutual consent.

The business of the firm will be

carried on under the name of F. P.

Ristine & Co. at the Franklin Bank
Building, Philadelphia.

'95

F. H. Conklin has entered the

poultry farm business at Lakeville,

Massachusetts, with W. W. Hall,

ex-'o2.

Ex-'g6

M. J. Babb is on the board of

the Ardmore High School.

,

97

The class of '97 held its annual

reunion and dinner at the Univer-

sity Club on November 22d. Those

present were: E. Field, C. H.

Howson, A. M. Collins, G. M. Pal-

mer, W. J. Burns, J. E. Hume, W.
P. Hutton, W. Fisher, F. B. Jacobs,

W. G. Rhoads, F. N. Maxfield and

B. R. Hoffman. A short business

meeting followed the dinner and

the officers were re-elected. The
class was interested to hear of re-

cent conditions at college, especially

as to athletics and buildings. F. B.

Jacobs and C. H. Howson were

appointed a committee to look into

the possibility of renewing athletic

relations with Swarthmore by re-

commencing the annual football

games.

Afterward, A. M. Collins gave a

graphic account of the African

hunting trip from which he has re-

cently returned, and showed lantern

slides of the country traversed, the

natives, and some of the game he

secured.

The class has held annual din-

ners in unbroken succession since

its graduation, and a large propor-

tion of the members have always at-

tended to keep in touch with college

matters and to renew college

memories.

The Rev. Elliott Field has pub-

lished an article in the June

Homiletic Review on The Basic

Value of the Study of Comparative

Religion. He is closing up his
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work for a Ph.D. at the University

of Pennsylvania, majoring in the

History of Religions. His thesis is

in the field of Primitive Culture.

'98

E. R. Ross is now living at 33

Ely Place, East Orange, New
Jersey.

Ex-'oo

The Rev. L. H. White has re-

signed as rector of his church in

Fall River, Massachusetts, and has

accepted a call from St. Mary's

Episcopal Church, St. Louis, Mis-

souri.

'01

W. Sensenig is teaching mathe-

matics in the Frankford branch of

the Central High School. He ex-

pects to become a candidate, soon,

for a Ph.D.

A. L. Dewees is taking an active

part in the social service campaign

in the anti-tuberculosis movement

in Ardmore, Haverford and

Merion.

'02

Dr. A. G. H. Spiers has been

elected a member of the Franklin

Inn Club, of Philadelphia. Dr.

Spiers will lecture on February 26th

before the New Century Club of

Wilmington, Delaware, on The

Troubadours and Dante.

C. L. Seiler is forming a part of

the new Bureau of Municipal Re-

search that is studying the munic-

ipal problems in Philadelphia.

H. L. Balderston was married on

December 6th to Miss Cara Gib-

bons, of Ardmore. Among the

ushers were: J. B. Haviland, '02;

T. S. Downing, '05 ; T. K. Brown,

Jr., '06, and M. Balderston, '12.

Mr. and Mrs. Balderston will live

in Llanerch. Mrs. Balderston is

the daughter of W. H. Gibbons, '72.

Mr. Balderston has joined the Pre-

cision Thermometer and Instrument

Company, of 1434 Brandywine

Street, Philadelphia.

'03

G. Peirce has been appointed to

a teaching position at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, where J. S.

Evans, Jr., '95, holds the chair of

medcine. Mr. Peirce has been

working in Fischer's Clinic at the

University of Berlin.

The following is from a recent

letter from R. L. Simpkin, which

we publish through the kindness of

Dr. F. B. Gummere : "When I

wrote you in the spring we were

then expecting re-enforcements to

reach us from Shanghai before the

end of the spring term. On account

of the unsettled condition of the

country and the opposition of the

consuls, however, none of the

school staff ventured to return.

Later the very hot weather and now
the high water of the Yangtse River

have prevented our down river peo-

ple from returning, so Mr. Stewart

of the Canadian Mission and my-

self are the only foreign men teach-

ing in the school. We are, there-
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fore, especially glad of help from

Mrs. Simpkin, who arrived from

Shanghai on the last day of May
and who is now helping in the

teaching of English. We learn that

three other members of our staff

have passed Ichang and are pro-

ceeding up river by native house-

boat, but it is doubtful if they can

reach Chengtu before November
ioth. My colleague, Mr. Davison,

does not leave England until Octo-

ber 19th, so that I shall have to

continue to carry both school and

church work until about Christmas.

"While the province has not yet

half of its customary staff, the op-

portunities are greater than they

were when the missionaries were

all here. The revolution has thus

far worked only for our interests

so far as the disposition of the peo-

ple to listen is concerned. An im-

portant change educationally has

recently taken place in the order of

the provincial Board of Education

that the study of the classics shall

no more have a place in the

school curriculum in the higher

grades. I believe this will give the

Chinese student time for the study

of other subjects which we consider

essential to a good education, and

will greatly hasten the spread of

Christianity. In the past the teach-

ings of Confucius have been greatly

overrated in the mind of the aver-

age Chinese scholar, and the result

has been a self-satisfied pride which

has closed the heart to the reception

of any other truth. The change

can only work good for Christian-

ity."

Ex-'o3
H. H. Garrigues has been trans-

ferred, in his position as a super-

visor of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

from Kittaning to Millville, New
Jersey.

'04

The engagement is announced of

Miss Elsie Haines, of Germantown,

to W. M. C. Kimber.

'05

F. W. Ohl has left Greenville,

Pennsylvania, and is now living at

826 South St. Bernard Street, Phil-

adelphia.

*o6

R. J. Shortlidge is teaching Eng-

lish at the Choate School, Walling-

ford, Connecticut.

Twin sons were born to Dr. and

Mrs. H. Pleasants, Jr., on Novem-
ber 21st.

Ex-'o6

A daughter, Elizabeth Macon,

was born to Mr. and Mrs. J. M. S.

Ewing.

'07

G. H. Wood is now in the sales

department of the Waverly Com-
pany, of Indianapolis, a company

concerned chiefly in the manufac-

ture and marketing of auto trucks.

A son, James E. Tatnall, was

born to Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Gum-
mere during November.

W. R. Rossmaessler has repre-
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sented the Soccer Association

ue in inducing Haverford Col-

iin it.

J. P. Magill has entered the bond

department of the firm of Elkins,

Krumbhaar & Morris, Land Title

Building. Philadelphia.

•08

C. L. Miller has taken a hous< on

\\ alnut 1 .ane, 1 taverford.

'10

R. R. Else has staked mu a ranch

in Colorado and is operating" it.

'12

Air. A. L. Smith, '81, ha- kindly

allowed us to publish the following

extract from a letter from L. M.
Smith, of September 29th, written

from Japan

:

"< In Friday I went to Iwakumi,

where Beam, who was at Tokuyama
before me, had planned a continu-

ous performance for me. I had

three chance- to talk English, so

that Japanese might hear different

accents. A teacher asked me about

Friends, so I talked half an hour on

them. The}- absorbed the English,

if it' >t the doctrine of Friend-. Sat-

urday afternoon we went to Hi-

n ishima. I planned to get home for

church and got up at 5 A. M. Sun

day to do so. but the trolley car

(densha) started on its trip fifteen

minutes ahead of time, so I had to

wait a couple of hours."

F. C. Smiley is now in Califor-

nia. He expect- t<> return some

time during December.
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NIGHT MOODS

No flaming bank of scarlet,

No golden tower high,

No purple-hued suffusion,

Adorns the vacant sky.

The gloomy shadows darken

On water, field and knoll,

And heavily is falling

The shadow on my soul.

With heaven's light has vanished

Ambition's lofty dream,

Which made the golden future

With brilliant visions teem.

But as I sit desponding

There comes a light caress,

The night wind whispers softly

In gentle playfulness.

Around me swells its fragrance

Like spirit-healing balm,

And o'er me flows engulfing

A flood of dreamy calm.

A hermit thrush awaking.

Sings soft a song so sweet,

That melancholy vanquished,

Lies broken at my feet.

Now on the far horizon

The moon bursts into sight.

And flings across the water

A dazzling path of light.

My soul leaps up exulting.

And onward, up. away,

To break the walls of darkness

And storm the heights of day.

G. H. II., Tk.. '13.
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A LESSON IN COLLEGE STATISTICS

The figures presented in the first table are taken from the annual

report of the national commissioner on education.

—_._. Universities nnd ~ ,. . e . , ,\KAR College, for men College, for School, for Total
and for both sexes women Technology

Men Women Women Men Women Men Women

1899-90 38,056 8,075 i,979 6,870 707 44.926 10,761

189O-9I 40,089 9,439 2,265 6,131 481 46,220 I2,l85

I89I-92 45.032 10,390 2,636 6,131 481 5I.I63 13.507

l80.'-93 46,689 11,489 3,198 8,6l6 843 55.305 15.530

1893-94 50,297 13,144 3,578 9,517 1,376 59,814 18,098

1894-95 52,586 I4,298 3,667 9,467 I,I06 62,053 19.071

1895-96 56,556 16,746 3,910 8,587 1,065 65,143 21,721

1896-97 55,755 16,536 3,913 8,907 1,094 64,662 21,543

I897-9S 58,407 17,765 4,416 8,611 1,289 67,018 23,470

1898-99 58.467 18,948 4,593 9,038 1,339 67,505 24,880

1899-1900 61,812 20,452 4,872 10,347 1,440 72,159 26,764

1900-1901 65,069 2r,468 5.260 10403 1,151 75,472 27,879

1901-2 66,325 22,507 5,549 11,808 1,202 78,133 29,258

1902-3 69,178 24,863 5,749 13,216 1,124 82,394 31,736

1903-4 71,817 24,413 6,341 14,189 1,269 86,006 32,023

•904-5 77,250 26,739 6,305 14,911 1,199 92,161 34.243

1005-6 97,738 31,443 6,653 (a) (a) 97.738 38,096

1906-7 06,575 32,850 7,612 (a) (a) 96,575 40,462

1907-8 106,945 35,265 7.977 (a) (a) 106,945 43,242

1908-9 119,480 42,328 8,458 (a) (a) 119,480 50,786

1909-10 119.578 43.441 8,874 (a) (a) II9.578 52,315

(a) Included in universities and colleges for men and for both sexes.

If percentages are often delusive information, some percentages may
be deduced from the above figures at least new to the reader. The first

deduction is the rate of increase in the three kinds of colleges above noted

during the last twenty-one years, divided into three five-year periods, and

a fourth period of six years.

»T«,n Women in Women in CollegesMen
Co-ed Colleges for Women

1889-90

1893-94 32 per cent. 63 per cent. 81 per cent.

1894-95

1898-09 16 44 28
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1899- 1900

1904-04 23 29 38

1905-05

1909-10 66 78 40

Why was the increased attendance of women during the first period

so much larger than that of men? Perhaps the opening of institutions to

them during those five years is a partial explanation. The greater regu-

larity of attendance afterward by women may be explained on money

grounds. Perhaps the same explanation may be given for the greater

regularity of attendance in women's colleges compared with their atten-

dance in co-educational institutions. Throughout the twenty-one years

an increase of men was annually recorded except the year 1896-97. The
largest increases may be tabulated.

Increase of men in different years

:

1891-92 4.943 1907-08 10,370

1893-94 3,508 1908-09 12,735

1895-96 3,870

The two largest increases reflect more clearly the flush years of

business prosperity, though other causes doubtless contributed to the

result.

The next table shows the annual increase in the three kinds of

colleges.

Men Women. Co-ed Wom
oliegeT

men "

1891 2,033 I.364 286

1892 4.943 951 371

1893 1,657 1,009 562

1894 3,608 1,655 380

1895 2,289 1,154 89

1896 3,970 2,448 253

1897 801 dec. 210 dec. 3

1898 2,652 inc. 1,229 inc. 503

1899 60 1,183 177

1900 3,345 1,504 279

1901 3,257 1,016 388

1902 1,256 1,039 389

1903 2,853 2,356 200

1004 2,639 450 dec. 592

1905 5,433 2,326 inc. 36 dec.

1906 10,488 4,704 348 inc.

1907 1,163 dec. 1.407 959
1908 10,370 inc. 2,415 365

1909 12,535 7,063 481

1910 98 1,112 416
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One more table may be presented showing the annual attendance of

men and women expressed in percentages.

Men Women Men Women

1889-90 79 21 1900-01 71 29

1890-91 77 23 1901-02 70 30

189I-92 78 22 1902-03 70 30

1892-93 76 24 I903-04 70 30

1893-94 75 25 1904-05 70 30

1894-95 75 25 1905-06 72 28

1895-96 73 27 1906-07 71 29

1896-97 73 27 1907-08 71 29

1897-98 73 27 1908-09 71 29

1898-99 71 29 1909-10 70 30

1899-00 71 29

During the first ten years the attendance of women increased about

eight per cent. ; since that time no noteworthy change is disclosed by the

figures.

One of the most curious results revealed by these figures is the

shunting apparently of women from women's colleges to co-educational

institutions and back during the years 1904-1905. In the former year

there was a decline of 450 in co-educational colleges, and a gain from

200 to 592 in women's colleges. The next year there was a decrease of

36 in women's colleges and a large increase in the other institutions.

What were the causes of this flight from the one kind of institution to

the other?

Looking at the figures of the technological institutions, what do they

show ? The increase may be presented in five-year periods.

Men Women

I889-O0

1893-94 38 per cent. 94 per cent.

1894-95

1898-99 5 per cent. 3 per cent. dec.

1900-01

1904-05 57 per cent. s'/2 per cent. dec.

The most noteworthy change shown by these figures is the decline in

attendance by women. A partial explanation of the change doubtless is

the realization of the unfitness of these institutions to give them the kind

of education they desire.

Other figures might be given showing the comparative increase of

attendance in eastern and western colleges. In a general way it may be

said that the western colleges have gained in numbers more rapidly than
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the eastern. Two causes may be assigned—greater economy and improved

educational facilities. Some of the older eastern colleges keenly feel the

loss of western students, not the money support they bring, but the loss

as representative institutions of the whole country. For a relatively

small class their age and reputation are a secure possession, which cannot

be easily taken away from them ; and they will continue to draw from

every quarter those who are seeking for the highest culture and its real

though not easily definable accompaniments. For other classes with whom
economy, local pride, and the utilitarian use of education are the con-

trolling reasons in selecting institutions, those nearer home are likely to be

regarded with increasing favor.

The causes of this increase is an old story—ampler means of students

or of their parents or friends, or of colleges to aid those who need

assistance
;
greater attractiveness in the way of broader and richer fields

of instruction ; wider latitude in the selection of studies ; lastly, and

perhaps the most potent cause of all, the sporting features which have

developed from the introduction of the gymnasium within the last fifty

years.

Whatever may be the causes of increase, consequences of the gravest

character are appearing, some of which were clearly foreseen, others only

dimly or not at all. First is the financial consequence to the college. As
is well known, the tuition, etc., received from a student bears only a small

proportion in most colleges to the expense of educating him, hence, unless

they can add to their endowment in the same or larger proportion, they

are worse off than they were with a shorter roll. While many have had

generous gifts within the last twenty-five years, a few, very few, have

been fortunate enough to obtain the additional funds needful to pay for

the new buildings, the additional instructors, the larger salaries impera-

tively needed by the changed times. Consequently with larger classes

instruction has become more general and less fitted to individual needs.

While the facilities for instruction have been improved in the way of

better laboratories, apparatus, larger libraries, etc., the quality of instruc-

tion has in several ways been impaired.

We have space merely to mention another consequence of the rushing

of this great wave of student life into the colleges. An increasing dis-

pleasure has taken possession of the teacher of large classes unsatisfac-

torily taught and, whenever opportunity permits, he reluctantly abandons

his work, or, if continuing, is no longer inspired with the zeal of former

days. Only in a few colleges has there been any monetary endowment

corresponding with the expenditure for recent college buildings which so
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deeply impresses the superficial beholder as proof of intellectual advance

and prosperity. Yet such an endowment is indispensable to sustain

effectively the work implied by the recent material expansion. Of course,

technical schools are outside of this survey; of institutions included it may
be truly said that some students profit from the many improved appliances

put within their use. But the truth must also be said that the increased

numbers and the costly structures are too often only the delusive evidence

of an interest and advance in higher education that does not exist. Not

until the colleges have much larger sums given to them to pay for more

instruction, and also to remunerate more adequately those now in service,

will the evil disappear. Happily if the smaller institutions are not soaring

so grandly in the educational heavens, above the gaze of somewhat, if

not greatly, deluded admirers, some of them at least are living nearer to

the ideals which every educational institution is supposed to keep always

in sight. A. S. B.

PICTURE CARVINGS
PALISADES, COLORADO

Is love portrayed upon that high smooth wall,

Smoothed by some washing flood of pristine years ?

Is hate carved deep within that heart of stone,

Or did it know the sweet caress of tears?

Perchance some ancient priest while all alone

Learned how to cut a picture on that face,

Crude tracings of an ancient race.

Yes all of these ! Those rough drawn figures tell

Of battles in an age of stone and knife,

Where man could only live where he could kill

And every hand sought for his neighbor's life.

This figure is a man, a stronger will,

Who bowed his fellowmen and made them pay

A hard-won tribute, and obey.

He bowed them with the strength within his spear,

Oh wretched man who first felt barbed stone

!

But lo ! He saved his mate from want and cold
;

He warmed her with a fire and food for one

Then fed two hungry souls. This story old,

Once cut into a wall by some crude knife,

Is naught to us but love in strife.

H. W. E., '14.
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XT was a quiet night and, except for the distant murmur of

the rapids, the river might have been a great deep lake.

Just above the big eddy there was a bend full of swift rush-

ing water. Thereafter the banks drew apart and the speed

of the water quickly diminished until, at length, the whole

became a slow moving mass, upon whose clear depths our canoe

rested without motion. The sun had set over the western moun-
tain, and the gathering twilight accentuated the outlines of the mass

forming the east bank of the river. For in the east the cliffs rose sheer

from the water, and the fastnesses of these cliffs, in the quiet of the

evening, afforded us dreams of their hidden possibilities. As the twi-

light softened and grew into darkness, a soft glow slowly filled the

eastern sky, and in the end a circlet of orange rose between two rugged

points—contrasting with their harshness. And in the silence of the

woods and river there grew before us a harvest moon with all its rich

color and beauty.

In the side streets the people hurried to join their kind. So long

as they rested in the side streets, they were mere meaningless entities.

And so, they hurried to join the great tide of people who drifted through

the main street. Here lay an unseen sense of "togetherness," and here

lay the spirit of fight—for those who took life as a fight. There were

men who wished to be among men and to be greater fighters than other

men. This broad stream of people formed a living desire for wealth

and fame. They were modern, and they had no theories except in rela-

tion to all other modern people. Nothing mystified them, and they

fought away silence as a dreaded enemy. The)' analyzed new things as

if they were old, and, therefore nothing was new to them. Beyond them-

selves they could not see. One thing—because it was old—they did not

analyze: the question of why they did as they did. And some two

hundred and fifty thousand miles away the great dead moon whirled

unseen through space.

The farmers in this part of the country rose betimes and worked

late. Very rarely did they assemble. Therefore, their lives were not

full, for they did not work together and never proceeded very far. Their

lives and works were dedicated by a tiny thread to the people of the

city for whom they labored, and yet of whom they knew but little. Of

some things they knew the value, and their spice of life was a sort of

superstition and a ready belief in new things and new possibilities. Their
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life, for the greater part, was the most tranquil of all lives. Occasion-

ally the men of the city gathered and sent them a man of the city—

a

well-dressed man—who could talk well on a new device, and they met

him with a perfect calm. Yet they were rarely fooled; and, strangely

enough, it was always during the time of the glorious late harvest moon
that the young men "kept company" with their chosen mates, and the

distant mellow color seemed an essential part of their wooing.

The long mountain ridge seemed a never-ending sequence of high

level. Along this ridge, stretching from east to west, the great rich

—

who lived on the mountainside in castles beyond the dreams of avarice

—had built a road of perfect structure. So smooth it was that a great

stone plane might have cut it out with a single magnificent stroke. And
flying along this road was a long, low, dark object—noiseless except for

the quick whirr of its concealed power. Faster and faster it went

westward into the night, proud of its speed. But the moon came up

from behind and slowly but surely gained its position overhead; and

the rich people, strong in their background of generations of toil, and

in a culminating sense of having reached the top, looked up and saw.

And they were awed by a feeling of being conquered by this distant

thing. In their concept it was a cold, dead object—so far away, and

so large. Yet, on it came, seeming never to move at all, gaining on and

passing them. And, being people of the wisdom of all walks of life,

they thought how small the world was and what large possibilities there

were in the infinity of space.

A young but promising poet sailed out into a lake with a swift and

steady breeze behind him, and he thought what a wonderful thing it

would be to go on so forever. Being a poet of the imaginative type, he

placed a girl on the seat before him, and had the clouds open to show

the moon—all this by closing his eyes. The beauty in possibility inspired

him, and he backed to the shore to write a poem, for which he received

a little money from a magazine. The following summer he fell in love,

and was appalled at the emptiness of the poetry he had written. One
night he sailed out upon the same lake, and the girl was with him. They

sailed easily and dreamed with each other. Of a sudden a great rift

in the clouds opened and, without speaking, they felt the friendly pres-

ence of the moon. They did not hurry to the shore; and when the poet

tried to write about it he thought of the sudden beauty of the moon
and decided that all prose was futile and poetry a thing of the beyond.

F. M. F., '13.



OLGA

X FIRST met Harrison Clay on a camping trip in Maine
several summers ago, and in the course of a few days'

acquaintance, we found much common ground for conver-

sation. It seemed we had both studied in France during

the same year, though at different universities. It was
not till a few months ago, however, when I met him again in Pittsburgh

that he told me the story of that year and of his wanderings in the vain

hope of forgetting it.

It happened during the "long" of 1907, when he was Rhodes'

scholar from Maine at Oxford, and spent his vacation studying French

at the University of Grenoble. A pleasant, lazy summer enough it had

been for him, for his attention had been equally divided among the lec-

tures at the university, the mountains which surrounded the town on

every side, and his fellow-guests at the boarding-house. He was espe-

cially interested in a certain dark-eyed girl who sat opposite to him at

table, and whose rapid guttural French, with its harsh r's and l's, told

even the inexperienced Clay that she was a Russian. The very first

evening, after their fat and genial hostess had presented "Meestaire

'Arrisunne Clay" to Mademoiselle Olga Vasilievna, he had obtained a

waltz with her at the little dance which took place every evening at

Madame Duval's, and had been crTarmed by her vivacity and beauty. He
discovered that she, like himself, was working for the "Certificate of

Proficiency in French," a minor diploma offered by the university to

foreign students. He learned this from the proprietress, who was act-

ing as her chaperon. The favorable first impression which the young

Russian had made on Clay was more than confirmed as their acquaint-

ance grew in the easy, informal atmosphere of the pension.

When two dozen young men and women, from half as many different

countries, gathered in one place for a common purpose, they are full

of interest for each other. Everyone had something to tell, some fresh

viewpoint to bring to the general conversation of the dining-room, and

their comical broken French was the source of endless hilarity. Some-

times in the evening they would sally forth in a big, good-natured throng

and visit the moving picture theatres and the cafes, and there would sit

for hours, watching the crowd, listening to the excellent orchestra, and

exchanging opinions on every conceivable subject. Clay was not long

in noticing certain distinguishing traits in the demeanor of Olga Vasili-

evna. She smoked but seldom, and never in public places, and she was

far less noisy than most of the other girls.
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He changed some of his lectures so as to study the same things

she did, and often walked with her to and from the classroom. They

found a vast deal to talk about in their walks, and often, when they

reached the university, he would say, "Suppose we don't go in this time,"

and she would smilingly consent. Then they would stroll through the

public garden and watch the seal being fed his dinner of fish, a spectacle

which is one of the main attractions of Grenoble.

On Sundays almost all the foreign students used to rise at four and

go for a tramp in the mountains, guided by someone from the univer-

sity. They carried their lunch and wine with them, and at noon had a

delightful picnic by the side of some clear brook or waterfall. When
night came they marched home again, tired out, but delighted with their

day in the open.

On these excursions, especially, the acquaintance between Clay and

the Russian made rapid strides. He was astonished at the breadth and

depth of her knowledge ; art, music, history, even his own beloved phil-

osophy, seemed to form part of her amazing stock-in-trade. He was

not surprised to hear that French was only one of four foreign lan-

guages that she could speak easily and well. But, most of all, he was

struck by her passionate devotion to Russia. When she spoke of her

native country her voice was vibrant with enthusiasm and love, and it

was with a sort of fierce, despairing sadness that she spoke of its abuses

—the ignorance of the people, the corruption of the aristocracy, the brutal

severity of the government. Everything of the nature of a reform

—

labor legislation, international arbitration, pensions—all seemed to inter-

est her and to be the subject of well-formed opinions.

The more Clay thought of her, the more sharply he contrasted her

with the women he had met before : the giggling, commonplace Ger-

mans at the pens-ion, the uncivilized Servians and Greeks, his narrow,

Puritanical friends at Oxford, and even the girls at home. What were

these compared to her? He remembered the two he had liked best, and

they seemed to him now insufferably commonplace and silly. He remem-

bered their vapid, slang}' conversation, their absorption in childish pleas-

ures, their selfishness, their shallow, superficial veneer of culture.

Whenever such thoughts as these came to him, he tried to dismiss

them in alarm. What had he to do with girls? His Bummeljahren not

yet over, his job at home still to be found, what business had he to be

thinking of girls? Then again, his provincial race pride revolted. What
could this Slavic girl, this unwashed foreigner be to him? Was he not

an American?
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Yet the thoughts would come unbidden, and day by day he grew

to value more deeply the sweetness of his new friendship. As his com-

mand of French improved, it became possible to deal with more delicate

subjects, and their intimacy was enriched with a new knowledge of each

other's hopes and aims.

Fall came, and with it the opening of his college ; but he could not

force himself to return, and arranged to spend the winter also at Grenoble.

Then there were sleighing, skating and trips to the mountains to practice

ski-running, and in all of these the two friends were inseparable. So
the winter passed, and spring returned, but Clay had not yet spoken.

Yet his struggle with himself was over, and his decision made. They

had arranged a walk for a certain Sunday afternoon in May, and he

knew that then he should ask her to be his wife.

The girl had seemed troubled for some time, since the last mail from

St. Petersburg had come in, and Clay fancied that she was more dis-

tant than usual. On Wednesday, before the walk he had planned was

to take place, Olga left Grenoble for Lyons to spend a couple of days

with a girl friend, a Russian. The first day of her absence seemed an

eternity to Clay, who wandered aimlessly about the town without know-

ing what to do with himself. The next morning, at breakfast, as he

was reading his paper, he noticed that a serious accident had occurred

at Lyons. During a public function at which the grand-duke, Varsko-

vitch, of St. Petersburg, was the guest of honor, there had been a ter-

rific explosion, which had destroyed the building and killed many of the

guests. No trace either of the grand-duke or of the criminal had been

found, and it was supposed that they were crushed under the heap of

rubbish. The police suspected a certain notorious nihilist of Moscow.

Clay was glad that Olga's friends were not prominent people, so

that she would have no reason to attend the reception. He shuddered

at the thought of how horrible it would be if she had been hurt, but at

that very moment the postman entered with a letter in her familiar hand.

He seized it joyously and tore it open, eager to hear how she had enjoyed

her trip. He showed me the letter. It was written in excellent French,

but in the peculiar cramped hand that few Slavs ever completely outgrow.

It ran as follows:

Mon ami:

In all our happy friendship I never told you of the brotherhood, but

now it is right for you to know. There are a thousand of us, scattered all

over the xvorld, obedient to the central committee at Petersburg. Varsko-

vitch was marked for death more than a month ago, and the black lot fell
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to me. Dear friend, do not judge me too harshly. In your eyes I saw
your love, and knew that once you spoke I should be powerless against

my own. I fled to Lyons, where I knew I could kill Varskotntch most

surely. I could not even trust myself to say "good-bye!' You will go
home to your America, and you 'will forget; but some day, when the

world proclaims that Russia has thrown off her fetters and stands free

and proud among the nations, you will recall a summer spent in France,

and one who gave her life, having nothing else to give, that Russia might

be free. N. F. H., '13.

LA SYMPATHIE

Who in this 'world of selfish ends

Could bear new lands to see,

To face new problems, trust new friends,

If it were not for thee?

I watched the scornful crowd with scorn

That crushed all hopes of love with these:

Thy greeting brought me to my knees,

To thank the world that thou wast born.

Happiness to a man alone

Is a chest without a key.

The jewels within he could never ovm
If it were not for thee.

I struggled and I won. The prize

Repulsed me. Then I saw thy face

Flushing with joy. Love's aching trace

Alone disturbed my Paradise.

Sorrow shared makes the spirit grow
Beautiful, great and free.

T'li'ould not survive pain's slightest blow

If it 'were not for thee.

I wept ; the hot tears did destroy

My soul—rent by despairing cries,

I saw my mother in thine eyes.

And sorrow brought me more than joy.

N. H. T., '13.



EL DOCTOR

VJM||^ J HE doctor and I sat together on the veranda. In silence we
M £~N watched the sinking sun cast its brilliant colors on the

H J gathered clouds. Softly the sun dropped behind Punta

^^^^^r Poloma, and the mountains bulked big and seemed farther

away. As the last bit of the sun's rim settled behind the

peak, the doctor broke the silence. "There was a day," he said, "when

I saw such sunsets with a sense of sadness; I cursed the night and

longed for the day; and when morning came, I cursed the day and

longed for night. God be thanked such feelings are no more, and that

now, with joyous heart, I see the sun slip to rest behind the hills; and

now I greet him with joyous heart when he rises over the Sierra Madera

at dawn."

He was silent. We watched the raw colors of the clouds deepen

—

the reds darken to purple ; the yellows to orange. We saw the reflections

in the river below us. A lone coyote slunk swiftly by.

"Have you ever heard of Gilbert, my boy; Gilbert Barcelo?" asked

the doctor.

"Yes," I answered. "I know that he was the son of Don Carlos

and used to work at the mill down the river. Loiza has told me about

him."

"Two years ago this evening," the doctor went on, seeming not to

have heard my answer, "I first saw Gilbert, and I have since sworn a

vow that on this day of every year I will tell someone the story of Gil-

bert Barcelo."

The doctor paused for a moment. I had spent the afternoon with

him visiting the sick in Cumpas, and I had remarked his thought ful-

ness—almost sadness at times—but had attributed it to one of his many

moods. I had vaguely heard of some close connection between the boy

Gilbert and the doctor, so I was attentive to hear his story. Thus he

began

:

"In the summer of 1905 I left home and, crossing the States, came

to Cumpas. I was young, had seen little of the world, and was sadly

spoiled. The result is not difficult to foresee. I soon met 'Don Tomas.'

'Bill Cummins' and the rest. You know the crowd. In a few months I

was gambling freely. Then I learned to love 'pulque' and I was wild.

No vice was unknown to me. And so I lived. My health was ruined.

I neglected my duties as 'company physician,' and the Transvaal threat-

ened to fire me. After some twelve months a slight trace of my old self

returned and I began to fight ; but I was weak and put up a weak fight.
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I felt my weakness keenly, and life became a daily tragedy ; and then I

determined to make an end of it and set my soul free— if soul I had. I

was returning from a case in Galera. Such a sunset as we have been

watching glorified the heavens; the twilight was fast gathering. I cursed

Nature for mocking me, and determined to fight no longer. What a

deliciously sweet thing Death seemed that night. It skimmed lightly

before me as I rode, and beckoned to me.

"At the hospital a Mexican was waiting for me, and asked if I would

come to see his son, who was sick with the fever. For a moment I hesi-

tated, and then rode off with him scarce knowing why.

"The son was a beautiful lad—dark haired, bright featured and

brown eyes, deep and dark. As I sat down beside his cot a force

—

God alone knows what—drew me to him. Some golden thread of life,

common to both of us, united our souls. The light of his expression,

the touch of his hand and the sound of his voice struck deep into my
soul. I spent an hour by the lad's side—I the patient; he the healer of

a weak will. Death no longer beckoned when I rode home. Life seemed

to ride by my side.

"Daily I visited the lad, and daily grew stronger in my fight against

the 'hotel' and 'pulque.' In a few weeks, however, the boy's condition

became so serious that I had him taken to the hills, thinking the moun-

tain air would benefit him. The Transvaal allowed me to use a vacant

hut at the Buckeye Mine, and there I had him moved. His mother and

sister went with him, also a man-servant, named Trinidad, whom I hired.

Night and day I traveled the Buckeye trail to the lad's bedside. At

first he gained in strength, but soon a relapse followed. He continued

to sink slowly for a month, so that by the middle of December I had

begun to look for the inevitable.

"Upon Gilbert's removal to the hills my fight to regain myself became

more difficult, and several times I lost my hold; but a visit with the lad,

the sight of his face, the sound of his voice never failed to give strength

and courage and recall me from my morbid moods.

"And now I near the end of my story. It was a chilly December

morning, the day before Christmas, I sat alone in my study. I had

returned but a few hours before from the Buckeye. The lad was brighter

than he had been for days, and I left him with a feeling of hope. I was

dozing softly when I heard someone gallop up to the front door. I hur-

ried out and found Trinidad. Before he spoke I knew the situation. I

quickly drew on a coat, lit a lantern and ran to the corral. I saddled

'Blanco,' and we rode out into the night. The whitewashed buildings

around the plaza loomed up ghost-like out of the darkness. Yellow light
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streamed from the two windows and the door of the American Hotel.

Familiar sounds came from within. How like a fiend of darkness it

looked that night ! I flung a curse at it as we turned down a side street

to the river. After crossing the ford, we struck the trail to the hills.

"I impatiently took the lead and held Blanco to a brisk pace until

we gained the foothills. The night was calm and cold. I was wild and

feverish. Never had those twelve miles seemed so long. At length

Hoyos Ranch was passed, and we climbed the rough arroyo to the

summit of the last ridge. We stopped to breathe the horses. Across

the valley I saw the lights of Buckeye and the lone light in the hut; and

I pictured la madre by the bedside quietly bathing the boy's brow with

cool water from the olla. And as we descended the trail I seemed to

hear her, in her sleepy speech, talking of the 'Cinco de Mayo' and the

horse races on the old ore road to Nacozari ; and then the boy asking

slow questions about playmates and the mill down by the river, where he

used to turn wheat and dream in the shade of the orange trees.

"Barbarita, huddled in her serape, sat before the hut at the top of

the trail listening for our approach. As we drew near I heard her run

to the door and whisper loudly in her sweet voice, 'El doctor! El doctor!'

A few words with the girl and I knew the end must be near. The boy

was in a burning fever and had been delirious several times since I left.

"Quietly I entered the low doorway. La madre sat bathing the

lad's feverish brow. With a bow she offered me the rough chair beside

the cot. When I took Gilbert's hand the far-away stare left his face.

Slowly a light of recognition passed over his pale features; 'El doctor,'

he whispered. At that moment a flood of new life poured into my very

heart and rushed through all my veins. I kissed the lad's colorless lips

and buried my face by his side. The mother and daughter wept softly

in the corner. Trinidad, coming in from the corral, stood by the door

with bowed head.

"It was Christmas morning. I stood before the hut and reverently

watched the rising sun. I watched Earth throw aside her mantle, the

mist lift from the valleys and roll away over the hills. As the vision

of the country opened before me—first the brown hills and then the

green river valley beyond—my horizon cleared and my new life dawned.

Gilbert had gone to the land of his dreams, and I was born again imbued

with his pure spirit."

Thus ended the story of Gilbert Barcelo. Silently the doctor rose

from his chair and walked towards the corral. In a few minutes I saw

him. mounted on Blanco, strike the Buckeye trail and disappear in the

mesquite brush. D. B. V. H., '15.



THE RETRIBUTION
A LOST CHAPTER FROM THE TALE OF TWO CITIES

NOTE

There has been some little wonder among lovers of Dickens what became of

the manuscripts of his "Tale of Two Cities." His other manuscripts can be now seen

in the S. Kensington Museum in London—the gift of Mr. John Forster to whom
Dickens gave all his manuscripts. It seems that Forster upbraided Dickens in his

foolish quarrel with Mr. Bradbury and Mr. Evans over "Household Words." This

was early in 1859. Dickens then with characteristic sensitiveness, not to say

childishness neglected to give his "Tale of Two Cities" manuscript to Forster,

though the latter had more than once exercised his kindly supervision. Though

he soon got over his peevishness toward Forster, he never could give him the

manuscript, having so conspicuously withheld it.

John Forster, Jr., related to me once how his father came back one evening

from a visit to Gads Hill in a terrible fit of humor, took out a manuscript, read it

aloud amidst clouds of snuff, then put it into his desk and shut it up.

John Forster then sent a letter to Gads Hill telling Dickens that his last

chapter "Retribution" was n. g. and not even worth returning. Dickens, who
evidently was trying to make up, answered, "I have come to that conclusion myself

—I will omit the last chapter from the "All the Year Round." The first copy will

be out about the middle of April. (In fact the first chapter of "Tale of Two
Cities" came out April 30th, 1859.)

John Forster, Jr., deceased, left his father's furniture intact and I being

solicitor discovered this manuscript in John Forster's desk.

SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING EVENTS

When the Manettes escape from Paris, Miss Pross remains behind to conceal

their flight, and, in trying to do so, gets involved in a hand-to-hand conflict with

Madame Defarge, a ruthless and desperate woman, who is on their track. In the

struggle, Mad. D. draws a pistol, but Miss P. strikes at it at moment of firing, and
the bullet kills the French woman. Miss Pross hurries from the now deserted

home of the Manettes.

John Barsad, of course you remember as the worthless rogue who tried spying

on the revolutionists until he fell under suspicion.

Jacques Three and La Vengeance were Mad. D.'s lieutenants.

^4^^^ l

;|
: me moon thai was plunging after the coach, as it

M (T*\ rattled along the highway to safety, broke in upon a

K 1 certain window high up in a deserted house in the Saint

^^^^^F Germaine Quarter of Paris. Deserted? Yea, deserted, but

for the corpse of a woman lying in a pool of blood, with

the cold beams of light dancing and settling over her terrific visage. Soon
other things besides moonbeams would be settling over her, and dancing

a dance more craven than the Carmagnole itself. About her there
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would soon be a gnashing of teeth as that very dance could hardly

boast of.

The bells of Notre Dame sounded their way through the still night

air—eleven o'clock. Their reverberations echoed back and forth through

the deserted courtyard and dimly died away. But hark ! there are other

echoes that, not dying out, become louder and louder. It is the hushed

tread of two approaching—approaching the solitary tomb of Madame
Defarge. Hark again, for one speaks.

"It is a great pity, Citizen, and my soul cries out with vexation

and dread. It cries, where is the celestial one? Where is the heavenly

Citizeness? Did she not say to us, Jacques Three, that she was going

to comfort the little wife of Evremonde? Hi, hi, hi! She is so droll.

I laugh to think of it! A sharp kiss from La Guillotine is her comfort.

And it is well. Down with the Aristocrats!"

"Yes, down with the Aristocrats! It is truly so, Vengeance,"

croaked Jacques Three. We approach to the house. Ah, this is the

one. I read the names—Alexander Manette, Lucie Darnay, Pross,

Cruncher and Charles Evremonde so called Darnay : I forgot the little

child—Lucie, is it not? I knock What! no answer? I knock again!"

Aye, louder, Jacques Three, knock much louder and still thou wilt

scarce receive an answer. Madame Defarge cannot hear thee. Evre-

monde's wife has safely flown, and naught but the echoes will answer.

Again and again he knocks, but still no answer. At first, bathed

in the silvery light they stare at each other in astonishment. Can it

be that Evremonde's wife and gold-haired girl have left Paris, have

escaped their grasp? If so, where can Madame Defarge be? What
has happened to her? The Vengeance has a sudden misgiving.

"Let us search! They have fled; let us seek for Therese Defarge!"

she cries and springs at the shadowy door.

They push and shove: Jacques Three clutches and claws at the door,

Vengeance hurls herself upon it like a great sack of meal. The old door

cannot stand the force of their violence: it at last flies open. They enter

and are soon swallowed up in the gloom beyond.

In the meanwhile, a shadow glides across the courtyard and stands

motionless by the door—half hidden in the gloom.

It is not long before the sound of steps descending the stairway is

heard. The Vengeance speaks

:

"It is terrible ! My dear Therese murdered—butchered. It is

unbearable. I cannot believe. Let us summon Citizen Defarge. Poor

soul ! He knows naught of it yet. Quick, hasten Jacques Three ! This
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is the bottom step, do not stumble. I see the moonlight in the doorway

beyond. Ho! what was that! I could swear that I saw a figure. Hush!"

They pause for a moment.

"It was nothing. Only your imagination, my dear Vengeance. Ah!
It is a pity to lose the Citizeness and worst still to lose the two fair ones

for La Guillotine ! As for the Citizeness, she has evidently sacrificed her

life for the Republic. She is a heroine. We must tell Defarge."

They draw nearer and nearer the doorway. They are about to

pass. There is a glistening flash in the moonlight. A low moan—a thud,

and Jacques Three lies still upon the doorstep. The Vengeance springs

at the shadow like a furious she-tiger. They roll and wallow in the

soft mud of the courtyard. A cry—a gurgle, and the dark blood itself

stained by the blood of others flows out upon the ground.

The shadow picks itself up, and stares at the two.

"Great God—I've murdered 'em ! Damn me if I could help it. So

you would denounce me, eh ? I was one too much for you, I guess I"

Barsad for he it is, kicks the prostrate bodies and clutching the

dead Vengeance by the hair and Jacques Three by an arm, he drags

them across the moonlit deserted courtyard. He pauses and lifts a trap-

door to a sewer. He shoves them in—a splash and they are washed down
through the sewer to the Seine, and thence, on to the eternal ocean.

The bells of Notre Dame again sound their way through the still

night air—twelve o'clock. They echo back and forth and faintly die

out. But hark ! What is that which one hears high up in the room of

the deserted dwelling. It is not the dead Citizeness for she lies there

still and fearful. It is the sound of a myriad hungry feet pattering up

the stairs, dropping from the ceiling, coming from numberless little holes.

The St. Antoine of the rat district ! Hungry, eager and greedy they

come.

They come in couples, they come in scores, they come in hundreds

!

One can count them no longer for they swarm from every nook and

cranny—silent except for the dry patter of their padded feet. The

moonlit floor is no longer light : it is black with a seething mass of

vermin,—black, except for the deadly glow of their wicked red eyes

and the gleam of their cruel teeth.

Madame Defarge's pale face is turned hideously towards the moon-

light with a stare that only the dead can have. Look ! It is suddenly

darkened! A great gaunt rat has perched himself upon her face and is

gnawing, gnawing, gnawing. Soon other hungry ones settle themselves

beside him climbing up her dark hair, scurrying over her bosom, falling
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over each other in their eagerness for a share of the feast. They tear

her eyes out, they gash open her cheeks, grunting sometimes as they

wallow into her flesh. Other rats already gorged and drunk with blood

are trampled under foot and killed by the late-comers ; and soon are

eaten themselves, for large and grand as Madame Defarge is, still she

cannot satisfy the hunger of the Rat District.

And thus it continued, until the bells of Notre Dame had again and

again sent their message through the still night air, and until the first

rays of the rising sun had begun to lighten the East.

Y. N.,'15.

EYES

The charms of Nature in her many moods,

Fair, smiling, careless, motherly, and old.

Yet ever young—such blue eyes seem to me.

Black eyes might lure a man to lose himself,

And drown in those deep starlit pools and die,

And dying be content. Yet always me
Gray eyes enthrall and shall until I die.

Gray eyes that see the soul behind the face,

And watch the naked thing that shrinks ashamed.

They may be laughing and the world's forgot,

They may be dumb with pain and joy is dead.

Should I be free to choose eternal bliss,

And standing where far-flung beneath my feet

The World's Begrudger holdeth endless realms

Swept with the light bright sheets of blasting flame,

I would leap down could I but see them smile

'Twixt half closed lids, hell's whole hot length away.

Though Heaven waited with its gates wide spread

And all Hell's legions surged to bar my path.

E. R. D., '15.



EDITORIAL

"ADVERTISING HAVERFORD"

XN the first Alumni number of the College Bulletin, issued last

month, appeared an article, Advertising Haverford, by

Royal Davis, a Haverford man, formerly of St. John's Col-

lege, now an associate editor of the New York Evening Post.

It is largely through his interest that Haverford undergrad-

uates have been led to contribute regularly to the college section of that

paper. Copies of the article have been so widely distributed among the

Alumni that we shall quote but one sentence: "The problem of adver-

tising Haverford is the problem of getting the right information about the

college into the hands of the right boy, the boy who will want the things

that give Haverford its distinction among American institutions of learn-

ing."

The articles in the newspapers are a potent means of getting the

right information to the right boy. The advertising which we mean to

emphasize, however, is that done personally by the students. Every

alumnus and undergraduate should make it his aim to urge men to come

to Haverford who will keep up Haverford standards. Numbers are no

object; it's the quality that counts.

When the Faculty changed the entrance requirements two years ago

it also decided to make a stricter inquiry into the morality of applicants for

admission. It is no longer possible for a number of men who are a dis-

credit to themselves and to the college to enter a freshman class. The

influence of the type who go the pace and leave at the end of the first half

is detrimental to their class all through college. Moreover, these men are

ex-members of Haverford and either boast of their connection or run

down the college because it would not retain them. In both cases they

give a false impression. They are the kind of advertising Haverford can-

not afford to carry, and it happily throws them over whenever it can dis-

cover them.

If perchance some of these thoughtless fellows manage to crawl in

and then appear under their true colors it is up to the rest of the college to

protect her good name. It makes very little difference to the parent of a

prospective Haverfordian whether a Haverford man on Chestnut street is

maudlin through drink, or a wager. It makes little difference to house-

holders in the neighborhood whether the ribald songs that occasionally

arouse them come from i per cent, of the college or 90 per cent. The
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college gets the blame from the outsider and the undergraduate should

see that there is no occasion for it.

We want to paint Haverford in her true colors—the wonderful beauty

of her campus equally beautiful in the white robe of winter and the green

fragrance of spring. We want others to come to Haverford who will

love her as we have loved, bringing with them new viewpoints, new ideals,

and learning that they can develop all these if only they do not conflict

with clean manhood and true sportsmanship in work and play. They must

learn that Haverford stands for these ideals and that they as individuals

and classes are responsible for their maintenance.

Haverford graduates have often become famous in their different

lines of work. Others, not famous, have been merely good citizens, work-

ing for their communities, doing good in a quiet way. Last month Arnold

Post was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship, the third won by Haverford men
in the last three years. Such men are Haverford's best means of adver-

tising—the product of Haverford life. And back of them must be the

undergraduates, never standing still, never satisfied with the good, but

striving ever for the best.

EXCHANGES

^ —^ E opened the Goucher Kalends to the first page and read the

ff H ^k title: "The Call of the Woods." Being utterly unbusiness-

W like in our methods, anyway, we allowed the crying need of

V^^^X an Exchange Column to slip from our mind, and spent the

next few minutes in far-away New Hampshire.

There is a lane with rough old stone walls on either side, and it runs

out past the barn and the sheep-pen—out through the orchard, and along

the edge of the "second field," and opens into the pasture. If, leaving

it there, you strike up across the rock-ribbed, juniper-clad hillside, drop

over the summit and climb a rail-fence that is even older and more

weather-beaten than the lane wall—you find yourself in that region, so

dreadful and mysterious when you were a little boy, so gloriously full of

adventure as you grew older—that fair land of romance that Grandfather

still calls the Back Pasture. There are clumps of sturdy jack-pines, and

little groups of slender birches that shiver in the sharp December air.

Under foot are patches of ice, and juniper, and rocks—gray, old granite
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rocks. As you scramble down the hill the underbrush clears away, the

shadows thicken about you, and you look upward and draw a quick breath,

for without knowing it you have entered the woods.

And so we turned to read once again in the Gouchcr Kalends. We
were a little disappointed at first. In the woods, as there depicted, there

were no porcupines, no partridges, no spruce gum. The wording seemed

very pretty, but our heart remained unthrilled. Then we reached the

autumn and winter forest and began to feel our blood awakening. We
knew, at last, that although the things were absent that had lured us of

old, a very real "call of the woods" had inspired the description. The
snow and the trees and the winter wind were all abroad in it. It had

caught the sublimity of its subject, and was expressing it with vigor and

imagination. In retrospect we like "The Call of the Woods." The

Gouchcr exchange editor has worked out a clever idea in her "Pessimist."

Otherwise we can call the magazine notable only in its lack of verse.

The Nassau Lit's "Drama" craze has not abated. The criticisms are

really good, however, and we like the idea. "Gossip" is refreshing, as

usual, and does much to atone for a rather mediocre collection of stories.

We usually refrain from cruel ridicule, but the Southern Collegian

for December appeals to our sense of humor. An essay on "The

Melungeous" was interesting and reasonably well written. "Taddles, Jr.,"

was amusing, not only in its really funny plot, but in some of its gram-

matical constructions. There were two stories named "John Doe's

Christmas; or, the Loved One's Return," and copious verse "also ran."

In the Virginia was a pretty story of the Caribbean, fresh in local

color, if not surprising in plot. A long and intricately worked out "Ballad

Discovery" followed, and the magazine reached its climax in a blood-

curdling bit of melodrama entitled "The Masque of Mephistopheles."

Winter night, lonely forest and haunted house were the background, and

to add an extra tinge of excitement there were cruel bandits of foreign

extraction, numerous edge-tools and firearms, yes, and even a pack of

cards. Bring into this setting a dashing young horseman clad as Mephisto

himself, allow him to rescue a maiden lovely as the day, and you have

the story.

There was some good poetry this month. "Roma Rediviva" and

"Christ and the Many-Gods" in the Virginia both had the elements of

strength. We quote a short poem from the Nassau.
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Burnt Forest.

Stretching their fire-distorted limbs

Gaunt to the leaden sky,

Whose looming black to shadow dims,

As wraiths of mist drive by,

A thousand burnt and tortured shapes

In dripping fog enshrouded lie.

Vague as a dream, the heron's cry

Steals up the wind's thick breath,

And empty sounds to silence die,

As in a tomb of death.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT

aNDER the able editorship of Dr. R. M. Gummere, the first

Alumni number of the Haverford College Bulletin has ap-

peared. It looks as if the plan to devote the December

and March numbers of the Bulletin to the needs of the

alumni was the successful solution of a real problem. As
furnishing an organ for the discussion of Haverford questions without

airing any debatable opinions before non-Haverfordians, the Bulletin

offers a means of which it is hoped the alumni will take advantage. It is

useless to describe the Bulletin here, as the alumni have all received

copies ; but we would like to encourage co-operation in the future in order

that propitious elements may be enabled to develop.

Two of the alumni visiting committees—one of the new features in

the alumni policy of this year—have already visited college. On Novem-
ber 25, J. S. Stokes, '89; A. G. Scattergood, '98, and J. L. Scull, '05, took

dinner at Haverford and spent the evening visiting in the various halls.

The chief feature of this visiting committee is their informality. Through

them the alumni can get directly in touch with undergraduate opinion and

can directly exert their own influence with perfect freedom for discussion

and adaptation. The opportunity for personal acquaintance with the

alumni is one which the undergraduates show no inclination to neglect.

P. S. Williams, '94, and J. S. Haines, '98, the second visiting com-

mittee, came to college on December 17, attended the soccer game in the

afternoon, took dinner at college, and judged the interclass gymnasium

meet in the evening. Many of the undergraduates had the pleasure of

making their acquaintance.
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We regret to announce the death

of Dr. A. K. Smiley, at his home in

Redlands, California, on December

2. As one of Haverford's most

prominent alumni his death is prob-

ably known already to most Haver-

fordians. We desire, however,

among the many testimonials of his

worth, to express our appreciation

of his long and valuable career.

Since 1879 he was on the board of

United States Indian Commission-

ers, and had great influence in solv-

ing the Indian problem. He was

for a long time one of the leaders In

the movement for International Ar-

bitration in this country. At his

invitation conferences have been

held on these questions each year

at his well-known hotel at Lake

Mohonk ; and the influence of these

conferences is very great.

Dr. Smiley was closely connected

with Haverford College, having re-

ceived three degrees here, and hav-

ing been an instructor for several

years. He was prominent in edu-

cation for many years. His death

is a loss not only to his many
friends, but to all interested in hu-

manitarianism and reform.

Ex-'5o

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Nicholson an-

nounce the marriage of their

daughter Elizabeth Robeson Wood,
to Asa S. Wing, on November 26.

Mr. Wing is treasurer of the cor-

poration of Haverford College.

'8

1

I. T. Johnson, of the Johnson

Manufacturing Co., Urbana, Ohio,

is on the Friends' Publication

Board. This Board takes over the

American Friend and other peri-

odicals now published in various

parts of the United States, and

combines them into one, called The
American Friend.

Ex-'8g

W. L. Smith was married on No-
vember 7 to Miss May Kimball, of

Little Silver, New Jersey.

'90

On the evening of December 28,

1912, ten members of the class of

1890, gathered for their annual

dinner at the Haverford Union and

spent a most enjoyable evening to-

gether.

Because of his prolonged absence

in Europe. William G. AudenreiJ,

Jr., forwarded his resignation as

President of the Class. His re-

signation was accepted with regret

and Henry P. Baily, was elected as

President in his place.

This Class has held a reunion

every year since leaving college,

meeting latterly in the Haverford

LTnion, a practice which it most

strongly recommends to the mem-
bers of the other classes.

'95

C. C. Taylor has become an asso-

ciate partner in the firm of Piatt,

Yungman & Co., general insurance,

400 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.
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97

W. G. Rhodes has been made
manager of the Policy Loan Office

of the Provident Life and Trust

Company.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Thacher
are receiving congratulations on the

birth of a second daughter, Frances,

at their home in Edgewater Park,

New Jersey, November 12th last.

'oo

A daughter, Louise, was born to

Dr. and Mrs. F. C. Sharpless.

'01

The engagement has been an-

nounced of R. Patton to Miss Lil-

lian Thompson, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. R. G. Thompson, of

Barre, Massachusetts.

A son, Ellis Y. Brown, 3d, was

born to Mr. and Mrs. E. Y. Brown,

Jr.

'02

The class of '02 held its annual

reunion and dinner in the Union on

December 21, with great success.

There were present W. W. Pusey,

2d, S. P. Jones, A. C. Wood, Jr.,

H. L. Balderston, Dr. P. Nicholson,

E. W. Evans, Dr. A. G. H. Spiers,

E. E. Trout, G. H. Thomas, W. C.

Longstreth, C. W. Stork, C. R.

Carey and Dr. R. M. Gummere.

In the business meeting resolu-

tions were offered and a minute

was made of the sense of loss felt

by the class because of the death of

D. A. Roberts, on August 16. An

appreciation of his life and work
was read by Dr. Gummere. Plans

for the next reunion were made
and an attractive class bulletin dis-

tributed. A vote of thanks was
passed to the editors—President

Spiers, Secretary Trout and A. C.

Wood, Jr. Longstreth gave an ac-

count of the doings of the class in

athletics since '02. A poem was
read by C. W. Stork. The meet-

ing was adjourned for an old-time

rally, with a banjo quartet, singing,

etc.

H. Newman is going early in the

year, to the University of Chicago,

to study Social Service.

W. C. Longstreth, head of the

Longstreth Motor Car Co., has

moved into his new building near

Twentieth and Market streets, Phil-

adelphia.

*03

George Peirce got a Ph.D. in

Chemistry at the University of Ber-

lin on November 19. The subject

of his thesis was "Uber den Abban

des Brucius Zu einer neuen Base

Curbin und einige audere Yersuche

in der Brucimeihe."

•04

The class of 1904 held its annual

winter reunion in the college dining

hall on the second floor on Saturday

evening, December 28, 1912. After

dinner the regular business meeting

was held and the following officers

were elected to serve for two years

:

J. M. Stokes, Jr., president ; Geo.
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K. Helbert, vice-presidentj and C.

C. Morris, secretary and treasurer.

1 he following members were pres-

ent: \\ . S. Bradley, D. L. Burgess,

J. W. Clark, A. Crowell, P. B. Fol-

well, Dr. C. R. Haig, G. K. Helbert,

R. P. Lowry, T. J. Megear, C. C.

Morris, J. M. Stokes, Jr., J. R.

Thomas, H. N. Thorn, W. M.Wills

and S. C. Withers. After the

dinner and business meeting, the

members adjourned to Lloyd Hall

w here a very pleasant evening was

spent. A few of the class remained

in Lloyd Hall and enjoyed the hos-

pitality of the College for the night.

M. C. Kimber was married on

December 28 to Miss Elizabeth H.

Haines, of Germantown-. The wed-

ding was a small one, attended onlj

by the immediate families. (We
beg to call to notice the correction

of Mrs. Kimber's Christian name,

misstated in the December Haver-

fordian.)

'°5

S. G. Spaeth is with G. Schirmer,

the music publisher, of Xew York

City, as assistant in the literary de-

partment. Recently some of his

translations. Debussy's "Ariettes

( >ubliees," from the French of Paul

Verlaine, apeared on the pro-

gramme of Maggie Teyte, of the

Chicago-Philadelphia Opera Corn-

pan v. Mr. Spaeth is also writing

all comments on music for "Life"

and is getting up special articles 1 in

music for other magazines. His

stories and articles have appeared in

"Collier's," "Harper's Weekly,"
"Leslie'- Weekly." "Lippincott's,"

"Smart Set." "Life," "Judge,"

"Ladies' Home Journal," etc.

The Clas> of '05 held a meeting

111 Lloyd Hall on December 14.

'06

W. K. .Miller is elected to the

Pennsylvania Legislature from Le-

high County.

"07

John W. Nicholson has moved
from Germantown to Moorestown,
Xew lersev.

C. D. Morley published in No-

vember a volume of poems entitled

"The Eighth Sin."

J. \\ hitall is spending the winter

in Paris on account of his health.

He is studying music.

The annual meeting of the class

of 1910 was held in Lloyd Hall Fri-

day evening. June 14, 1912. Those

present were Cadbury, Carey,

Clark. Edwards, Eshleman, Froe-

licher, Furness, Haines, Hires,

Kenderdine, Kerbaugh, Lewis,

Morris, Roberts, Spaulding, Tom-
Iinson and Zeiber.

The following officers were

elected to serve for the years 1912-

1913: President, Kerbaugh; sec-

retary-treasurer. Furness.

The meeting decided to edit a

class letter and to hold reunions
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once ever) month. These have to

i very well attended. The

next annual meeting of the class

will lie held the Saturday follow-

ing commencement day. 1913.

'11

The Class of 11 held a banquet

at Green's Hotel, Philadelphia on

er 21. Jli ibbs was ti >ast-

master. Post, Price and Sen

perle responded to toasts. The af-

fair was a very successful one.

e present were Mixter, Brad-

vvay, Winslow, Palmer, Post, Rey-

nolds, Taylor, Hobbs, Tunis.

Deane, Young, Wadsworth, Price.

Schoepperle, Spencer. J. A. Clarke.

Jr., Downing, McKay. Ashbrook

and Ferris.

V. Schoepperle was married on

26 to Miss Edith Payne.

at the home of the bride, 116 Sixth

iue, Jersey City. Many of the

class attended. .Mr. and Mrs.

Schoepperle will live in Orange,

New Jersey, 140 X. Centre Street.

The Rhodes Scholarship from

Pennsylvania for next year was

awarded to L. A. Pc >st.

R. L. Fansler, formerly with the

Central National Bank of Philadel-

phia, is now with E. 1. Kons-

berg & Co., 234 South La Salle

hicago.

14

II. W. Seckle is working with the

Standard Supply and Equipment

Compan) of Philadelphia.
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THE NEED OF EDUCATED MEN IN

INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS

Editor's Note:—The following article forms the basis of a lecture

delivered by Mr. Taylor at Christ College, Cambridge University, May
75, ipu. In a letter to The Havcrfordian, Mr. Taylor says: "In con-

templating a business career, one aspect has appealed to me especially;

namely, the pleasure of teaching sound methods of thought and action to

those who lack in experience or judgment. It is effort in this direction

that I have in mind when I refer to the joy of teaching."

V^^^_ -7111-1 object of this paper is to encourage educated men to enter

m £~"\ upon industrial affairs to the end that such enterprises may
ft J be advanced to a higher plane than they have occupied in

^^^^^r the past and be fostered by the attention of the best brains

in the community.

Mr. Murray Butler, the President of Columbia University, once

stated it in this way : "What we need is not sharp men, but broad men
sharpened to a point."

I venture to suggest that if a small proportion of a student's time

were devoted to simple mathematics, physics and chemistry, and wherever

possible also to applied science, mechanics, electricity and steam engineer-

ing, the life which he is to lead in this and in the next generation will

prove more interesting than would otherwise be the case. We are living

in an age where we need some familiarity with these things, and emphasis

laid on them will easily give the desired result.

From my standpoint, it seems a pity for anyone to spend his life

without the ability to correctly read a mechanical drawing, and without

intimate familiarity with double-entry bookkeeping. Mechanical drawing

has been spoken of as a universal language common to all nations. Many
educated men spend their time in the technical and commercial side of

business without realizing in a complete sense the undertaking upon which

they are engaged because of an utter blindness to the mysteries of book-

keeping.

The selection of a career ought not to be made too early in life. A
man ought to discover before he leaves the University what general line

he is best fitted for. When the time comes to select his life-work he ought
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to quietly and coolly analyse his own temperament and find from this

process his leading qualifications. His deliberate estimate of himself

should prove his best guide. It would seem, therefore, that there need be

little variation in the training except possibly some pronounced emphasis

upon this or that element.

Not only is it unwise to settle the question of one's life-work at too

early an age, but I do not believe that parents ought to pick out a career

for their sons. After listening to the advice that is generously offered, a

man ought to do it himself. Broadly speaking, intimate contact with

older people is a hindrance to the young. The respect for parents moves

through what might be termed a partial cycle. A father is the absolute

authority in early youth. A child will look with open eyes upon anyone

who questions the wisdom of its father. From this peak the curve declines

rather rapidly and then rises again later in life. After we have left the

University ten or fifteen years behind us we recover something of the

childish regard for parents, but it is only when we are well advanced in

life that we look upon the memory of a dead father and talk of him as a

wonderful being. While a man is at the University and thinking over

his career, his regard for his parents' opinion is probably at the lowest

point in the curve. Therefore, no sort of control is admissible, and a wise

parent will give out only guarded hints. Even hints have their dangers

because the son who yields to them usually does so in weakness. To
pre-arrange a young man's career is not fair to him.

Nature is weaning us and warning us to prepare for the work not of

our fathers' generation, but of our own.

It is not sufficient to turn out a man who will carry on his father's

career and do him justice. In addition to what this implies, each one

should feel his individual position as a member of a generation that is

new and that is living under altered conditions. Whatever responsibilities

are involved in this fact he should be willing to accept, and nothing less

than a rugged manhood will cause him to realize that, in addition to his

good character, he should be a productive member of society, not slack in

his performances.

To men so prepared I point out one of the many doors of active and

successful life, and invite those whose temperament leads them in this

direction to give it careful consideration.

The door does not lead to a field of assured success, but as a rule it

has rich rewards both for men with and without capital, varying according

to the power and fitness of the individual. It does not present a satis-

factory opening for those who have no capacity to work with other men,
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nor for those who do not enjoy dealing with life in all its forms. It

carries with it an infinite variety of occupation, a chance to pursue and

develop scientific thoughts.

Life in the industrial field requires careful preparation, and a training

which demands no less labor than that devoted to the study of the profes-

sions of law, medicine, and teaching.

The educated man who goes in for affairs must be determined to

become in time a master of the field. Premature ambition is, of course,

dangerous. Graduates from the School of Mines may become dreadfully

discouraged, because when they get into the field they are not in a few

months appointed to the position of superintendent or chief executive.

There seems to be a settled conviction, especially on the part of mothers,

that their sons ought to be managers within a year, whereas in reality

they need for their own success a practical and rather cruel share of hard

work. While it may seem a waste of time to spend two to four years

in drudgery and labor without reward, I can testify that those who have

gone through a distinct apprenticeship have never regretted it.

Doctor Eliot, the late President of Harvard University, once said in

effect that the enduring satisfaction of life was serviceableness. This

is a good measure by which to gauge any occupation.

In choosing business, do we intend to be serviceable or simply to

make money? The late Governor Russell of Massachusetts, a classmate

of mine, once used this expression : "We are not here to make a living

but to make a life." This has passed through my mind many times when

I have listened to young men laying emphasis upon their desire to "live

their own lives." It is possible they do not see any selfish or uncomfort-

able implication in this standard. Speaking from my business experience,

I am almost inclined to the opinion that anything that is done in a selfish

way eventually leads to an entire lack of independence and force. If, on

the contrary, leading one's own life implies living independently, firmly,

and in a self-respecting manner, I believe nothing inconsistent with this

standard will follow the selection of a business career.

I have not as a rule found that the men who interest me are absorbed

in the idea of making money for themselves. The remuneration is simply

a useful detail. Their minds run in rather an undefined way toward

playing the game successfully. As they get older most of them take their

chief pleasure in reciting, I sometimes fear, in an exaggerated way, the

details of the contest. Through it all one realizes that President Eliot's

standard is the real one, and that the useful things they have done con-

stitute their measure of success.
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Of course, in this field as in others we constantly meet with weak

men, often bullies, shirking serious responsibilities, studying the thought

of somebody else, and performing their work in the way they think some

other man would have done it. The position of a leaner is deplorable.

No one will thoroughly enjoy himself who does not plunge into his work

and deal with its problems with his own, and not another's tools.

Men cannot develop without opportunity. Neither can they make use

of an opportunity unless it is within their capacities. It is sheer foolish-

ness for small men to try to fill shoes that are designed for larger feet.

I say this after having cause to repait the undue advancement of men
to positions that they could not master.

I can only indicate briefly some of the opportunities for a wholesome

life in the field under review

:

An intimate touch with the life of plain people.

Contact with the grind and sweat of labor.

A study of the skilful and of the dull worker.

A frank understanding of the problems faced by a workman's family

on an inadequate income.

Lending a hand in creating work for labor that otherwise will slip

away and become unfit for any employment.

An opportunity by a cheerful life to lessen that monotony which is

the bane of work.

A life of effort and of some strife, developing an ability to take many
blows and at times to give a few in return that are hard and effective.

Playing continuously a vigorous game.

The contact with good minds engaged in similar work and with men
of thorough technical ability.

The joy of teaching and of fostering ambitions.

Above all, teaching is ever a present duty bringing its own rewards.

We shall need to break loose from our bearings and prepare to move

out in the main stream of life. We shall there find a current that will

probably carry us far from our beginnings, and possibly from our early

ideals. There is an inspiration in leading a life in daily contact with the

needs of our own generation which is not inconsistent with buoyant

spirits, and the early ideal may well give way to a sense that we are needed

and useful. Our end may be in surroundings very different from what

we planned, but the life will be far better than that other which, being

unwilling to take a strong and vigorous hold on the affairs of the day,

seeks out the eddies of life where, in the midst of small troubles, and

possibly with ease and a sense of peace, the end may be very near the

starting point.
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If serviceableness is to be a standard, we shall find it with the other

workers in the middle of the stream rather than alone among the eddies.

I want young men of assured wealth to interest themselves in busi-

ness because their wealth gives them a larger stake in the life of the

nation, and their presence in affairs is often the best way to repay their

obligations to their country. In saying this I have no controversy with

other work done from a like desire to serve. Neither have I any con-

troversy with leisure which is devoted to the finer and more delicate things

of life. There is no more dismal thing than a man of leisure per sc.

Nature manifestly designed us to be workmen, and there is no healthy life

without labor.

Men of wealth have not always marked abilities. I know there is a

place in business for the ordinary average man.

Modern business is so organized that there is an actual opportunity

within a sound system for minor men to secure reasonable pay and

become good members of society. There is a demand for a great variety

of men because there is a great variety of work. It often happens that a

man who amounted to but little at college turns out later to be extremely

useful.

A man, who afterwards worked effectively with me, and obtained a

high position, was complained about at college, and his parents were

advised that he was not getting the benefit of the institution. In reply

to his mother's letter on the subject he explained in a way familiar to all

of you that college life had other interests and other advantages that were

not recognized by the faculty under the term of work. He concluded this

letter with the expression "And, after all, why should I work so long as

father keeps his health?"

With a view to indicate the variety of men needed in a modern com-

pany, I offer the following sketch of the organization of a manufacturing

corporation

:

The board of directors with its chairman and other officers constitute

the responsible control. A manager is selected to take general and per-

sonal command. He is expected to administer the business, report peri-

odically to the board, and expect from them advice and assistance in keep-

ing touch with the market and in determining the selling prices of the

product.

The undertaking is then divided under the following heads:

Finance.

Technical work, engineering, designing and drawing.

Production.

Commercial.
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Accounting and auditing, including the secretary's department.

Law : Advice and General, Patent, Commercial.

The commercial department is responsible for the management of

agencies, sales, advertising and publicity.

The production problem includes a clerical system for orders, and is

usually responsible for packing, shipping, and invoicing.

Secondary arrangements are made to deal with current and per-

functory correspondence and all minor problems.

The manager of such a business requires the gift of dealing with men
of all kinds, a quickness in respect to details, a clear insight into the

relative bearing of one branch of the business upon others, and a master-

ful and thorough acquaintance with the main details of the affair.

The staff perform a great variety of duties, and success depends very

largely upon the confidence with which every branch may depend upon

the others. As high a standard of ethics must prevail as in professional

life. Work must be so exact that the organization will proceed like a train

of gears. Probity may be taken for granted because the plan breaks down
if weakness and irregularities are permitted, and they are promptly cured

by a process of automatic elimination.

Modern business needs two things. It may get along with only one

of them, but it is only safe when it has both. First a strong leader, and

second a thorough system. In the old days the emphasis was laid wholly

upon the leader. He chose his own methods and assistants, and sought

out from his inner consciousness the best way to accomplish results. A
man of this type seldom used the initiative of others, and was a little

afraid to advance men who showed power. He and his weaker assistants

exploited labor in a direct and vigorous style, and he is not free from

responsibility for a large part of the labor problems which we have

inherited. In his machine shop he drove and bullied his workmen, who
were expected to get results without much help from men of analytical

power. He did his work in the way most natural to himself.

The manager of to-day has access to better methods, and uses the

accumulated experience of others. While he leads he realizes that his

own strength is not as great as the united work of a well-organized force

of mediocre men. Properly directed, they will be more effective than the

well-intended but spasmodic effort of the old manager. He can no longer

afford to be jealous of his subordinates, because he needs the best assis-

tants he can get, and his main concern, after all, is teaching. Evidence of

this is given by increasing recognition of the value of an apprentice sys-

tem. Affairs are too large and go at too lively a pace to be run upon
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individual orders to which slavish obedience is demanded. Every indi-

vidual must be so trained that his initiative shall not be lost, and everyone

in the force is expected to use his head as well as his hands.

In general every successful enterprise expects to give valuable serv-

ices to the community. This is its main object.

It is a real satisfaction to have so arranged productive work that cer-

tain things which are useful, but which were very expensive and beyond

the means of ordinary people, have been made economical and brought

within the reach of a greater number, thus adding to their comfort.

There is always a desire to bring down the price, and therefore costs

must be reduced. Cheapness is not reached by luck or chance. It only

proceeds from analytical work of a very high order. It is in this depart-

ment among others that opportunity presents itself both for the hard-

headed man and the technical expert.

We must not overlook the fact also that business has its drawbacks.

There is, after all, a sordid side to it. and there are failures, injustice, and

arrogance. Still, unpleasant things happen always in life.

The enduring satisfactions in life arise from serviceableness. I begin

to realize that of the men I trained or who began their business career

with me some are doing much the same grade of work that they have

always done. They have not the peculiar power necessary to go forward,

but a few have gone far beyond me in their business careers. Their use-

fulness and success justify whatever hardship and waste of energy I

bestowed upon the training of the whole lot.

Many educated men have failed to succeed, not because they knew

too much, but because they have allowed themselves to be weakened by

constantly recollecting the failures that are recorded in history. If we are

to succeed we may take warning by these failures, but we must constantly

remind ourselves that they happened under conditions that are dead and

may no longer apply to our own world. They need not take the courage

out of us even though they demand of us a much keener and more exhaus-

tive study of the problems in hand.

It is a wholesome thing for the manager of a corporation to realize

that he is just as much an employe and just as much working for his daily

wages as is a tool maker or a lathe hand. Personally, I have always

regarded myself as standing somewhere in an intermediate position be-

tween the company's attorney and its blacksmith. Hard work is de-

manded, and also the same sort of loyalty that one expects to get when he

retains a solicitor.
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The tenets that I support are as follows

:

1st. The modern corporation stands for a method of conducting

enterprises upon so large a scale and in such a scientific manner that it

demands the aid of educated and well-bred men. It needs these men in

the actual work of the enterprise rather than in the seats of the mighty on

the board.

2nd. The education for a business career does not differ from that

required by a professional man, except possibly that special emphasis may
safely be laid upon certain subjects.

3rd. The later preparation for business is to be taken up as seriously

and studied with the same amount of care as is required by those who
follow the professions of law, medicine, teaching, or journalism. In all

cases it requires time and a good share of common, dreary labor.

4th. Business life for a thoroughly trained man should prove per-

fectly sound and wholesome. The career itself will be honorable and

satisfactory, and, above all, in a large degree serviceable.

5th. The financial rewards vary with power and circumstances. For

one without capital they are probably as great as in professional work.

For one with capital they are greater.

F. H. T., '76.

FIRE

How the thin cold flame of the intellect leaps

When the fires of the heart are low!

How it burns itself out

With imperative doubt,

Of the things it can never know!

But apply love's torch in the shrine of the heart,

Let the wine of good-fellowship run,

And the thought-fire sleeps

In its cold still deeps,

Like a candle eclipsed by the sun.

E. Z. B., '16.
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XN the bygone days, in an age of tourneys and of splintering

lances, in an age when cabarets and open plumbing were

as things unknown, he in whose blood there was a craving

for Romance and Adventure would buckle on his good

blade, mount his impatient steed and sally forth in search

of dragons and of damsels in distress.

Had you compared Alfred Tims to such an one he would have said,

"Aw, say, come off," and have distrusted you thereafter as one who

sought amusement at his expense. Yet such he was. When not actively

engaged in the vast "Gents' Furnishing" department of one of our great

metropolitan stores it was his pleasure to picture himself the principal

figure of some scene of splendor or of valor. At such times he was no

longer Alfred Tims, but was Reginald Van Plumpstead Travers, or Beek-

man Aylertyne, and figured not in a society having its nucleus on 23rd

Street West, but rather in one that takes motors, yachts, and week-ends

as matters of course. He pictured himself upon his full blooded Arabian

(it was coal black, and named Araminta) dashing at break-neck speed

down the drive and stopping the terrified horses that seemed to be intent

upon dragging the beautiful Muriel Huntington and her multi-millionaire

parent to destruction. He saw himself as Guerdon Scragg, the relent-

lessly cool detective, enter single-handed into the den of counterfeiters,

and then he would leap forward and observe with enthusiasm: "Yes, sir;

the very latest from London. Oh no, sir ; not loud, a bit daring perhaps

;

but you could carry it off. Our very best dressers are taking them up

;

why, I sold one only yesterday to Willie Wastorgilt."

He was not a bad looking boy ; blond, slender, and of a cast of coun-

tenance that the magazine writers catalogue as "open." Being in the

Gents' Furnishings he was able to receive from the scanty residue of his

weekly fourteen dollars, "the very latest from London," and his suitings

if not of a surpassing quality were at least of that cut that is so highly

recommended in Messrs. Mendenhall and Berg's brochure on "Hints for

the Natty Dresser," section headed, "Business, or Informal Morning."

He often told himself that with a little money, a few hundreds per-

haps, he would be able to place himself in a much better sphere. He could

throw up his job in the Gents' Furnishings and would be able to afford to

wait until something better should turn up. He would make good. He
would prosper, and who knows, in comparatively few years other clerks

in other shops would look with envy at his picture in the illustrated papers.
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These were, however, but dreams, so that it came with a trebly pleas-

ing shock to find that a long neglected cousin of his mother had con-

veniently died, leaving him the magnificent sum of three hundred dollars.

This was splendor. Miss Hagan of the Notions looked upon him kindly

and Ted Bosheim confided the name of a "sure thing" that was certain to

finish first at Sheepshead on the following Saturday. It seemed that his

true worth had never before been realized ; and Mrs. Brodey, in whose

establishment he occupied the fourth floor back, threw out suggestions as

to the desirability of the third floor front at a rental that was sacrificial.

But to Alfred Tims such bait was but mere nothings. His chance

had arrived and he gloried in it. Not for him the red plush splendors of

Mrs. Brodey 's third floor nor the seductive assurance of a certain killing

—no, his was to be a greater field, to which he should achieve from the

ruins of his unworthy past. He did not at once hand in his resignation

but rather decided to stay on till the end of the month. It would be said

give him the chance to look around. In the meantime he would give him-

self a few of those little pleasures that he had so often pined for.

To this end he arrayed himself in his evening clothes one evening

late in May and loitered along the Avenue in much the same manner as

did that hero of his dreams. On every side were the tangible and visible

signs of wealth and of beauty. A light rain of that afternoon left the

Avenue and cross streets a tracery of reflected brilliance, and over Alfred

Tims there spread that sense of the nearness of Romance and the reality

of the unreal that is inspired by the greatest bazaar of the New World.

In front of the Waldorf he stopped. It should be here that he would

dine before investing for the first time in a stall at some popular show.

He entered, and as he did so he saw her. She sat, a ridiculously tiny

person, in a large chair near one of the huge pillars. Her eyes were very

beautiful (to this day Alfred Tims is uncertain as to their color) and

could be seen from the shadows of the fashionable toque that surmounted

her glorious bronze-red hair. Her dress was a tailor made—his profes-

sional eye assured him of its quality and costliness. In a word she was

the acme of "chic" perfection.

Nor was Mr. Tims alone of this opinion. Other men observed her

and admired, and, while the majority confined themselves to glances, one

in particular passed and repassed and might have been the victim of a

bad cold, were one to judge from the little coughs with which he seemed

afflicted when in her vicinity. Tims was enraged, the more so as he

noticed that the eyes that he so respectfully admired seemed rather fright-

ened and wandered from face to face in what he believed to be appeal.
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For some little time he stood irresolute, then a sudden dauntless

gallantry overcoming his bashful hesitancy he crossed to where she sat.

Could he be of service ? She glanced up startled, looked at him and was

somewhat reassured. It was very kind of him she said, she really was in

rather a scrape, but a stranger

—

He stopped her with a gesture before asking if there was any one he

could notify, any one he could call up for her, or should he summon a

taxi. He felt that this was indeed, as it should be. Once more she looked

into his face, only to receive a respectful smile. She decided to confide in

him. She was on her way home; it seemed, from Miss Hunt's school at

Ferry-Town-on-Hudson and was to have met one of the girls with her

father, for dinner. She must have missed them, and now to make matters

worse her purse was gone and with it her ticket.

Alfred Tims became the master of the situation.

"Where are you going?" he asked, and when did her train leave. She

was bound for Augusta she replied, and she knew that the first section

of her train must have gone already as it was now five minutes past time.

Her heavy bag he gave to a porter and together they sought time

tables at the desk. Yes, her train had gone, but a second section left the

33rd Street station at 12.32 and would make good time. Without con-

sulting her he stepped into a booth and secured for her a drawing room

upon the special. It was then but seven and a whole evening was before

them both. Could she—would she, he stammered in his embarrassment,

put him further in her obligation by consenting to dine with him and per-

haps go on to a theatre. She hesitated a moment but seemed little loath.

"But I am not dressed," she said, "I could not go in these things."

The implied disapproval of her costume served only to impress him the

more, and he hurried to assure her that the clothes made no difference.

"They do, though," she said, and then "Get me my bag." Alfred

Tims found the luggage safely checked and brought it to her. With it

she disappeared into a dressing room. When she reappeared it was as a

splendid vision of cream and silver. In her hair was the single gardenia

that had adorned her belt.

Together they joined the leisurely crowd that thronged easily toward

the cafe, and undaunted by a very apotheosis of head waiters, Alfred

Tims secured a table next to a window that looked out upon the Avenue.

It was a wonderful dinner—a poem, a symphony. Course followed

course, for he ordered recklessly and throughout it all she sat within an

arm's length of him, a being of mystic beauty bathed in the mellow light

of the shaded candles. He ordered wine, not because he wanted it (and
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indeed the bubbles proved annoying at first) but because the occasion

seemed to call for it. She took one glass and as she sipped she told him

of her life at school and at home—of the French master who lisped, and

of the German master who was a beast generally. She told him of dances

and of lawn parties and of a myriad of the little things that were the

commonplaces of her world and that were as far removed from his as

were the stars. And above all she talked as to one of her own caste and

he was happy.

Dinner completed, he called for the cheque and presented their waiter

with a tip that surprised even that hardened sinner. A taxi was called and

he placed her in it with her bag, before he rushed back to the desk to

secure seats for the play. The stalls were sold out, and in a perfect whirl

of delight he purchased chairs in a stage box.

The ride to the theatre was unforgettable. The dazzling richness

of Fifth Avenue and the blaze of light that is Broadway surrounded them

and seemed the proper setting for this venture into a new realm. Their

wraps checked, they settled themselves at last into their chairs and were

lost in the delightful excitement of the play. It was indeed no very

marvelous production-—one of those pieces that are the cities' rage for the

season and are then lost forever—but for both of them it was pervaded

with an undefinable spirit of adventure.

During the intermission they joined the crowds in the promenade and

chattered lightheartedly, and when the curtain fell at last upon the final

scene, it was to Alfred Tims as if, in falling, it had shrouded something of

himself that was vital.

Throughout the ride to the station they were very still. A con-

straint had come to both of them, half ritual on his part and, to her, partly

protective. It is here perhaps that the Alfred Tims of reality fell short

of his chimerical counterpart. Had he in verity been the figure of his

dreams he would have broken the silence with a very flood of eloquence,

have begged the flower from her hair, a ribbon or a glove, and perhaps

—

who knows, his arm might have encircled her for a moment as they kissed.

But the Alfred Tims of real life was silent, as above all he realized that

for the hour he was at last a gentleman and that she recognized him as

her equal. He could do nothing that would lower him in her eyes.

Arrived at the terminal he threw her bag to a waiting porter and

helped her to alight. The languid clerk gave him her tickets and required

in return a sum that left a gaping wound in the boy's purse. They fol-

lowed the porter to her car and their last few moments were very formal.

He begged that she would take enough change to pay her smaller expenses

on the road and after much persuasion she consented.
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He must, however, let her have his card with his address, that her

father might thank and reimburse him. He felt his cards, of which he

had once been rather proud—they bore his employee's name in letters

rather longer than his own—burn in his pocket. He could not give her

one of these, for then she would know, and perhaps laugh. No, she must

never guess the truth. One of these names to which he was wont to

answer in his dreams came to his mind and he wrote it for her with an

address upon East 59th Street.

The train drew from the station and she was gone. In a dream he

made his way to the street and summoned a hansom. He gave his ad-

dress and noted the cabby's surprise.

The street was very quiet as he stood upon the top steps of the house

that he called home and for a minute he remained with head thrown

back. In that brief time he saw himself, as he was, and the hopelessness

of the life that lay before him. He saw himself a dreamer, weak, inef-

fectual, and he realized the vista of weary years that in the end would

leave him where he had begun, and yet he did not rebel. For one night

had not the little gods taken him to themselves and let him live his dreams

;

and how many of us can say as much? A distant clock struck the half

hour and as it was echoed and re-echoed across the quiet city he reluc-

tantly inserted the key in the lock. Inside the hall was very black as,

striking a match, he carefully closed and locked the door.

FINIS.



THE HAND THAT MOVED

^^ ^v were gathered round the great open fire, six of us, each in

^P ^k his favorite chair and each smoking his favorite briar.

Everything conspired to a contented frame of mind.

^^B^r Luxurious!) weary after a successful hunting day, we now-

sat in the warmth and comfort behind the sturdy walls of

our cabin while the wind wasted its spite on the thick logs and furnished

a draft for our crackling fire of pine knots.

The conversation, which quite naturally had been upon the adven-

tures of the day, was suddenly broken by one of those inexplicable pauses,

when everyone is involved in his particular line of thought and is quite

oblivious to the existence of his fellows. With a start, we were brought

back to this knowledge by the slow drawling sound of Jack Muir's voice

which crashed into our sleeping consciousness like the crack of a revolver.

"Fellows, do you believe in the supernatural?"

It is a quick jump from very real experiences to the ever mysterious

elusive, and though the question was met with a laugh and several flippant

replies, there was, nevertheless, in each bosom a quick throb of uneasiness,

which was rendered more acute by the unchanging seriousness of Jack's

expression. We instinctively felt that the question had been prompted

by no mere transient thought, and so we sat in expectant silence for the

words we knew would follow.

"The supernatural,'' Jack repeated; and, after a slight pause, "you

know that the day before yesterday I followed up the little creek which

runs into the bottom about a mile above the eel-pot. The cover is thick

there and apparently untouched, and I was having good luck with the

grouse. In my interest I followed much further than I had intended and

was suddenly brought to a realization of my whereabouts by finding myself

face to face with an old and very dilapidated shack. Although the day,

as you remember, was bright and sunny, there was about the aspect of this

relic something so desolately dreary that an involuntary shiver ran down

my back and I would have turned quickly away had not the glint of some

bright object shining through the half-rotten and crumbling floor

attracted my attention. Thrusting my arm through the hole, I groped

around, and, feeling an object, drew it forth into the light. Imagine my
horror on finding that I held a shriveled and dried up hand severed cleanly

at the wrist and nearly black in color. On the third finger was a ring in

which was set a huge opal, it being this which had attracted my attention.

But what amazed me more than anything else was the fact that clutched

tightly in its grasp was a rose long dead but still intact."
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He paused while we leaned forward breathlessly awaiting his next

words.

"It was growing late, so, thrusting the grisly object into the pocket

of my hunting jacket, I retraced my steps to the bottom. When I

arrived here you were eating, so, hastily throwing off my things, I washed

up and joined you, forgetting my find in anticipation of a good supper,

and not recalling it until I had gone up to bed. Then, however, I took it

from my coat to examine it more carefully. The ring was easily removed

from the shrunken finger and—well, you may look at it for yourselves,"

and he threw on the table a ring of heavy gold with a magnificent opal

in its setting which flashed and scintillated in the glow of the flames.

"The rose,"' he continued, "was not so easily removed, for the fingers

were closed on it in a stiff vise-like grip, and only after considerable

effort did I at length pull it from the grasp. The gruesomeness of the

thing got hold of me then ; so, throwing the rose into a corner and

placing the hand on the table, I went to bed. Sleep came with difficulty

and many times after I had at length dozed off I awoke with the vision

of that hand before me. Once I heard a dull thud as if something had

dropped and again I was disturbed by a strange scratching noise which I

took to be mice.

"I awoke early and had almost finished dressing before I remembered

the hand. I turned toward the table—it was not there. Thinking it may
have dropped to the floor, I looked, but nowhere could I find a trace.

Suddenly remembering the rose, I glanced over to where I had thrown it.

The sight I saw filled me with an indefinable horror—for there, clutching

the rose tightly in stiff fingers, lay the hand."

He stopped and, strange as it may seem, not one of us had a doubt

of the truth of his words. That tense expression was caused by no

imaginary thing; it had really happened.

"Last night," he went on, "I tried it again ; only this time I locked

the hand in the closet and placed the rose under my pillow. I was aroused

by the cracking of the closet lock and, although not fully awake, I was
aware of the same scratching noise I had heard the night before. Closer

and closer it came and I felt it at my bedside and at my pillow. With a

scream, which brought you all running, I jumped from my bed, but partly

for fear that you would laugh and partly because I was not sure, I told

you it was a nightmare. When you had gone I grabbed up my pillow."

He paused—would he never go on! "It was there, the hand, tightly

clutching the faded flower.

"I slept no more that night," and he spoke as if it had been years
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before. "Yes," he continued, in answer to the unspoken question in our

eyes, "I have it here," and he threw it on the table beside the ring. With
a quick intake of breath we leaned forward and gazed at the weird paw.

"Fellows," he proceeded, suddenly, as if having come to a decision,

"such a thing is not healthy and the sooner the thing's over the better.

We'll try an experiment."

He took up the hand and pulling the flower from its grasp with some

difficulty, threw it quickly into the fire. The hand he replaced on the

table. Breathlessly we leaned forward, all our eyes focused upon it.

The minutes passed and the strain became intolerable. I thought I

should have to cry out when suddenly there was a quick gasp from the

circle. The fingers of that dead and withered thing were moving.

Slowly it pulled itself to the table's edge and dropped with a thud to the

floor. Swiftly it moved toward the fire; nearer and nearer, till at length,

with a final jump, it disappeared in the flames.

For a moment there was silence ; six white, drawn faces strained

toward the spot where the hand had disappeared. There was a gasp

;

Doyle had fainted.

When people doubt the story, Jack shows the ring.

R. H., '13.

TO MY VALENTINE

Thy very name of beauty tells

Of placid fields and sun-flecked dells.

Of the white sails by azure met

Of lily sweet, and violet.

More lovely thou than violet rare,

And the sunbeam's kiss upon thy hair,

Long lingers like the shimmering light

On the long wave on starlit night.

And where, O Love, is the violet's heart

To pierce with not ungentle dart ?

Thou hast two hearts, and one is mine.

Wilt thou be my Valentine?

I9I3-



EXCHANGES

VJ^^^^ HE world will be spared the bleak and wintry peroration with

M C~\ which we had intended to start our February column. The

H J wind did not "wail dolefully in the dark firs without." The

^^^^^^ sleet was not "whirled against the panes with a sound like

the rattle of musketry." In fact it might be said that

nothing was farther from the day's mind than sleet, and if we were writ-

ing a story wc should probably remark that the breeze soughed. At any

rate the weather was so very lacking in mid-winter attributes that it was

with a distinct sense of coincidence that we opened the wrapper of a

long, gray magazine, marked October. It was the College Folio of the

College of Liberal Arts in Manila, and it had just come in from half way
'round the world. It is something of an experience to hear the voice of

this, our farthest-separated brother, and on the whole we liked the voice

and what it had to say. There were verses, plenty of them, and some

fine long essays and three stories, not to mention Editorial and exchange

departments. All the stories contained more or less local color. "A
Woman's Heart" lost a little of its tragedy from the fact that the husband

and father was too villainous to be human. "The Lost Way" describes

a night of wandering in the rain-drenched rice swamps and leaves us with

a really vivid picture in our mind. In almost all this writing there appear

occasional lapses that make one think of a sublimated Hashimura Togo.

Here is a quaint bit from "The Legend of Mount Arayat:"

"In the afternoon she pounded rice. But while she was at this work

three beautiful ladies suddenly appeared before her. She was surprised

to see such pretty maidens in the flower of their youth, especially when

they asked her for her friendship ; for never before had she seen such

beautiful creatures nor had she ever dreamt that such royal and fairy-like

princesses would demand the friendship of the daughter of so poor a

family like hers. Catalina then said to them hesitatingly, 'If it pleases

your Majesty, tell me who you are and from what country you came?'
"

The editorial on "Critics" was well-worded and expressed live

thought on the subject. As examples of style the editor printed twro vary-

ing opinions of American authority which will, we think, prove most inter-

esting to American readers. There is no denying the music of Filipino

verse. One criticism, however, we should like to make. Neither "My
Rustic Days," nor "The Rural Maid" expressed a single line of the won-

derful island background that would have been so effective. "Jovial

Dawns," "April Showers," "Fragrant Flowers," and "Verdant Fields"

are scattered in profusion but the landscape effect is, at the last, a kind of
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stilted English garden. This plea for real backgrounds applies to maga-

zines nearer home as well as to the Folio.

Returning by way of the Golden Gate let us look at the Stanford

Sequoia a moment. One story is here pre-eminent. It is called "Impres-

sions," and is the simple chronicle of the things a little girl remembers

about her first glimpse of the great tragedy. "The Echo of Justice"

fairly reeks with atmosphere but makes the mistake of giving justice a

very well-worn echo indeed. Having escaped the pursuing posse and

chuckled sufficiently over his serpent-like wisdom, Relentless Rudolph

starts to climb up a cliff and drops his gun. "As the hammer of the fall-

ing weapon struck a rock, there came a blinding flash and a leaden pellet

pierced the heart of the outlaw." Now the Philadelphia Evening Tele-

graph told a much better one. It seems that a jealous young lover,

chancing to see his rival in the back yard let drive with a Colt's 45 and

missing the mark turned his weapon and shot himself. The crafty bullet,

however, passing close beneath the ear of the rival lodged itself in a tree.

Twenty-five years later, said rival, having married the woman in the case

(and no doubt taken to drink and wife-beating) decided to cut down that

very tree. Being unable to split it with wedges he inserted a stick of

dynamite. The echo of justice was plainly audible that time, for the

bullet, a quarter of a century late, pierced the heart of its long-intended

victim. "Frawgs is daid, Trampas, an' so are you."

There is a story in the Amherst called "Tschego." It is really a

powerful idea and we are sorry that we cannot give it unqualified praise.

It seems to us, however, that the author missed a chance at a tremendously

dramatic ending. He might have brought the old scientist face to face

with the tragedy of having to kill his wonderful ape in order to save his

daughter. Nevertheless there is strength in the present conclusion and

we grant that the story as a whole is good. There is a poem in the same

magazine which describes "The Eaglet." We are not aware of the exact

time at which eaglets become eagles, but it seems to us that if one was

able to "glide o'er the endless roads of air" (It is "thou glideth" in the

original, by the way) and "rejoice in the power of his wing," he would

have reached his majority or would at least sign his name without the "t."

There was nothing exceptionally good in that part of the month's

poetry that we read, although "Dreams" in the Virginia has a good bit

of quiet strength about it. Let that be our reprint. And so—Farewell.



DREAMS

A quaint old room that half in shadow lies,

A wide stone hearth whereon the fire dies,

Two silent watchers hand in hand who dream,

Life's haunting mystery upon their eyes.

The glowing embers fade upon the hearth,

Without the coming night enshrouds the earth,

But for the twain there is no day nor night,

Nor time, nor space, nor life, nor death, nor birth.

Each is with each, and each forevermore

Would make no change, nor wish their watching o'er;

Only the fire that dies upon the hearth

Dare shift the flickering shadows on the floor.

LAMENT TO A SPARROW
Translatedfrom Catullus III.

Oh Venus, Cupids now be stirred

By grief, and men who tender are,

My maiden's sparrow, little bird,

Has lost his life and flown afar,

The starling of my maid, my love.

Much more she loved him than her eyes,

For he was honey-sweet, he knew
Her better than a girl the ties

That ever to a mother drew.

Nor did he from her bosom move

But hopping here and hopping there

He warbled to his mistress lone.

He now descends the dark road where

Return of mortal is unknown.

Oh death, a curse upon you lie!

All lovely things apart you tear!

Oh luckless bird! Oh wicked thing!

You've ta'en my bird to me so dear

!

By fault of yours for her you bring

Grief to her dainty tear-stained eye.

H. W. E., '14.



EDITORIAL

'S we complete our second volume of The Haverfordian, we
wish to take the opportunity of suggesting to the college and

to any other college of moderate size, a plan which has been

developing for the past three years, which is now to fail of

fruition unless brought under definite organization.

Three years ago, four fellows in the present Senior Class, one of

them on the hazing committee, being out of sympathy with the hazing

unofficially carried on, decided it would be a good move for at least a

few of the Freshmen to meet with this group for a social evening with

music, refreshments and opportunity for discussion. The plan was

carried out successfully.

The following two years a similar plan has been followed with repre-

sentatives from all the classes and a larger delegation of Freshmen chosen

in a somewhat haphazard way. These meetings have been, in our opinion,

sufficiently successful to warrant the perpetuation of the institution in a

stable and more universal way. So far as future Freshmen classes are

concerned, these informal meetings will naturally come to an end when the

self-appointed and limited welcoming committee graduates this June.

What we need is a permanent body who will represent the three upper

classes in introducing new men to Haverford and to one another. That

body should not be large and the groups of Freshmen should be of the

same size. Is there a group in College capable and willing to undertake

this work—which in the pleasure it gives can scarcely be called work?

The nucleus of this body, we believe is in that committee which every

year writes to the incoming class on behalf of the Y. M. C. A. We sug-

gest the following plan : This committee shall be carefully chosen by the

President of the Y. M. C. A., and the Committee Chairman and approved

by the College President and shall include all the leaders of college activ-

ities who are interested in Y. M. C. A. work or who in the judgment of

the above officials are peculiarly adapted to the work. This body com-

posed of six Seniors and six Juniors shall in turn select three Sophomores

of known integrity and ability and with the Y. M. C. A. President shall

be the permanent social committee.

The present Y. M. C. A. "Reception for Freshmen" or rather College

Feed, if continued at all shall not take place until at least five weeks after

the beginning of the college year. Instead of this we propose that the

aforesaid committee on four evenings in the first two weeks of college

meet with a quarter of the Freshman Class for an evening of good fellow-

ship as has been the purpose of the informal groups in the last three years.
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It will, however, have several advantages over the other unofficial sys-

tem. It will be possible to meet every Freshman and the groups will be

small enough to afford opportunity for any new man to get whatever

information he desires from those best prepared to give it. Since most

of the committee will have written letters to the newcomers, there will

be a mutual bond of fellowship that will grow stronger as the evening and

as the year advances. The intimacy and the friendship that result will

unite the college as nothing else will do.

The criticism is made that while the Y. M. C. A. is active in its social

work outside the college, it fails to become a vital force among the fellows.

What we need is to make the Y. M. C. A. a center of social life. It is

not sufficient for a third of the college to go to the meetings merely to sing

a couple of hymns and listen to one man talk. We want to get closer

together in spirit ; we want to have social meetings more often—and know

one another better. Then our work will take on new aspects ; we shall

have mutual purposes perfectly understood.

It seems to us that the Y. M. C. A. has here the greatest opportunity

in a generation, not merely to make itself a more vital force in the college

but to make the college itself more powerful.

This year with the edict against hazing but slightly infringed, there

have been practically no cases of freshness and the Freshman Class has

voluntarily entered into college life with a feeling of responsibility that

would have been unheard of four years ago. The absence of hazing has

abolished its necessity. Under the new era, we believe that the Freshmen

should understand this responsibility and have the opportunity of making

inter-class friendships as early as possible. The plan of having the group

receptions and frequent social meetings during the year will provide the

occasion we shall endeavor to see that this plan is inaugurated. Its suc-

cess depends upon the co-operation of the college body.

With this plan for that unity, the promotion of which we have made
our main purpose of the last three years, and have mentioned perhaps too

frequently in these pages, we bring our editorship to a close. We express

to the retiring Editors of the Alumni and Exchange departments our

appreciation of their earnest and ever-ready assistance, and to our read-

ers, of their indulgence and timely suggestions.

Our best wishes go out to our successors for a prosperous year. We
announce with pleasure the election of Douglas Waples, '14, as Editor-

in-Chief, of Leonard Blockledge Lippman as Associate Editor, and of

Albert Graham Garrigues, '16, as Assistant Manager.

We regret to announce the resignation of Loring Pickering Crosman
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from the Assistant Managership. Mr. Crosman has served The Haver-

fordian faithfully for the past year and would continue did he not feel

that his work and activities next year would prevent his giving the maga-

zine his conscientious attention.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
At a meeting of a special committee of the Alumni Association at

the University Club on January 16th, it was voted to raise ten thousand

dollars to improve the athletic equipment of the college.

The annual dinner of the Alumni Association, held in the Clover

Room of the Bellevue-Stratford on January 26th, was a very striking

occasion qualified to impress such undergraduates as attended with the

great love of the Alumni for Haverford, its possibilities and ideals, and

their sympathy with its efforts toward the realization of these. Unknown
to President Sharpless the chief object of the affair was to congratulate

him on the twenty-fifth anniversary of his presidency. Appropriately for

this the speakers were all well-known Haverfordians, and the atmosphere

was most cordial, intimate, and friendly.

The dinner was beautifully served and enlivened by frequent songs

and cheers. Parker S. Williams, '94, president of the Alumni Association,

the toastmaster for the evening, led the subsequent proceedings with ease

and finish. President Sharpless, ignorant of what was to follow, made the

first speech. He told of the demands made on colleges by the schools

below them and by the technical schools and the business world above.

He explained how the college curriculum had been and must be adjusted

to these demands—showing a broadminded appreciation that the value of

his special field of activity, like that of every other, lay in its being an

integral part of society.

The Alumni Bulletin will publish a full account of the proceedings,

and they have been described in the JVeekly, so it is only necessary to men-

tion here the names of the speakers. Dr. Ernest Brown, now of Yale,

but formerly so intimately connected with Haverford College, gave an

address on college management. He was followed by W. Brinton, '81,

and W. W. Justice, Jr., '90, who spoke reminiscently of college matters.

The anniversary gift of the Alumni Association was now presented to

President Sharpless, by W. D. Lewis, '88, with an appropriate appreciation

of his worth as a scholar and as a man. It consisted of a complete library

of Pennsylvania Colonial History, with book cases, a desk, and a chair

for his study. A poem by W.. S. Hinchrnan, '00, in honor of President
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Sharpless was read by L. H. Wood, '96. State Senator D. J. Reinhardt, of

Delaware, next gave a charming address, which, while it made the com-

pany roar with laughter, yet expressed perfectly the respectful emotion

felt by all as he humorously described the traits for which President

Sharpless is loved and admired. At the end of his speech he presented

the President with a splendid set of fishing tackle—a gift of the Alumni

as a mark of their particular personal esteem. The entire company then

joined enthusiastically in a song, written by Elliot Field, '97, to the tune

of Old Lang Syne, in honor of the President. Mr. Williams read letters

of congratulation to President Sharpless from President-elect Woodrow
Wilson, ex-President Theodore Roosevelt, and Maxfield Parish, ex-'92.

President Sharpless expressed his gratitude to the company with emotion

that showed how deeply he felt their appreciation.

At the close of the evening the guests were presented with booklets

containing copies of the letters of Mr. Wilson and Mr. Roosevelt, and

also poems written for the occasion by C. W. Stork, '02; E. W. Evans, '02,

and W. S. Hinchman, '00.

Haverfordians took a leading part in discussion of the Deeper Life

in Our Schools and Colleges held on January 26th, by the Friends' Edu-

cational Association at the Friends' Select School. The speakers were

L. H. Wood, '96; G. L. Jones, '93; J. B. Garrett, '54; R. M. Jones, '85;

Dr. Kelsey, of Haverford, and J. H. Scattergood, '96, who spoke on

"Problems of College" as he had seen and known them at Haverford.

'60 '87

J. Tyson, gave a "Wister Party" At a tea meeting on January 24th

on January 26th, to which several at the Haverford meeting house, A.

Haverfordians were invited. C. Garrett gave an illustrated lec-

Ex-'67
ture on Glimpses of Palestine. T.

., . K. Brown, Jr., '06, gave an address
J. T. Morris is spending the win- ,, .J

. , „ ... r at the same function,
ter in Southern California.

'88
'76 Dean W. D. Lewis, of the

F. H. Taylor returned to London
Universitv of Pennsylvania Law

on January 22nd, after a six weeks'
Schoolj was a member o{ the sub_

stay in America. committee of the Republican State

'81 Convention which drew up two

L. T. Edwards & Co. have with- bills regulating child labor and the

drawn from their capacity as agents employment of women, to be pre-

for the Moon Car and are now de- sented at the coming session of the

veloping the Ei-sen-kay Tires. Legislature. He made an ad-
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dress at the Bethesda Presbyterian

Church, in the textile mill district,

explaining the bills and asking that

they should have a popular backing.

'92

Bliss Perry's American Mind is

dedicated to W. M. Hart. Mr.

Hart is assistant professor of Eng-

lish in the University of California.

'96

The Class of '96 held its annual

reunion and dinner at the Univer-

sity Club on December 27th. The
following were present: D. H.

Adams, T. Y. Field, Jr., C. R.

Hinchman, J. Q. Hunsicker, Jr.,

P. D. O. Maier, W. C. Sharpless,

W. J. Webster and L. H. Wood.

M. Clauser is superintendent of

the Manual Training Department

of the Denver High School.

'97

E. M. Scull and A. M. Collins,

'01, gave a very interesting illus-

trated lecture on their recent hunt-

ing trip in Africa, on January 13th,

in Roberts Hall. The hall was

practically full and the audience

very enthusiastic.

'02

C. L. Seiler was active in the ar-

rangement for the Frolics of the

Oyheus Club in its annual enter-

tainment, in January.

•04

S. C. Withers is first in the list

of those who received licenses as

assistant teachers of Mathematics

in the Philadelphia Board Examin-

ations in October.

'05

The meeting of the Class of '05

in Lloyd Hall, on December 14th,

was a very enjoyable affair. Those
present were: M. J. Babb, A. H.

Hopkins, L. B. Seely, J. L. Scull,

H. P. Thomas, J. H. Morris, E. F.

Winslow, M. J. Smith, C. W.
Fisher and F. W. Ohl.

The engagement is announced of

Miss Helen P. Hills, of Tarrytown,

Connecticut, to H. H. Cookman.

B. Eshleman is assistant to the

General Sales Manager of the

Procter and Gamble Company, with

headquarters in Cincinnati.

Dr. A. H. Hopkins was elected

assistant secretary of the County

Medical Society. Dr. Hopkins

recently left for Charlestown, South

Carolina, on some work for Dr.

Stengle, head of the University of

Pennsylvania Medical Department.

S. G. Spaeth has been appointed

to the editorial staff of Life. He
is contributing to it weekly and is

writing all its musical criticisms.

'07

The annual reunion and dinner

of the class of '07, was held at col-

lege on December 26th. The

former class officers—President, H.

Evans ; Secretary-Treasurer, W. B.

Windle ; member of the Executive

Committee, E. R. Tatnall, were re-

elected. Those present were J. C.

Birdsall, H. Evans. F. D. Godley,

S. J. Gummere, A. E. Brown, M.

H. March, J. P. Magill, W. H.

Haines, W. R. Rossmaessler, H. H.
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maker, E. C. Tatnall, E. R.

nail and W. W. VVindle.

'I hi ment is anm mnced of

Miss Hazel B. ( Her. of Williams-

l
i. Indiana, to < •. 11. Wo id.

Miss < tier is at present a senior at

Earlham College. Mr. Wood is

now living in Indianapolis. He is

with the Waverly Company, a firm

which manufactures and sells ele

trie aut *n< ibil ction with

imercial Truck Division of

1 (epartment, having left,

in ( icti >ber, the Shepard Electric

ie and Hoist Company, of

Pittsburgh.

'09

The engagement is announced of

Miss Lillian W. Wood, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dewees

d, of Bryn Mawr, to W. S.

Febiger. Mr. Febiger i-- in business

in Boston, and lives at 5° Beacon

Street.

The engagement is announced

of Miss Edith Taussig, of Cam-

. Massachusetts, to R. A.

Spaeth.

The class of '09 held it> annual

reunion at college on December

j 1 t'n. Seventeen of the class were

nt. and the occasion was very

much enjoyed by all.

Ex-'og

J. J. Guenther has left the Penn-

sylvania Law School and is going

into business.

'10

The engagement is announced of

Mi^ Marguerite Faust, of Six-

teenth and Spruce Streets, Philadel-

phia, tn C. 11.1 laines.

The engagement i> announced of

Mi.s I),, roth)' B. Guild, of Mer-

chantville, to J. I'. Phillips.

'1

1

I ). S. Hinshaw is national Com-
mitteeman of the Progressive Party

for Kansas, by proxy for W. W.
Allen. He is canvassing the coun-

try to raise funds for the next ca n-

paign.

•12

S. K. Beebe is the Philadelphia

agenl for the Merkle Wiley Broom

Company, of Paris, Illinois.

Marshburn is teaching Latin and

English in Central College. Central

City, Nebraska.

A list of those attending the

banquet follow -

:

P. s. Williams, '94 '62

ma n G. B. Mellor
1 resident Sbarplcss <;. W 1

!•'. Palmer, Jr.

D.

A.

C. Barrett

E. Il;ii.
A.

'64

Garrett

1..

It.

A.

E.

w\ Reid

II. Rittenbouse

R. Chamberlin
II Wilson
w. Brown

A.

W

•65

C. Thomas

'67

A.

II

s Bolles

s. Pratt

J.

r.

T Morris
.1. Leviek

.1. A Babbitt '69

R.

W. Baker

W. Kelsej
n. Cope

I.. It. Hall •71

•54 w II. Ilnini's

F Stoki R. Haines

'56 •72

s. [i a R. T. Cadbury
i: R. W 1 F. B. Gummere

•58 W M. Oongstretb

\Y

w
Mellor
S 'I

J.

•73

C Comfort

B .

'59

II. Smith
T P. Cope

•61 •74

A. Mellor J. F.mlin

W B Broomall M White, Jr.
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'75 'SO

N. N. Stokes E. Ii. Longstreth

'76 J. M. Bteere

J. W. Nicholson II 1'. Baily

'78 W 1'. Simpson

A. R. Baily
32

i: T. Comfort J. W. Mail-

I!. B. Haines L. R. i'amall

'79 II s. Davis

J. E. Sheppard i: s. Carey

J. B. Newkirk \v E. Shipley

'80 J±. 1 loopes

J. M. Whitall \v X. Wes1

A. P. Corbit r.. i 'adbury

•81
A. W. Blair

w II Nicholson
I.. T. Edwards

•33
\Y 11. Collins

c. .1. Rhoads
.1.

E.

11. Cook
Y. Hartshorne

G.

B. Jacobs
I., .[ones

A. S. Smith
B. Lensenig

VV Brinton
C. (I. Hoag

J. C. Winston w S. Haviland
'82

J. M. Okie
T. C. Palmer E. Woolman

•84 '94

F. A. White J. T. Rorer

A. P. Smith F. P. Ristine

W Moore A Ruselle

G. Vaux II. M. Chase

'85 11. \Y. Scarborough

R. M. Jones •95

M. C. Morris F. II. Brown

'86 F. B. Bay

ll.

P. .Morris

II. Scott
.1.

I..

'96

II. Scattergood

II. Wood
•87

I'. Ii. Maier
T. II. Strawbriage

Ii. It. Adams
II. \v. Stokes M .1. Babb
11. Lesley '97
A. B. Clement

A. M. Collins
W (

'. Wood ('. II. Howson
II. ll. Goddard

I'. Field
A. c. Garretl

E. c. Tatnall
.1 H. Philips F. M. Maxfield

'88 1". W. Thatcher
II. S. England B. R. Hoffman
II. V. Gummere •98

w I>. Lewis A. .1. Scattergood
.1. W. Sharp S. Rhoads
F. C. Hartshorne A. S. Harding
I'. Collins, Jr. 1'. R. Strawbridge
- •89 .1. II. Haines

T. F. Branson T. Wistar
.1. s, Stokes w C. Janey

T. Evans s. it. Morgan
•89 F. Ii. Swan

A. X. Leeds '99

A II. Thomas R. Mellor

I.. J. Morris i; ll. Lycett

hi . .1. Reinhardl .i 1'. Morris

FLOWER SHOP
1412 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Recently opened in connection with

KUGLER'S RESTAURANT

extends a cordial invitation to Haver-
fordian Readers to visit and inspect our

exclusive Cut Flowers and Plants.

The perplexing question of deciding

on an appropriate gift finds its answer

in Fancy Flower Baskets, Palms, Ferns,

Artistic Designs, Decorations and other

Floral Novelties.

DELIVERIES AT ALL HOURS.

Bell and Keystone Telephones

2immrrman0
An improved English model, receding toe,

broad shank, low heel effect, in

Russia or Wax Calf

$4 TO S^

The authentic fashion in "classy" shoes. Acknowl-
edged unequalled in fit and style by men—who know.

1 to 5
Mint Arcade Shops

916
Chestnut St.

1232 Market St.
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J. E. Butler
!•'. A. Evans
\ C Maule
II. II. Lowry

•00

11 S. Drinker

.1. T. Kml.li

W. \V. Allen

.\. 1:. Tatnall

F. C. Sbai

c. Fel .

II. II. Jenks
r l; Cope
I-'. S. I1..V •

.1. E. Lloyd

.1. K. Moorhouse
\v. w. Justice

C. -I. Allen

II. .T. Levlck
•01

\v. Mellor

.; B. Mellor. Jr.

.v 1.. 1 1. v • -

E. M -

\v. E. Cadbury
.!. 11. Webster
.1. W. Cadbury

•02

C. W. Stork

1:. M Gummerc
E. W. Evans
E. i: Trout
'

I w 1

A. II. Spi
\v. <'. Longs
I p. P.. Boyer

'03

<
'. V Hodgson

.1. K. DeArmond
C. R. I'urnman

II. .1. Cadbury
J. 11. Drinker

04
Ii. I.. Burgess
s •. Withers
.1. M. Stokes
I:. I'. Lowry
W. M. Wills

A. W. Kratz
T. J. Megear
• Morris
II. N. Thome

•OS

G. Priestman
• Spaeth

.1. T.. Scull

1: C. Pierce
S M n.,her

i: I'. Murray
•06

F. I:. M-.rris

A

II. 1 1 aims. Jr.

K. Brown
B. Hopper

07

El ;ilis

.1. w Nicholson

1 u Brown
B. Morton

\v. B. Wendle
.1. P. Magill

\. 1: Rossmasler

Wilbur llain* s

s. .1. Gummerc
R. A. Ki.ks

08
T. It. Hill

.1. .1. Guenther

W. Emlen
<;. Brown
Burtt

A. I. ill!. ill

C. rollings

'09

A. Myers, Jr.

C. Sandt
K. Shar)

.1. w. Pennypacker

•10

C. F. Clark

E. N Edwards
Palmer
A. Fl

S. Mas. in. Jr.

E. &. Cadbury
A. s. 1:

•11

A. s. Young
II. Price

1:. Taylor

12
p.. eb,

11. Froelicher

.1. M. Carpenter

I. C. Poley

II. Howson
II. A. Lowry
W. W. Longstreth

(' Murray
i '. Brewer
II. Roberts, Jr.

E. Shipley

I.. Baily, Jr.

I. Baily. Jr.

s Morris

E. Wallerstein
J. B. Blfreth

'13

W. s Crowder
N. II. Taylor
N F. Mall

P. 1 citTord

1,.

('.

II.

M.
1 1.

F.

W.
T.

\Y

II.

.1

S. K.

D.

P.

W.
T.

.1.

A.

S.

A
College Man

Doesn't want to wear

the ordinary Stereotyp-

ed Clothing. There's

a certain individuality

about a College Man,

that requires the same

certain individuality

about his dress.

Let us convince you

how well prepared we

are to serve you.

Common Prices.

WHELAN & CO.

MUFTI and COLLEGE
TAILORS

1222 Walnut Street

Philadelphia

Main Floor
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Sharpless & Shar pless
MEN'S FURNISHERS

IS SO. BROAD ST. 19 SO . 15TH ST.
F»M ILADELPHIA

100 yards south of Broad Street Station

Plate Glass Window Glass
Skylight and Floor Glass. Rolled Cathedral, beautiful tints. Embossed,
Enameled and Colored Glass. A full stock of Plain Window Glass. Every
variety for Architects' and Builders' Use. A full line of Glaziers' Diamonds.

Benjamin H. Shoemaker
205-207-209-211 N. Fourth St. PHILADELPHIA

The

Stein-Bloch Smart Clothes
and The Famous

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothing
For Men and Young Men

The Equal of Custom-Made Clothing

The Two Strongest Lines of

Men's Clothing in America

Sold in Philadelphia exclusively by

Strawbridge & Clothier
When patronizing advertisers kindly mention Thb Havbrfobdian.
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Flexible

Flyer

"The sled that

steers"

Gives an added zest to coasting because it

can be steered at full speed around all ob-
stacles. Light enough to easily pull up hill

—

yet so strong it

outlasts 3 ordinary sleds
The groovad runners insure greater speed, and absolutely

PREVENT "SKIDDING." The famous steering-bar does
away entirely with dragging feet, wear and tear on boots
and shoes, wet feet, colds, etc. No other steering: sled has
the exclusive features of the Flexible Flyer. Be sure to
look for the CROOVtD RUNNERS and trade-mark.

CDl C Cardboard working model of the Flex-intt ible Flyer and handsome booklet.

WRITE TODAY!

S. L. ALLEN & CO.
Box 1100- E PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Peter
Thomson

...Tailor...

634 Fifth Avenue

New York. N. Y.

1 1 IS Walnut St.

Philadelphia. Pa.

Built especially for CAMPUS
or GAME and the out-of-doors

generally- -our

Wide Wing Collar

Overcoats

In a dozen novelty fabrics. Guard

sleeves, belt backs

Overcoats in all styles for

Young Men—

$15 to $50

William H. Wanamaker
1217-19 Chestnut Street

ESTABLISHED 1818

BROADWAY cor.TWENTY-SECOND !

NKW YORK.

Every article of Clothing sold

by us is of our own manufac-

ture and in style and finish

shows the highest grade of

workmanship.

Dress Clothes

Ulsters and heavy Overcoats for

February Weather.

Send for illustrated catalogue.

When patronising advertisers kindly mention Tub IIavbkv-okkian.
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1858 Phone 56-17 D Filbert 1910

ASHER M. CHILDS
PRACTICAL DYER AND SCOURER

143 N. Ninth St. Philadelphia
Alterations and Repa ring a Specialty

SEND POSTAL

GLASS PAINTS OILS

ED\A/ARD O. LYONS
HARDWARE

26 West Lancaster Avenue

Automobile Supplies Ardmore, Pa.

F. W. CROOK
"TAILOR

CLEANING PRESSING

908 LANCASTER AVE.

BRYN MAWR
PHONE 424 A

WILIAM WILEY

<J Groceries and

Provisions

Hirst & McMullin

MAIN LINE
Real Estate

Wett End Tiust

Euilding Philadelphia

Moore's Pharmacies
DRUGS, CHEMICALS. STATIONERY

Two stores — P. O. Block, Lancaster Avenue

BRYN (VIA\A/f=9, PA.

594 Lancaster Avenue

3iWILLIAM S.

YARNALL

Manufacturing Optician

118 S. 15th Street Philadelphia

Marceau
Photographer

1609 Chestnut, Street,

Philadelphia

Special rates to students

Phone, Spruce 5605

R. C. Ballinger Ernest R. Yarnall John A. Stratton

R.C. BALLINGER & CO.

Contractors

SE5 Builders

218 North Thirteenth Street

TELEPHONES:
Bell. Fi.bert 26-15 Keystone. Race 637

When patronizing advertisers kindly mention Tin: EUVEBFOHDIAN.
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The Bryn Mawr Trust Company
Capital Authorized, $250,000 Capital Paid, $125,000

Allows interest on deposits. Acts as Executor, Administrator, Trustee, etc. Insures Titles to Real Estate.
Loans Money on Mortgages or Collateral. Boxes for rent and Valuables stored in Burglar Proof Vaults.

A. A. HIRST. President JOHN S. GARRIGUES. Secretary and Treasurer
W. M. RAMSEY, Vice-President P. A. HART. Trust Officer and Assistant Secretary

DIRECTORS
A. A. Hirst Elbridge McFarland Wm. C. Powell, M. D.
W. H. Ramsey L. Gilliams John S. Garrigues
H. J. M. Cardeza F. D. LaLanne William L. Hirst
Jesse B. Matlack Joseph A. Morris Philip A Hart
J. Randall Williams

H. D. REESE
1203 Filbert Street

PHILADELPHIA

A FULL LINE OR
FIRST-CLASS MEATS

ALWAYS ON HAND

PROMPT DELIVERY
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED TELEPHONE CONNECTION

REED & WEST
Druggists
ARDMORE

When patronizlc idvertl era kindly mention Tin: u>
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SXSiS HOTEL WALTON
500 Rooms European Plan. Absolutely Fire Proof. Cable Address—Walton
Most centrally located, close to everything. Class Dinners and Banquets a specialty.

FURNISHINGS AND EQUIPMENT THE VERY BEST
LUKES & ZAUN

Twaddell's Shoes

Wear well and retain their

Smart Shape

1210 and 1212 Market Street

Philadelphia

•Vrtistu ytrturc |r

iftramuui
Largest line and most
exclusive mouldings at
lowest prices.

Art iS'bop is n. 9th

FRANK JVlULLER We can help you make your print-

ing productive of the best results

possible. Let us demonstrate this.

THE BIDDLE PRESS
EDW. T. BIDDLE, Pres.

Printers
Manufacturing Optician

1631 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA

Invisible Bifocal Lenses
Opera, Field Glasses and Lorgnettes
No cord or chain required with our Eye Glasses

SMEDLEY & MEHL

LIMBER and COAL

BUILDING MATERIAL

1010 Cherry St., Philadelphia

F. W. MCCONNELL
WALL PAPER

POST OFFICE
BLOCK BRYN MAWR, PA.

C. W. SCOTT CO.
BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone No. 8 ARDMORE
WUeu patronizing advertisers kindly mention 'I'm: Havbbfohdian.

CARRIAGES, WAGONS
AND AUTOMOBILES
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VERNER & CO,

Bankers and

Brokers

North American Building

Philadelphia

KODAKS
and KODAK SUPPLIES

JOSEPH G. FERGUSON, JR.

Optician

8 and 10 South Fifteenth Street

PHILADELPHIA

Rams. Pumps, Water-Wheeis

Pumping Engines

We Make a Specialty of

Repair Work

Henry J. Norton's Sons

Practical Plumbers, Gas & Steam Fitlers

Ventilation and Drainage. Hot Water & Steam Heating

Phone - 174 Bryn Mawr
Phone— 62 Ardmore

840 W. Lancaster Ave.

BRYN MAWR, PA.

CD A M T ' Q ICE CREAM
ll /"A IM I™. W CAKES AND PASTRIES

are made under the most sanitary conditions.

Call and see them made.

STORE AND TEA ROOM, 1310 CHESTNUT STREET
MAIN OFFICE, 23RD STREET BELOW LOCUST

Name Registered August 7th, 1906 Special Prices for Large Orders

Janney Steinmetz & Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

CASTINGS

MALLEABLE IRON GREV IRON

LlPPINCOTT &, EADIE
Grocers & Feed Dealers

ROSEMONT, PA.

C D. EDWARDS
CONFECTIONER

Ice Cream C& Ices Ramsey Building

Fancy Cakes BRYN MAWR, PA.

STEEL Phone 258

When patronizing advertisers kindly mention 'I'm: Havbrfokdian.
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Established

1863HENRY F. MILLER PIANOS
Those who know of the fame of Henry F. Miller reputation as builders of the highest grade Pianos, will be glad to learn

that they are now putting into their Pianos a Player-action built entirely in the Henry F. Miller factory, as this assures the

most artistic results possible to attain.

Those tvho sttll belie'be that all Player-Pianos sound mechanical, are par-

ticularly invited to hear the Henry F. Miller—and change their opinion.

MODERATE TERMS ARRANGED

HENRY F. MILLER & SONS PIANO CO . Boston Philadelphia aarerooms- 1105 Chestnut street

Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church

MONTGOMERY AVENUE
BRYN MAWR

Preaching Services—11 A. M. and 8 P. M.

Sunday School—9.45 A. M.

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED

BAILEY. BANKS ^ BIDDLE CO.
Diamond Merchants, Jewelers, Stationers

Makers of Official Seal Pin for

Haverford College

14-K Gold and Enamel S3.25 Silver Gilt $1.50

"COLLEGE AND SCHOOL EMBLEMS"

An illustrated catalogue showing newest
designs in high grade College and Fra-
ternity Pins, Medals, Rings, Fobs and
Novelties. Mailed free on request.

1216-20-22 CHESTNUT STREET Philadelphia

Brown Preparatory School
PARKWAY BUILDING

BRCUD and CHERRY STS. PHILADELPHIA

Summer session opens June 20th

Special Attention to Conditioned Students Send for Circular

K. C. & B. F. McCABE
Dry Goods and Notions

ARDMORE : : PA.

S. P. FRANKENFIELD SONS

UNDERTAKERS

ARDMOREI, RA.

Successors to

JOSIAH S. PEARCE

33 E. Lancaster Avenue

Phone, Ardmore 9

Printing that Sells
EVERY piece of printed mat-

ter you send out is an adver-
tisement for or against you.

Why not add your orders to the in-

creasing number we are receiving for

SPECIALLY PLANNED PRiNIING?

THE LEEDS &. BIDDLE CO.
Makers, of th? Better Kind of PRINTING

921-23 FILBERT ST.. PHILADEI.l'Hl A

HOWSON &. HOWSON
SOLICITORS OF PATENTS

WEST END BUILDING, 32 S. BROAD STR-ET
PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK
LIBERTY TOWER.
COR. NASSAU

55 LIBERTY STREET

WASHINGTON-918 F STREET

When patronizing advertisers kindly mention The HAVBttffOBDIAN.
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Tannate Leather Belting
It Economizes Power

With TANNATE you can save power often lost by

slippage. The grip of TANNATE does it.

And it saves friction in bearings, for it permits of

easy drives.

Thus it increases profits.

J. E. RHOADS C& SONS BPW»?.US?8:
Factory iS, Tannery, WILMINGTON, DEL. CHICAGO. 322 W. Randolph St

Individuality and Exchsi'be-

ness is the Keynote

of (Attraction

Get
Thoroughly
Acquainted
with this

Men's Shop
IT'S EVER alive with innova-
1 tions. It's an education in

style to make occasional visits

even when not anticipating
purchasing.
Myriads of shirts in negligee

and stiff bosom effects show a
most pleasing color scheme.

Neckties in every conceiv-
able silk and weave that the
crafty cravat makers can con-
jure up.
Underwear and hosiery in

more styles and makes than
you'd imagine necessary. A
whole side of the si ore lined
with collars of this and that
kind.

Novelties and Men's Jewelry
both indispensible and orna-
namental.

Gloves, Pajamas, Hand 1 er-

chiefs in endless assortment.

BECKER
WALTER G.

Himself
1018 Chestut St.

Directly across from Chestnut Street
Opera 1 1 1 1 .

When patronising advertisers kindly mention Thi EUvbbfohdian.
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I

JoHn ConndlV The Question of Correct Clothes
«7 « » is of great im-

FLORIST
Cut Flowers
and Plants

R.OSEMONT, PA.

EVERYMAN enjoys

excellent service at

The Penn Square Barber Shop

J. C. PHILLIPS
Proprietor and Manager

1430 S. Penn Square, Philadelphia

Massaging 7 Barbers Manicuring

Young Men's

tastes and fancies find sat-

isfactory realization in our

splendid assortments of Fall

and Winter apparel.

The smartest creations in

Clothing, Haberdashery and

Headwear are constantly

provided for our discrimin-

ating patrons.

Fall and Winter Suits and

Overcoats $15 and upward.

Jacob Reed's Sons
1424-1426 Chestnut St. Philadelphia

Pyle, Innes
fe Barbieri

TAILORS
«v fan. •»

MEN AND BOYS

1115 WALNUT ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

is of great im-
portancetoyoupg
men and the so-
lution totht- prob-
lem is the selec-

tion of the right
shop.

Our knowledge
of what is right
and the experi-
ence we have had
and our reputa-
tion will all have
considerable
weight with you.

We specialize

for young men,
our stock is the
largest in the

city and our
prices are right.

Why not put us
to the test?

Suits and Overcoats $25 to $40

Full-dress Suits $40 to $ b5

Pyle, Innes & Barbieri
Leading College Tailors

1115 WALNUT STREET
Women's and Misses' Department, 2nd Floor

JAMES S. LYONS

Heating, Plumbing CSt Roofing

ARDMORE. PA.
Ardmore. 817 D

Special Equipment for

College Groups

POTT STUDIO
1318 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA

When patronizing advertisers kindly mention Tin. Haverfordian.
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M. H. ORENSTEIN,
Representing

1014 Chapel St.*

New Haveln.Conn.

SMakers of Smart Clothes

Will be at Barclay Hall every

week during the College Year

with complete line of Made-up

English Suitings and finest of

English Fabrics.

WE ASK YOUR INSPECTION

C. L. STANTON
Roofing, Heating and Ranges

326 W. Lancaster Avenue
jobbing Armore, Pa.

Phone KilA. Ardmore

HENRY B. WALLACE
Successor to Charles W. Glocker, Jr.

CATERER AND CONFECTIONER

Post Office Block Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Telephone

JOHN S. TROWER
Caterer and

Confectioner

5706 Main Street, Germantown, Phila.

Telephone

J. E. Caldwell & Co.

SILVERSMITHS
JEWELERS and

Importers of

High Grade Watches and Clocks

Class Rings, Pins and Canes

Fraternity Jewelry

Prize Cups at moderate prices

Athletic Trophies

specially designed at no additional charge

902 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

GEO. R LANCASTER & CO.

Remington & Sherman Co's

SARES AMD VAULTS
Salesroom, 127 S. Eleventh Street

Woiks, 624 to 642 Richmond Street

PHILADELPHIA

M. NNER
Confectioner

BRYN MAWR, PA. ARDMORE, PA.

A. L. DIAMENT & CO.

Importers and Dealers in

and Exclusive American Wall Papers

English, French, German, Japanese
Write for Samples

1515 Walnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

When patronizing advertisers kindly mention The Havbbfobdian,
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/"»/"v/~vrv r'AtCCC " f delicious flavor and tempting fragrance -our celebratedUUUU L/Vir'r'tlC BRADFORD BLEND Roasted Daily: it's always fresh and strong

33c. lb. 3 lbs. 95c.

E. BRADFORD CLARKE CO.,

i5»o cHESimrr street

W. EI. RYAN
Wo Coll ""> "hods' FRESH EGGS and FRESH DRESSEO
HE OCII POULTRY from Swcdcsborougl). N. J.

Phone Walnut 1468 (or GOOD PRICES.

The

Philadelphia & Western

and

The Haverfordian

are synonymous

Can You Beat Them?

WM. A. BENDER
Table Butter, Fresh Eggs,

Both Phones

Jersey Poultry

Reading Terminal Market

M. M. GAFFNEY
Ladies' and Gent's Furnishings

Dry Goods and Notions POST OFFICE BLOCK

ARDMORE PRINTING CO.

M. J. ENSIGN

Three prime favorites among students

everywhere. Renowned for their dehcious-

ness and the beauty of their packages.

Try a box of " 1842 " Bitter Sweets, 80c pound.

Pink of Perfection Chocolates (or Confections),

$1 a pound; or a Fussy Package for Fastidious

lr oiks, $ I a pound.

STEPHEN F. WHITMAN & SON. Inc., Philadelphia

Local Agency

:

W. L. Harbaugh. Haverford, Pa.

Ask for Booklet: "A List of Good Things."

Everything for the School Room

Printing and Engraving a Specialty

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO,

College and School Supplies

Commercial Stationers

57-59 East Eleventh Street

New York

BRYN MAWR, PA. Telephone. 2416 Stuyvesant

When patronizing advertisers kindly m, ntion The Haverfordian.
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G. A. Crosman
& Sons Co.

William H. Watson's

: Mdnufacturersof—^=

Box Shocks

FROM EASTERN PINE

Pictures, Stories,

Lectures, Dramas
"The consensus of press opini' n of both con-

tinents, speaking eloquently of Dr. Watson's
work, is that he is a master of art and litera-

ture. Highly instructive, illuminating: and
very wondrous books. Each picture a work
of Art."

Art School Publishing Co.
231-7 Michigan Ave., Chicago, U.S.A.

We also manufacture Long Lumber

Rough or Dressed

Deering Junction, PORTLAND, MAINE

IRA D. GARMAN

"Exclusive Jewelry for Young Men"

The best Repair Department
in the City

1 1TH ST. BELOW CHESTNUT
Philadelphia

„

I

If you are seeking apartments in the suburbs, don't overlook

HAVERFORD COURT. Rooms single or en suite, for transient or

permanent guests.

Building and equipment new and up-to-date. One minute walk to

Haverford Station, P. R. R. and to Merion Cricket Club.

Address all communications to

WM. H. RUSSELL, Mgr., Haverford Court, Haverford, Pa.

When patronizing advertisers Uin.lij nirmi.ni 'I'm Savm nv



The Provident* Life and Trust* Company
of Philadelphia

Capital Stock

Surplus belonging to Stockholders, -

$1,000,000

$4,500,000

OFFICERS.

Asa S. Wing, President.

^T. Wistar Brown, Vice-President.

J. Barton Townsend, Vice-President and
A.-sistant Trust Officer.

J. Roberts Foulke, Trust Officer.

David G. Alsop, Actuary.
Samuel H. Troth, Treasurer.
C. Walter Borton, Secretary.
J. Thomas Moore, Mgr. Insurance Dept.
W. C Craige, Title Officer.

John Way, Assistant Treasurer.
J. Smith Hart, Insurance Supervisor

DIRECTORS.

T. Wistar Brown Frederic H. Strawbridge

John Thompson Emlen

Morris R. Bockius

Henry H. Collins

Levi L. Rue

Asa S. Wing

William Longstreth

Robert M. Janney

Marriott C. Morris

Jos. B. Townsend, Jr. George Wood
John B. Morgan Charles H. Harding

J. Whitall Nicholson

Fourth and Chestnut Streets
Safe Deposit Vaults

FORWARD, KAUFMAN and

GASAGGIO

1225 WALNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

Clothes for College Men

When your suit and overcoat are

correct in style, it adds to the joy of

wearing clothes.

Fine fabrics, correct tailoring, prices

moderate.

A large selection of Fall Suitings,

special, $25.00.

Evening Clothes—Overcoats

THOMAS FERN
Tailor

1307 Walnut Street

Philadelphia

Originator, Designer and Maker of

correct wearing apparel for gentlemen
who demand absolute perfection in

point of Fit, Style, Material.

Absolute satisfaction

guaranteed.

Suits, $30 to $50

Wnen patronizing advertisers kindly mention TH« Havekfobdian.



The Old Historical

CONTINENTAL

The Dean of Hostelries

Has won universal favor and popu-

larity on account of its being up-to-

date in every respect.

Ideal facilities for Banquets, Smok-

ers, Class and Fraternity Dinners, and

private parties. Greatest Grill and

Buffet east of the Pacific, largest and

most beautiful Roof Garden in the

world.

Frank Kimble,
Manager.

F. ROMA & BROS.

Operators and Owners of

AMERICA'S GREATEST RARBER SHOPS

Reading Terminal Broad St. Station

103 and 105 S. 11th St. Dooner's Hotel

Continental Hotel Denckla Building

St. James Hotel Hotel Walton

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Albemarle Hoffman House, New York City

Union Station, Washington, D. C.

Spells Confidence

Exclusive fabrics in neckwear and shirt-

ings and appropriate fixings for all occasions.

Shirt Tailors to Men
and Women

Special offering:

4 Shirts or Tailored Ai a
Waists for . . . vb 1 U
Others up to $10

908 Chestnut Street

Juniper and Filbert Streets

Mint Arcade and S. Penn Sq.

20 and 22 S. 15th Street

(Shoe Department)

P. S.—At Hsfberford to solid orders each <week.

These addresses

only

CollegeMen!
Our stock of Fall

Suitingsand Over-
coatings are now
ready for your
inspection.

Prices $25.00 to $45.00

Savin & McKinney
1229 Walnut Street

PHILADELPHIA

When patronising advertisers kindly mention Tub Haverfohdian.

THC .IODIC PRCSJ
PHILADELPHIA










